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ABSTRACT
Nine reports describing plasma phenomenon of relevance to the
radiation belts are presented. The bulk of the reports are concerned
with linear instability. T_o papers consider non-linear effects and one
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The summary report under Contract NAS_-1211 consists of nine reports,
(GA-6591, GA-6822, GA-6708, GA-6967, GA-7113, GA-7114, GA-7087, GA-6696,
Astrophysical Journal Supplement No. Iii). The first three have been
submitted for publication, the next four are expected to be submitted for
publication in the near future, and the last two have been published. In
this part we summarize the results arrived at in these reports. Part II,
section i to 9 are the respective reports.
In Part II - sections i and 2, we determined the influence of finite
(ratio of particle to magnetic pressure) upon stability of the interchange
mode. The parameters utilized pertain to the tail of the magnetosphere.
It was found that inclusion of the influence of the finite _ terms is,
in general, stabilizing in that a marginally stable solution becomes
stable when the plasma pressure is increased. In addition, we have shown
that the _ = 0 calculations are pessimistic. However, to determine the
stability properties of the configuration, it is necessary to solve a
differential equation using the known plasma parameters. The defining
equations are given by Equations (2-15) and (2-16) of GA-6591.
In Part II - section 33 we examined a high frequency instability
encountered in two component plasmas in mirror geometries. Here the
basic ingredients are a tenuous high-temperature loss-cone limited plasma
superimposed on a dense low-temperature background plasma--as is the case
in the radiation belt. It was found the instabilities with characteristic
i
frequencies on the order of a harmonic of the species cyclotron frequency
would result if the fractional density of hot plasma exceeded the inverse
of the harmonic number. If the fractional density of hot plasma does not
exceed the inverse of the harmonic number, instability would occur only
if the harmonic frequency were equ_l to the appropriate hybrid frequency.
In Part II - section 4_ it was demonstrated that the e]ectron_ from
the Starfish debris although predicted unstable on purely energetic
grounds are stabilized by the influence of ionospheric currents_ vis.
these currents effectively short out the lines of force.
In Part II - section 5_ we describe a new approach toward handling
non-linear interactions. This theory treats the non-linear interaction
between plasma oscillation normal modesin a hydrodynamic approximation.
A modified quasi-linear treatment is used_ in which tile normal modesare
taken to affect each other through the slow non-linear temporal and
spatial changes they induce in the (equilibrium) background quantities.
Plasmons_ i.e._ wave packets of plasma oscillations, are found in this
approximation to have an interaction similar in form to the electromagnetic
and gravitational interactions. The plasmon interaction is describable
in terms of scalar and vector potentials which satisfy wave equations of
the form satisfied by their electromagnetic and gravitational counterparts.
Here_ quantities proportional to the slow changes induced in the back-
ground numberand current densities play the role of the scalar and ve_ztor
potentials_ with the thermal velocity playing the role of the speed of
light. The source terms in the potential wave equations are quadratic in
the normal modedensity perturbation. The normal modedensity perturba-
tion in turn satisfied a Klein Gordon-like equation_ so that, normalized_
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it would appear to play a role similar to the quantummechanical probability
wave function @. An interesting consequenceof these equations is the
presence of an instability arising out of the tendency of plasmons to
condense.
Since manyof the modesinherent to the radiation belt, especially
those which occur in the stagnant layer surrounding the magnetosphere,
give rise to strong turbulence, it maybe useful to use such models to
obtain information about the non-linear behavior.
In Part II - section 6, a study of the non-linear effects of an
instability encountered by Krall and Rosenbluth5 and later applied to
auroral discharge by Chamberlain6 is described. The references are
listed in GA-7114. In the application by Chamberlain, it was conjectured
that since the instability was characterized by the presence of an
electric field parallel to the ambient magnetic field, there would be
dumping of electrons out of the loss cone due to acceleration. Since
only a density gradient is needed to drive this instability (although
it is enhancedby temperature asymmetries), it might be expected that the
modestrongly influences the distribution of particles in the belt.
Results using the quasi-linear approximation for the non-linear
behavior indicate that the instability will be an effective mechanism
for dumping particles out of the loss-cone. Specifically, the wave-
spectrum interacts with the bulk of the protons in the belt. It is
inferred that the electrons will be dragged along with the protons to
maintain charge neutrality.
In Part II - section 7, finite-_ resistive instabilities are studied.
The decoupled-flow regions of resistive instabilities occurring in
magnetospheric tails are sufficiently narrow that magnetic and collisional
viscosities maybe of importance. To determine the effects of these
viscosities, the resistive instabilities studied in the hydromagnetic
approxin_tion by Furth, Killeen and Rosenbluth (1963) and Johnson, Greene
and Coppi (1963), are studied with plasma equations based on the Chapman
and Cowling expansion. Treating the ratio _ of the plasma pressure to
magnetic pressure to be of order unity, three cases are considered, two
leading to tearing instabilities and the third giving a gravitational
instability. It is found in all three cases that the hydromagnetic equa-
tions are applicable when the ion collision frequency is larger than the
ion gyro-frequency. Whenthe ion gyro-frequency exceeds the ion collision
frequency, the results are qualitatively the sameexcept that ion-ion
collisions replace ion inertia in determining the growth rates and the
size of the decoupled-flow region. The conditions under which the Hall
currents becomeimportant are defined.
As somerepresentative numbers, we take a typical length of the
shear field to be 108 cm, look at perturbation wavelengths of the same
order and assumea density, temperature and magnetic field of 102 cm-3,
0.i eV and i07, respectively. In this case viscosity does determine the
behavior. Here, the meanfree path of _ 1/2 X 109 cm is one-thirtieth
the effective parallel wavelength k_I and the latter is comparable with
the diameter of the geomagnetic tail. The ratio ¢ of the thickness of
the decoupled-flow region to the thickness of the equilibrium current
layer is 10-2, and for the tearing modethe growth time is of the order
of 10-2 times the resistive diffusion time. i.e. of the order of a day.




A paper based on a talk given at the Advanced Study Institute,
Radiation Trapped in the Earth's Magnetic Field, August 16 - September 3,
1965 at Bergen, Norway, and to be published in the proceedings comprises
Part II - section 8. The paper was a summary of some results obtained
during this and the preceding contract period.
In Part II - section 9, two-dimensional distributions of the in-
tensity of the polarization of the synchrotron radiation from ultra-
relativistic electrons trapped in a distant dipole field are calculated
for comparison with recent radio astronomical observations. A derivation
of the Stokes parameters is given and numerical results are presented in
the form of fifty-two tables in which the radiation is described for
various angles So, between the dipole axis and the line of sight.
Provision is n_de for shadowing by a centrally located object.
The results reflect the dependence of the intensity and polarization
on the field alignment, radiation efficiency, electron density, and radi-
ating angle. The brightness pattern tends to be more uniformly distributed
for an isotropic distribution of particles approaching a thin vanishing
ring as the limiting equatorial helix angle aL, increases for 8o = 0 and
a more slowly vanishing, thin, wedge-shaped equatorial strip as aL
increases for 80 = 90 °. In general, the pattern outline progresses
smoothly from a circular to a flatter elliptical shape as 8 increases,
O
and becomes a butterfly pattern for eo = 900 and large aL. While the
major axis of the distribution tends to lie in the equatorial plane, in
cases of large sin aL there exists an intermediate range of aspect angle
80, for which the distribution actually consists of two separated portions
lying along the dipole axis.
YPolarizations run the gamut as eo and aL are varied_ the over-all
degree of polarization increasing as @o and aL increased. The patterns
depend much more strongly on the aspect angle and the helix angle than
on the energy distribution_ while the frequency behavior is dependent
only on the power-law energy spectrum assumed and is independent of the
aspect angle or the helix angle. The results for other angular and
energy distributions may be approximated by combining the patterns of
various figures. In this way situations may be constructed where both
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Drift Instabilities and Electron Cyclotron Oscillations
for Arbitrary Plasma Pressure*
N. A. Krall and L. D. Pearlstein
General Atomic Division of General Dynamics Corporation
San Diego, California, U. S. A.
Most of the familiar drift instabilities (flute, universal, etc.) were cal-
culated in the limit _ = (plasma pressure)/(magnetic pressure) = O. In this
limit the perturbed electric field is electrostatic, and the Vlasov equation is
remarkably simplified. The 6 limit for validity of the electrostatic approxima-
tion depends on the particular mode considered and many present experiments fall
outside the range. Two well known low frequency drift instabilities are examined
at arbitrary 8; the zero _ regime is determined and stability criteria for larger
values of 6 are derived. In addition, the influence of finite I_ on radiation at
the electron cyclotron harmonics is examined. The finite Larmor radius (R) flute
instability driven by mirror type curvature of the magnetic field is considered
first. It is sho_a that the lowest order ominously large contribution, inversely
proportional to R_, cancels to all orders of _. The leading terms are then inde-
pendent of R, and are included in the eigenvalue problem; stability_ criteria are
obtained for various ranges of 6. Next the universal instability %erturbed =
exp(ik.r±)exp(ik0rfl) in a uniform magnetic field _ = BOT , is considered, simu-
lating i_leld curva%u_e by a fictitious gravity. Here the _ero _ limit is depen-
dent upon wavelengths. If _ < (electron mass)/(ion mass), or if B < (k,,rpy
where r_ = plasma radius and (i/k,i) a plasma length, t_e zero _ limit oStains.
Since t_e instability only exists' for (k,r_) E < (6.5) -_ a modest plasma pressure
violates the zero 8 limit. The eigenval_e=for 6 > (k IrD)E is calculated as are
conditions for cusp stabilization. The dominant high frequency non-relativistic
modes of the stable zero 8 plasma are longitudinal waves at electron gyrofrequency
harmonics. If excited these modes can radiate only if coupled to transverse
waves; in zero 8 this coupling occurs at a surface or at a local inhomogeneity.
Since a prominent effect of finite 8 is to couple longitudinal and transverse
waves the spectrt_m _d coupling of electron cyclotron oscillations is calculated
for arbitrary 8.
This work was supported in part under a joint General Atomic-Texas Atomic
Energy Research Foundation program on controlled thermonuclear reactions, and in
part by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Office of Space
.Sciences, Geophysics and Astronomy Programs.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Most of the familiar drift instabilities (interchange, universal, etc.)
[1-5] were calculated in the limit 8 = plasma pressure/magnetic pressure = O. In
this limit the unstable modes are electrostatic, and the Vlasov equation is
remarkably simplified. The _ limit for validity of the electrostatic approximation
depends on the particular mode considered, and many present experiments fall out-
side the range. We examine two well kno_m low frequency instabilities, with
finite, and determine both the range of the zero _ approximation and the stability
criteria for general values of 9- In addition we calculate the _nfluence of
finite _ on electron cyclotron harmonic waves.
In Section 2 we consider the finite Larmor radius (Ri) flute, or interchange,
instability [1-3]. It is s_own that the ominously large lowest order contribution,
inversely proportional to R_, cancels to all orders of _. The remaining terms
prove to be stabilizing. We treat this problem by an equation involving only
macroscopic quantities, density, pressure, 9, etc.; this equation evolves from the
Vlasov e_u_tion when we introduce the ordering scheme appropriate to the flute mode
(_/Q _ k R_ << I, 8 _ I), and allows a variation_l treatment of the stability prob-
2
lem. It also allows us to treat large 8 < i/k2Ri .
In Section 3 we examine the universal instability [4,5] _I = _exp(iky)exp(iKz)
in a linear magnetic field Bz(X). This mode can be stabilized by several mechan-
isms in zero _ [5]. One significant effect, stabilization by a strong magnetic
cusp, is shown to be unaffected by finite _ considerations. Another effect, finite
length stabilization, is shown to be enhanced by finite _, allowing longer stable
machines.
In Section 4 we study the high frequency mode structure of an infinite uni-
form plasma in a magnetic field. We show that in addition to the familiar long_-
tudinal Bernstein mode [6], transverse and mixed waves exist at electron cyclotron
harmonic frequencies. We calculate the absorption coefficients and show that the
transverse and mixed waves can be excited to the black body level if B is f_nite.
Like the Bernstein modes, these waves require a coupling mechanism in order to
radiate out of the plasma. They also require frequencies below the plasma frequency
and could be of interest in connection with experiments which observe intense rad-
iation at cyclotron harmonics [7,8].
2. THE FINITE _ FLUTE INSTABILITY
In the earliest investigation of the interchange mode the Vlasov equation was
solved by direct integration over the unperturbed orbits [I]; in the later calcula-
tions the solution was obtained using an expansion technique in which the ion Lar-
mot radius (Ri) was assumed small compared to a characteristic length (L) in the
plasma [2,3]. In the method of Rosenbluth and Simon [3] it is necessary to order,
from the beginning, all quantities in terms of a smallness parameter; the ordering
presupposes knowledge of the solution [I]. However, in contrast to the method of
direct integration it is then practical to solve problems of considerable complexity.
We use this ordering technique [3] to write down a closed set of equations to
first order in the perturbation which enables us to incorporate 6 to all orders.
Curvature is represented by an effective gravity (g). The geometry is one-dimen-
sional, i.e., no quantities vary in the direction of a one-dimentional magnetic
field B and all unperturbed quantities vary only in the direction of gravity
lO
perpendicular to B. The appropriate ordering [1-3] in terms of the smallness
.. parameter ¢ = Ri/L = 1/f_iLJ_Ti is
2
cE Ri VB 2
1
with _ the cyclotron frequency, B the magnetic field, E the electric field, e the
eigenfrequency, and L the system size.
The first effect of finite _ is to produce an apparent charge separation in
lowest order due to theVB drift. However, this large effect cancels to all orders
in _, leading to a theory which depends only upon the macroscopic plasma properties.
We examine herein the cylindrical case and demonstrate by a variational technique
that in general finite _ is stabilizing.
Since the method employed follows that of Ref. [3] we shall, wherever conven-
ient, use their notation. Our starting point is the Vlasov equation written in a
frame moving with the drift velocity, with equilibrium fields and gravity varying
only radially.
_ x ; v, T, Bo(r) z
Dtf + v" Vf + [v' X _ - Dt_ - (_'V)_]'Vvf = 0 (2._)
where
D t =_ + V-V (2.3)
and G represents the acceleration arising from all forces save the Lorentz force.
Note that V has no component in the direction of _. If we now convert to polar
coordinates in velocity space and define
_±- _X ± i_ = e+i@ _ ± i _ (2.4)
with similar definitions for all other vectors we can, by substituting




into the Vlasov equation obtain a fo1_ual solution by equating coefficients.
then have to lowest order
i v_-focfl,i = - 2,:--z_
_f0
2Dtf 0 + cv(_+fl, I + _-fl,_l ) - v -_ _-- . (_.6)
This equation along with the next order equation coupled with Maxwell's eq,1:tJ _ns
7.E = 4_efvdvCf 0 + ¢2f2, 0] (2.7)
cV x _- _j = 4_ dv{V_[fo + o] + v[_fl,_l+
c--= - Vx _ (2.0)
_t
I_ _.
completely determine the solutions. If we now substitute F,q. (2.6) into _,qo. (!_.7)
and (2.8) we obtain, to lowest order, the equilibrium condition (p = vdvv2Mf/2)
_B _ o,B _7 + 4w _r = (2.lo)
Rzt
and with the perturbations f', E', B' _ e
turbed distribution function with Tl= (_B/Sr)/B,
e f(r) we obtain, for the per-
f, = i V'_' (Sf _v 5f) i cVX _ _i' (2.11)
+ mVD/r 11 _-r + 2 _ + :oI] B _.r '
and for both the perturbed Maxwell's equations
i vdv
+mVD/r %V + 2 _ "
(2.12)
In the above equations primed terms refer to perturbed quantities and the sum is
over species. To arrive at these results we have assumed that the Debye length is
of the same order in ¢ as is the Larmor radius; hence terms like V'_' are of
higher order. Also note that _' does not contain the gravitational drift to this
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order. In addition we have used the following definitions
= m - mcE/rB, v0= (_B/_r)/_. (£.t3)
We immediately see that the r.h.s, of Eq. (2.12) is the perturbed charge separa-
tion due to the V B drift which vanishes to lowest order in ¢. Consequently, we
must conclude that either the integral must vanish (which gives rise to a univer-
sal instability generated by a temperature gradient [9J) or V -V' must vanish
producing the flute mode with the polarization
s (v× _ )z- I _B _ cE$B B 8r -- B + @,.¢2 .( ) ()2.1L_"
Now, when this polarization relation is substituted into the next contribut-
ing order and @,(¢2) is eliminated from the lowest order equations (it of course
does not occur in the higher order equations) by taking a suitable linear combina-
tion of Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) we obtain




b2- B2/4_po2, _- (_B/_r)/B, _ cE_/_, 8R =/Mv4f vdv
T = _2(i+b2) + m_[1_ + 5p/Br]/_r + m2_C_Rl_r)/r2_ 2. (2.i6)
Again, all quantities refer to ion parameters. Finally, if we assume the plasma
is isothermal with equal ion and electron temperatures we have
T = [_ - mVc(l-_)/r] 2 - [mVc(l+6)/r] 2
vc= - (ap/_r)/_ (2.17)
where for convenience we have dropped the b2 term, a valid approximation for all
but very low density plasmas. In determining stability behavior we shall work
solely with this last form for T, Eq. (2.17).
i3
As in Ref. [3] Eq. (2.15) can be obtained from a varirttion_l principle _,it,l_
the property that the eigenvalues are in general complex. This variational :_rin'-
ciple is expressed for general equilibrium in Eqs. (2.25) - (2.27). In genc_ai
we can only extract from this a sufficient condition for stability. However, as
in Ref. [3], there is a special equilibrium E(p) in which there is a minima]
expression for-2. It can be shown, as in Ref. [3], that varying E(p) away from
the special equilibrium is destabilizing.
The variational principle allows us to make stability statements when G, p,
B, and E are general functions of positions, and can be used to analyze quite
realistic physical situations. In this work we are concerned only witi_ the st_b_i-
ity behavior arising from a variation of _. There are two useful approsches. ,e
can find corrections to calculations [1-3] which assume a p, _, E and ignore the
contributions implied by p and B, or we can calculate the stability _:onsist,cnl]y
with finite _(r), and ask whether an increase in _ (which changes p, B, et,c.'_ is
stabilizing. To distinguish _ effects uniquely in the latter case is difficult;
we attempt this by varying _ with p'/p fixed, an@ taking first E(p) given by the
special equilibrium and later E = 0 independent of 8.
We consider first the special equilibrium
cE/B= - Vc(i- ) (:.18)





/drrp[Vc(l._)] 2 A 2 ÷ /drrg _r _2
r3p + + -_-
where
A2 2  2(m<l)
= _r I + r2 "
-_ -) ,(......o)
2
As in Ref. [3], with g = O, _ = 0 is a solution for m = i. This is seen by
choosing as a trial function @ constant everywhere except at the boundary; thus
the numerator can be as small as desired. Consequently there is no stabilization
for the m = 1 mode even for general 8.
To obtain the behavior of a variation of S which maintains the special
equilibrium we write
p = K Po(X). (2.21)




5_ = _(l+2S)_ . (2.22)
To obtain Eq. (2.22) we have used the pressure balance equation which leads to
(B/Bo)2 --( l+2_,)-i (2.23)
with Bo the value of B at the boundary. _f we now assume that we have marginal
stability for _K= 0, we may solve for 5_ to order 5K by varying the equilibrium
only, since _xo_/55 = O, and obtain
~ 5KJdrrpA2Vc28(682f + 10G + 4).
Hence increasing _ stabilizes.




= (- B + _)I_ (2.26)
and
A= -Idrpr3A2 +Idrr2(_p/_r) l_12
1drprA2[ eE 1 Vdl._) ]B = /B +
c = -I_prA2[(cE/B+ Vc)(CE/B- %_)] (2.27)
where A 2 is defined as in Eq. (2.20) except now absolute values are implied.
We next consider the influence of finite 8 on the stability for the case in
which p is gausslan, g = O, and (i) E_ r, (ii) u = -cE/B - V c _ r (uniform rota-
tion). Note that for B = constant these two conditions are equivalent and the
prWolem reduces to a well known calculation [1]. To proceed, we have as a
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sufficient condition for stability B2-4AC _ O. We assume that for _ = 0 the sys-
tem is at marginal stability and compute the correction to first order in 9- ,_e
thus have for case (i) with
/dr r 3= p'r2$2/ Jdrpr A3 > 0
_ = /drpr3_A2//drpr3A2 > 0
the condition for stability
[(Vc/2r) 2 + _ucE/r2B] + _[(Vc/r) 2 - _(3uVc+u2)/r 2] > 0 (a.29)
All parameters occurring are to be taken in the 8 = 0 limit. The first square
bracket vanishes by the assumption of marginal stability in the 8 = 0 limit. If
we now substitute this result into the remaining term we obtain from Eq. (2.29)
c.. ..
for stability, which is automatically satisfied. Thus we see G stabilizes; the
= 0 stability criterion is pessimistic [i]. For case (ii) we obtain twice the
result of Eq. (2.30).
If we perform the analogous calculation for linear geometry where we assume
all quantities depart for uniformity by a slow linear term we obtain the finite
correction to another well known result [i]. Our _ modified stability criteria
is
(l+2_)(kVc) 2 > = kg(Sp/Sx)/p <) 31)
and again _ is stabilizing.
Finally we examine the effect of varying p subject to Eq. (2.21) with E = 0
and obtain after some algebra the condition for stability




and in addition we have used EQ. (2.28) for _. We immediately see that if p' is
" negative the first term and the last term in Eq. (2.32) are positive and by the
Schwartz inequality the contents of the square bracket are positive. Hence, if
5K and thus 8_ are positive, we have stability.
Our results can be summarized as follows:
l) The special equilibrium is the most stable for a given plasma pro-
file provided p' < O;
2) Increasing _ and holding E fixed within the special equilibrium or
setting E = 0 for a general equilibrium is stabilizing provided the density p is
varied with a fixed p'/p;
3) The 8 = 0 stability criteria are pessimistic since the lowest order
corrections are stabilizing.
3- UNIVERSAL INSTABILITY
One low frequency instability of an inhomogeneous eolligior_ss plasma in a
magnetic field B(x)_ is a nearly electrostatic wave (E_ eiky e _%z em_.. k >> K)
with group velocItyparallel to particle drifts and phase velocity parallel to B z.
This instability was calculated for a simple equilibrium (density and temperature
gradients only) [4] with arbitrary 6; in a zero _ calculation [5] it was shown
that the mode could be stabilized by more complex equilibria, where the effects
of finite length, magnetic cusp curvature, shear, cold plasma, etc. were included.
Here we examine the influence of finite _ on finite length and magnetic cusp
stabilization.
_ We simplify the calculation by assuming a linear plasma f _ _ _3/2 e_SV2+_g x
x 1 , _ . o- _J
L -¢ (X+vyl_)], _0 = BOIz(I+¢x)' simulate curvature by gravity g = -_tb_I/Ro,
and use a local approximation to evaluate the final equations at x = 0 [_'_?1.
The perturbed electric field is _ = - V_ + Ez, where Ez vanishes in zero _, and
Ex is a correction smaller than E z for this mode.
Previous work demonstrates that the maximum growth mode occurs for
1/K M _Rp/4_, or 1/K M_R_m the former when _ > m/M, and R is the plasma
radius. This worst mode can be eliminated by making the syst_ short enough,
L < I_K M. In fact all modes were shown in zero _ [5] to require I/K > I/Ko_ 6R_,
the fin fte length stabilization effect. We expect the same effect in finite _. =
Since we also expect to find stabilization for cusp curvature, we solve the case
of marginal stability, Re _ >> Imp, calculate as in Ref. [5], using the Vlasov
equation, solved by the method of characteristics, assume e < KVe, and arrive at
the approximate dispersion relation including curvature and finite 8
T i
1 + _-- Ioe-b(l+W)(l._X/m,) = _
e
[. Te k2v2(Imp--- l+
I TiF, x Teloe-b(e'-_X)w + %L _ T i
_)/_Rc] [A+B/_Ak_2] + i (Ion Terms)
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where all parameters except Te,_t__v refer to ions, I0 is the modified Bessel func-
tion, _' = e-kv2/CA_c, VA = B/_ V _ thermal velocity, _x = kRiv i d(_n/dx),
2 ®
b = k2R , R --Larmor radius, W = - (I14_ J xe "x2 dx/Cx + _'/Kv i -ie). The
quantities A and B are positive real functions of the parameters, and the ion terms
are stabilizing. Reference [5] solved Eq. (3.i, 3.2) with K2VA 2 = K2Vi2/B _ ®.
To see the finite length effect we solve Eq. (3.1)(with no curvature) for
_x/m = (Kv/_)kR(d/,_n/dx)/K, write Kv/_ =- I/_,
-b i d_n
kRl0e K dx _---Ti Ioe-b(l+W)= _ i+ T - +
e
I Ti Te I]20e-b(_-_X)w(_) + _e (°a'+_x "_iilJ
K2 Ab
( 3)
Observing that k_l+W( _)I has a minimum at &O " i we conclude that there is a minimum
value of (d_n/_x)/K {or this mode to exist. With K2VA 2 _® the minimum is that
obtained in Ref. [5], -/K > (20.6)(d2_n/dx) -I, occurring for modes with k2R 2 _ I,
W(&) -- O. Including the finite 6 effects the minimum is displaced and
Ii+ Ti/Te I 1Lstability <,/K 0 = 20.6 2 +_(6.5)28i Rp, Rp_-- (d/_n/dx) -I (3.4)
We see that finite 8 permi_ longer stable machines and that the effect is enhanced
by the factor (d_%n/dx)/K 6.5 for the shortest parallel wavelength mode.
The cusp stability criterion is apparent from Eq. (3.2). We note that _'
and k2v2/Rc are the stabilizing terms. From Eq. (3.1) it can be seen that m,/_x
may be made small by choosing kR >> i; in addition the finite B corrections to
(m,_mx) are small. Then stability is achieved by taking kV2/_R > ex _
! C
(kvZ/2_)(d_n/dx). From the form of Eq. (3.2) we s_e that this stabilization is
unaltered by finite 8 corrections, since (m,+_x . kv_/_Rc ) is a common factor of
all destabilizing contributions.
We conclude that finite _ increases the allowed length of a stable machine
but does not alter the criteria for magnetic cusp stabilization.
h. ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HARMONIC OSCILLATIONS
Explanations of the features of observed radiation [7,8] at electron cyclotron
harmonic frequencies (intensities flat over several harmonics, comparable to black
body radiation at the plasma temperature) usually involve the Bernstein electro-
static mode [6]. In this paper we show that two other modes can exist at harmonic
frequencies. One is purely transverse, the other half longitudinal, half trans-
verse. We calculat% for the two new modes, the absorption length, indicative of
the size of a plasma needed to excite these modes to black body level. This size
is infinite for a _ = O plasma, but is not unreasonably large for the values of B
found in experiments. We simplify the problem by considering waves with k-vector
nearly perpendicular to B.
Consider^an infinite Maxwellian plasma in equilibri.umwith a uniform magnetic
field _= Boil, and perturb it with a wave _e i_ e IKz e _m_, K << k
_~ -_-- -_eBTmc. Straightforward integration of the Vlasov equatipn gives the
dispersion relations (for K = 0)
18
, %
allE x + al2Ey = O, a21E x + a22Ey = O, a33E z = 0 (4.1)
-b
. 2 2 2.-2 l%e
all = (k c -_ )/_p + (_2+2b2-2b21_/l_)x_/b; X_- I+_Q_
a22 p
am = a21=-i(_In)ll_-1 + I)II_-1×
(_.2)
_-(k%2_)/_oo + ×_ (4.3)a33
2
where b = k_ /2, I. is the Bessel function of imaginary argument, I. = dl_/db,
and R e are _e el_ectron gyration frequency and radius. The dispersion rZelation
alla22 = la121 can be solved in the limit k2c2 >> _, X_ << b, yielding the hybrid
mode and the _ = kc mode. The limit X_" b yields th_ Bernstein mode, _ _ -_,
E = i(k2c2/m2)E , while the limit X- _" k2c_/c_2_ >> i gives the new modes
Y ' p x z p
_i -_a b,_e-b_ l + _-K;-II_ Ey= - iEx (4._)
.J
_2= -_a-_e -b(_/k%2) 2 W --f_i _ E:Ez (4_)
]
" 2
Equation (4.4) is the solution to allS_2 = IaLRI , and is mixed in polarization
independent of the small parameter a_c. _.qua£ion (4.5) solves a33 = 0 and is a
pure transverse harmonic mode. The horrections for finite K,
W(k)=-_I -- xe-X2dx/(x+_-i¢) are included, and are necessary for calculation of
the_so_tloncoefficient_--_ _/I_/_I-Weaverseoveraconeofs_ll
values of K to obtain the absorption length for the two modes
R -I R
LI--- _ (l%e -b) ; L2-_- _ (b/Ize -b) _Re/_ (4.6)
These modes, flat over harmonics with b -- % could be excited to black body level
in a plasma of size R -- Re/_ . These new modes share with the longitudinal wave
2 _ r
a difficulty in propagating out of the plasma (a¥ 0 equires complex k, giving
reflections), but could be coupled at a sharp bo_nda_e they are transverse
waves. The results above occur only when _ = eB/moc_/1-v=c _ is replaced by eB/moc. The
relativistic correction places a limit on the possible size of the harmonic term,
allowing solutions Eq. (4.4, 4.5) only when (O/_p < 1/4_. Since the Bernstein modes
exhibit no such behavior this offers another means of experimentally distinguishing
among the various contributions to the electron harmonic spectrum.
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The effect of finite plasma pressure (_) on the interchange mode is
calculated in the finite Larmor radius limit. The method follows earlier
zero _ calculations of Rosenbluth and Simon, expanding the Vlasov equation
with the ion Larmor radius a i considered small compared with the plasma
radius, L. The plasma pressure is taken to be zero order in ai/L. A
differential equation is obtained for the stability properties of systems
with arbitrary radial dependence of density, electric field, magnetic field
and _. Several simple examples show that increasing _ moves marginally
flute unstable systems to stability, if the change in _ does not include
violent changes in the density and field profiles. L,_ --/_) _l_ot_
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The purpose of this paper is to calculate the effect of finite plasma
pressure on the interchange mode in the finite Larmor radius, "weakly" un-
stable, regime. The previous low plasma pressure calculations were done
in the electrostatic approximation. 1'2'3 In the earliest calculation the
solution was obtained from direct integration of the Vlasov equation over
the particle orbits. 1 In later calculations the solution to the Vlasov
equation proceeded from an expansion technique in which the ion Larmor
radius (ai) was assumed small compared to a characteristic length (L) of
the plasma, i.e. the radius of the plasma. 2'3 Although the direct
integration of the Vlasov equation leads in principle to a solution of
the most complex problems, in practice few problems are amenable to
solution with this method. On the other hand the expansion technique,
which presupposes knowledge of the solution to obtain the proper ordering
scheme, enables one to solve problems of considerable complexity.
We use this latter technique, specifically the method of Rosenbluth
and Simon, 3 to obtain a closed set of equations to first order in the
perturbation. The contribution of _, the ratio of plasma to magnetic
pressure, a quantity which we treat as order unity is included to all
orders.
The model examined is one-dimensional in the equilibrium state with
a uniform magnetic field. Curvature is represented by a fictitious
gravity which points in the direction (orthogonal to the magnetic field)
of variation of the equilibrium state (particle distribution and electro-
static, potential). We consider flute type perturbations i.e., there is
no motion or variation in the direction of the uniform magnetic field;
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thus the perturbed magnetic field has no component orthogonal to the
equilibrium magnetic field.
The appropriate ("finite Larmor radius") ordering scheme I in terms









where _ is the elgenfrequency, E the electric field, B the magnetic
field, _ the cyclotron frequency, M/_ the temperature and _D the Debye
length.
The immediate effect of the inclusion of finite _ terms is to pro-
duce to lowest order in ¢ an apparent charge separation due to the VB
drift, which however cancels to all orders in _ leading to a theory
which depends only upon macroscopic plasma parameters. In a previous
4
paper the definitive differential equation was written down without
proof and several cases were examined to determine the influence of
finite _ on stability. In the present treatment we derive this equation
for rectangular geometry and add to the previous stability analysis.
For completeness we will co_nent on some of the previous results as well.
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In Section II we derive, for a linear perturbation, an eigenvalue
equation for stability in rectangular geometry; we also include the
analogous equation for cylindrical geometry. In both cases we include
an equlibrium electric field. In Section III we determine the influence
of finite _ on stability through the use of a variational technique.
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II. Linear Perturbed Equation
Since the method employed will parallel that of Rosenbluth and
Simon 3 we use, wherever convenient, their notation. We start with the




which is given by






If we next convert to polar coordinates in velocity space (B is chosen in
."J,_n
the z-direction, _ =
V t = VCOS_
X
v' = vsin_ (5)
Y
The Vlasov equation can be written in the form*
Df -_ + -i_+f _ _e-i_(DV+)iv_v_ i _ -i¢(Dv+)f-i_(_V )
---+ e v +-
Bf i _V2f vt5+V- _5f 5 ]x _ - _-_(5+V+le -2i¢ B--"_- _ r_ + _ _-_(5+V+le'2iCf + cc = 0 (61
*As a definition by "cc" we mean B+CV-)-+-_(V :F)
_ f _f
n,m n, -m
everywhere i appears explicitely it is replaced by -i.
and
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In Eq. (6) we have defined
_± _
=_/±i-- By
v__-Vx + iVy (7)
Also note that derivatives operate on all quantities to the right unless
a bracket is interposed. A formal solution to the above equation can be
obtained by substituting
n . _
f = Z S een _.._ f
n,m
n= 0 m= -n
(8)
and equating coefficients. The truncation of the sum over m is a
property of the finite Larmor radius ordering. Recall that all terms
in Eq. (6) are now uniquely ordered by the aforementioned ordering
scheme. Thus, we have to lowest order
with
cv 5+fl, 1 v _fo 0 (9)Df° + -_ ( + oc)-_ (_ "v_ v =
i
_'fl,1= - 2-5v_ fo (lO)
Recall that since the gravitational drift is included in V there are
terms of higher order also present. To the next order we obtain
¢2Df2, 0 + ¢ v A+f_3 [ 1
J,
[_v 2+ cc] .e2 1 (av-+"+'_v)5v'f2 2 + X(v.v__fe-f2-_e+ cc]
with
- _-'_ (DV +) + cc = 0
¢3inf3,1 - ¢2v [ ] [
2  +f2,2+ -f2,o+¢ Dfl,1-






2i[_f2,2 = g e _ fl, l - I[ (B-V-) _ (13)
The terms odd in m + n form a separate equivalent chain as in reference 3.
If the terms of Eqs. (9)-(13) are combined we obtain for the lowest order
contribution
v _ _ _+IDfo _g (v -v) + [_ _ _-fo+ cc]--o (9')
and to the next order
,o"_ _v _ (_+_ x" + cc)+ _2 nz_-f2,o+ oc
-.2[_(_+v+)_v-_Z22+cc] -.[L_(_+)_ I] =o (11.)
where
X _B _+i 1 @_+l
=-i-6i _-_-fo+_ _(_'v-)_v-_(_-v-)_+_--_v
V
-_ (B+v-- _-v+)_-fo+ v(v'v_4n_ B-_-_v÷ _(DV-)_v __vD 51_-fo
i¢2v
= 'B_B,1+ -/--_-f2,o (14)
These equations, Eqs. (9'), (II') end (14) coupled with Maxwell's equations
E = 4_ _ ef vdv (fo + ¢2f2,0), (15a)V
@
+ (¢ fl,:t:.l + _3f3,:_.l) v] (l_b)
J
and
__B= ._1 v x E (15c)
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completely determine our solution. The x and y components of Eq. (15b)
i E-_+)
can be obtained by taking suitable linear combinations e.g. Ey = [(
To proceed, we choose all equilibrium quantities to be functions of
x; then g and the equilibrium electric field point in the x-direction.
Since we are concerned with the linearized perturbed equation we Fourier
analyze with respect to time (_) and the y-variation (k).
First, we obtain from the y-component of Eq. (15b) the equilibrium
pressure balance equation
i_ i_ 18R
l_ l(_x_+ 2 _xn Z-)p (16)
where when indicated we sum over species; otherwise all quantities refer
to ion parameters. Also in Eq. (16) we have utilized the following
definitions
= Mf vdv (fo + ¢2f2,0) (Mass density)P
p = Mf v3dv (fo + ¢2f2,0) (Perpendicular pressure)
: + (17)
Note that for an isothermal Maxwellian velocity distribution
P = p/2_
R =pi'_ = _/4a2 (18)
where M/_ is the perpendicular temperature.
Next, we compute the lowest order perturbed contributions. From
Eq. (9') we have
30
with




= _z "_ x -E')c/B
Primed quantities refer to perturbed variables. For convenience we have
retained the contribution from the gravitational drift velocity, a term
of relative order c2. Also, note that Eq. (19) holds for both ions and
electrons and except where confusing we shall supress indices. Now,
(21)
which can be written
V • V' = - --IDB
_" _ B (22)
Hence, to this order the perturbed distribution is given by
i _fo i 1 _.V_,_(Bfo _Iv_f o -
f° = _ _ _x - _ + kV D - kg _ "B-x- + 2-- 5v )
(23)
Inserting Eq. (21) and (23) into Eq. (15) we then have
---- = .[----__-_ - (_ _ - _ ) e v I
+ g v z (z:_)
and from the _-component of Eq. (15b) using Eq. (lO) we have
" - c -B _-_
= (_ rim', _e fk_ iva_v. 4w ,_ /vd k_
- v2- i. (25)
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In Eqs. (24 and (25) we have defined
vTi 8fo
I = _x _- _v (26)
_-_+ kV D - k_gg
O
U sing
we have to lowest order in c (recall XDa-_ _ ¢0 _ and thus the first
¢4
two terms of Eq. (24) are the same order in _ as the term on the r.h.s
proportional to gravity)
0 = ( " _ B " e vdv I (28)
for both Eqs. (24) and (25). The first term on the l.h.s of Eq. (25)
vanishes to lowest order due to the equilibrium condition Eq. (16). This
equation can be satisfied by either the first bracket vanishing _hich,
as will be subsequently seen, determines the polarization for the
interchange mode; or by the sum vanishing which gives rise o a
universal instability driven by a temperature gradient_ Note the r.h.:_
of r_q. (=0) is just the lomest order charge separation ,' ue t,) the _ c!rif't
[ ee Fq. (24)].
Thu_;, since we are interested in the interchange _o(ie _Fe mur;t have
viz, V • V' vanishes to io_lest order in _. Con:_equently, -'e may set
# = 0 in all terms of higher order, such as the contribution of f2 0 to
the charge _lensity 3 the Debye length terms etc. iTith the_;e restrictions{
in min@ we have
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and
' o- z/V • E' - i _ 52E 4_i e vdv I kg
-- -- _ 7" h-
_--_ _ e Ivdv + ¢24_e ray f20 (30)
]_I_ - _- " B _ +_-- e vdv_ 2 I
= ,2@ e vdv I + ,3 v_ (f3,1 + 3,-i), (31)
where the gravitational drift has been dropped from the denominator of
! !
I [see Eq. (26)]. Note that in the terms arising from f2,0 and f3,1 only
the ions contribute; also as a reminder, all quantities refer to ion
parameters unless a sum is explicitly indicated. We may now eliminate
@ from Eqs. (30) and (31) by multiplying Eq. (31) by _ and adding it
_D
to Eq. (30) to obtain
_-_ 5p _]
+ _2(_+ B-_/._,j :
]'x [2n (x-+ cc)
where X- is defined by Eq. (14).
io [- o T( x
fv ' kVD) 4Nie F .4we dv c2f2,0 (1 + --&--+ --g--jvav
(32)
We are of course only interested in
the linear perturbed part of the last integral of Eq. (32). Finally
we can rewrite the linear perturbed part of Eq. (ll') in the form
¢2 i (_ + kVD) f, v _+ 1 '2,0 +_( _x- + co) = 0 (33)
where we have dropped higher order terms in ¢ and also we have not in-
cluded the last two terms @fEq, (ll') since these terms vanish after an
integration over velocity when substituted into Eq. (32). We then have
for the r.h.s of Eq. (j_2_
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co j 2 i.(_ +,_)_x-+co. (::_,)
At this point a fe_r remarks are in order. First we note [see I.9 .
(14)] that there are no denominators of the form [ + kV i t:o be Jnte{::r:,t,,i
over; hence there are no resonant particle contribut:ioP.: be %hi:; or,;m."
in ¢. Secon% we see that only the macroscopic piasm_._ !r_'u_eters ].:i:_b,':
in ]{q. (].7) contribute. Hence, we see that the cr.,nce]lulJon o;' the
apparent charge separation to lowest order which force(] the polari>:_;tinr_
restraint, Eq. (29) affords extensive simplification to the finite
interchange mode in the ':weak instability" limit.
_Te next evaluate E_. (34). If D is expande_] to first or0er in the
perturbation "_.,'ehave
il ×- i
_'" + 1_) _ ..,- cci = - _+ X + cc i +
_herein we have utilized the polarization relation, !:]q.(::19), to ].o e :t
or_3er, viz.
-- f
_ _ _ _.£F_ = i
B _ DB = _ " _V' = O (2)',
We now express the last bracket of Eq.(35) in terms of macroscopic quanti-
ties, using the definition of X" Eq. (i_) along with a linear combination of
4w
Eqs.(15b). This contribution to Eq.(32) combines with [_2(l+u-_ _Bp/Bx)
_I_] to produce _E_xE , see Eq.(16). Thus Eq.(32) can be rewritten as
$
-___.__, ,__, i c ' _, _., _ _,,-,i__g _:_l.s- _ + _ x- _'_- y "g'_'- B_ ,..-.,
_ie /vdv ?+ l _ @ A+(_,-V- 1 .++ _.'7--/--_-- ' _7 (DV')fo - _ _+_ _ _-_'o + S"- ) n " fo
(3) (._)
-(_+)2(_-v-)_-_+(_+v')_ _'fo + 3-i-(?+ _ o "'fo+ °° (:_6)
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where in all terms proportional to _v an integration over v has been
performed. The bracketed numbers which appear in Eq. (36) serve to
label the respective terms. Recall that fo is the lowest order distri-
bution function including both the equilibrium and perturbed contribu-
tions.
To continue with the evaluation of the integral it is convenient to








We now have for the various terms of the integral
(I) II = _-{i_+ (DV-) fo + cc = -kT_2 + i _ _ C__B
where we have utilized Eq. (22').
condition Eq. (29')
Ii = _ .. - (39)
4 1 v2 [i _ ___f' .k2_ fo )(2) 12= _+DS_-fo---_- (_x_ -_-
_ _2f
and substituting Eq. (37) we obtain
,_[_ • __ __.ae_ 12=_- __x
If we now incorporate the polarization
35
(40)
(3) 2[ ]v 1 ._ +i13 : _- - 5+(A+ _ 5"V-)f o ._,(_'V') _-fo + cc
f
= t- _ ['2(:_x - _--7j _ _ _'_ " 2 _ (- _ _ _,_
n Z_ 8x
wherein Eqs. (22') and (37) have been utilized. After further algebra
we obtain
(4)
2[ ]v _ _ 5_f k2"IiI3 = 2-- _x [] _x fo - _ _Y fo
i_ _+)2




which can be _ritten with Eq. (37)
v4 r 52 , ' k2
I4 1--6 [(_ + k2) ik t, 1 ' 1 >fo]-2_ ik _ 1 Afo ': _ (_]fo +jinx " :- ( x_x +_ fo)
+ (-:_2x + k2) _ _,i Dx _ _ Dx _ _:x _ _x _ 5x .
Now with Eq. (37) and some minor algebra
:4; g- _ ?x _x - '_--ex (42)
Collecting all terms we have for the integral in Eq. (36) with Eq. (17)
k_S _ a2 _ _ + _I_)+ (. + :_)+ n--2--__ _2_ _ _ +h-- ( x
+ _I (_3)
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We next turn to the evaluation of the first five terms on the 1.h.s
of Eq. (36), the Debye length contributions. If the polarization relation
Eq. (29') is employed we have for these terms
E_ + - _ + _2 2 2 B BE+ kY_ kcE
_x_ _ _-
or
i _k2, + ....
i-_ Ey c • Bx 2_ B _x • _B B _x
Inserting the definition for _ [See Eq. (20)] we see that the round
bracket vanishes and finally, the Debye length terms contribute
c i [ B _] (44)k @)2k%'-
Consequently, we have for our final equation [from Eqs. (36), (43)
and (44) ]
pT _ k2_ _p_= o (45)_-_ _-_ - k2Tp¥ + g x
with
b 2 _2T= (1+ )a_
b 2
+ (_+ _) + z_p _x
To be complete we now write down the analogous equation for
cylindrical geometry, namely
i B _¥ [ m 2
r _¥ pTr3 _ + ,(l-m2) pT + _g Br
;o









b2 _2 _ _ _ 1 _RT= (l + ) +_7 (_r +'½) + p _r '
i aB (49)
where Ii- B mr "
The lowest order equilibrium is again just
_-7 _ + P = 0_ (50)
the higher order terms are not required since all terms appearing in
Eq. (47) are already of order _2.
Note that Y is the displacement in the frame drifting with the TB
drift.
If _Je assume that the plasma can be represented by an isothermal
Maxweilian velocity distribution with ions and electrons having equal
ITtemperatures, can be considerably simplified and is given by
k ap (l__)/(l+b 2)
• = (i+b 2) _+2n-7?x
_ _(i+_) (l+b 2) i-_ _c_(l÷b _)
• i: _X
k_p
for the linear case with _ replaced by m (%__ppr 8r for the cylindrical case.
Recall that all parameters in the above expression refer to ions only,
thus _ = _ •
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III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The differential equation Eq. (51) has the same structure as the
zero _ equations derived by Rosenbluth and Simon (3), and can be treated
by the same computationRl or variational techniques with little added
complication. They can be integrated directly to make stability predic-
tioms about plasma configurations with general Eo(r), B(r), p(r), P(r).
Clearly changes in 8 will affect stability, but the effect will also
depend on what chamges are made in Eo(r), B(r), p(r) etc. Indeed the
theory written down here includes the variation _(r), with 8 = 0 outside
the boundary of the plasma increasimg to some _max inside the plasma.
Thus the stability will be sensitive to gross cha_es in the profile p(r),
8(r) as well as the value of 8max" We will try to isolate the effect of
increasimg _ by choosimg an equilibrium which is neutrally stable, in-
creasing 8 keeping the gross spatial features of the plasma fixed, and
calculating the shift from neutral stability. We will also calculate the
sizes of the _ corrections to a zero 8 theory and will show that the zero-8
limit is a pessimistic estimate of flute stability.
Followimg Ref. (3) we put Eq. (51) in the form
 2OlY+ * = o. (52)
Multiplying by T* on the left and integrating, we obtain
m2A +_B + C = 0 (53)
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where
A =-Sdr p(l + b2)r3A 2 +Sdr(_.p/_r)r21y 2
r [ cEij o2 7 mr2A2B = - dr p(l + b2) V c l+b2 - J
]r° o ]- Fd_p(l+ b2) o +_ Vc _ _ v ,C = J T l+b 2 l+b 2 c j
and
r_ 2 (m2_l) Y V -
A_ : + 2 ' c _p _r
r
For our first example we choose an equilibrium with 2cEo/B = Vc(l-P)(l+b2) -1
This choice makes the constant B in Eq. (53) vanish and gives the simple
results c02 = -C/A. Rosenbluth and Simon (3) refer to this as lhe special
equilibrium, and show that varying E(O) away from this equilibrium is de-
stabilizing. Now choosing a trial function Y constant everywhere except at
the boundary we note that the only contribution to C for m = i modes is the
destabilizing contribution from g; indeed _9 = 0 is a solution for m = i and
g = O. Thus even for general _ there is no stabilization for the m = I mode
from the finite Larmor radius equation.
For higher m values we can adjust the strength of Eo/B and g to
give marginal stability, _2 = 0 and see what _m0 is for a change 5p.
To obtain the behavior of a variation of p which maintains the
special equilibrium we vary the uniform temperature ke<_pin__ the density
fixed. From our equilibrium conditions
B 2 2
L_ + 8-_ = 8--i_








By varying _ we then have
8_ = -_(:_) _- (55)
which when inserted into the "special equilibrium" variational expression
leads to
hence increasing _, i.e., _/_<0, stabilizes.
For our next e_mples we choose either E _ r or u = cE/B + _V c _ r.
This is the case of uniform rotation; if B = constant the two conditions
are equivalent and the problem reduces to that of Rosenbluthj Krall and
Rostoker. (1) We assume that for _ = 0 the system is marginally stable
(B2 = 4AC) and calculate the corrections to first order in _, giving
d(B 2 - 4AC) 8_>0 for stability.
a_




[,_ . =]+ i _ _ > 0 for stability
cI
which is automRtically satisfied• Thus _ stabilizes in this case; the _=0
stability criterion (1) is pessimistic in that it ignores the stabilizing
finite _ contributions implied by the choice of p and B. The modified RKR
results is (in linear geometry)




The superficial result of RKRthat increasing the temperature with fixed
magnetic field increased the finite Larmor radius stabilization is not
contradicted here. Indeed it is enhancedby the increasing size of t,he
finite _ contribution.
A similar calculation with E = 0 showsthat for most reasonable
plasma profiles 5_>0 is stabilizing but a pathological geometry could
lead to the opposite result.
We conclude that the effect of finite _ on a finite Larmor radius
flute instability is to generally drive a marginally stable system towards
stability. The situation is complicated by the influence of the actual
geometry on the instability. The best procedure is to compute the sta-
bility directly from the differential equation (5) with parameters and
profiles appropriate to the plasmas being studied. The primary virtue of
Eq. (51) is that it has the scope to handle rather straightforwardly
realistic values of E, B, p and _, all functions of radius, for any value
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H_gN-Frequency "Loss-Cone" Flute Instabilities Inherent
to Two-Component Plasmas +
L. D. Pearlstein, M. N. Rosenbluth and D. B. Chang
General Atomic Division of General Dynamics Corporation
John Jay Hopkins Laboratory for Pure and Applied Science
San Diego, C_lifornia
It is shown that when a low temperature homogeneous
plasma is added to a high temperature "loss-cone" limited
homogeneous plasma in the presence of a uniform magnetic
field, high frequency "flute" type unstable oscillations
occur. For a fractional density of hot plasma (A) on the
order of unity the frequency and growth rates are on the
order of the ion (electron) cyclotron harmonic frequency
where the harmonic number ('N_ is _detemmined by the ratio of
plasma to cyclotron frequency for ions (electrons). If
AN _ i the instability occurs at the lower (upper) hybrid
frequency. For AN << i the instability only occurs when
the ion (electron) cyclotron harmonic is equal to the
lower (upper)hybrid frequency. _ _-_
+This work was supported in part under a joint General
Atomic-Texas Atomic Energy Research Foundation program on
controlled thermonuclear reactions, and in part by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Office of
Space Sciences, Geophysics and Astronomy Programs, under
Contract NASw-1211.
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4Previously it has been shown (1) that a high frequency, electrostatic,
convective instability (_ _ _ _ O) develops for the case in which the
particles are described by a loss-cone distribution. It was also pointed
out in this work that flute type (_ _ = O) unstable modes would also
occur in the presence of a density gradient. (2) We demonstrate here that
an unstable flute mode develops when a low energy plasma component is in-
corporated. Specifically, we consider the case of a two-component (with
reference to temperature), loss cone limited homogeneous plasma in the
presence of a uniform magnetic field which we treat in the electrostatic
limit.
We solve the perturbed Vlasov and Poisson equations, to obtain
1 (i)





J eJ/d ll _ (_)_j v±2 _f_v±2 - cu+'--"_ Jn 2
n=-=
(2)
where we have performed the standard orbit integrals to o_tain the latter
equation. Here _ is the cyclotron frequency, k-_ is the wavenumber-frequency
of the perturbation, v± is the perpendicular velocity and f is the equilib-
rium distribution function integrated over the parallel velocity. In the
above we have set kll = 0. Note also that for a loss cone distribution the
first term in the integral vanishes. In what follows we treat kv±/_ >_ i
(asymptotic) for the hot species and kv±/_ << i (convergent) for the cold
species insofar as the expansion of the Bessel function is concerned. It
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should be _emarked that it is only in the limit kv_/[_ >> I that the presence
of a loss cone distribution plays a role. In the convergent limit the con-
tribution to the perturbed density is unaffected by the absence of particles
with zero perpendicular energy; hence the low temperature component need not
be loss cone limited. With the latter restrictions in mind we obtain, after





where we have utilized E i/_n)= wctn wy. We have assumed that f is slowly
varying over the range in which cos 2 f_ _) , from the asymptotic
expansion of the Bessel function is rapidly oscillating, in which case this





















Here 6 is the fractional density of hot particles Inhot/(nhot+for
_i"
ncold)l;with _ the plasma frequency for the total density. Note that theP
effect of the loss cone distribution is to reverse the sign of the integral
in Equation (2) for the case in which kv_/_ >_ i.
To determine the stability properties we examine the dispersion rela-
tion Equation (4) for y real and look for values of parameters at which
solutions disappear. Such behavior implies an instability since roots must
occur in conjugate pairs. We sketch in Figure (I) the Lehavior of F as a
function of y real. First note that the zeros of F occur for integer values
of y save y = i. In addition there is one other zero associated with the
vanishing of the bracket. Now if the bracket vanishes for y _ 3/2 we have
two extrema other than that of y = 0 as depicted in Figure i; in which
case if _ (see Eq. _(4)) lies between these two extrema a pair of roots dis-
appear and instability is achieved. On the other hand, if the bracket van-
Jshes for y _ 3/2 there are no additional extrema and all the roots are
accounted for since all branches (except the first) now intersect the a_is.
Thus, in order for instability to occur we must have
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Fig. I--F as a function of y real
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• p
Previously, we have seen that if 5 (see Eq. (4)) lies betweel_ the t._.,'G
extrema (see Fig. i) instability is achieved. We now ev_duat,_ I,l,_,m<_,i-
tudes of these extrema to determine stability criteria. Im wh_d; follows
we have
K " " " " " "
whJcll determines the branch on which the bracket of Equation (4) vanisht_.<{.
Now, the ma_nitude of F at the minimum Js a monoton]ca] I.V jncrcasinf<
function of(l-A)/K with the minimum va]u, occurr[rl}< at (I-A)/K = 5/4 w'Lth
y = 3/2 and the m_ximum value occurrin_ at(l-A)/K -_0 with .V _ ]. W,_ thon
have
r)
f:--< F . <_T_ (0)
9_ mln 2
The magnitude at the maximum on the other hand v_-_r"ios]>o_.h wJthi_i a bra.m<_h
and from branch to branch. In fact within a branch the w_]ue of F at th,-
maximum varies from F = 0 at
max




2 iiN _Fm_3x w 2 I I1
with
r)
]-A IN _ i iK 2_
- ]
It Js irmmedJate]y obvious that the Fmi n and Fma x newer ov,_rlal'.
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with the range of F . given by Equation (9). If the left hand side of
mln
the above inequality is violated, instability would still persist provided
Equatior_.(lO) is maintained, leading to a sharply resonant mode. Actually
the unique relation is necessary only for the strict A = O limit; there is
of course a narrow range of K dependent upon A for which instability still
persists. Since kR is unbounded (3) (except for the restriction imposed
by the convergent expansion of the cold plasma) the right hand side of
the above inequality is not a constraint. Hence we have as a final stability
criterion
2N3[IN+I2j2l_-q< -- } -1 (14)
We now solve for the roots to the dispersion relation Equation (4) for
the two limits A << i and (I-A)/A <_i. Provided the parameters are well with-
in the region of instability (see Eqs. (8) and (14)) we obtain for the root
(tan y -_ -i for -Inky >i)
Lr i= -- +2 2 1-___ l (is)' A
and
!
fl+K} 2 A i
y=+ -- -i A << 1 (16)
2_:2 (_)3 '
for K << i. Equation (i6) can be written with kR_ N
1
Ii+K}_ AN
Y = _ I K I -i _-- (17)
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Recall that the dispersion relation was a symmetric function of y real
which accounts for the two unstable roots.
For A small enough the inequality Equation (14) may be satisfied in
which case for instability to occur Equation (i0) must be maintained. We
then have the root
y=_ _- i _ , _ <<_ (18)
where _ satisfies the transcendental equation
tanh w_ = A(N2-1)2 (19)
2(_) 3
which for (I-_/K << i and thus N >> i has the approximate solution
(20)
wherein we have utilized Equation (14) in this limit.
As an example we apply these results to two situations. In I there
is a small density of hot electrons and we examine the behavior at _ -- _e"
In II we assume a small density of hot ions and look for effects at _ _ _i"
For convenience we assume K << i. Both these regimes apply to the param-
eters in the Van Allen Belt. (4) In addition, there have been several lab-
oratory experiments which operate in the regime described by I and II. _5)""
For I with _pe/_ e = K -I/2 -- N we have instability so long as
>'_--2 2w _e (see Eq. (14)) (21)
Pe










On the other hand, if the inequality is not satisfied we have instability
if
= _ _ = 2,3 . (23)
with the frequency
i_|l/2
Thus for this more restrictive range of parameters, sharp electron cyclotron
harmonic radiation would occur every time condition (23) occurred, at which
Re _ = ± _ =± N n e , (25)
assuming that the instability would build up an electrostatic wave to high
enough amplitude so that coupling with a transverse wave would be efficient.
For case II we have as a condition for instability
o.2 )112A > 2 N 2 (ml_'_+ iLO
Pi
(26)
with the characteristic frequency (6)
(0oi2),= ± _ -i 2 ni (_)-3 +
%i
.,_ - i °i _2 (27)
If the inequality is not satisfied we have instability if
ms N
ni
N = 2,3 • • (23)
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with the frequency
For the parameters of the Van Allen belt (ni _ i04_ _i _ 4 X 102 at 2 earth
radii (L : 2))we have as conditions for instability (excluding the sharp
modes)
> _ X 10 -2 for ion frequencies (30a)
i
> .16 _ for electron frequencies (3Oh)
Hence_ except for very high lines_ the belt can be grossly unstable at only
ion frequencies. If we assume the bulk of the hot plasma is at i0 keV
possessing on the order of one tenth the magnetic energy density at 2 earth
radii (A _ 10 -2 ) we have the condition Equation (30a) roughly satisfied.
Hence this instability might play a role in determining the energy content
of the belt.
In conclusion we see that provided the inequality given by Equation (14)
is violated the plasma is grossly unstable to high frequency waves with
growth rates comparable to the appropriate cyclotron harmonic. If these
conditions are not maintained we have instabilities only at sharp frequen-
cies for which
= = ± _UHRe _ ± N _e
or
Re co : ± N _i = ± _LH
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For the sharp instabilities the growth rates are small by4_-Ncom-
pared to the frequency in which case we might expect a significant non-
linear limitation of the growth. We conjecture that non-linear effects
might put sufficient structure on the distribution function (still hardly
discernible from a smooth function) which could change the sign of the
integral for the high energy component in Equation (2) and completely cut
off the instability. It should be remarked that the occurrence of the
present instability relies upon the smooth variation of the distribution
function; whereas in a prior calculation (7) sufficiently peaked distribu-
tion functions could produce instabilities for a one component plasma.
After this paper had been prepared, R. F. Post kindly brought to
our attention similar results obtained by L. S. Hall and W. Heckrotte
[UCRL-12447 (1965)] in which the non-resonant case was treated using a









M. N. Rosenbluth and R. E. Post, Phys. Fluids _, 547 (1965).
M. N. Rosenbluth and R. E. Post, preprint.
Note that 9 _ 0 as the mirror ratio approaches infinity which imposes
a restriction upon the validity of the asymptotic expansion (kR
harmonic number N). See the'discussion following Eq. (13).
B. J. O'Brien, Space Physics (John Wiley and Sons, New York 1964).
See for instance, C. B. Wharton, T. H. Jensen and F. R. Scott, IUPAC
Conference on Properties and Uses of Plasma (Moscow, USSR 1965);
P. R. Bell et al., Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear
Fusion Research, Paper CN-21/I12 (1965).
2 2 + _2 and the low-
The upper hybrid frequency is defined bY_uH = _ Pe e
2 '_i_e I (l+l_i_e I /(S +_2i_"er hybrid frequency is defined by _ LH _ Pi
For a complete discussion of these resonant frequencies see T. H. Stix,
The Theory of Plasmas Waves (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. New York
1962. )












Recent analysis of the proton data in the earth's radiation belt
demonstrates that the energetic protons (>lO0 kev) are stable, to inter-
changes of equal tubes of flux, on purely energetic grounds. 1'2'3 How-
ever, the electrons from the beta decay of the fission products deposited
during the starfish event do not satisfy the energy principle stability
1
criteria for the interchange mode. The presence of ionospheric currents
which has not been included in the energy principle analysis tends to
short out the growing electric field which drives the plasma across the
magnetic lines of force. Thus, to properly pursue a stability analysis
of particles trapped in the radiation belt the stabilizing influence of
the ionospheric currents should be included.
A calculation by D. B. Chang et al4 treats just this problem and
we shall apply the results to the electron debris of the starfish event
where the distribution is represented by a fission fragment energy spec-
trum with a phenomonologic fit to the spatial dependence. 2 The results of
this calculation show that with daytime ionospheric parameters line tying,
the effect of the ionospheric currents, stabilizes the interchange mode.
For nighttime ionospheric parameters, where values are more sporadic, and
with the initial density of trapped electrons, the stability criterion
Is violated by roughly an order of magnitude for the more extreme data.
The condition for stability is essentially that, in a tube of
flux, the divergence of the ionospheric currents be greater than the
divergence of the currents driving the flute in the radiation belt.
Now, the ionosphere behaves as a resistive medium for fast character-
istic frequencies and as a reactive medium if the characteristic
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frequency is slow enough for the ne,._tral particles to take part in the
motion. For growth rates on the or(]er or greater than the drift froquen-
cies of the electrons, a condition necessary to violate the "flu×"
invariant and thus affect the distribution of trapped electrons, the
ionosphere behaves resistively. Consequently, stability would occur if
the ratio of energetic electrons to the number of ionospheric ions on a
given tube of flux were small enough. An estimate of this condition is
L
m Nion. _ _ Ne [see Eq. (14)3
where Nion. is the effective number of ionospheric ions on a line [see
Eq. (13) ] L is the shell parsmeter with _L the width of the distri-
bution function in the belt, m is the azimuthal mode number and N is the
total number of trapped electrons on the line. It should be remarked
that the above relation breaks down where AL _ L, since the stabilizing
effects associated with the increasing volume of a tube of flux with L
which have not been included now compete. Finally, if we reintroduce
the dependence of Nion. upon the shell parameter we obtain as a final
stability criterion
< 3 x lO28
L 3
where the numerical factor comes from the detailed calculation.
To apply this result to a general spatial distribution of particles one
should associate AL with the distance over which the number of particles
changes and not with the total width of the distribution. In addition, Ne is
now taken to be the total number of particles in the layer of width AL in which
the density is decreasing. Thus, this stability criterion can then be applied
to particles distributed smoothly over distances greater than the earth's
radius provided the density drops off rapidly enough at its outer boundary.
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C_IONS ANDRESULTS
Since the basic formulae were derived in reference 4 we shall extract
the appropriate formulae and label them by the number which appears in that
work; we also use the samenotation. As a starting point we write down
the differential equation determining the perturbed electrostatic
potential (@m)
ds B _ r 2 (1 +-_) _-- - m2 ds_s_(1 + -_)Br2
2
e- V-) (B ) m°7 IIII II
= -2_ (rE) @m (_-46)
where the denominator on the r.h.s of the above equation is nothing but
3mcrE _ - _ (0.35 + .15 sin O_) (I)c
e _ eM K°
Also in Eq. (4-_6) the components of the conductivity tensor (_ 1,2 ) are
given by
2 i
gO _ ne _ --
mjuj
2 _j
(_i _ ne E
mj[l_j2+ Oj 2]
2 Oj
°2 _:ne W [_j2Imj + _J (4-4_a)
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since "o>> pi_i/0o and the ionosphere behaves as a resistive medium.
Before proceeding further it will be useful to define thc various s-fmbo!s
which occur: _L is the magnetic moment, J is the longitudinal invarJant,
= 'v<_x V3 _s the magnetic field with B = _0 for a cylindrically symmetric
field, F(_,J,f:_,8) is the number of particles at. (U,J,cz,3) in the interval
dudJdc_dS, Ko is the total particle energy defined in terms of J by
"J = _- - m ° - (I;-)_4)
r is the cylindrical radius, s is the distance along a llne of force, rE is
M _m(a)eim_the equatorial radius of a line (rE = - _), _ = _m is the perturbed
potential, Oj, D j, nj, mj are the species gyrof_equency, collision frequency
with neut_is, density, mass respectively, and V is the particle velocity.
Performing a Nyquist analysis on Eq. (4-_6) determines our stability
criterion
2 _- h_Clm U ds > Im(_I_;W) ,
r-B
:_ real (4-65)
where _i is given by
2
_i
°l : 8(P-°l) (_-59)
with p the spherical radius, i.e. r = psinS.
Before proceeding it is interesting to derive from Eq. (4-46) the
cm _ [see Ecl. (i)] _energy principle stability criteria. I If _n>> _-- _
have after multiplying by ¢m and integrating over _ and exDanding the
denominator
dc_O B ds {i + B 2 I
. 2 2
×_-/_[_d_dJ m e; 2
2_ 05
A@m 2 22 m
_ r2B 2
_K_ _o < 0
- 8,_ /d,:¢m 2
(_)
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wherein we have neglected the ionospheric contributions and have
employed the collisionless form of the conductivity t_.._o_ (4-44b)o
suitable for the radiation belt. We now obtain as a sufficient condition
for stability
If we now assume that the pitch angle distribution of particles is
TT
peaMed at _E = _ we have with sinc_ _
#p 2 (4)24 2 2 2 _B c + _B,E = 2c2 + mo c _ moC + = moC + _m °
sin2_E
(the non-relativistic limit),
2_ _w[ <0 (5)2 d_dJ _ F°
_JrE
for Eq. (3). Now, with
(4-14)
where T is the bounce time we have
3 2 _ds 8 < 0 ,
2rE
(6)
with _ the ratio of particle to magnetic pressure, for stability.
Next, we turn to an evaluation of the various terms of the stability









the right hand side we first obtain an estimate true for a general
distribution as a function of rE. The remainder of the paper will then




F(E,_,L) = 1.9xlO 3 c _fL-L°_2- 0.055#]
exp L I AL _ exp [-0.575E -
x Js(_. + 4) (8)
E +2
where E is the kinetic energy in Mev, 9 = cos8, L is the shell parameter
equal to the ratio of rE to the radius of the earth (RE) for a dipole
field and Lo = 1.15, AL = O.1. To obtain an estimate of the r.h.s we
utilize the non-relativistic limit and set a E = w/2 since we are
generally concerned with flat helix distributions. We then obtain in
the limit Im_-. O"





where e is the charge of an electron; only electrons contribute. Now,
we are interested in the maximum value of Eq. (9) as a function of
since if the stability condition is then satisfied it will be satisfied
for all _. Thus as the integrand of Eq. (9) will be peaked about some
with width A_ we may write as an estimate
Im(-_/) = 8_3/2ecm _/g _ d_dJ
= _-- ecm A_ _ ,
We now have for stability




r=Zion. _ > _a=R_/rj E i ds (i_)
_ _'1 n e
where nion. is the density of ions in the ionosphere at 0 = Pl _ RE
and Ar E is the width of the distribution function in the radiation belt.
Also, n is the density of trapped electrons. Recall that it is the
e
conductivity which is peaked at Pl with width tip thus the total number
of ions in the ionosphere affecting stabilization is equal to the value
of the density of the peak (nion) times the width (Ap) integrated over





_n _ rE= ion. d3V = Inion.-M - d_d_ sin7e d@
J
{P113(1- -I/2
= 2_ nion.APfrE drE I_EE]
Ar E
PlArE (i ' _-!J_2
N. = 2_ nion. pl2Ap 2
- Pl/rE) (i_)
ion. rE
_zherein we have utilized Eq. (4-50) for the volume of a tube of flux.
Hence we now obtain as our sufficient condition for stability
mNion. > rE2 ne ds _- Ne (14)
Ar E
To obtain the last form of the inequality we have represented n by a
e
Gaussian of width Ar E peaked at rE in addition have assumed a f%at helix
distribution of particles in the belt.
We now calculate the stability criteria for the fission fragment
energy distribution. The average energy of the trapped electrons is
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roughly 1.7 Mev thus the non-relativistic limit is not strictly valid.
in the extreme relativistic limit, E = K° _> moC2, the demoninatorHowever,
(Eq. l) can be written _ - 3mcr__--_EE which differs only by a factor of 2
2eM
from the non-relativistic limit. Moreover, as will be seen when
maximizing Im_-ag_) with respect to to the amplitude is unaltered from one
approximation to the other; only the frequency changes, which is not
significant. Consequently, we assume the drift frequency is a linear
function of E. To obtain the expression for Im(-_ we use Eq. (29) of





limit, with the result
5 f"




where k = 1(2) for the non-relativistic (extreme relativistic) limit. We
now must maximize with respect to _ or as we have already indicated with
respect to E, it is easily seen that the value at the maximum is un-
affected by the value of k.
Evaluating the above expression numerically and inserting the







1.118 ' I!22 ' i._6
with G(L) plotted in Fig. i. If the maximum value of G(L) is employed
we obtain
mniom. > 2.5 x lO_ . (17)
To arrive at these results we have utilized Ap = 5 x 106 and
Pl _ RE" Now at the peak of _i' nion = 2 x 105(>3 x lO3) during the
day (night). Thus without an average over night and day parameters
(the drift time is about 1/30 of a day) this calculation shows that the
stability criteria, with night-time parameters and with the initial
number of tra_ped electroms, im violated for the more extreme data.
With the daytime parameters stability is predicted
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The nonlinear interaction between plasma oscillation normal modes is
studied in a hydrod_c approximation. A modified quasilinear treatment
is used, in which the normal modes are taken to affect each other through
the slow nonlinear temporal and spatial changes they induce in the
(equilibrium) background quantities. Plasmons, i.e. wave packets of
plasma oscillations, are found in this approximation to have an interaction
similar in form to the electromagnetic interaction. The plasmon interaction
is describable in terms of scalar and vector potentials which satisfy wave
equations of the form satisfied by their electromagnetic counterparts.
Here, quantities proportional to the slow changes induced in the background
number and current densities play the roles of the scalar and vector
potentials, with the thermal velocity playing the role of the speed of
light. The source terms in the potential wave equations are quadratic in
the normal mode density perturbation. The normal mode density perturbation
in turn satisfies a Klein Gordon-like equation, so that, normalized, it
would appear to play a role similar to the quantum mechanical probability
wave function Y. The nonlinear interaction leads to an instability with a
growth rate proportional to the square root of the ratio of the plasma
oscillation energy to the background thermal energy. _ _._ _
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I. INTRODUCTION
Wave-particle duality has been widely discussed for a variety of
physical phenomena. The Hamilton-Jacobi method of replacing the partial
differential equations of wave motion by the ordinary differential equations
of particle motion in the eikonal (or WKB) 1,2approximation , and the use of
invariant quadratic forms to introduce appropriate distribution functions for
the corresponding particles 3'4'5'6, have found application in problems ranging
from the dual wave-particle aspects of light and matter to the behavior of
quasi-particles in solid_ liquid and gaseous mny-body systems. 7'8'9 A
linearized treatment of the collective motion of a many-body system gives
the normal modes of the wave motion_ corresponding in the dual particle
description to the motion of noninteracting particles: A nonlinear per-
turbation analysis then describes the interaction of normal modes and the
scattering of the dual particles.
In the following we consider the wave-particle duality of plasma
oscillations in a hydrodynamic approximation to see if nonlinear inter-
actions between plasma oscillations normal modes_ i.e. between plasmons,
1_y be described in terms of simple potentials. Treating these interactions
in a modified quasilinear approximationlO'll_ it is found that the plasmon
interaction bears a resemblance to the electromagnetic interaction. A
Klein Gordon-like equation is obtained for the plasmons in which the inter-
actions between plasmons are described by scalar and vector potentials




i. Linearized wave equation
Treating the ions as providing a uniform background of positive charge,
the normal mode equations for electron plasma oscillations in a uniform
stationary plasma are obtained by inserting in Poisson's equation
V2% (i) = 4wren(I) , (i)
t Ithe pe_urbed electron density n (1) _ (1) given by Vlasov's equation
+ v.vf+ -%_(i).vf = 0 (2)
5t m v
(1)
Here @ is the electrostatic potential, -e and m are the electronic charge
and mass, and f(_,v,t) d3x d3v denotes the number of electrons in the
position interval d3x at _ and velocity interval d3v at v at time t. We




5--9-n+ V.(n_) = 0 , (3)
_t
_-_t(mn_) + V._-enV@(1)= 0 ; (4)
n(_,t)=Id4_(Z,_,t), (5)
_V(_,t)=/d3_m_f(_,v,t),
are the number and momentum density, respectively,






is related to the pressure tensor
g3 ._. _ _ _
_(x,t) = mJd v(v-V)(v-V)f(x,v,t) ,
by
(8)
" -- (9)Tr = r_rlVV +
On differentiating eq. (3) with respect to time and combining this
with the divergence of eq. (4), there results
_2n IV.V._ + ev. (nV_) = 0 .
Bt 2 m m
On linearizing, eq. (i0) becomes
_t--82 n(1)(@ (1)) - lV.V._(1){@(1) I + _n°e V2@ (1) = 0 ,
(io)
(ll)
where the perturbations on the initially uniform n and w are denoted by
O
n (I) and _(i). For our present purposes, we need only consider eq. (i0)
in the hydrodynamic approximation, ignoring any Landau damping contributions
to n and _. In fact_ the essential features of the development may be
seen with the simple fluid approximation
•:(z) 2g(1) = ve ,
where v 8 is a thermal velocity and _ is the unit dyadic. With this
approximation_ the linearized normal mode equation is simply
_2___n(1) - v_V2n(1) + mp2n(1) = 0
_t 2
giving the usual plasma oscillation of time scale o(_l),-- where P
2 i




2. Nonlinear wave equation
The problem now is to find how eq. _±_j is _u_±_ if ._]_r_.... ....
effects are included. We shall include nonlinear effects approximately by
adopting the spirit of the quasilinear theory developed by Drummond and
Pines and by Vedenov, Velikhov and Sagdeev. In their quasilinear theory,
attention is directed to the Fourier-transformed Vlasov equation:




Their quasilinear approximation consists of retaining only _ = 0 in the
K _ 0 equations:
-- + i_._ +- k.Vvf° 0
_t fk m _ (16a)
_fo ie _ _ q-Vvf _ = O, (16b)
_t m q!O -q
i_e. the nonlinearities are assumed to act on any f_ only through their
effect on the _ = 0 Fourier component. The f_ then have two time scales,
the usual fast time scale of O(1/_p) and a slow time scale associated with
the changes in f_ = O"
A modification to the quasilinear approximation which retains slightly
more phase information than the treatments using eq. (16) may be had by
relaxing the condition that the nonlinearities act directly only on the
k = 0 component. This may be done by applying the spirit of the quasilinear
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approximation to quantities in x-space directly rather than to their
Fourier counterparts. More explicitly_ the effects of nonlinearities may
be assumed to act on any normal mode only through the slow changes [in
space as well as in time] they cause in the background equilibrium quantities.
Apparently, the normal modes will now have two time scales, the usual fast
time scale of O(i/_p) and a much slower time scale associated with the
modulation introduced by the slow changes in the background quantities.
A reasonable nonlinear approximation would then consist of dividing out
this slow modulation, leaving the remaining fast time-scale portions of
the normal mode variables to satisfy the regular linearized normal mode
equations_ but with the background equilibrium quantities in these equations
possessing their modified values.
Thus, consider the Vlasov equations for the electrons and ions,
including the ion dynamics now since a slow time scale phenomenon is in-
volved:
e °
_fJ_t+ _.Vfj - m.-_lV@.Vvfj = 0 . (17)
J
Here, the subscript j = e,i denotes the electron or ion species. In a
linear treatment, eq. (17) is written
il) V.vf!I)- _ _¢(1) o(o)
_t + =0 ,J m. " VvTj
J
(18)
where f_.O,(_)(_. _ is the uniform equilibrium distribution of the jth species.
J g _
In a usual perturbation procedure, the equation for the nonlinear f_21.
J
correction to f. is
J
_f(j2)+v._f(2)itv_(2),v f(o)ejv_(1)._vf_l): o ,
5t - J - mj v J - mj
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(19)
where the potentials in eqs. (18) and (19) satisfy
V2_(°_)= -[4_ejfd3vf_°c).J
(20)





term in Eq. (19) will consist of terms of two time scales: almost constant
and O(1/2_o_). The distribution f!2) will then modify the background
U
t _
distribution riO). and in addition have a rapdily oscillating component
8
of frequency _ 2_ . The approximation we now wish to rake is to ignore
P
the 2_ component and to say that the normal mode solutions of eq. (20)
P
are affected by nonlinearities only through the modification of the back-
ground.
In this approximation, then, the distribution function fj(_,_,t) is
written as
fj(_,_,t) = f!O)(_) + f!S)(x,_,t ) + 8fj(_,_,t)U J
and eqs. (18)-(20) are replaced by
(21)
_+ _.vSfj- _v@(s).vvSfj- eJ qS¢-Vv[fl 0)+ f!s)] = 0t m. m. j '
J J
(22)
 f(s) ]+ "v'vf!s)- ej q_(s).qvf(0) em_..IqS@.qvSfj (s)
_t U mj J - j L
=0, (23)




V28¢ = - a__4we 3v Bfj
J
(25)
Here f(0)(7), is again the original uniform equilibrium distribution, and
J
the superscript "s" stands for "slowly time-varying portion." Equation
(22) for 5fj differs from eq. (18) for fl I) in the presence of the V} (s)
and f!s) terms describing the background modification. The latter are
J
seen in eq. (23) to arise from the _ _ 0 portion of _B@.VvSf j.
The solution to eq. (23) may be written
t









_(t') = _ + T(t'-t) •
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and is what f_sj (x,_;t) would be if _@S could be ignored. The distri-
J
t _
butions F Is) and F! sJ obtained from eq. (29) may be regarded as electron
e i





term in eq. (26) describes the polarization response of the jth-species
to the _(s) induced by the test particles.
The essential features of the present development may be seen without
(s) _ -
evaluating fj (x,v,t) precisely, and in the following a number of approxi-
mations will be made. For frequencies of the order of the electron plasma
frequency,(ei/mi)Sfi maybeignoredcomparedto(-e/m)Sfe;sofromeq
(29) we shall ignore F! s) compared with F (s). The distribution F (s) will
1 e e
be regarded as changing sufficiently slowly to allow both the ion and
electron polarization charges to respond adiabatically, i.e. fractional
changes for the jth
species will be taken proportional to ej_j/KTj,
where K is Boltzmann's constant and Tj is the temperature of the jth
species. For equal electron and ion temperatures, and assuming singly
charged ions, this has the consequence that the polarization cloud
responding to N_ s ) electron test particles will be composed of -N_ s)/2
t _
electrons and +NtSJ/2 ions, giving a net involvement of N(S)/2 electrons
e e
and tN_S)/s ions, and a net zero charge. Thus, we shall make the
approximation of replacing quantities evaluated from f(s)(_,_,t) by
e
simply, one-half the corresponding quantities evaluated from F_S)(_,_,t),
and shall use the quasi-equality of electron and ion densities evaluated
from f(s) to ignore the V_ (s) term in eq. 422)
e
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2a. Equation of motion
In the crudest approximation, then_ nonlinear effects enter the
linearized hydrodynamic normal mode equations through n and (n_) :
s s
(_ (n_)s'V) + n ) V.6_ = 0 , (30)
+ n 6ne + "(no
s e
o
,Ionll  nvl"1+ _ 6% 2s %t n o = - mVeV6ne + e(no + ns)VS@ , (31)
V26¢ = 4wBn . (32)
e
Here, space and time derivatives of F (s) have been ignored compared to
e
derivatives of 6re, 5n e and B_ are the density and velocity calculated
e
2
from Bfe_ the perturbed pressure has been set equal to mv85n e as in eq. (12),
n o and ns are the densities obtained from f(o) and F(S)/2, and
e e
(n_)s /d3v _(f(°)+(F_S)/2)Je ]d3v _(F_ s)/2)
-o/(4o,+(4.,,.j.,."/4o,.,v'
equality holding when terms of 0 fiFeS)j2I'(', are ignored.the last
on eq. (30) with
Operating
(nv) s .V )
9_+
_t n o
and taking the divergence of eq. (31), we find
_26n , nse 2 2 2
- ,il _) 6neve_7 5n e + _op +_t2 no






where again derivatives of F"s" have been ignored compared to derivatives
e
, co _ ,..,.... 2/m l½5fe, terms of 01[F_)]2| have been ignoz'ed, and _ = L..... O_ ''-e _ "of P
It is of interest to consider the eikonal equations corresponding to
eq. (34). Writing Bn = _(_t)ei(_'d_-S _dt)_ where the variations in
e
and (n_) and are assumed to be
_(_t) result from slow variations in ns s
much slower than the variations described by k and % the first order
WKB solution 1'2 of eq. (34) gives the dispersion relation
n ) (n_)s
_2 2 1+ s 22 2_
- -- - _v e-_- ._=o .
P o o
(35)
and (n_) terms are regarded as small, we may consider theSince the ns s
first iterate solution of eq. (25):
2c0
_2 = co2 + k24 + co2 ns + 13 (n_) ._
p pn n s
O O
Equation (36 ) may also be obtained directly from the first iterate
solution of the Vlasov equation, eq. (22), with V@ (s) = 0 on ignoring
terms of O[(f_s))2k3 ] and ignoring Landau damping.] The eikonal
equations corresponding to eq. (36) are
(36)
42













On combining eqs. (36)-(38), we find on ignoring terms of 0(n2s):
22 _ _
ddt (c0_)=- _2a_nO _ns +-_no 5_$t(n_)s --2--Xno (V X (n_)s)
(4Oa)
which when _ _p [the only case in which a hydrodynamic treatment is
valid] becomes
2
i Idt _ 2n ° _;_s + -- (n_) - --T X V x
-- " -- n o _ s n o
(40b)
This equation, which describes the acceleration of a plasmon with V << v e
in the presence of variations in n and (n_)s, resembles the F = ma
s
equation describing the acceleration of a nonrelativistic charged particle
in the presence of an electric and magnetic field. Here ns and (n_) s play
the roles of scalar and vector potentials.
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2b. Equations for interaction potentials
(n_) _ to beIn the foregoing, the nonlinear quantities ns and s ---
evaluated from Fe(S)/2. Wave equations for ns and (n_) s r_ay be obtained
from eq. (29). Differentiation of eq. (29) with respect to time gives
52F_S)At2 - (v'v)2 F(S) e <(v'v)(vS@'VVSfe)(s)e= me- - _t(V6@'VvSfe)(S)} (41)'
so that
2
_ ns _/d3v (;-V)2(F_S)/2)= %fd3v(v.v)(vS@.WSfe )(s)8t 2 J
e VS_] (s) (42)




f -" F_S)/2 ed3v(v.q)2 v ( ) - 2m
e
Sd3v ; (_.V)(V$_.Vv_fe)(S)
+ L [SneV5%] (s )] _ e
_t 2m
e
- {[V.5(n_) e + 5(n_)e.V] 75@
+ [V289 + (V6@)-V] 5(n_)e> (s) + _t [SneqS{_](s)] ' (43)
8(n_) =Sd3v v 5f e . (44)
Since 8f is the source of F _s', and since for plasm oscillations of
e e
wavelengths much larger then the Debye length 8f e essentially describes




Maxwellian distribution, we shall [for a moderately uniform spatial
distribution of [V6@.VvSfe](S) ] regard F (s) at any x as describing some
e
stall drift imposed on the equilibrium Maxwellian. In that case,
(45)
and
d3v (T._) 2 T (F_S)/2)_ v_V2(nT)s , (46)
so that eqs. (42) and (43) are wave equations describing the generation
of ns and (n_)s by nonlinear sources and the propagation of n s and (n_)s
at the thermal speed v 8. In passing, we note that similar eq1_tions would
t _
arise if the time scale of F Is) were such that only the electrons responded
e
adiabatically: if the electron temperature were much larger than the ion
temperature, the background perturbations would be due to ion acoustic
waves propagating at the thermal velocity of ions with the electron
temperature.
It is convenient to express the source terms in eqs. (42) and (43)
in somewhat simpler form. If we ignore nonlinear terms in evaluating
5ne and 5(nT)e in the source expressions, we may use eq. (13) and Poisson's
equation to write
5n = _ V25@ _-- + .








1 I _8___] t/T4wev_T (VS_)5t Jt + t
dt
il_l 2 (48)
For large T and bounded VS_ and 8_ the end point term is small compared
Bt '
to the integral, leading to
[SneVS_](s) 1 < I- '_'2 + _2 (5_)2>>2 V 1St I p8_eve
(49)
where the brackets < > denote a time average over times longer than _-i.
P
Similarly, the 8(n_)e in the source expression for (n_) s may be expressed
in terms of 5#. For the linearized electrostatic plasma oscillation_ the
perturbed magnetic field 5B is zero:
o = cv x 8_ _ - 4_e 8(n_)e - a-Tvs_ . (5o)
Thus,
- [[V.5(n_) e + 5(n_)e.V] VS_ + [V28_ + (VS_).V]5(n_)e](S)
i I_ .v)v_]) (s)
=_ (_ + v_._)_s_ (s)
A_ [_%_l(s)= _t ...... +_ [_(v_)2}(s)
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(5z)
and 6(n_) in evaluating the source termsIgnoring nonlinear terms in 5ne e
for n s and (nT)s, then, we find
s 2 2 z v. - ITC, + _2 (_)2
_t2 vev ns = 16wmeV _ P
(52)
B
<nVJs 2 2, -*_
5t 2 v@? _nv/s - i6 meV _ (v_)2+2 (ml)2 +v_ )
A further approxin_tion may be n_de. Thus, if an average over both
space and time--which we shall indicate by (( >> --is taken of 6@ times
the linearized equation
2
v25__ l______ 5_ . -_28_ o2 _
v@ _t2 v e
(54)
there results
<'<v_( 8_)2- l_tI'_12,+_2p(_)_) : o (55)
This suggests replacing
in eqs.(52) and (53) by v_(qS@) 2, and the right-hand sides of eqs. (46)
and (47) become




16=_eV_ _t 2 + 2_2p(8_ + v_Cv_
I _ (__ (57)2% _t
the latter being the expression which would have been obtained from the
[SneVB@](s) term in eq. (43) alone• The source terms are proportionalA_
_t
to the gradient of the electrostatic energy density. With the total
perturbed energy density given by
2
nom meV e 2 V_w2e (B_e)2 + (Bne) +
0
when nonlinear effects are ignored in evaluating 57 and 5ne --as may be
seen by multiplying the linearized momentum equation
e e
n m _ V55 - _ vSn
oe _t _m n e
e o
VS@
by norae 57 and adding this to _ times eq. (44), we find with equipartition
of the time averaged energy between particles and the electric field that
in eqs. (56 ) and (57),
may be written
2
4nm +meV__ ['-_ (_e)2 2n° (Sne)2] •
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Denoting a representative phase velocity of a plasma oscillation mode by
_/k_ the linearized continuity equation gives ((SVe)2 > = (_/k)2(Sne/no)2,
so that finally
2m e
nov 8 V c
(58)
where
1 [1 + (co/l.c,,-e)2]cI = 1/ (59)




The nonlinear relations of eqs. (22)-(25) have led in the present
approximation to the wave equations
--St2 8ne _ ve_Sne + 2p i + 8ne + _oos
88n
e
V -_-- -- 0 , (34)
82n
s
8t 2 v_n s 2 _ ,Sn 12\
(60)
82 (nv_ 2 21 _ ClnoV_ _ ----/V 18nel2_
5t 2 s vev _nv) s = - _X _ _ioi / '
(61)
and in the eikonal solution of eq. (34) when _ _ptO the plasmon equation
of motion
2
dtd_ v e Vn I 8 i _x . .-- . [v_ << i]- +---- (n_) - -- (vx(nv_ s) (62)s n 8t s n2no o o
It is of interest to compare these equations which describe the generation
and propagation of "interaction potentials" n s and (nV_s and the motion
of a plasmon in those potentials, with the electromagnetic field equations
and the Klein-Gordon equation describing the motion of a spinless particle
in that field:
I 1_ _(_ °_I_ _h _ e_ _ - e V - _ - m c _ = 0 (63)






Nc2@ = = % - +
_l m c
0_=i O_ (65)
The eikonal solution of eq. (63) in the nonrelativistic limit is
d_ e _7q0 e _3_ eVX
d--_ = - m- m c _3t + _m c (VX_) (66)
0 o o
Here h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, e, m ° and
are the charge, mass and velocity of the particle described by the wave
function Y, _ and _ are the scalar and vector electromagnetic poten-
tials, while p and j are the charge and current densities. In eqs. (64)
and (65) we have assumed N particles to be present and have evaluated the
charge and current densities in terms of the wave functions of the N
particles in the Hartree-Fock approximation.
There exist some similarities between these two sets of equations.
It would appear that a normalized 8n plays the role of a wave function,
e
just as the perturbed background density and current, n and (n_) s,
S
play the roles of interaction scalar and vector potentials. The plasma
frequency _ corresponds in eqs. (34) (60)-(62) to (moC2/h) in eqs.
p
(63)-(66). The thermal velocity v e corresponds to the speed of light in
eqs. (63)-(66), so that the [V/v e << i, _ _ _ ] condition under which theP
hydrodynamic treatment applies corresponds to the nonrelativistic treatment
of eqs. (63)-(66). Ignoring _ and _ in the right hand sides of eqs. (64)
and (65), the source terms in this nonrelativistic limit reduce to




where the subscript _ may be dropped if nonoverlapping wave functions are
assumedand Y(_) is taken to represent the value of the wave function for
at _ [so that fY*_d3x = N]. Thewhatever particle is present right-hand
sides of eqs. (60) and (61) also dependon the square of the "wavefunction"
5ne, and may be regarded as being related through the group (particle)
velocity _, since if (dne)2 has an extent L, then
i 15n _2lel
_ 18n 2 i 18n _2 (7o)
the minus sign in eq. (69) arising if (Sne)2 is assumed to have a continu-
ous derivative so that _ [(dne)2] is negative where (Sne)2 is largest,
and the minus sign in eq. (70) arising on setting _/dt _ - V._,
On the other hand, there is a marked difference between the behavior
of the plasmon interaction potentials of eqs. (60) and (61) and the inverse-
distance electromagnetic potentials. Thus, a localized disturbance
[dne/no ]2 moving at a group velocity _ = _i x creates potentials at a
-
" + + z_ given approximately by
distant point r = xm x z
ns x3 Clno 5n 21 _2 (i) (71)
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(nT)
I cln° Bnl2 )




where the disturbance is assumed localized about the point x = y = z = O,
where the time derivatives in eqs. (60) and (61) have been expressed in
terms of _ by _/_t = - u.V, and where the monopole and dipole contribu-
tions to the potentials have integrated to zero. We note that in this
approximation a stationary plasmon does not give rise to a long range poten-
tial. The long range interaction comes from a moving plasmon, and in that
case is of a quadrupole nature.
Equations (34), (60) and (61) are somewhat interesting even for the
case of stationary plasmons, where no long range potential exists. For
instance, in the case where _/_t (V (ane/no)2) = O, a potential-well
phenomenon still exists. In this case, eqs. (34) and (60) become
an + _ i +-_s an e
_t 2 e p no
= o (74)
n _i 16n 12_s l oJn o (75)
eq. (75) expressing the fact that the sum of the change in the background
pressure and the pressure due to the electrostatic oscillations is practically
zero. If a solution of the form an = _x)ei_t.4.
e
is inserted in these equa-
tions, there results:
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2 ] -- o (76)
In the one-dimensional case where _ is replaced by _2_/_x2 and where
the frequency is less than the plasma frequency, w < _p, eq. (76) has the
solution:
l (x)I .....
C + _' 7 'Jo L I_
(77)
where c is given by the value _ has at x = O. Thus, when w < w the
o p
nonlinear term in eq. (76) strengthens the possibility of localized (non-
singular) plasma oscillations, i.e. even in this stationary case the non-
linear term can behave like a potential well.
In fact, it would appear that there is a tendency for plasma oscilla-
tions to "condense". Again considering a one-dimensional example, if we
insert a solution of the form
5ne(X,t) = g _m(x,t) cos [mt -/_(x,t) d×] (78)
into eq. (74) and set the coefficients of the sine and cosine terms equal
to zero separately, we find
2_ "_' + 2v e _ k




( (nI o7]_o _ 2 + 2 1 + + k_v 0 +] 5t2 =
[
Ignoring the terms in the curly brackets as being much smaller than the
and _ terms, eq. (79) may be written
5 5






_, =- ; (82)
ga) c_
and eq. (80) yields the dispersion relation
--% 1+ +kiv e (83)
application of dk/dt = - 5_/$x to eq. (83) givesWhen _ _ _ ,
P




Equation (81) may be regarded as a continuity equation for the density _,
and eq. (84) as the momentum equation The quantity n may be expressed
• S
2






Let us introduce an amplitude modulation of the plasma oscillations, i.e.
write
_= (_)o+(<)_ (86)
_ = (Tg_)+ (_)i
o
where the zero subscript denotes quantities independent of time and space,
2
and the quantities with the subscript i denote perturbations. Taking (_)i
and (_go_) to have the formi'
(_)l = (n_)12 ei[_t - Kx]
(87)
(ygco)l = (Vge) 1 ei[m - Kx]




D(Vg_)l = (2_o)2 K _ (n) I (89)
On combining these two equations, a dispersion relation is obtained for
n(_)
i 2 2
__:- y. (_)o_Ve ],
_ (2no)2 [_- K ('Tg_)o]_ " (90)




Since eq. (58) shows Ins IJ2n ° to be of the order of the ratio of the
electrostatic energy density g2/8w to the thermal energy density nomeV _,






This "condensation" tendency apparently results from the fact that mensV @
decreases in the presence of an electrostatic pressure g2/Sw, giving by
eq. (84) a plasmon accelerating force directed toward regions where _2/8w
is already the largest. Nonlinear instabilities of this growth rate in-




I have enjoyed many stimulating and helpful discussions with Professor
William E. Drummond of the University of Texas.
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Plasma instabilities have frequently been mentioned as a possible
mechanismfor the dumping of charged particles from the VanAllen radiation
belt I into the aurora. The low frequency instabilities most familiar in
the study of laboratory plasmas2'3'4 are unsatisfactory as an explanation
for auroral bombardment; these familiar instabilities are electrostatic
propagating perpendicular to the background magnetic field _o and towaves
the direction of the density gradient and should cause the plasma to move
across the field lines rather than along Bo. l However, there is one low
frequency universal instability which is pure transverse; 5 this mode
also propagates perpendicular to _o but has an electric vector and current /
!
parallel to Bo, and Chamberlain 6 has recently suggested that it might
account for auroral dumping and for a number of other auroral characteristics,
6
including ray structure, north-south thinness of auroral formations,
simultaneous electron-proton bombardment, angular and velocity distribution
of auroral primaries.
Since the original theory was based on infinitesimal linear perturba- \ \
\
tions we now attempt to calculate the time evolution of this instability _i
/
and to estimate the associated particle diffusion to see if the notion /
of diffusion along _o, suggested by linear theory is borne out by a non-
linear calculation.
The approach will use the so-called "quasi-linear" theory 7'8, which
takes account of non-linear effects in only one sense, i.e. the distortion
lO3
of the plasma distribution function due to the interaction with the waves.
The justification of this approach and of the approximations generally
made in employing it is an independent research program of major proportions,
but it is widely held that this is a correct way of deriving the original
diffusion and distortion properties associated with the instability. In
this approximation the particle velocity distribution function is written
as a sum of two parts: a slowly varying fo(V_t) and a rapidly oscillating
fk(v,t). The slow change in fo is calculated from the averaged quadratic
effects of the low-amplitude rapid oscillations. The non-linear coupling
between different modes is not taken into account. In Section II we
derive the linear instability, in Section llI we perform the quasi-linear
ritual and discuss our conclusions.
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II. LINEARSTABILITYANALYSIS
The equilibrium consists of a magnetic field
[_ = Bonz (i + ax)] ,




foj = no[l- ,'(x + Vy/_)]j exp (-_jv2)[_] 3/2 (2)
= ejB/mjc is the cyclotron frequency and j refers to particle
This equilibrium is chosen for simplicity, but reflects the
essential features of the radiation belt, i.e. density gradient, magnetic
field gradient, particle drifts (_vB/B) and particle currents (_Vn/n).
An earlier calculation 5 demonstrated that the linear stability results
did not depend on the choice B = Bo£ z (1 + cx), but were valid for general
3 o = Bo(X)_ z as long as Bo does not change by much over a wavelength or
an ion Larmor radius. The equilibrium also satisfies the Vlasov equation
;.,,f÷ei + --°
_t (3)
VX_ = lc Bt8!+ 4__cE ejfVfojd3v (4)
with Eo = _f/st = 0.
v.E = Z ejffojd3v
io5
(_)
^We perturb the equilibrium with _i = E(y't)nz' _ = Bo + b(y't)nx'
f = fo + fl (y'v't)' where from Maxwell's eqs.




fl = fkei_kteiky" Eq. (3) thus becomes
8fk e i e :-" vxb
_t + iF.vfk + m _--_-i "_7vfk = - -m [E + _c Jk'Vvf°
(6)
which can be solved by the method of characteristics, 5 giving for each
species
fk = - -A- ,_vz _n _i f° Jo2
where we have assumed that _ << _ = eB/mc and dropped terms
z j2/(_ + _n + k,v3/2o)
_o
Substituting eq. (7) into the; -component of eq. (4) we obtain the disper-
sion relation for _k
k2c2 = 4_. _f 2v2
J
-- 2 (kv_/n)_3_2_ foJo
i + kcvA2/2C_ °
(8)
2
The factor e---enhances the electron term, ignoring for the moment the ion
m
contributions and setting k_v±2/2_<< i Eq. (8) becomes k2c 2 =
- _ 2(1 + kc/2_C_o), so that
P
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In solving eq. (8) for eq. (9) we have assumedwavelength larger than the
electron gyroradius_ to set
j 21kV±el= i .
o10 I
We observe that since _/k < O, the electron integral is not resonant.
However the ion integral does have a resonance, at vi 2 = 2_i_/k¢ , which
contributes an imaginary part to the complete dispersion relation
a_ + iTk =
-kl _'/_ le
i +_k_m ¢'
i + _2c2/_e2 k M
_ %/ %$
e 1 ,
%2 _ :%_i%2(i+ _2c2/%2)J
1 + k2c2/_pe2
(lO)
Equations (8)-(10) contain the features which make a quasi-linear approach
plausible. The instability comes from a resonance of particles, with
waves, it grows most rapidly for a limited range of wave numbers k, and
it leads to a "weak" turbulence i.e. 7 k << _k"
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III. QUASI-LINEAREVOLUTIONOFTHEINSTABILITY
(r,v) + r,v,t)A Fourier analysis of Eq. (3), with f = F° fl ( ,
B = Bo(X) + b(r,t), E = E(r,t), retaining non-linear terms, gives
_-7-+ i[.Vflk+ m _ + -- "_f
q k-q v q
+- ×_ )-% = -_
m o k
(ll)
In the quasi-linear approach we separate the distribution function into a
slowly varying part g = F + f (v,t) and a rapidly varying part
o o
The slowly varying part of Eq. (ii) is
fk_k _ O.
eZI_--y+- E+ _ .v f






while the equation for the rapidly oscillating distribution fk
e e Vvg
St + m (v×Bo)'vvfk + i[.vf k : - - _[ +m c _k
is
(13)
where in Eq. (13) we have dropped the "mode coupling" term
E + -_f
q_o c Ik-q v q '
which in quasi-linear theory can be demonstr_ed 8 to contribute on a time
scale longer than the initial growth of the perturbation. Eq. (13) is
identical with the linear Eq. (6), and reflects the basis of the quasi-
linear approach, i.e. we use linear theory to derive the rapidly varying
part of the perturbation fk and Ek, along with _k and 7k, from the
background distribution which exists at time t, and then use these values
lo8
of fk etc. through Eq. (12) to find their effect on the slowly varying
background distribution g = F(v) + fo(V,t)-
Solving Eq. 13 as in linear theory we obtain (separating e -e - iT)
for each species
eEk (.B_ kVz _ _ g(x,v_t)_o (kvl/_)
(14)
fk: ---_ Vz _ _x_i(_+ k_v_/2n- is)
Substituting this fk into Eq. (12) gives
m z
_o (kv±/Q) Eq ( 8 qVz _ ) (15)
+ q_v2_/2n - is] _V z coQ _x g "
The sum in Eq. (15) is from q = -= to q = _, excluding q = 0, but since
= and Fq S_q, we can write it as
_q -__ q
3
2 f _ qVz_
= 8 m _ = _Vz _ _ (_ + q_/2n) 2 + 72 i_Vz _ _x_
with l[ mgq : _ I Eq_ + I Bq : _ i + and : 27qgq2 • _t












For all values of q_ 2o_/q_ < m/M << 1 where m/M is the electron-ion
mass ratio_ so that Eq. (17) has a strong resonance behavior as a function
of vl2 and q. From this linear theory we know that the growth rate 7
is maximum for F : (¢'/e)/(l+q2c2/_) : 2, decreasing exponentially
for
larger values and quadratically for smaller values of the parameter F. The
perturbed electric energy g will be maximum for that value of q =
q
: C_p/C (¢'/2¢ - i)1/2, at least at times early enough so that mode coupling
can be ignored. If we select the fastest growing mode q : _ from the sum,
and write
(20g_7/q¢) ,
+ '/_v2 _'/_ _2 - _5 (oc_ r)
We use the dispersion relation to relate _ and q
q
the sum E to values q > _/c. For smaller values of
q IJ
7q and the field energy gq are exponentially small.
Eq. (17) becomes (_p = the electron plasma frequency)
in Eq. (17)7 and limit
q the growth rate
With these restrictions
, 2)_- 3 ,, tZ_l_ _z_Cgi 8_e 2 ) o _
_t M2 q>%Ic P _ p
2Cg)c F2' 1 dn
co _'¢'e 7q _ /
_o qndx ____+
[2_cI-_ 72 2 _, z
_ _i_p Ve'c 7q ¢ q c /
20_" z2 c2 | (__8)
, 2 _x g
7q=
dn 2 5 2(%v q2c
2Je 2 _x [_') _ _ z
' t 2
MD_cc0 _ _ z _ co
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_t - 27q_q (20)
This is the set of equations to be solved for the early time development of
the instability. The sum T in Eq. (18) includes the mode energy g
q q'
peaked at the q which gives maximum growth_ and the resonant function
r/_ + (_v 2 - _)2. The half width of the latter can be shown (using Eq. (19)
for 7) to be A(e'/e .21 2 2_
_p/q c _ _ m/M, while the mode energy gq is peaked
2/ 2 2,
with half width A(e'/e _p/q c j _ i. This smooth behavior of gq allows
the replacement of F/F 2 + (o_v2 - _)2 by wS(otv±2-_), and also, along with
the condition 7 << _, appears to justify neglect of the mode coupling terms.lO
The energy transfer processes which must be considered in the set of Eqs. (18-20)
include resonant and non-resonant particle energy change computed from
d3v Mv 2 5g/Bt, mode energy change, and changes in the energy associated
with the diamagnetic currents and drifts; these drift energies drive the
inst ability.
variations
The velocity variation 5/Av z is smaller than the space
22
2(ZVzq c 8 i
e _Vz
P
thus quasi-linear "flattening" of the distribution is seen to be a flatten-
ing in coordinate space, and should be traced by a numerical integration of
2
Eq. (18-20). Eq. (18) is resonant in v&, and the location of the resonance
is fixed by the original temperature i/_. There is no resonance in Vz,2
and the energy transfer can allow a slow increase in T_. This is the basis
for our tentative expectation that the energy released by reducing the
density gradient will appear as mode energy _, and as an increase in the
ill
Jenergy of parallel oscillations; this upward drift in T_ has no effect on
diffusion inclosed or infinite systems_ but can cause escape through the
loss cone of a magnetic mirror system_ as in the radiation belt. We hope
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Finite-8 Resistive Instabilities of Magnetospheric Tails
M. N. Rosenbluth and D. B. Chang
General Atomic Division of General DynazLicsCorporation
John Jay Hopkins Labo__atory for Pure and Applied Science
San Diego, California 92112 2_ _ _/ _]_
The decoupled-flow regions of resistive instabilities occurring in
magnetospheric tails are sufficiently narrow that magnetic and collisional
viscosities may be of importance. To determine the effects of these
viscosities, the resistive instabilities studied in the hydromagnetic
approximation by Furth, Killeen and Rosenbluth (1963) and Johnson, Greene
and Coppi (1963) , are studied with plasma equations based on the Chapman
and Cowling expansion. Treating the ratio _ of the plasma pressure to
magnetic pressure to be of order unity, three cases are considered, two
leading to tearing instabilities and the third giving a gravitational
instability. It is found in all three cases that the hydromagnetic equa-
tions are applicable when the ion collision frequency is larger than the
ion gyro-frequency. When the ion gyro-frequency exceeds the ion collision
frequency, the results are qualitatively the same except that ion-ion
collisions replace ion inertia in determining the growth rates and the size
of the decoupled flow region. The conditions under which the Hall currents
f
become important are defined, g_ _Li_ _(
t
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There has been some discussion recently on the effects that the an-
nihilation and recombination of magnetic field lines have on the structure
of magnet.spheric tails [Piddington (1960 , 1965a,b); Dungey (1961 , 1962,
1963, 1965); Axford and Hines (1961, 1964); iAlfven (1963); Dessler (1964);
Levy, Petschek and Siscoe (1964); Axford, Petschek and Siscoe (1965);
Sonnerup (1965); Ness (1965); Dessler and Michel (1966a)]. The rate at
which magnetic field lines merge could be of importance both in determi-
ning the stability of twisted filamentary features and neutral sheets in
magnet.spheric tails_ and in determining whether or not planetary field
lines join onto interplanetary lines to form open or closed magneto-
spheres. The discussions of the magnetic field annihilation resulting
from finite resistivity are related to Dungey's demonstration that a
current concentration can develop at a neutral point of a magnetic field
in a resistive plasma [Dungey (1958)]. Sweet (1958) and Parker (1963)
have described a steady state two-dimensional situation in which a plasma
of resistivity _ in the region of a neutral sheet flows along the sheet
at the Alfv_n speed VAWhile flowing perpendicular to the sheet at the
resistive diffusion speed. This leads to a neutral sheet thickness, a,
which is equal to the breadth of the sheet, L, divided by the sq1_re root
a magnetic Reynold's number _ = 4wL_-IVA -I, and to equilibriumof fluid
velocities perpendicular to the neutral sheet equal to the Alfv_n speed
A
divided by _2. Petschek (1964) has argued that in this two-dimensional
situation_ the fluid flow perpendicular to the neutral sheet does
not have to be restricted to resistive diffusion over the entire
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breadth L, but rather that over part of the breadth hydromagnetic flow
normal to the sheet can be sustained by the normal magnetic field component
which joins the regions of oppositely directed magnetic fields. Petschek's
analysis gives equilibria in which fluid velocities along the sheet are of
the order of the AlfV_n speed, while flow velocities perpendicular to the
sheet can have values between that given by Parker and a maximumu givenm
by um _ VA _n-1 [2g_ _A].
Furth, Killeen and Rosenbluth (1963) and Johnson, Greene and Coppi
(1963) have analyzed the stability of a neutral sheet in which the equili-
brium fluid velocities perpendicular to the sheet maybe ignored. They
find instabilities with growth rates proportional to fractional powers of
the resistive diffusion time 4w a2/_. These instabilities maytherefore
have somerelevance to the equilibrium discussed by Sweet and Parker, and
to those equilibria discussed by Petschek in which the perpendicular flow
velocities are sufficiently limited by boundary conditions. Ness (1965)
has suggested that these resistive instabilities mayoccur in the earth's
magnetospheric tail.
In the high-conductivity limit, these resistive instability modesare
characterized by two regions: a narrow central region where finite conduc-
tivity permits relative motions of field and fluid, and an outer region
where field and fluid are coupled as in the infinite-conductivity case.
On the one hand, the confinement of resistive effects to a narrow central
region leads to simplification in the analysis, in that equilibrium
quantities in this region maybe approximated by linear expansions, and
in that this region maybe treated as planar--approximating the effect of
geometric curvature here by a gravitational force. On the other hand, as
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pointed out by Furth, Killeen and Rosenbluth [hereinafter referred to as
FKR]and by Coppi (1964) the large gradients of the narrow central region
suggest that effects such as "finite Larmor radius" not taken into account
in their hydromagnetic analysis maybe of importance. More explicitly, it
is knownthat in a finite-temperature plasma, ion-ion collisions and finite
Larmor radius result in an Ohm's law which does not relate the current to
the Lorentz force through a scalar resistivity, and in a pressure tensor
which does not give just a scalar pressure [Chapmanand Cowling (1939)].
The effect of ion-ion collisions has been treated qualitatively in Appendix
H of FKR_where it was shownthat a scalar viscosity does not qualitatively
change the resistive modes, but that it does change the growth rate and
scales involved.
With the long meanfree paths in magnetospheric tails, it might be
expected that decoupled flow regions there would be very narrow; so that
both Larmor radius and viscosity effects would be of importance. Accordingly,
in the following we examine the resistive instabilities using plasma
equations based on the Chapmanand Cowling expansion. As the ratio _ of
plasma pressure to magnetic pressure might not be too small in the tails; we
treat _ to be of order unity. In section II; the problem is delineated
and the basic equations presented. The approximation of an isotropic
resistivity is introduced there, the effect of an anisotropic resistivity
being discussed in Appendix A. In section III; the structure of the
equations is discussed in relation to the two-region solution of FKR,and
three cases of interest are considered. It is shownthere that the effect
of viscosity is important even at low temperatures; but that the finite
Larmor radius terms in the pressure tensor and the additional Ohm's law
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terms do not affect the growth rates appreciably until the validity of the
Chapmnand Cowling expansion itself becomessomewhatquestionable. These
correction terms are considered in Appendix B. In Section IV_ the results




Weconsider an infinite plane current layer; choosing a coordinate
system so that equilibrium quantities change in the y-direction only. The
equilibrium magnetic field is taken to lie in the x-z plane,
= + B_(y)_z (z)
and the effect of curvature or acceleration is represented by a constant
gravitational field of magnitude g directed along the y-axis. Following
the discussion in FKR's Appendix F of the stabilizing effect of thermal
conductivity on instabilities driven by temperature gradients_ we shall
ignore all temperature gradients_ taking any variation in the y-direction
of the equilibrium plasma transport coefficients to result from variations
in plasma density. Perturbed quantities are denoted by the superscript i,
fl(7,t) = _(y)e i_ + _ , (2)
where without loss of generality the x-axis has been chosen to lie in the
direction of the wave vector _.
The plasma equations based on the Chapman and Cowling expansion of
the Boltzmann equation have been much discussed.* As calculated by
_rshall (and corrected by Haas and Vaughn-Williams), the momentum,
current density and heat flux equations have the forms [Thompson (1962)]:
dv _x_ "p_-y= - v.P + _g , (3)
* For a list of references_ see the historical survey in B. B. Robinson
and I. B. Bernstein (1962).
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= (_IIDII+ _±Di + aH bxD + _llVllT + @±VAT+ _H_xvT ,
and
(4)
q = -kllVll T - klviT - XH _xvT + _llJll + Yiji + YH bxj (5)
Here, p, T, _, 5, q, B and g are the mass density, temperature, velocity,
current density, heat flux, magnetic field and gravitational field,
respectively. The vector _ is the unit vector along the magnetic field,
and the subscripts IIand i denote the vector components parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field. The vector D is an effective electric
field,
= _ + _ +--neVpl , (6)
where E is the actual electric field, n is the total number density, e is
the magnitude of the electron charge, and p is one-third the trace of the
pressure tensor P. In a right-handed coordinate system a, b, c (with
along the magnetic field), the pressure tensor has the form
p = P _ 2_aa 2 {Saa + -_r2+(Saa + SCc) - r+Sac]
1 +r+
_b=P-2_bb
P = p -
cc
2F 2 [Scc + _r2+(Saa + Scc) + r+Sac]
1 +r+
Pb = Pba = 2_
- 1 2 [Sab - _r+Sbc]
1 + ]Q_r+
2_ ,
Pbc = Pcb = " 1 2 [Sbc + _r+Sab]
1 +_[r+
2_P =P _
ac ca i + _r7
_t




I_vi )sij: 1+ 3x i - _ij div _ . (s)
The coefficients in eqs. (4), (5) and (7) involve the collision frequencies
__ = 3(2w/m_)_ne4 log A/(K_) 3/2 with A = 2 (K_)3/2/e3 (wn)_






_+ : eB/m+ (i0)
r+ = n+/_+
M_ = m_/(m_ + m+) ,
(ll)
the unmodified transport coefficients
_o = ne2/m- -u
@0 = °o/e
_o = ao_T/e 2
Yo = K_/e
(12)
and the r-dependent factors
-i= 4
AI r + 6.28r 2 + 0.93
-1 4
A2 = r + 16.20r 2 + 44.3
A3=-I r2M_ + 9M. + 3.39(M_) ½ + 0.32
_ = r2 + 3.48
-i 2
A5 = r + 12.72
(13)
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Here, m and m+ are the electron and positive ion tosses, and K is
Boltzmann's constant. Explicitly, the transport coefficients are
a, : Oo(1.93/2) il= O. 777 O
_± : %_(r2 + 1.8)_I
_± : - _o 0"75(r2 - 0"966)AI
_ = %½r(r2 + 4.4)A1 , @H = - @o 2"15rAl '
_II= 1.O2 k°
X± = 1.25 ko [(3M_ + O.56M_)A 3 + (5.43r2 + 36.1)A 2 - 3.56A53
kH = 1.25 kO [rM_A 3 - 9.28rA 2 - rA5] ,
Y = 3.30
II o
Y& = Yo[2.5r 2 +ll.5]A 4
(14)




Equation (4) for the current density takes on a more familiar form
when temperature gradients are ignored and the r _ _ limit is considered.
For with AT = O, eq. (4) gives
(15)
and since as r _ mj the conductivities become
_± 2 _H 2r
- -- _ -- (16)






= i .93 ola J±
As we shall see_ for the conditions of interest the ratio of the tempera-
ture relaxation time to the resistive instability growth time is of the
i
order of (m /m+) _ or less. Denoting by a the thickness of the equilibrium
current layer and by ca the much smaller thickness of the decoupled flow_
the ratio of times is of order ¢ for the tearing mode. Accordingly_ in
the present calculation VT is set equal to zero. In passing_ we note that
if qll _ 0, equation (5) states that VIIT _ (YII/_II)JlT : the calculations
of the appendix and the heuristic considerations of FKR both indicate that
the most important current in the resistive instability is Jll, and thus
the effect of including VIIT here would be to modify the value of the
resistivity along the field lines. With VT = O_ the scalar portion of the




Another simplification may be introduced in the analysis by setting
o- ( )
_=_ z 2o
in eq. (17), where _ is the unit dyadic. In Appendix A, it is shown that
the anisotropic resistivity of eq. (18) complicates the algebra but only
slightly modifies the scalar resistivity results_ the reason being that
the important current in the instability is just Jll"
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To summarize, then, the pressure tensor of eq. (7) is used in the
momentumequation, eq. (3)- The 0hm's law of eq. (17) is used with the
scalar resistivity of eq. (20). In addition, we need the continuity
equation
+ v.(pT): o ,
_t
eq. (19) relating the density p to the scalar portion of the pressure
tensor p_ and the three Maxwell equations
(21)
(ignoring the displacement current for the slow growth rates under study).
Following FKR, we regard _ as the basic electromagnetic variablej elimi-
nating 7 by eq. (22) and eliminating E by taking the curl of 0hm's law
and using eq. (22). Eliminating one component of _ with V.B = 0, the
curl of Ohm's law then gives two independent equations for two components
of _. These two equations involve three components of the macroscopic
velocity _, and these may _ obtained from the momentum equation. On
linearizing about a stationary state, this leads to the following five
coupled equations.
d oBl x_Z +p + ik og .V
.... B°B I V
_ _pO + Vy dy _ z z ik dy _-w x y -
- (v._)y= 0 (23)
(24-)
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qX_ = 4,n'j (22)
ik dy2
B°dB1 _] k2BoB_ik
x___- iksin2@(p1 _ p _ - --
-_dy "J _ _y _ _ogv.__{v×(_.SZ)]==o
_ _Ov__r____! _ {_o___°I- + = 0
y xy j
id_ Y ' 4Wne°e 1 x z Y _--Y I
°k2 BI z B o d iz i
_+ _ - ikB°v + v _ + V._ - _ +
z x z y dy z _ dy 4wenepO
(25)
(26)
× [dy "i_%izz + Blydy_`+po _k2B°B1[ xy
_o( _p_£O+_o_.J]=O .x _--y Vy dy
Here_
+ d I . BI x ikB °
dy y _
(27)
B ° = 9°sin¢ B° = B°cos% , (28)
x z
o (n°/2) is the equilibrium electron number density. In theseand ne =
equations the variable v x has been replaced by
dv
v.V = ±kv + __Z (29)
x dy
to display the effect of compressibility explicitly. The modifications in
the pressure tensor to the scalar pressure are of three types, behaving
in the r _ _ limit of interest as _, (b/r)and (_/r2); the remaining
terms are represented by P_ and P_, which in the r _ _ limit are given
by





. _ = 3_sin2_ dv _ 3_iksin_cos% v z + _(cos2_ - 2sin2%) V._
dy
If only the largest terms of each type are retained in 8_ the following
approximate expressions are obtained:
d3v
= 4r+ik dy 3 - 4r+
d2Vz _£_s9 d% dVzQ





27_sin_cos _ _ + 27_cos2% d__ _ _ _ (2=os2¢_1)
16r2+ik dy3 16r2+ik dYdy2 @r+
(32)
dEv dv d2v
× __l _ c_ (3cose_.1)d___z_ _ cose_
d,y2 .r+ dy dy 4r2+ dy2
r÷ _ + _ Vz
-27_sin_c°s_ d2 (V._) -27_c°s2_ d_ d (V._)
+ 3_sin_c°s2_d--- (V._) + 9_c°s3_ d_ (V._)





x = - 2
16r+ik d
+ [r_+ sin@(5c°s2¢-l)_y + _ cos¢
d2v
X (i + cos2{) _y r+ dy2 _r+
d@12 dv 27_sin@cos@ d3v + 27_cos2¢ d@ d2v
__Z+ z z
X idy I dy 16r2+ dy 3 8r2+ dy dy2
d2v + 2_ c°s2{ d3
+ 3_iksin@ (2cos2{_l)
,r+ dy2 16r2+ik dy 3
d2 (q._) • (3]$)+ _m£_s¢
_r+ dy2
In arriving at these approximate 5P expressions_ we have referred to
the FKR result of a narrow decoupled-flow region in which the perturbation
d
approximately follows along a field line_ and thus have regarded _yacting
on a velocity as introducing a factor i/¢, and have taken sin@ to be of
order ¢.
By way of interpretation, eqs. (34) and (24) are the y and z components
of the momentum equation, respectively, and eqs. (26) and (27) are the
y and z components of the curl of 0hm's law. Equation (25) is the zcom-
ponent of the curl of the momentum equation; using this equation instead
of the x component of the momentum equation removes the scalar portion of
the pressure and puts things in a form resembling the FKR equation. In
the incompressible hydromagnetic treatment of FKR, eqs. (25) and(26) were
the only equations needed as they involved only BI and v . As will become
Y Y
i3o
clearer later, eq. (23) says that the sum of the magnetic and perpendicular
particle pressure remains approximately constant in a perturbation; it may
be regarded as an equation for V._. Equation (24) states that for a given
driving current associated with the shear field B °
x' the velocity along the
unsheared field component B ° is limited by viscosity. Equation (25) defines
z
the size of the decoupled flow region, again through the viscosity; and
eq. (26) in conjunction with (25) gives the growth rate. Finally, eq. (27)
states that for a given current and ion velocity, the electron velocity
must adjust itself so that the current is related through the resistivity
to the electric field in the electron reference frame.
In dimensionless form, eqs. (23)-(34) become
(sP_-pO_)w-(Hx)' + (F_')'-o_F_-p_ div _-
+ _ div
+ 4r+I_pll [HW'" + iCzFZ'' + i_I 'Z' - H(div _)''] = 0
(35)
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P_Z + YH' + FX - ic*_ FHp°A [ 3F2 W' + 3FHZ H2 ]
S2i_ _ - iC_ - _ div
(-_)'w,,+iFW''' + I I 4Flr+_ 12_ )W' 412°_r +9_ t-7 -_ '+ 9_
' _ _ '×I__)fi_l_w,+,,,,+ JI-_Iz
,I _ 12 i _I I




rag _! w - _ + _-- (eLiv_)' - (,_F')'+ (_')'- o_2_
is2"P I _2s2 o_2s
. (_ew,
t I "#_] ioc
-1]'31_HZ - _ div _I
__,o,, !-_w'"'+-- -__ w '--- +
, (÷) ,×{t}w"+_zmr+(_')2-J_w'-_mm.z'''-_-{ ;)z"am-_
FIC_gr+
+_ (divv-)'" I_r+ ]---m-- (div_-)" =o (37)
,(p + _2) _ y,,, + _ _ la__r(*H' + m) = o
and
WH' H(-_ +_) × + _z _ _ 1 (_, _'r_±v7-- i-&.,_ )' - (×u - *F')(7) 2
(38 )








Z = - ikTRV z













S = TR/T H
p = _T R
with c being the speed of light, and _, r, r+, m+ and m_ as defined
earlier• The primes denote differentiation with respect to a dimensionless
variable u = y/a, where a is a measure of the thickness of the current
layer. The quantities B_ (_)_ (p)_ (P) and (_) are measures of the





Wewish now to discuss the structure of eqs. (35)-(39) in relation to
the hydromagnetic results. FKRdemonstrated that in the S - _ limit the
hydromagnetic equations gave two regions, an outer region where the fluid
was frozen to the field and a narrow central region near F = 0 where the
fluid and field were decoupled: their heuristic derivation of this result
indicates that the situation is not changedusing the plasma equations.
Thus, we shall follow the samegeneral procedure as in FER; i.e., the solu-
tion in the outer region will be used only to give a value for
' (40)
the difference between the logarithmic derivative of
left boundaries of the inner region.
outer solution gives
Y at the right and
From FKR's eqs. (23) and (26)_ the
IllA' =-2_+0 as o_-.® (_:R 23)
A' =_(F' + as o_.o , (FKR26)
where the subscripts ± _ on F indicate the values of F as y - ± _,
and the F' refers to the value of F' at F = O. The problem, then, con-
sists of solving eqs. (35)-(39) in a small region about the point F = O,
requiring that this solution gives the A' determined from the outer region
and gives quantities which will be well-behaved in the outer region.
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In the small inner region the equilibrium quantities may be approxi-
mated by linear expansions, e.g. F = F'_j where for convenience _ = 0 is
chosen at F = O. Defining a new independent variable
e = _I_ , (41)
eqs. (35)-(39) then take on the form
F'¢ F' dY ic_r¢2 (F)2 X@2 _ H _ + + _ W-=- - Y8 + _ '
c de _p P
" L3p,Z _ ' _. d. 16C_¢6 r2+(F,) 4 62 d2W9_ _e2
4i¢3I_ r+(F,)2 d3W G_ div _- !"_ /H23m de--7-_,p 3P, + 17 2 16C_¢512 r2(F ,)2]3,9_
d (_iv_) _i_4m r (F') 2 --d2 (div _) +
+ d82
..262- , 3
i±oa ¢ r+(F ) Z
!
dzi16C_2e6_ r2+(F') 3 e, _
9_H J
4(%2e51 r+(F )3 d2Z
3_'H2 ' 8-- = od82
(42)
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, F"4¢5(F' )212(_ r
,- IrO_









+ 3_5(F') 3 d 2
- e-- (di_ _)
H_ _e2
I_- 16i0_3(F')4¢8 r 2 e2 _3_ +




[- I] I I(F'e) 2 F ¢ P _ : (F'¢)2 W
pp_ _
_s _ (F,)_ -
(_3)
- ,,,i_r 2.¢2 _I I_2 _ 11 _ '_- _I_+ _--_ +711_ Ir_ _-_
9_ +et__ _"+L°_s_(_')'_ 16e5(F' )20_r291 @2 ]
_2_r+ _2 d_
(_i__) + -- (_i__) - _ (_i__ +








"_--+ + _2 _ _f + F'¢SW
c dee
rex --o (45)
rr( _'F' - F"' , )!rF'_____ _ H'i_ [+ _ _p -- r e _ +',- i'_ + "p-- _'rH i_2(F')2r2@ 2]
_ dq__+ [_H'i_¢2 de 2 T_ [_ H' ll'r
+ _ + (F')2_2re2 W + + --
where
!
_-_ r%F(F,) 2 Y s2 (47)
The equations are rather formidable as they stand. To make further
progress, the nonhydromagnetic terms will be regarded as perturbations
(except for the viscosity terms which, when r+>> i, must be used to define
eT= m_/m+,the scale of the region). Specifically, we regard the re T and r+
re7 appearing in eqs. (42)-(46) as small quantities, and consider the effect
of an iterative solution on the 4' calculated with these re 7 equal to
zero. Increasing the size of the perturbation terms corresponds to increas-
ing the temperature. Apparently, such a procedure should give results depen-




the re 7 = 0
H' :o(1), G=o
H' = o(i), a -- o(1)
H' = O, G = 0
relations between Y, X, Z, W and div _ being different
in each of these three. The first and third cases describe the tearing modes,
occurring where the pressure is maximum in the third case (since the
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equilibrium equation is - i/3_ ° ll'/_-(p_ 2 G/_'_ = 0); and the second
case describes the gravitational mode.
A rough estimate of some relative magnitudes in the small re 7 limit
may be had by examining the frozen-field condition
+ Vx (Tx °) _-o , (48)
as this must be approached toward the boundaries of the inner region. In
component form, this is
pY + WF --0 (49)
- PX - i_ZF + WH' + H div _ = 0
When rc 7 _ 0, then,
(50)
where slippage with respect to the shear component has been allowed in the
second equation. The last expression suggests that when H' = O, X may
be expected to be small.
Since the desired result of .........u__ _ _-_n""_t_nn,_,_is the real integral
A', the perturbation terms should be analyzed as to their effect on this
quantity. Thus, three features of each term should be examined: (I) the
phase - i.e. the complex nature, (2) the parity - i.e. the eveness or
oddness, and of course (3) the magnitude. Following FKR, we consider
even-_ solutions.
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Case (i): H' : O(1), G = 0




- , _div _) --0
de 3p_ L_ J
(51)
xF'c@ - 4e4(F')2_--d2Z+ YH' = 0
iT dee
(52)
d4W r _ F,, _ 6:_2 (_" d2z 3_'o_2 d3z
+we2 + Y [- (F,c)2 +_ +- -- + e- =o (53)F'c] Hi : de2 Hi d83
--d2y = Yp + WF'e8 (54)
2c de2
- ----_--d2x + F'cSZ = 0
i_e 2 d_
(55)
For this case, eqs. (53) and (54) state that pc = O (i): Eq. (54) may be
regarded as giving Yp + F"c@W = 0 (Y/e) in order to give g' = 0(I). So
eq. (53) consists of terms of O(W, 3Z, Y/c). Eliminating Z by using
eqs. (52) and (55), and using eq. (50) to estimate W, these orders become
O(vp/c, Y/e 2, Y/e). Thus, we must have pc = O(i). In the re 7 -0 limit,
then, W = O(y/c2), X = O(Y/¢), Z = O(Y/c 4) and div _= O(y/c2), with
Z the only imaginary quantity.
With this ordering, the largest correction terms are the X and Y
terms in eqs. (44) and (45), these being of O(rc) compared to those in
eqs. (51)-(55). They, however, have the wrong phase to give a real £'
contribution directly in the first interation. They would be expected
simply to introduce overstability. Similarly, examination shows that there
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2 2 r+e2 2 re2 2]are a host of terms which are of 0 e, r+e, r+¢ , re , ( ) , ( ) com-
pared to the dominant terms. Successive iterations in which the O(r¢)
terms comingle with these terms do lead to real contributions to A' With
I
(r/r+) -- (m+/m_) _ >> i, we then expect that with increasing temperature
the first corrections to the low temperature results are appreciable when
(re) (re 2) = r2e 3 = 0(i). Since the terms containing r arise from the
Hall current in Ohm's law, the first temperature corrections arise from the
Ohm's law and not from the pressure tensor in the momentum equation. Inci-
dentally, we note that since terms of 0(r2¢ 3) can arise from the product
of quantities of order (re), (re) and ¢, and since O(re) terms arise
in the equation for d2y/d02, it is necessary in calculating the complete
O(r2_ 3) correction to abandon the constant-Y approximation of FKR.
Case (2): H' = 0(i), G = 0(i)
In this case, if only the dominant terms are retained in the re 7 - 0
limit, eqs. (42), (43) and (45) again reduce to eqs. (51), (52) and (54),
respectively. However, eqs. (44) and (46) become
_0_d4w [ G_F _] G_ ___+w - + _iv_+ _ = 0 (56)pe2(F,)2 py,(F,_)2 F,_
and
___i H'w H'
d7 + × div +F'eez=0 (57)
For this case, eqs. (56) and (54) give pe 2 = 0(i): eq. (56) consists of
2
terms of O(W, GW/p¢ 2, G div _/p¢ , y/¢2), where use has been made of the
A' = O(i) constraint. Eliminating div _ by eqs. (51), (52) and (57) and using
the frozen field constraint to eliminate W, these orders become O(Yp/e,
GY/¢ 3, GY/_ 3, Y/e2)_ Thus, we must have pe 2 = 0(I) when G = 0(i). So
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in the low temperature limit,
div _= 0(y/¢3), with W and
w : o('_/_3), x = o(,_/_), z = o(,_/_4),
X odd, Z even, and only Z imaginary.
With this ordering, we note that there are no correction terms of
[ 2 2 (r¢2)2 r+¢2 2]O(r¢, r+¢). Again there are a host of terms of 0 ¢,r_ ,r+e , ,( ) ,
the terms involving r arising from the Hall current in Ohm's law and those
involving r arising from the pressure tensor in the momentum equation.
+
These terms all have the wrong phase to contribute to a real A' in a first
iteration. However, in a successive iteration in which these terms are
evaluated by insertion of the first iterative solutions, contributions to a
i
real 4' do result. Thus, with (r/r+) = (m+/m_)£ >> i, we expect that for
Case (2), the 0hm's law is responsible for the first corrections as the tem-
perature is raised, and these become appreciable when r_2 = 0(i).
Case (3): H' = O, a=O
When H' = 0, X and Z are much smaller than in the two previous
cases. Retaining only the dominant terms in the re 7 - 0 limit, eqs. (42)-
(46) reduce to
' dW a (air +---- = 0 (SS)
- 3pc de + _ c a8
×F'_ 44(F,)2_d2Z 3c4Z(F,)2 , d2W 3¢4(F,) 3 d3W
d02 H_ d@ 3
= o (59)
( :od-_8 + 82W + Y - (F' (60)
Johnson (1964) has pointed out that the presence of div _ in Case (2),
may lead to the stabilization of the gravitational mode under some circum-
stances.
_-- d2y F'2 _ : Yp + ceW (61)¢ d82
- _--d2x + F'eeZ = 0 (62)
i_¢2 d@2
As in Case (I), pe = 0(i). The low temperature magnitudes are W = 0(y/e2),
X = 0(¢X), Z = 0(y/¢2), and div _ = 0(Y/e). Here eqs. (60) and (61) are
decoupled from the remaining three equations, as in the incompressible hydro-
magnetic calculation.
With this ordering, the largest corrections are of O(rc,r+c) and
are in the X and Z equations. The O(r¢) corrections occur in eq. (h6)
and the O(r+¢) terms are in eq. (43). These do not contribute to a real
A' in this order, however, since they do not contribute directly to quanti-
ties in the equation for d2y/d@ 2. The first correction terms to occur in
equations for W and Y are of 0(¢,rc3,r+¢3). They enter with thethe
wrong phase to give a direct contribution to real A' (except for the O(¢)
term) ; however, since these terms involve X and Z, an iteration in which
these terms comingle with the O(r_,r+_) terms in the X and Z equations
will give contributions to 4' of , r r+¢ , r . The phases and
parities are such that these latter contributions are real. Again, with
r >> r+, the Hall current in the Ohm's law is responsible for the- first
temperature corrections, and these become _ppreciable when re2 = O(i).
>> u , at low temperatureTo summarize, it is found that with _+ +
the plasma equations give the same results as the hydromagnetic equations,
except that the ion-ion collision contribution to the pressure tensor deter-
mines the size of the region in which the plasma and magnetic field are
deeoupied. The first temperature corrections to the growth rates arise
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from the Hall-current terms in 0hm's law. These are appreciable when
re7 = 0(i), with 7 -- 3/2 in Case (i) and 7 = 2 in Cases (2) and (3).
As the temperature continues to increase, the pressure tensor cor-
rections in the momentumequation becomeappreciable. However, this occurs
whenthe validity of the Chapmanand Cowling plasma equations becomequite
suspect. Thus, with c determined by viscosity,
2
rc _ 3 (rl/¢a) , (63)
where r I is the ion Larmor radius. This quantity has been assumedto be
small in the Chapmanand Cowling expansion. Thus, even the Hall current
corrections to the growth rate do not enter until the validity of the expan-
2sion becomessomewhatquestionable. The condition r _ = 0(i) corresponds
+
F 1.
then to rl/ca_ = 0 _--_Cm+/m_)5,, and this is quite outside the range where the
Chapman and Cowling expansion is known to be valid. It appears that another
set of equations is needed for an accurate treatment of this regime. It is
of interest, nevertheless, to speculate on the type of effects which might
be expected here on the basis of the present type of equations and this is




With the various assumptions involved in the Chapmanand Cowling expan-
sion and in our treatment of the resulting equations, the range of conditions
to which the foregoing analysis may be applied is somewhatlimited. Thus,
where viscosity dominates, all of the following quantities have been assumed
to be less than unity:
rl/¢a _ 107 [_i/6_-2/3a-2/3(log A) -I/3] T2/3n-I/2 (65)
kllve/u + _6 × 1013 [_I/3e2/3a -4/3 (log A)-2/3] T4/3n-I (66)
e/v+ _ 5 x 1013 [_-213_13a-413(log A) -213] p_2T413n-i (67)
_I_+ _ 107 [_-l16_213a-413(log A)I13] p¢2T-213n-l12 (68)
_+/_+ _ 2 × 10 -6 [61/2 log A] T-2n I/2 (69)
_T= O(pc2_-l(m_/m+)1/2) (70)
_!13 (_)-1/3 (_o_A)113 T-2/3 (Vl)
s-i_i [_l/2a-1logA] T-2 (72)
Here_ the number density n is expressed in cm -3, the temperature T is
expressed in eV, and the thickness of the equilibrium current layer a is
in cm. The first four quantities are assumed to be small in the Chapman and
Cowling expansion when r+ = f_+/v+ is large, and we have used the form of
the pressure tensor which is correct only when r is large. Equation (70)
+
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gives the ratio of the temperature relaxation time _T estimated from the
VT terms of eq. (5) to the growth time, and its significance has been dis-
cussed following eq. (18). In this connection, the energy conservation
equation in its linearized form is
3 1 _ VpO _pO ___o
With the orderings discussed in Cases (1)-(3), the first three terms domin-
ate this equation. Invoking the continuity equation, we then find
ITo=o (65)
In Appendix A, and in the heuristic arguments of FKR, it is shown that the
important current in the instabilities is Jz' since it acts on the sheared
component of the magnetic field to give a dynamic force in the y-direction.
When r >> i, the ratio of the Jz evaluated ignoring _T to the tempera-
ture-driven j evaluated from eq. (65) is of order r2/_ >> i in Cases (i)
z
and (2) and of order r2/_ >> i in Case (3). Finally, the division of the
problem into two regions, a very narrow decoupled-flow region surrounded by
a frozen-field region, assumes ¢ _ S-I/3 small. For _ of order unity,
the most restrictive of these conditions seems to be eq. (65).
In the foregoing, the ion gyrofrequency has been regarded as being much
larger than the ion collision frequency. In that case, the ratio of the
viscosity term to the inertial term in eq. (37) is:
viscosity = 0 - _ (73)
inertia _ _+ p¢2
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Since
pc = 0(i) (tearing mode)
2pc = 0(i) (gravitational mode), (74)
1
and since the factor (m+/m_) £ appears in the expression, unless 5 is quite
small the viscosity term dominates the inertia term. On the other hand, if
we had regarded the opposite limit where r+ = _+/u+ was very small, then
eqs. (7)-(13) show that the right hand side of eq. (73) would be multiplied
2
by r+. In the r+ << i limit, then, inertia dominates the viscosity, and
the hydromagnetic results of Furth, Killeen and Rosenbluth and Johnson,
Greene and Coppi are recovered.
The results are summarized in Figure i. The ordinate is the density
(in cm -3) and the abscissa is the temperature (in eV), with normalizing
factors to allow for the size of the current layer a (in cm), for _ = ka
and for the ratio of the pressures 5. The lower boundary is where the ion
gyroradius is as large as the width of the decoupled-flow region. The
equations may be expected to apply only above this line, with the qualifica-
tion that the minimum density must be multiplied by the largest of
(p )2(logA)4/3 8/s
% ' a4/s TS/S
if any of the three is greater than i. (This corresponds to the most
restrictive condition being {k,v@/_+ < i, _/_+ < i, _/_+ < i}, respec-
tively.) The dashed imne indicates where the ion gyrofrequency and collision
frequency become equal. In the region of low temperatures and high densities
above and to the left of the dashed line, the finite-resistivity hydromag-
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Fig. l--Regions of validity for Chapman and Cowling analysis of resistive




if any of the three is greater than i. This corresponds to the
+
most restrictive condition being [kllVe/_ + < i, _/_+ < i,
_/_+ <41] respectively. Here, a is expressed in cm, n is
in cm -_, T is in ev, and _ = 0(¢°).
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of the dashed line and above the lower boundary_ the instabilities are
qualitatively the sameas the hydromagnetic results, except that viscosity
replaces inertia in determining the size of the decoupled flow region and
the growth rate. In the viscosity-dominated region, overstability is intro-
duced when re = 0(!) for the tearing modeoccurring where the pressure is
2 0(i) for the gravitational mode (Case 2),not a maximum(Case i), when re =
and does not occur for the tearing modeoccurring at pressure maximum(Case 3).
Corrections to the growth rate arising from the Hall-current terms in Ohm's
law do not becomeimportant until rc 7 = 0(i), with 7 = 3/2 in Case (I)
and 7 = 2 in Cases (2) and (3). In the region of higher temperatures and
lower densities below the rl/_a : i curve, another set of equations is
needed: the considerations of Appendix B suggest that the instabilities
might persist under someconditions there also, but a muchmore careful
treatment of this region is required.
Magnetic fields in the earth's magnetospheric tail have been measured
by the Explorer i0 [Heppner, Ness, Scearce and Skillman (1963)], Explorer 14
[Cahill (1964)] and Impl [Ness (1965)] satellites. Fields in the range
of 10-30 7 have been found; the existence of a neutral sheet of thickness
600 km has been established; and the diameter of the tail at a distance
of thirty earth radii has been determined to be about forty earth radii.
Howard, Eshleman, Barry and Fenwick (1964) and Yoh, Howard, Lusignan and
Eshlemam(1966) have concluded on the basis of lunar radar echoes that the
average electron density in the tail is about 200 cm-3 greater than the
solar wind electron density (which is of the order of i0 cm-3). If the
plasma in the tail comesprimarily from the solar wind, temperatures in the
range of 1070 K might be expected, whereas if it comesprimarily from
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evaporation from the polar cap ionospheres_ temperature in the range of
103 OK might be expected [Dessler and Michel (1966b)].
As some representative numbers, then_ we take a typical length of the
shear field to be 108 cm, look at perturbation wavelengths of the same order
and assume a density, temperature and magnetic field of 102 cm -3, O.i eV
and 104,, respectively. Equations (65)-(72) show that in this case viscosity
does determine the behavior. Here, the mean free path of _ 1/2 × 109 cm is
one-thirtieth the effective parallel wavelength k_ I, and the latter is com-
parable with the diameter of the geomagnetic tail. The ratio ¢ of the
thickness of the decoupled flow region to the thickness of the equilibrium
current layer is 10-27 and for the tearing mode the growth time is of the
order of 10-2 times the resistive diffusion time_ i.e. of the order of a day.
Equations (71) and (74) show that shorter growth times may be o_tained by con-
sidering shorter wavelength perturbations.
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APPENDIX A
The effect of an anisotropic resistivity is examined here by replacing
the scalar resistivity term in FKR's incompressible hydromagnetic treatement
by
Linearizing about a stationary state, the basic equations are
l ¶l






_Tp-+ (7.v)_ --o (A6)
i _._7 O
_p + p =o (AT)
Following the procedure described in Section II, the following three coupled
dimensionless equations are obtained:
O_2 - ---_ + _ F + _ '_'F' FI' '
p p'I_
_._[_;_F'-] + _-£H_+
L:- P J P_Tb
×' (A9)
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r+ 5_ X' --×lio +--
1 • I
h
, 2 S2PP PP
-_ -_-(_ +_7_( _)i ,J L J
(_io)
where quantities are as defined in Section II, with _ and 5_ given by
(All)
%=T1 i + (A12)
With X -- 0 (_'_/r'¢) and W = 0 (_p/F'e), if only the dominant ter_s in
the region of decoupled flow are retained, eqs. (A8)-(AIO) reduce to
dx
d2__Y _ 2 2 [b_ u(ei + 261) 454el d_l
dO2 _iO_ _ = ¢IC/ !_ + +
2 dX





























In eqs. (AI3) and (AI4), the arisotropic resistivity enters only through
54 dX/d81 terms. Equation (AI5) states that X is an odd function of
since _ may be regarded as constant in eqs. (AI4) and (AI5). Thus,
term in (AI3) is odd, and on integration to form A' will54 dx/deI
contribute nothing. Similarly, in eq. (AI4) the 54 dX/d81 term contributes
to an even U: this has the effect of simply changing the value of 51 in
eq. (AI3). As may be seen from FKR's eq. (47) , variations in 51 do not
change the growth rates appreciably, the important quantity in (FKR 47) being
the argument of the gamma-function. Thus, we conclude that an anisotropic
resistivity does not effect the resistive instabilities in an essential way.
This is the same conclusion as would be drawn from FKR's heuristic consider-
ations, since there it was argued that the important current in the insta-
bility is just that along the unsheared component of the field.
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APPENDIXB
Even though the Hall current corrections in Ohm's law and the finite
Larmor radius corrections in the momentumequation do not contribute appre-
ciably to the growth rates until the validity of the Chapmanand Cowling
equations becomessomewhatquestionable, it is of interest to see what these
types of equations predict for their effect. In the first part of this
appendix, the Chapmanand Cowling equations are applied beyond their range
of validity in the case with the simplest equations (case (3)) to see what
they predict for the effect of the Hall current. In the second part of the
appendix, a crude estimate of the effect of finite Larmor radius is madeby
constructing approximate equations for the extreme limit where the ion gyro-
radius is muchlarger than the size of the decoupled flow region.
Part i
2
When re = 0(i) in Case (3), the dominant terms in eqs. (42)-(46) lead
to the following four coupled equations:
de 2
d4W 0














and where we consider only the case F" = O. Eliminating A from the
equations by using eq. (BI), we may construct from eqs. (E2) and (B4) a
quadratic form for A' involving W and z. On setting the first variation
of this expression equal to zero, the equations are recovered; using the
stationary property, it is estimated that for large
!
pc _ CI_
T-2/ T2 T3/2WiLh _ = 0(i), c _ 3.. r _ ' _R _ '
CI ,
(B5)
this gives a growth rate
which varies inversely as the square root of the temperature.
Part 2
We consider a situation where the ion gyroradius is much larger than
the width of the decoupled flow region. Then, for the perturbed ion motion,
we may ignore the magnetic field in the decoupled-flow region, regarding the
dominant force on the ions to arise from the electric field resulting from
the difference between the forces acting on the Sons and electrons. On
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regarding the limit r+ >> i, ion-ion collisions may be ignored compared
to the inertia. We relate the electric field in the frame of reference
drifting with the electrons to the current through electron-ion collisions.
Then, the basic equations are
m d-Y_= e_+ m _ (_I
+ dt +
+v x_ = _3" (m)
where _ and _ are the perturbed drift velocities of the ions and
+
electrons. Writing eqs. (I_) and (BT) in terms of macroscopic quantities
(allowing for the difference between the electron drift and macroscopic
velocities resulting from the magnetization current), we obtain
ep
d? _X_ _ + 0F +m L_Y ?×_3 (B8)
+
g + _X_ = llj'- _e [_Pe - j"x_] (B9)
e
with the subscript e denoting electron quantities. Equation (BS) states
that the driving current is furnished by the electrons, with the inertia
provided by the ions.
Writing eqs. (B8) and (B9) for the planar geometry,
- _ B' = - ikv (B10)
m y z
+
m+ y ik dy2 ik dy (_'_) + ik_-_' + , (BL1)co P
_o d2B '
= _ - ik_°v





z Bo+ v m ÷ (v-V)
y dy z
4_enOpO_y zz ] E÷
( 1ikB ° dB ° dp ° + pdy Vy dy
we note that now v varies slowly.
Z
Consider Case (3) again: g = O,
dominant terms give
_o/_ : o. Setting
d2v
e B' 1 y
m+ z ik dy2
(B13)
V-v : O, the
(Bi4)
o d2B ' k2B°B '
Y = _B' - ikB°v + x z
dy2 y x y 4wnOe
e
= x y
- d-_ -_y 4rren0 dy2
e
With the frozen field constraint at the boundaries where




0 -. O, these
pc = o(1) (roT)
and
(the B' term in (BI5) making a negligible contribution to A' because of
Z
(_ I,_.=_j), and me a v81id approximation to equations (BIO)-(BI3) when
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i
o (I/ D (B18)
The assumptions leading to eqs. (B6) and (BT) are similar to those
made in treating magnetic sheath problems (i.e. the magnetic field acts
only on the electrons, but these in turn act on the ions through the result-
ing electric field). Presumably, this is valid in the "decoupled flow"
region when rl/_a >> i. However, the use of eq. (B7) here severely restricts
the range of validity, since now eq. (66) requiring that kiLvs/_ << i sets
the lower limit on allowable densities. Violation of the condition raises
the possibility of Landau damping along the field lines. To conclude_ the
considerations of this appendix suggest that the resistive instabilities
might persist under some conditions even when rl/¢a _> i: however, a much
more careful treatment of this region is necessary.
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Some Plasma Instabilities of the Magnetosphere
David B. Chang
General Atomic Division of General Dynamics Corporation
John Jay Hopkins Laboratory for Pure and Applied Science
San Diego, California
Four plasma instabilities which may operate in planetary magneto-
spheres are described: (i) the low frequency Rayleigh-Taylor-type flute
instability as affected by a resistive ionosphere, a dipole field geometry
and by resonant particle-wave interactions, (2) a _histler instability,
with the concomitant particle diffusion, which occurs in a plasma contain-
ing a small component of flat-helix energetic electrons, (3) a nonconvec-
tive high frequency two energy component electrostatic loss-cone
instability, and (4) the resistive instabilities occurring in sheared
_agnetic fields, as affected by the Chal_an and Cowling coq_lisional and
magnetic viscosities and Hall currents.
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A frightening number of plasma instabilities has been uncovered in
the last few years in connection with the work on controlled fusion, and
it seems likely that some of these could operate in planetary magneto-
spheres. I'd like to describe four candidates for magnetospheric insta-
bility that M. N. Rosenbluth, L. D. Pearlstein and I have been studying.
(1) The first is the low frequency Rayleigh-Taylor-type flute
instability which may occur when a plasma is supported by a magnetic field
against some destabilizing force. At first glance it would seem that a
planetary radiation belt should fall victim to such an instability since
a particle confined in a dipole-like field experiences an outwardly directed
inertial force associated with its motion in the curved field. On the
other hand, the presence of a conducting ionosphere tends to short out the
electric fields which drive the instability. In addition, the geometry of
the field itself can play a stabilizing role. We were interested in study-
ing the competition between these various effects to see if a flute
instability could ever occur fast enough to cause diffusion of the ener-
getic belt particles.
(2) The second instability concerns disturbances of a much higher
frequency, in fact frequencies high enough to resonantly violate the
magnetic moments of the energetic trapped particles. Study of this insta-
bility was prompted by observations of the sporadic circularly polarized
decameter radiation which comes from the planet Jupiter. The sporadic
nature of the radiation suggests that it might be associated with some
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instability, and the circular polarization suggests that it might be an
instability of electromagnetic waves propagating along a magnetic field•
Other radio observations of Jupiter in the shorter decimeter wavelengths
indicate that the plasma in Jupiter's belts has an energetic electron
component comprised mostly of p_rticles with very flat helices. What
have done, then, is to see if a plasma, the bulk of which is thermalized
and of low temperature but which contains a small number of quite flat
helix energetic particles, can exhibit maser action. It's interesting
also to look at what effect this energy exchange bet_en the waves and
particles has on the particle distribution, and a quasilinear diffusion
equation has been constructed to look at this.
(3) Recently, Rosenbluth and Post I have pointed out that there are
some high frequency electrostatic plasma instabilities which are peculiar
to "loss-cone" particle distributions such as exist in mirror confinement
geometries. They treated the case in which there is only one energy
component of each species present, and found that in a uniform plasma the
instability was convected (k{{e O) along the magnetic field. Rosenbluth
and Post have pointed out that gradients of the density could lead to
nonconvective (k{{= O) instabilities. With the Van Allen belt in mind,
have looked at a loss-cone instability in a plasma containing both high
and low energy components, and it turns out that the presence of two com-
ponents also leads to nonconvectlve instabilities of rather large growth
rate s.
(4) The fourth instability studied is a low frequency resistive type
which occurs in sheared magnetic fields. This type may have s_-e ch-_uce
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of existing in long twisted magnetospheric tails, and if it does it could
play some role in the annihilation and recombination of field lines. The
instability owes its existence to the local relaxation of the constraint
that the plasma must remain attached to a magnetic field. In the insta-
bility, finite conductivity permits the system to go to a lower potential
energy by allo_-Ing lines of force which are initially distinct to link up.
Furth, Killeen and Rosenbluth 2, and Johnson, Greene and Coppi 3 have
studied these instabilities with hydromagnetic equations which contain a
scalar resistivity. For these resistive instabilities, the hydromagnetic
equations are only directly applicable when the ion collision frequency is
larger than the ion gyro-frequency (when the plasma and magnetic pressures
are comparable). Since the mean free paths in magnetospheres are quite
long and the plasma and magnetic pressures in the tails may be comparable,
such a description would not be directly applicable. We have tried to
analyze the instabilities with the Chapman and Cowling plasma equations
to see how they behave under a broader range of conditions.
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iII. LOW FREQUENCY FLUTE
Gold 4 and Sonnerup and Laird 5 have looked at the energetics of inter-
changes in a dipole field, and treating the plasma as a fluid have defined
circumstances under which the energy change would permit an interchange
instability to occur. By looking at the dynamics of the instability, a
dispersion relation can be constructed to see if an interchange can occur
fast enough to affect the energetic trapped particles. It appears that
the ionosphere could play an important role in this instability, as it
would strongly affect any driving electric fields. The ionosphere would
behave as a resistive medium for rapidly occurring instability and as a
reactive medium for interchanges occurring slowly enough for the neutral
ionospheric particles to take part in the motion. (Here we do not consider
those situations in which the change in ionospheric gravitational energy
is important. 5) The character of the instability would be different in
the two cases : Thus, hydromagnetically a reactive ionosphere might be
expected to give the usual Rayleigh-Taylor-type dispersion relation in
which growth rates are proportional to the square-root of the product of
the destabilizing force and the density gradient of the energetic parti-
cles which drive the instability. The growth rate in this case would be
smaller the smaller the ratio of the number of energetic driving particles
to the number of driven ionospheric particles, and stability of the ener-
getic particles might be expected if this ratio were small enough. A
resistive ionosphere, on the other hand, would give a dispersion relation
with hydromagnetic growth rates proportional to the effective collision
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frequency of the resistivity and to the density gradient of the driving
energetic particles. Again, stability of the energetic particles might
be expected if the ratio of the numberof energetic particles to the number
of ionospheric particles were small enough.
Wehave studied the resistive situation in the electrostatic approx-
6
imation to see if diffusion of the energetic par1_icles could ever result.
The driving currents of the energetic particles have been obtained from
the description of Northrup and Teller 7 of particle motion in a mirror
system when the magnetic moment and mirror actions are invariant. The
polarization and resistive currents have been described by a dielectric
tensor of a zero temperature three fluid (ions, electrons, neutrals) plasma
model. In this situation, currents due to higher order drifts are not
important: even though the frequencies of interest are of the order of
the drift frequencies of the energetic particles - so that their finite
Larmor radius and polarization drifts are of the same order, their polar-
ization currents are already negligible compared with that of the low
energy belt component, and especially compared with the ionospheric
currents.
The resulting dispersion relation shows geometry itself to play a
stabilizing role, associated with the fact that the flux tubes in a dipole
field increase in volume with increasing radial distance. The lowest order
solution to the dispersion relation (i.e., the solution obtained by treat-
ing the growth rate as being much larger than the azimuthal drift frequen-
cies - the latter being obtained from the time required for a particle to
drift through a wavelength of the disturbance) yields the familiar
17o
interchange energy 8_ > 0 sufficiency - condition 8 for stability*. If
this condition is violated, or if one is interested in instabilities in
which the growth rates are not treated as being much larger than the azi-
muthal drift frequencies - e.g., those in which resonant interactions
between the disturbances and the azimuthal drift velocities play a role,
then a Nyquist analysis of the dispersion relation gives another sufficiency
condition for stability of the energetic particles which takes into
account the effect of a resistive ionosphere. This more general condition
is essentially the requirement that the growth rates be less than the
azimuthal drift frequencies of the energetic particles.
Dungey, Hess and Nakada (see discussion following Van Allen's
Aug. 23 talk) have pointed out that this condition seems to be satisfied
over a large portion of the earth's magnetosphere. G. Davidson and
M. Walt have reached similar ccmciuslons t___..o+_ c_:_munication).
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III. _ISTLER MASER
To date, three different kinds of radio emission have been detected
from Jupiter. 9 Below wavelengths of 3 cm, the radiation is thermal, fol-
lowing closely the _-2 dependenceof the Rayleigh-Jeans law. In the deci-
meter region beyond 3 cm, the flux behavior differs considerably from a
-2 law, remaining quite constant between 3 cm and 70 cm. Observations of
the intensity, polarization and spatial extent of the decimeter radiation
strongly suggest that the decimeter radiation might be synchrotron radia-
tion from energetic electrons in Jovian Van Allen belt_. To explain the
high degree of linear polarization that is observed, it's necessary to pos-
tulate electrons with very flat helices. The third kind of radiation
occurs in the decameter band, and is quite different from the other two in
that it is quite sporadic. It is observed in the 8 to 80 meter range,
occurs in bursts, has features which are strongly correlated with longi-
tude on Jupiter, and 90_ of the time is very strongly RHcircularly polar-
ized. A variety of mechanismshas been suggested over the years for the
origin of this sporadic radiation. The storms have been attributed to
thunderstorm activity, atmospheric chemical explosions, plasma oscillations,
spin-flip, the focusing by Jupiter's magnetosphereof radio waves from
distant sources, magnetic bremsstrahlung from electrons dumpedinto the
Jovian magnetic polar region, and coherent emission by relativistic elec-
trons in Jupiter's Van Allen belts. An instability of whistlers mayhave
lO
somerelevance to the last two explanations.
The whistler instability calculation consists first of evaluating an
absorption coefficient from a Vlasov equation, and then obtaining the
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corresponding emissivity by Einstein coefficient arguments. For a plasma
the bulk of _hich is thermalized but which also contains a small number of
energetic electrons with very flat helices, it is found that efficient
amplification is possible under two quite different conditions, when the
flat-helix relativistic electrons have a net drift along the field. Amp-
lification occurs for waves traveling in the same direction as the drift.
The two conditions are: (i) _p >> C_c_ >> 2, and (2) _ _c' _p2>>_c_>O"
Here, _, _ and _ are the whistler frequency, (non-relativistic) electron
c p
gyrofrequency, and plasma frequency, respectively. It appears that case (i)
may exist in Jupiter's ionosphere. Zhelezniakov ll has estimated from
photoionization considerations that the electron density there might be
i07_ cm -3, and it appears that higher densities may be obtained on taking
into account the ionizing particle flux from the sun and particles dumped
from the belts. For some numbers, suppose the field in the ionosphere is
16 gauss, the whistler frequency desired is i0 Mc/s and the electron
density is 108 cm -3, say: then _/_mc_ 13, and case (i) is satisfied.
Beams of particles traveling down the field might also be important in this
case. Case (2), on the other hand, might easily exist in the belts them-
selves. The decameter radiation has been observed between frequencies of
5 and 39 Mc/s, and these correspond to gyrofrequencies for fields between
1.8 and i_ gauss. Fields of this order have already been required to
provide the decimeter radiation.
If amplified whistlers are the source of the decameter radiation,
then it appears reasonable to associate the sporadic nature of the radia-
tion with the only occasional occ,_rence of net drift motions along the
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magnetic field of the relativistic electrons (and possibly in case (i)
with the only occasional occurrence of the required plasma densities). A
net drift motion might exist, for instance, when increased solar wind
activity causes dumping of radiation belt electrons, as might be suggested
by the correlation between the Jovian decameter activity and solar events.
The predominant presence of right-handed polarization may be attributed to
a combination of the preference in drift velocity directions - for instance,
dumping would correspond to drifts from the belts toward the planet - and
to geometry. The geometrical aspects of the problem have been discussed
in detail by Warwick, 12 Field 13 and Carr. 14 Insertion of reasonable
Jovian parameters in the expressions give acceptable emissivities and
growth rates, so it seems possible that some such process might supply
the decameter radiation.
It is interesting to ask for the effect of these circularly polarized
waves on the particles with which they resonantly interact. A Fokker-
Planck equation may be constructed to describe the behavior of a group of
15
particles in the presence of damped or growing waves. In this way it
can be seen that the behavior of particles which resonate with a wave
differs considerably from that of particles which are far from resonance.
The nonresonant particles have wave-induced motions which increase or
decrease as the amplitude of a wave increases or decreases: they are
described by a "diffusion coefficient" which can be either positive or
negative. The resonant particles, on the other hand, are exposed to an
almost constant electric field which carries them rapidly away from
resonance: a real (positive) diffusion coefficient results•
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Alternatively, the diffusive behavior of the particles may be studied
directly from the Vlasov equation by constructing a quasilinear diffusion
16
equation following the prescription of Drummond and Pines, directing
attention to resonant interactions in which some doppler-shifted wave
frequency is equal to a particle 's gyrofrequency. 17
If we assume that the dispersion relation of the waves has the form
_ k _b - e.g., for whistlers b = 2 and for Alfven waves, b = l, and if
assume that the energy spectrum of the waves goes like k-_ - for
whistlers resulting from lightning discharges, Du_gey has suggested an
close to unity, whereas Alfven waves might have this form if they result
from some turbulence spectrum, and if _ _ the approximations that the
particles can be treated nonrelativistically, that the phase velocities
are much less than the particle velocities, and that only particles in
flat helices are to be considered; then the diffusion equation takes a
very simple form in which energy changes may be ignored compared to changes
in the helix angles. If particles are inserted initially at one helix
angle, then this equation shows the peak of the distribution to move to
flatter helices while at the same time the particles leak off to steeper
helices where they disappear into a loss cone. Eventually the simple
equation doesn't apply since the derivatives with respect to energy cannot
be ignored compared to the derivatives with respect to helix angle when
the latter become small. The steady state diffusion equation keeping both
the energy and angle derivatives has as possible solutions some very flat
helix distributions. These may have interesting properties, e.g., it's
possible to have distributions in which energy and helix angle are strongly
correlated.
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IV. TWO-COMPONENT ELECTROSTATIC LOSS-CONE
The dispersion relation for the high frequency flute-like two energy





For a situation in which there are nH+ nL low energy electrons, nL low










Here, _ is the frequency, k is the wave number, _i is the ion cyclotron
frequency, _ . is the ion plasma frequency, m and m. are the electron and
pl e i
and Vi 3 is obtained from the perpendicular velocity V± as theion masses,
average value of VI 3 for the energetic ions. For a situation in which
there are nL low energy electrons and nH high energy electrons in a loss
cone distribution with the ions treated as unperturbed, the quantities are
2







Here the subscript e denotes electron quantities.
To determine stability properties, we examine the dispersion relation
for real _ and look for values of the parameters at which real solutions
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disappear. Except for a special resonant case, the condition for insta-
bility found in this way is
(4)
where N = 2, 3, .... For the A << i case, we have as the instability con-
dition
2 _ (5)AZ_
and as a solution
1 A (6)
For electrons,Eqs. (5) and (6) become
(n_/nL) _ (2/_)(ne/_e] (7)
_ _ - io (8)
Pe e




_n i(me/m i)+ ni
1 lO 4 cm -3 say, _e
For a magnetic field of 2-_gauss and n = , _- _ l; so that
Pe
the electron case wouldn't be satisfied except at rather large L in the
earth's field. In the ion case, the requirement for these numbers is
that n_ _> 1
_ . If the instabilities do occur, the growth rates are quite
large (on the order of the cyclotron frequencies): On the other hand,
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the wavelengths are quite small so that turbulence, enhanced resistivity
and diffusion rabher than mass motion would be expected.
Finally, a special resonance case occurs when
_ 2I-A=K N2 i , A < _ /K (n)
In that case, we have for the electrons,
_pe/f2e) 2 = N 2 - 1 (12)
_. N_e - i_e [(nH/nL)(N/2_)] I/2 (13)
and for the ions
co _ N_]i - i_]i [(nHInL)(NI2_)]I/2
(14)
(15)
We have not yet looked into the effect of nonlinearities on these insta-
bilities, but these might be expected to be important in quenching the
instabilities by putting enough structure on the distribution function to
reduce the contribution of the energetic portion.
17$
V. RESISTIVEINSTABILITIES
Finally, we cometo the resistive instabilities which, it has been
suggested,19 might occur in magnetospheric tails. Oneof the interesting
features of these instabilities is that the purely resistive part of the
instabilities is very strongly localized in the high conductivity limit.
The finite conductivity actually only allows the plasma to decouple from
the magnetic field in a very small region, about where the perturbation
practically lies along a field line. The longer the mean free path, the
smaller is the size of this decoupled region. The very large gradients
associated with this narrow decoupled-flow region then give rise to the
possibility that viscosity and finite Larmor radius effects might be
important. With the long meanfree paths in magnetospheric tails, this
is likely to be the case there. To see how these effects modify the fin &
ite resistivity hydromagnetic results, we have been looking at the insta-
2Obilities with the Chapmanand Cowling equations. As the ratio 8 of
plasma pressure to magnetic pressure might not be too small in the tails,
wehave treated _ to be of order unity.
Whentemperature gradients maybe ignored, the Chapmanand Cowlir_
equations differ from the hydromagnetic equations principally at two
points. In the momentumequation, the hydromagnetic approximation has a
scalar pressure. In the Chapmanand Cowling momentumequation the scalar
pressure is accompaniedby a pressure tensor which accounts for the vis-
cosity which arises from ion-ion collisions and for the current which
arises whenthe ions because of their larger gyroradii sample a different
environment than the electrons. The second place where the equations
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differ is in the Ohm's law. In the hydromagnetic approximation, the Ohm's
law relates the electric field in the fluid frame of reference to the
current through a scalar resistivity. The Chapman and Cowling Ohm's law
states that the electron-ion collisions should relate the current to the
electric field in the frame of reference drifting with the electrons. In
addition, the scalar resistivity of the hydromagnetic approximation is
replaced by an anisotropic resistivity which results from the presence of
a magnetic field.
At low temperatures, when the ion gyrofrequency is less than the ion
collision frequency these equations give the same results as the finite-
resistivity hydromagnetic equations: there are again tearing and gravi-
tational modes. As the temperature is increased, and the ion gyrofrequency
becomes larger than the collision frequency, the first correction to the
growth rates comes from the ion-ion collision contribution to the pressure
tensor. In the curl of the momentum equation, the ratio of the viscosity
term to the inertial term is of the order of _, the ratio of the plasma
and magnetic pressures, times the square root of the ratio of the ion to
electron mass, times the quantity 1/pc 2. "p" is the growth rate expressed
in terms of the resistive diffusion time, and ¢ is the ratio of the width
of the decoupled-flow region to the width of the original current layer.
2
For the tearing mode, Pe is of order e. At any rate, with the square
root of the mass ratio occurring here too, unless _ is very small, the
viscosity term will dominate the inertial term. This then gives an ¢ that
is inversely proportional to the cube root of the magnetic Reynold's num-
ber. But otherwise, the results are qualitatively the same as the
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hydromagnetic results: the only difference is that viscosity replaces
inertia here, confirming the conclusions of Furth, Killeen and Rosenbluth. 2
As the temperature is increased further, the phases and magnitudes of
the quantities are such that the next correction to the growth rates arises
from the Hall current term in 0hm's law. The Hall current corrections do
8 O(1) where r is the ratio ofnot becomeappreciable, though, until re =
the electron gyrofrequency to the electron collision frequency; and 5 is
equal to 2 for the gravitational mode and for the tearing mode which
occurs where the pressure is maximum. With c determined by viscosity, the
2
quantity re is just equal to three times the ratio of the ion Larmor
radius to the size of the decoupled flow region. This ratio has been
assumed to be small in the Chapman and Cowling expansion, so these Hall
current corrections to the growth rate do not become important until the
validity of the Chapman and Cowling plasma equations itself becomes some-
what questionable. The finite Larmor radius terms in the momentum equa-
tions pressure tensor do not contribute sizeable corrections to the growth
8 .
rate until even higher temperatures, when re is of the order of the square
root of the ratio of the ion mass to the electron m_ss. This is quite
outside the range where the Chapman and Cowling equations are known to be
valid.
As some representative numbers, if we take a typical length of the
shear field to be lO 9 cm, look at perturbation wavelengths of the same
-3 1
order, assume a density of lO cm , set _ = _ and assume a temperature of
1 ev (so that the magnetic field is on the order of lO gamma), the Chapman
and Cowling .....+_ _how that viscosity dominates the behavior. In this
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case, e is on the order of lO-3, and for the tearing modethe growth time
is on the order of lO-3 times the resistive diffusion time, i.e., on the
order of a year. Smaller lengths would give faster growth times, but
then these equations would becomesuspect.
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APPENDIX
Su_ of Instability Equations
(i) Two stability sufficiency criteria are given for the electro-
static low frequency flute, the first (la) applying only to gross hydro-
magnetic interchanges, and the second (ib) including those in which
resonant interactions bet_en waves and particles are important.
(la) Specifically, the sufficiency condition for stability against
gross hydromagnetic interchanges is:
ffd.
_ _-_-< o (_)
where Fo(_,J,_ ) d_dJd_ is the number of particles with magnetic moment and
bounce actions in the intervals (_, _ + d_) and(J, J + dJ), located in
the magnetic flux interval (a, u + d_).*
Ko (_,J,_) is the relativistic energy of a particle.
(ib) The second sufficiency condition takes a simple approximate
form for disturbances with large azimuthal (longitudinal) variation when





_-_ 8. z ff _dJ
_F° (A3)
e _:z
For a dipole field of moment M, a line of force with an equatorial
distance of rE has e = -M/rE.
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Here _ and m are the frequency and azimuthal wave number (disturbances of
the form ei(_t + m@) are assumed, where @ is the longitude), _l is the
Pederson conductivity, B is the magnetic field intensity, R is the distance
from the dipole axis, the integral _ ds is over the llne of force whose
stability is in question, c and e are the velocity of light and electron
charge, and the sum is over the different particle species.
(2) The whistler instability condition may be expressed in terms of
the sign of an integral. Specifically, in a plasma which is comprised
mostly of low energy, thermal particles but which also contains a small
number of relativistic electrons, the condition for the instability of a





I(Pl,P2) > 0 (A_)
dp PFo(P,@)[1 - (i
2 _P2 2 5Fo
X -- (AS)
+  l/2j 3 dpP sin
Pl (I+p2)I/2 _@
(and where here the mass of the electron and the velocity of light have
been set equal to unity). The plus sign is used when _ > 1 and the minus
sign is used when _ < i. Here, X = _/_ and _ = _c/_, with _p and _c the
plasma frequency and (nonrelatlvistic) cyclotron frequency. Fo(P,@ ) dpd@
is the number of electrons with relativistic momentum p in the interval
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(p,p + dp) and helix angle in the interval (Q, @ + d@). In the integrands,
-_ 1 + - (A6)
@ is determined from
(A?)
IcosOl: 1.and Pl and P2 are the smallest and largest momenta for which
When the relativistic electrons are in flat helices (@_), the condition
I (pl,p2) > 0 can be easily satisfied for slight drift motions of the
relativistic electrons along the field under two quite different condi-
tions of low phase velocity:
(l) _ >> _ m>> _ (AS)
I) c
(2) _% :d_ >>_- _ >o. (Ag)1) c
(3) The two component electrostatic loss-cone instability condition
is given in the general monresomant case for electron and ion frequencies
by Eqs. _rs and (9) of the text, respectively. For the resonant case, the
instability condition is given by Eqs. (-12) and (14) for electron and ion
frequencies, respectively.
(4) For the resistive instabilities occurring for comparable plasma
and magnetic pressures and governed by viscosity in the absence of temper-
ature gradients, the Chapmau and Cowling equations apply when all of the
following quantities are less than unity:
rz!, a ,_ 107[Bi16 :-a13 a-al3(log A)-II3] _213 n-ll2 (AZO)
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kl,Vo/_+ _ 6 × 1013 [_i/3 C_2/3a-4/3(log A)-2/3] T4/3 n-I (full)
o_/D+_ 5 × 1013 [_-2/3 2/3 a-4/3(log A)-2/3] p¢2 T4/3 n-i (AI2)
_/n+_, lO7 [n-1/6 _e/3 a-_/3(log ^)113] p_.2T-2/3 n-i/e (A131
,,+/%,_2 × lO-6 [B1/2 logt] T-_n1/_ (_4)
eyrT = 0 [p,28"l(m./m+) 1/2] (AIS)
i
¢ _ _1/3(s_)'1/3 (log A) 1/3 T "2/3 (A16)
s-Z_(1/6)[_1/2a-11_ A]H-2 (_71
Here _ is the ratio of the plasma to the magnetic pressure, a is the width
of the equilibrium current layer expressed in cm, the dimensionless quan-
tity _ is the product of a and the perturbation wave number k, T is the
temperature in ev, n is the density in cm "3, rI is the ion gyroradius, e
is the ratio of the width of the decoupled flow region to a, kll is a
measure of the projection of k onto the magnetic field in the decoupled
flow region, v9 is the ion thermal velocity, _ is the growth rate, _+ is
the ion-ion collision frequency, n+ is the ion gyrofrequency, _T is the
temperature relaxation time, S is the magnetic Reynold's number, p is the
product of the growth rate and the resistive diffusion time, m_ and m+ are
the electron and ion masses, and A is the ratio of the maximum to minimum
impact parameter for coulomb collisions.
When these quantities are less than unity, then the growth rate may
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be cbtalned from
p, : O(I) (AIS)




for the gravitational mode (the mode which is driven by a destabilizing
force, such as the inertial force of acceleration).
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ABSTRACT
Tables of the two-dimensional distribution of Stokes parameters for synchrotron radiation from ultra-
relativistic electrons in a dipole field are compiled for various energy and spatial distributions, and for
varying angles between the dipole axis and the line of sight, t./_ *//_ C(_
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent radio astronomical observations of Jupiter (Morris and Berge 1962; Miller
and Gary 1962; Morris and Bartlett 1963; Rose, Bologna, and Sloanaker 1963; Gary
1963; Bash, Drake, Gundermann, and Heiles 1964; Roberts and Komesaroff 1964,
1965; Berge and Morris 1964) call for the calculation of two-dimensional distributions
of the intensity and polarization of the synchrotron radiation from ultrarelativistic
electrons trapped in a distant dipole field. Past treatments (Chang and Davis 1962;
Field 1962; Roberts and Huguenin 1962; Korchak 1963; Thorne 1963) have been
restricted to calculations of either one-dimensional or integrated distributions. The
purpose of this paper is to extend these treatments to calculate the two-dimensional
distribution of the synchrotron radiation Stokes parameters. The results are presented
in the form of fifty-two tables in which the radiation is described for various angles be-
tween the dipole axis and the line of sight, and for various energy and spatial distribu-
tions of the radiating electrons. The expressions for the Stokes parameters are derived
in § II. In §III, these expressions are summarized and the results discussed. The tabu-
lated results are presented in the Appendix.
II. SYNCHROTRON RADIATION FROM A DIPOLE FIELD
The Stokes parameters for synchrotron radiation from the power-law distribution,
p(r,E,a) = n(r,a)C2E-(_-1), (1)
are given by Chang (1962):
I(f)dV = Dlf-_/2B(_2)/2(sin a *)vl2n(a *)dV , (2)
Q(f)dV = /)2 cos 2xI(f)dV , (a)
U(DdV = D2 sin 2xI(f)dV , (4)
V'(f)dV = O, (s)
where D1 and D_ are defined as
(3 +1o 
Dl=R-2CC,L'/22('-')/Zk _q£-_ /E(_2 2)F(-3"r+lO), (,)
( 37+6 "_
D2 = -- k_-_ i 0]" (')
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C and L are proportionality constants with the values:
C = 3.73 X 10 -23 erg sec -1 gauss -1
L = 1.608 X 10 l_ c/s gauss -t BeV -2 .
R is the distance to the observer, f is the frequency of the radiation, x is the angle meas-
ured clockwise by the observer from the (arbitrary) vector iz involved in Chandrase-
khar's (1960) definition of the Stokes parameters to the projection of the magnetic field
onto a plane at right angles to the line of sight, and p(r,E,a)dVdEda is the number
of particles in an element of volume dV at r, energy interval dE at energy E, and helix






To evaluate these expressions for electrons in a dipole field, we adopt the coordinate
systems indicated in Figure 1. The origin is at the center of the dipole. The unit vector
e, is taken along the dipole axis. The unit vector e, is the positive (l) direction and is the
intersection of the (/,w)-plane (which is the plane perpendicular to the line of sight to
the observer and containing the center of the dipole axis) with the equatorial plane of the
dipole. The third unit vector e, also lies in the equatorial plane. The unit vector in the
w direction in the (l,w)-plane is i,, while that in the direction of the observer (and thus
perpendicular to the (/,w)-plane is r0. The angle between ro and e_ is 00, the aspect angle,
and is one of the parameters of the calculation.
Chang and l)avis (1962) calculated the one-dimensional distribution of Stokes param-
eters in the case where 00 was 7r/2 (the (l,w)-phtne perpendicular to the dipole equatorial
plane) with e_ = r0. Their unit vectors, (it, i, it), are also shown and have the following
relationships:
it = --eu , i = ro , i_ = ir , ir X ro = e_ X e, = eu. (s)
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A polar coordinate system (r,0,_b) is also shown in Figure 1. The projection of r onto
the e_ direction is l, while that onto the ir direction is w. Thus,
l = r sin 0 sin 4_, (9)
w = r (cos 0 sin 00 -- sin 0 cos 0 cos ¢). (to)
The (x-z)-plane is shown in Figure 2. The distance (d) of a radiating volume dV from
the (/,w)-plane is
d = x sin 00 + z cos 00, (11)
where
x=rsin0cos¢, z= rcos0, d = r (sin 00 sin 0 cos _b + cos 00 cos 0) . (12)
We shall only need the relative position of the radiating volume to the (/,w)-plane, that
is, only the sign of d. Figure 3 is a section through the dipole field (the (y-@plane of
Iz
FIG. 2.--The (x,z) plane of Fig. 1
wlrL ! ._
-,\ ._,_ -,,_ / \ ,,_ _,_ /
\ / \_,r, /
FIG. 3.--The (y,z) plane of Fig. 1 illustrating sample planes of polarization and the mirror points for
limiting helix angles.
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Fig. 1) illustrating the planes of polarization of the synchrotron radiation and the mirror
points with limiting helix angles aL, at the equatorial plane.
For the Stokes parameter expressions of equations (2)-(4), it is necessary to express
the following quantities--(i) B; (ii) sin a*; (iii) dV; (iv) cos 2x, sin 2X; (v) n(e*)--in
terms of the polar coordinates (r,O,¢#) and the parameters 00 and aL.
i) The magnetic field, B: The plane containing the point (r,0,qS) and the magnetic-
field line passing through it is shown in Figure 4. The field line is defined by
r = rE sin 2 0, (ta)
where r_ is the value of r at the intersection with the dipole equatorial plane (0= 7r/2).
The field may be written
B(r,O,ck) = B(rE,zr/2)h t/2 sin -6 0, (14)
where we define
h _ 3 cos 2 0 + 1. (is)
>
_br
FIG. 4.--The plane containing a magnetic field line such as that in Fig. 1
ii) The angle between B and r0, a*: The angle a* is the angle between the field and
the observer (i.e., between B and r0) and is given by
cos a* = (I"o"B)/B , (16)
cos e* = cos 0* cos 00 + sin 0* cos 00 cos $,
where 0* is shown in Figure 4. The other quantities in Figure 4 are given by
b,= rsinO=r_sin _0,
b+= r cos O= rz (cos 0-- cos 3 0);
differentiation gives
db_=tan 0*=3cos 0sin 0(h--2)-1.
db,
The differential arc length, ds,
ds 2 = dbr_ + db, 2 ,
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maybewritten
ds = rz sin 0 h_t°'dO
and
sin 0*=---=dbr 3sin 0cos0h -1/2,
ds
cos 0* = db,
ds = (h-- 2)h -x/2.
(22)
(23)
Combining equation (17) with equations (23) yields
cos a* = h-l/2[(h -- 2) cos 0o + 3 sin 00 sin 0 cos 0 cos ¢], (24)
sin 2 a* ----=h-lo" ,
where _ is defined as
(25)
a = h -- [(h-- 2) cos 00 + 3 sin 00 sin 0 cos 0 cos ¢]2.
iii) The incremental volume, d V: The radiating electrons are assumed to pass through
the equatorial plane in a thin shell with thickness drE. The incremental volume clV along
a corresponding tube of flux is given in polar coordinates by Chang and Davis (1962):
dV = rE2 sin _ 0 dO de drE. (2o)
iv) The angle between il and B,X: The quantities cos 2x and sin 2X may be found from
cos 2X = [(B. ev) 2 -- (B. L)2](B -0sin 2 a*) -1 , (2_)
where
sin 2x = --2[(B. ir)(B, eu)](B 2 sin 2 .*)-',
dy
B.ez,=B-_s= 3Bh -I/2 sin 0cos 0 sin _,
(28)
(29)
B.i,=B[dX + dz ]Lds ( --cos 00) ds sin 00 (30)
=Bh-_/2[sin Oo(h-- 2) -- 3 cos 00 sin 0 cos 0 sin ¢].
v) The angular distribution, n(a*): Finally p(_*) is required where p(a)dVdEd_ is
the number of particles in an element of volume dV, energy interval dE, and helix angle
interval da. It is convenient to express p(a) in terms of the distribution function in the
equatorial plane p0- This may be done using Liouvilles' theorem. Thus, let oodVdEdfl be
the number of particles in the volume dV in the solid angle dfl at pitch angle _r/2.
Further, let 01 dVdEd_2 be the number at any other location and any other helix angle, a.
Then, with oo isotropic for helix angles between limiting angles aL and _r -- aL,
where
00 sin a > 13-1 sin az
01
). 0 otherwise,
/3 = sin 3 Oh-lt4 = Bt/2(re,_r/2)B-112(r s sin 2 0,0).
The distributions p(a) and or(a) are related by
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,q(E)
po = 47rcos aLRE_.RE
0
n (E)sin a
p = 2 cos a LRE 6RE
0
t sin a E > sin a L
RE < rE <RE+6RE
otherwise,
t sin a >fl-1 sin aL
RE < rE <RE+ (_RE
otherwise.
Now, by comparison of the assumed form of the distribution in equation (7) with
we have for n(r,a)
n(r,a) =
n(_*) =
,7(E) = C2E -('+') ,
sin a
2 cos a eRE _RE
0
sin a *
2 cos a LRE _RE
0
l sin a >/3 -1 sin a L
-RE < rE <RE+fiRE
otherwise ,








vi) Total number of electrons in a shell, NE dE: We now have the required functions
to obtain the Stokes parameters in terms of the wtriables (0,_) and the parameters
% 00, and aL. It is of interest, however, to digress and relate the equatorial distribution
function, p0, of equation (34) to the total number of electrons, XEdE, in the shells, 8RE,
with energies in the range dE. From equation (35), the number of particles per unit
volume at colatitude 0 with energy in dE and with any helix angle is
,7(E) cos am (39)
or(O) =RE_REcOSeL'
where sin am = /3-1 sin aL. Integration gives
=/RE+'REf2"f _-°m 47r_(E)RE j(Om), (40)
NE "IRE "10 "JO m PV( O)rE 2 sin 70dOddpdrE = cosa_
where
_ f,,i2 ¢7-'2- ) 1/2 d 0 (41)
J(O,,)-.,o,_ sin 7 0(1-- (0)sin _-aL
and 0 = Omis the colatitude at which the limiting particles mirror, i.e., fl(0_) = sin aL.
To obtain an approximate expression for J(O,,) we note that for an isotropic distribu-
tion, i.e., aL = 0;
[,_r12
J(Om) =J0 sin 70dO =0.457. (42)
At the opposite extreme the electrons are all in very fiat orbits, i.e., (7r/2 -- a) << 1.
Setting cos 0 -- x << 1, we have
z m (1--7X 2--1-87 x 4-L-...).11/2 ,
J(Om) = (1--3x2+3x4+...) 1--




sin 2 aL=_2(Om)=l--Sx 2-t-STx 4_t_ (44)
3
J(Ore) =2---C7 _xmS[ 1 -- _-_X_S +... ] (4s)
when (7r/2 -- aL) << 1. Comparison of the extreme cases' of equations (42) and (45)
suggests that a reasonable approximation to J(O,_) over the entire range of 8,_ is
3vr
J(Om) "- XmS(1 -- 1 15XmS+O.43Xm4). (4_)4x/2
This yields
NE = (4rr_(E)RE) (3_r/4x/2)xmS(1-- l'15XmS+0"43Xm*)
(3/ X/2)Xm(1 -- 1.21X,_S+...)
(47)
-- lr 277( E)REXm ( 1 + 7_x,,3 )
with xm determined from equation (44).
III. SUMMARY AND RESULTS
a) The Equations
If we now combine the expressions for the various functions derived in the previous
section the first Stokes parameter, I, may be written in the following form
IdV = D;dOdd_ sin 1-3_ O_(w_s)/4 (4s)
or
IdV
Io ---- -- sin 1-3"r 0 a( 7+s)/4 , (49)
Dtd Od¢_
where
Dx =-- ½f--_/:B('_-*)12(rE,rr/2)RE COS--' aL, (50)
a= (3cos 20+1)-[(3cos:0- 1) cosO0+3sinO0sinOcosOcos_]S. (51)
Similarly the second and third Stokes parameters may be written
where
a s -- b sQdV = Io--
Qo- DQdOd_ aS+ b s' (52)
UdV
Uo = -- = Ioa b 0 "-1 , (53)
DvdOd¢
a-- 3sin0cos0sin$,
b -- (3 cos s 0 -- 1) sin 00 -- 3 cos 00 sin 0 cos 0 cos $,
DQ ---- Dz D: ---- --½De .
Finally, from equations (2), (3), and (13)
l
-- = sin 3 0 sin _,
rE
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b) The Calculations
The functions Io, Q0, and U0 were calculated and are presented as a function of l/rE
and wifE. The final equations and definition of constants are summarized in the Appen-
dix. The distributions of Io, Q0, and U0 were obtained for
O_<Oi_< r/2, O_<¢__<r (59)
in two degree increments (i.e., dO = dq_ = 2°). The method of calculation used in the
computer consisted of (i) setting q_, (ii) calculating I0, Q0, and U0, (iii) calculating Ure
and wire, (iv) finding the proper square in the (l,w)-plane, (v) determining the relative
position of the radiating volume with respect to the (l,w)-plane (the sign of eq. [6]), and
finally (vi) combining it with the other contributions coming from that square.
Because of symmetry about the dipole axis, calculation of the distribution in one
quadrant is sufficient. However, allowance for blocking by a planet requires separation
of the contributions to the parameters from each side of the (l,w)-plane. Therefore, the
distributions of the total contribution from both sides of the plane are given in the first
quadrant for the first quadrant and that of the difference between the front and back
contributions are given in the fourth quadrant for the fourth quadrant.
It was convenient for computing purposes to compute the differences in the fourth
quadrant in terms of the functions in the first quadrant. Let the subscript designate the
quadrant and the asterisk designate contribution from the back side of the (/,w)-plane,
(d < 0). By examination of symmetry in equations (8)- (10),
I_ = :4", I1 :_ = ]4; _)1 = _)4", QI* = 04 ;
(60)
_fl = -- U'4*, _TI* = -- _r.! .
Thus the components in the fourth quadrant may be expressed in terms of the first-
quadrant components
I4- 14" = I1" - I1, Q4- Q4* -- QI* - Q1, U4- U4* = U1 - Ul*. (61)
The right-hand sides of equations (61) were calculated. The results are presented in
the form of a sign (if negative), decimal point, two digits, and sign and magnitude of
the power of the tens multiplier (e.g., --0.31 X 104 = --0.31 + 04). The (/,w)-plane is
divided into 225 squares, that is:
zX(l/re) = a(_/r,,:) -- ?_. (_)
The total contribution to the three Stokes parameters from each square are listed in the
order I0, Q0, U0, the numbers themselves forming the squares. Where no contribution to
any of the Stokes parameters occurs, the resulting zeros were masked off. Occasionally
zero times ten to different powers occurs (e.g., 00-31 and 00-04). There is no significance
to be attached to this difference in zeros. There is just no contribution to that particular
parameter for that square.
The distributions were calculated for all but five (the cases for 3' = 1.5, 00 = 10°) of
the possible combinations of the values of the three parameters 3', 00, and aL listed in
Table 1 of the Appendix. The calculated distributions are presented in the Appendix
with the exception of those cases for which no contributions were obtained. The values
of the parameters in these cases are indicated in Table 2 of the Appendix.
Tables 3-30 are for the 3' = 0 energy distributions while Tables 31--54 are for the 3" =
1.5 energy distributions. They are grouped within each set by aspect angle, 00: increas-
ing from 0 ° to 90°. Therefore each group of five (four when there are no contributions)
has the same aspect angle with successive distributions corresponding to increasing
values of the sine of the cutoff helix angle, t_z.
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c) Accuracy of Calculations
The calculations were done on a Raytheon 250 computer with subroutine error less
than 0.01 per cent. Several sample distributions were obtained using values of dO and
d$ of 1°, 2 °, and 5 °.
A considerable improvement in the smoothness of the distributions was evident be-
tween the 5 ° and 2° increment distributions. Little seemed to be gained using the 1° in-
crement while the computation time was quadrupled. The final accuracy of the distribu-
tions was estimated less than 0.2 per cent. However, because of difficulty in the com-
puter's interpreter program used, the final results were truncated instead of the normal
rounding off. Thus the calculated value lies between the reported value and the next
lower value, i.e., for a reported value of I = 0.73 + 01,
0.72 + 01 < I0 < 0.73 + 01, (63)
instead of (0.73 + 0.005) + 01.
By summing the total contributions in three columns (i.e., all the contributions in the
strip 0 < UrE <_ 0.2) a comparison may be made with the sum of the equivalent two
strips in Chang and Davis (1962). Agreement was within 4 per cent for increments of 5 °.
d) Discussion
The two-dimensional results reflect the dependence of the intensity and polarization
on the field alignment, radiation efficiency, electron density, and radiating angle. Thus
the brightness pattern tends to be more uniformly distributed for an isotropic distribu-
tion of particles approaching a thin vanishing ring as aL increases for 0o = 0 and a more
slowly vanishing thin wedge-shaped equatorial strip as aL increases for 0o = 90 °. In
general, the pattern outline progresses smoothly from a circular to a flatter elliptical
shape as 0o increases, and becomes a butterfly pattern for 00 = 90 ° and large aL. Shadow-
ing by a small centrally located object would appear to be least important for large aL.
It is interesting to note that for the case 0o = 30 ° and sin aL = 0.8 the distribution
actually consists of two separated portions lying along the dipole axis.
Polarizations run the gamut as 0o and aL are varied, the over-all degree of polariza-
tion increasing as 0o and aL are increased. The patterns depend much more strongly on
the aspect angle and the helix angle than on the energy distribution, i.e., % while the
frequency behavior is dependent only on the energy spectrum assumed and is independ-
ent of the aspect angle or the helix angle.
The results for other angular and energy distributions may be approximated by com-
bining the patterns of various figures. In this way situations may be constructed where
both the polarization and the brightness distribution are frequency dependent. It must
be ..... L_ _a ,L , ,_.rcmcmucrcu, however, .a_ u,e calculations do not provide for either differential ab-
sorption or differential Faraday rotation. It is straightforward to include these effects if
they occur primarily external to the source, but in the present figures, these effects oc-
curring within the source itself can only be approximated to the extent different correc-
tion factors may be applied to the radiation originating in front of and behind the plane
which intersects the dipole and is normal to the line of sight.
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APPENDIX
The Stokes parameters as evaluated for a power-law distribution of the form
p(r,E,a) = n(r,a)C2E--(, +1)
were
IdV
Io- -sin 1-3_0{(3cos 2 0+1)
DidOd4,
-- [(3 cos 2 0 -- 1)cos 00+ 3 sin 0o sin 0 cos 0 sin 4,]2}(_+2)/4,
QdV
Qo = D Qd 0 d4,
(3 sin O cos O sin ¢)2_ [(3 cos 2 0--1)sin 00--3 cos 00 sin O cos 0 cos 4,] 2
=10




(3 sin 0 cos 0 sin 4,)[(3 cos 2 0 -- 1)sin 0o-- 3 cos 0o sin 0 cos 0 cos 4,]
= I0
(3cos 2 0+l)--[(3cos'-' 0--1)cos00+3sin 00sin 0cos0cos4,]2'
when
sin a c BW" ( r E sin 2 0,0)
sin a >
B ll'" ( r E,Tr/2 )
and were zero otherwise. The three parameters of the distributions are the power-law exponent
-/, the aspect angle 0o, and the cutoff helix angle aL. The variables are the polar coordinate
angles (0,4,) as defined in Figure 1 of the text. They were varied in 2 ° increments in the range
from 0 to 7r radians.
The constants are given by
Ds = 1Olf-'rl2B('+4)12(rE,_/2) RE COS-1 aL ;
( 3-/+6 "_.
DO = ½Du-- -- Ds \_2__i_),
(3-/+ 10"_ (3"/; 10);Dl==__R-2CC2L'r/22('F-4)/2\.-_-_-6.jI_(_--2 2)I_ . --
C -- 3.73 X 10 -23 erg sec -1 gauss -_ ;
L "-- 1.608 X 1013 c/s gauss -I BeV -2 .
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TABLE 1
THE VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS USED
IN THE DISTRIBUTIONS
Electron Energy Aspect Angle, #o Cutoff Helix
Distribution, E "_ (degrees) Angle, %














* All combinations of 7, Oo, and aL were used except for those five eases
with -y =1.5 and 0o=10 °.
TABLE 2
THE VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS FOR WHICH
THERE ARE NO CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE DISTRIBUTION
"_ 00 sin _L
0 ................... . 0 0.8
0 ................... i 10 0_81.5 ................. 0 0.8
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION FOR "), = 0, 00 = 0% AND sin aL = 0
.73+01 .'/3+01 .62+01 .42-1,01 .25+01
-.73+01 -.'/1+01 -.58-1_1 -.374_01 -.21-_01
.85-01 25'4'00 .34+00 .32-KX) .25+00
.86._01 86+01 o65+01 .85_01 o73+01 . "t3+01 .42+01 .41-1-00
-,86,1"01 -.84+01 -,61+01 -.75-1-01 -._9+01 -.rj2+01 -.26+01 -°22+00
.10-1_0 30+00 .37+00 .67+00 .72+00 .8_._-00 .55+00 .59-01
.72+01 10+02 .83+01 ,81+01 .73+01 .81+01 .71+01 .74+01 .25+01
- o72+01 -. 10-H_ -.76+01 -.68+01 -. 56+01 -. 54-1-01 -. 40+01 -.35+01 -. 94-K)0
.84-01 43+00 .53+00 .72+00 .79+00 .10-1.01 .974_0 ,10+01 .40+00
.tl 0-K)2 lO-H_ .77+01 .1 l.l_e .89+01 .85-1_ 1 .78+01 .94+01 .79+01 .43+01
-.10+02 -.97+01 -.70+01 -o95+01 -.6_o-01 -.°-3+01 -,39+01 -.37+01 -,22+01 -.79+00
.l_J-I.O0 43+00 .52-KX_ ,10-1"01 .10+01 .11+01 .11+01 .14+01 .12+01 .70"4-00
.10.1_2 .43+01 .12+02 .84+01 .12+0_ .TT+01 ._+01 .67+01 .72+01 .66+01 .69401
..10@_2 -.41+01 -, 11"1"C_ -.68+01 -.84-1-01 -.43+01 -.41+01 -.20+01 -.15+01 -°68+00 -. 10-0"/
.16+00 .19+00 .924,,00 .83+00 .14+01 .10-i,01 .13,,I,01 .10-l,,01 .11+01 .10+01 .11+01
,90+01 .13"M_ .13+C_ .88+01 .8"/+01 .10-K_ .81+01 .11-1_2 ,8,5+01 .72+01 .66-1-01 .43+01
-.89"_1 -.12-1-0_ -.11.1-0_ -,65+01 -.55-K)I -.54+01 -,30+01 -,28+01 -.96-1-00 -.10-07 .68+00 .79+00
.18+00 .69+00 .11+01 .98+00 .11+01 .15+01 .12+01 .18+01 .14+01 ,12+01 .I0+01 .70+00
.13+0e .18+02 .68+01 .15-K)2 .11_2 .88+01 .12+02 .1G+02 .93+01 .85+01 .72+01 .79+01 .25+01
-.13.1,012 -.17+0(2 -.57+01 -.11-1-02 -.60+01 -.35+01 -.32+01 -.12+01 -.14-07 .96+00 .1"_+01 .P_2+01 .94400
.24_00 .1G+01 .64"K)0 .18+01 .1_I .13+01 .20+01 .16+01 .15+01 .14+01 .11+01 .12+01 .40+00
.16+02 ._{2+01 .18+Ce .92+01 .11+(_ .13_ .89+01 .I0+02 .I0_ .11+Q2 .67+01 .94+01 .'/4+01 .41+00
..15-K_ -.83+01 -.14,K_ -.56+01 -.56+01 -.42-1"01 -.12-1-01 -.16-07 .12+01 .28+01 .20+01 .37+01 .35+01 .22-t_0
t33-1_0 .62_30 .18+01 .12+01 .16+01 .21+01 .14-1-01 ,17+01 .16+01 .18+01 .10+01 .14+01 .10+01 .59-01
,11-M_2 .20-I-02 .15.K)2 .16-1_2 .13+02 .11+02 .13+02 .89+01 ,12+02 .81+01 .${2+01 .78+01 .71+01 .42+01
-o11_2 -.18+02 -.11+012 -.87+01 -.4"/+01 -.17+01 -.20-07 .12+01 .32+01 .30+01 .41+01 .39-K)1 .40+01 .26+01
.294_0 .14+01 .17+01 .22+01 .21.1.01 .18+01 .22+01 .14+01 .20+01 .12+01 .13+01 .11+01 .97+00 .55-1-00
.21+02 .21.1_2 .1T+02 .15+02 .15.C_2 .13+Ce .11+02 .13-1,012 .88+01 .10+CI2 .T't+01 .85+01 .81+01 .?3+01
-.21"K_ -.18_02 -.11+Ce -.64+01 -.33+01 -.20-07 .17+01 .42+01 .35+01 .54+01 .43+01 .53+01 .54+01 .52+01
62+00 .I"/+01 .22+01 .23+01 .25+01 .22+01 .18+01 .21+01 .13+01 .Ir._-01 .IG+01 .11+01 .I0+01 .85+00
2_12 .20+02 .20-K_ .19+02 .20+0_ .1_P02 .13+02 .11+0_ .11+Ce .8?+01 .12+02 .89+01 .73+01 ,'/3+01 .25+01
-.2J+0_ -.16+_2 -.11+Q2 -.50+01 -.30-0? .33+01 .47+01 .56+01 .60+01 .5r:_-01 .84+01 .6_c,K)1 ._+01 .59+01 .21+01
964"00 .19.K)1 .28+01 o31+01 ,33.1,01 .25-1-01 .21+01 .16+01 .1_01 .11+01 .144"01 .10+01 .79-_0 .'t2+00 .25+00
30+02 .2?+_2 .2?+012 .16+02 .19+0e .1_02 .16.,02 .92+01 .15-K_ .88+01 .84+01 .11+0_2 .81-1,01 .85+01 .42+01
o.28+02 -.18+0e -.86+01 -.24-07 .bO+01 .64+01 .8?+01 ._6+01 .11+02 .65-f01 .68+01 .95-1.01 .68+01 .?b+01 .3?+01
14+01 .33+01 .43+01 .27+01 .31+01 .23+01 .22+01 .12+01 .18+01 .98-f00 .83+00 .10+01 .?2+00 .6?+00 .32+00
4,?-I-0e .39-P02 .32+02 .2?4_2 .20+0_ .17+02 .I[PP02 .18-1.0_ .68+01 .13+_2 .12-1-CI2 .?7+01 .83+01 .6_._-01 .62+01
-.38+02 -.17_ -.47-07 .86_DI .11+0_ .11+0_ .11+02 .14_12 .57+01 .11+_12 .11+_2 .70+01 .76+01 .61+01 .b8+01
23+01 .56+01 .b3+01 .43+01 .28+01 .22+01 .17+01 ,18+01 .64+00 .11+01 .92+00 .52+00 .53.1-00 .37-KK) ,34-K)0
72+C{2 .47+02 .39+02 .2"t-1_2 .20-1-0_ .21-1_ .20-1-02 ._+01 .18+02 .13+02 .43+01 .lO+Ce .10+02 .86+01 .'t3+01
..53_2 -.67-07 .17-1-02 .18.1_2 .16-1_2 .184_2 .18+02 .83+01 .1"_+02 .12+02 .41+01 .9?+01 .10+02 .84+01 .71+01
69+01 .77+01 .56+01 .33-1-01 .19+01 .17+01 .14+01 .62-1-00 .10-_1 ,69-1,00 .19.K)0 .43-K)0 .43+00 .30+00 .2_-00
19+03 .'r2_0_2 .42+(_ .30.M_ .25+c12 .21-1-_2 .11+(_ .16-1-02 .13-1-Q2 .90+01 .10+02 .10-1,02 .72+01 o86+01 .'/3+01
.,88-06 .53-K)2 .38+02 .28-1_2 .25+02 .21+02 .11+C_ ,15-K_2 .13+0e .89+01 .10+C_ .IO-K_ .72+01 .86+01 .73-1-01
21_2 .69"_1 .23+01 °14_I .96_D0 .6244:)0 .294_X) .334_ .24_00 .18@_0 .16+(:X_ .154_ o84-01 .IO_(X) .85-01
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TABLE4
DISTRIBUTION FOR 7 = 0, 8o = 0 °, AND sin aL = 0.2
.65401 °65401 .54,101 °33401 .17401
.o641K)1 -o63.101 -. 5041,01 -.3OK)1 -o 14401
.75-01 .22400 .30+00 .26400 .16.100
.86401 .86401 .65eQ1 .85,101 .734,01 °65401 °33101
-.86401 -.84101 -.61401 -.75#O1 -.59101 -.46-K)1 -.211K)1
.10400 .30KX) .374Q0 .67.100 .72100 .75.100 .44lO0
.72401 .IOt_ .83401 .81401 .73401 .81.lO1 .71+O1 .70.101 .17401
-.724Oi -.10H32 -.76401 -.68401 -.56101 -._1 -.40.K)1 -.33001 -.631.00
.84-.01 .434.00 .53.4'00 .T2.1_O .79,0_00 ,10.t.01 .97,ilQO .10._1 .27.t_O0
.10402 .1_ .774.01 .11_02 .89401 .85._O1 .78401 .94401 .76-101 .3.3"101
-.1_ -.97401 -.70.101 -.95401 -.65101 -.534.O1 -.39i.01 -.371.01 -.21.101 -.624.00
.15K)0 .43400 .52400 .10+O1 .104.01 .11401 .11401 .14401 .12401 .55400
.10_ .43K)1 .12.iK)2 .84.i_O1 .12102 .77401 .92-101 .67401 .72.1.O1 .66401 .57K)1
-.IO4Q2 -.41401 -.11.1_i2 -.G8401 -.84401 -.43.101 -.41401 -.20.IP01 -.15401 -.68400 -.85-06
o164,00 .19400 .92400 .8344X) .14101 .10_O1 .13"10! .1Ot.O1 .11401 .10101 .954Q0
.90_O1 .13-102 .134Q2 .88101 .87"101 .10#02 .81401 .11402 .85,01 .72.101 .66101 .3.._101
-o89.101 -.12iK)2 -.11402 -.65.101 -.551101 -.54401 -.30401 -.28101 -.96iK_O -.10-07 .68+00 .62400
.18400 .69400 .11401 .98100 .11.1101 .1541.01 .12401 .18101 .14401 .12401 .10401 .55100
.13402 .18-1Q2 .68401 .15-1Q2 .114Q2 .88401 .12.102 .10+02 .93401 .85401 .72401 .76401 .17101
-.13102 -.17-_K_ -.57K)1 -.114(32 -.6OI.01 -.35401 -.32ilOI -.121_O1 -.14-07 .96K)O .15.101 .211.01 .63.100
.24-1.00 .10101 .644OO .18.1Oi .15tOi .131i.01 .2OK)1 .16401 .15401 .14.1.01 .11.101 .12+O1 .27.1OO
o16-tQ2 ._401 .18.i1_2 .921"O1 .11402 .1_ .89401 .1_ .1040_ .11402 .67.101 .94401 .704.01
-o154_ -.83401 -.144.Q2 -.564.O1 -.561.OI -o42401 -.12101 -.16-07 .12401 .28-1P01 .20t01 .37401 .33401
.33-1.00 .624(X) .18+01 .12"1'O1 .16"1K)1 .21.1K)1 .14401 .17"10! .16401 .18iO1 .10'.OI .1440! .10101
o11_ .201Q2 .154.O2 .161'02 o134,02 .11.tO2 .13_ .894'01 .124.02 .81+01 .92f01 .78_1 .T14'01 .33,1_1
..11tO2 -.I_ -.11.1.02 -.87+01 -.47101 -.17401 -.20-07 .12,iO1 .32.101 .301_1 .41401 .39K)1 .404.01 .211'01
.29K)0 .14401 .17401 .22+O1 .21'1.01 .18401 .22-101 .14101 .2OIO1 .12.101 .13t01 .11.101 .97t.OO .444.00
.21.1_12 .21.11_2 .17402 .1.5402 .15.1.02 .1_ .11-tQ2 .13t02 .88+01 .10_K_e .77.K)1 .85401 .81"101 .65.101
-..21402 -.18.1Q2 -.11102 -.64101 -.33401 -.20.-07 .17-101 .42401 .35101 .54101 .43_1 ._tO1 .544.O1 .46401
oG,?K)0 o17"1'O1 .22401 .23401 .25401 o22.1,O1 .18401 .21;'01 .13401 o15i_1 .10101 .11101 o10.1.O1 .75400
.12-1(]2 .1_ .204_2 .1_ o20.1_ .1_ .134Q2 .111C_ .11tO2 .87401 .124C_ .89401 .73401 .73K)1 .17'K)1
-.11.1_ -.11_ -.11+O2 -.50'iO1 -.30--07 .33.101 .474.01 .56401 .GO IO1 .55401 .84401 .65101 .56-101 .59401 .144.O1
°42+00 .14-101 .284"01 .31'1,O1 .33401 .25"101 .214.01 .16101 .154'01 .11.101 .144QI .10+01 .79_00 .72400 .16400
.81'101 .16.it.Q2 .194.Ce .15tO2 .16+Q2 ._lt01 .1_ .88401 .84.t.01 .11+O2 .81401 .85401 .33101
-.25401 -.24-07 .50401 .64-K)1 .87+01 .56+01 .114Q2 .65,_1 .68.K)I .95+01 .GS'K)I .75.101 .30.101
.12._01 .27_01 .31.101 .23+01 .22-101 .12._01 .18+01 .98"¢'00 .83+00 .I0+01 .72-100 .67400 .26-100
.81-1.O1 .2_ .17-iK32 .15402 .18102 .68401 .13402 .124'02 .77.101 .83401 .65.1OI .54401
.25401 .11t_2 .11_ .11+02 .141Ce .57401 .110C_ .11_)2 .?0K)I .T6101 .61401 .504.O1
.124'O1 .28-K)1 .22401 .17"1-01 .18401 .64-(.00 .11-K)1 .92.K)0 ._.l_O0 ._ .3"/4'00 .30KX)
.14_ .21102 .20K)2 .9_-IO1 .18+02 .13+Q2 .43+01 .10_ .10'1'02 .86-K)I .65101
.11.1t_ .18-102 .181Q2 .834'01 .17_ .121Q2 .41i01 .97401 .10102 .84101 ._3401
.14401 .17401 .14"1"01 .62100 .10._1 .69K)0 .I_X) ._ .43"+00 .30.i_O .224'00
.12-1k32 .21_C_ .11_ .16_2 .13-102 .9D101 .1@K_2 .10102 .724'01 .86+01 .65401
.11.1_2 .21+02 .11,H_ .15402 .13+02 .89101 .104_2 .10_2 .72401 .861"01 .64.K)1
.424'00 .62,100 .294.00 .33100 .24-+00 .18.K)O .16'1'00 .15KX) .84-01 .10"100 .75-01
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TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION FOR 3' = 0, 0o = 0% AND sin a L = 0.4
,40'#01 .40+01 .22104 .91+00
-.40.1,01 -.39101 -.27+01 -.8,?+00
.46-01 .13+00 .16+,00 .66-01
.86'_01 .86+01 .65..I.01 .85.l.01 .66+01 .40-t'01 .91+00
-,86"1'01 -.844.01 -.61+01 -.75,,_1 -.53+01 -.29-H31 -.58+00
,lO,_O .30+00 .37-l.00 .67-1-00 °64+00 .46+00 o11+00
.72_'01 .104.0_ .83-_01 .81+01 .73+01 .81+01 .71"1-01 .38+01
-,72+01 -.10-1K_ -.76+01 -.68+01 -.56+01 -.54+01 -.40+01 -.18+01
.84-01 .43+00 .53-K)0 ,72-l_O .79-1-00 .10+01 ,97+00 °56+00
.lO+Q2 .10.1.(_ .77+01 .11-1.0_ o89+01 .85+01 .78+01 o94+01 o64+01 o91+00
-. 1_ -. 97+01 -.70-K)1 -. 95+O1 -. 65+01 -. 53+01 -.39+01 -.37-1_D1 -. 18+01 -. 1
,15-1,00 .43+00 .52+00 .10,,l,01 .10+01 ,11+01 .11+01 .14,,i-01 .10+01 .14+00
.1C-t.0_ .43-1-01 .12+02 .84+01 .12-l-Oe ,77+01 ,$_2+01 .67+01 ,72+01 .66+01 ,20+01
-.10+(_ -.41+01 -.11+0e -,68-1'01 -.84+O1 -.43+01 -.41+01 -,20+01 -.15+01 -.68+00 -°30-08
.16.1,00 .19+00 ._-I-00 .83+00 .14+01 ,104-01 .13+01 .10+01 .11-fO1 .10-fO1 .33+00
.90-M)1 .13+0_ .13+0_ ,88-1_01 .87+01 ,10+0_ .81-1-01 .11+02 .85+01 .724,01 ,66-1-01 .91+00
-.89-1.01 -.12.1,0_ -.11-K_ -.65401 -.55+01 -.54+01 -.30+01 -.28+01 -,96+00 -.10-07 .68+00 .19-1_)O
,184"00 ,69-K)0 .11+01 .98+00 ,114"01 .15+01 .12+01 .18+01 .14+01 .12+01 ,10+01 .14+00
.13-1_ .184"0_ ,68"1"O1 .15+0_ ,11+02 .88+01 .12+O2 .10-t_2 .93+01 o85+01 .72-P01 .64+01
-.13+0_ -.17-N_ -,57+01 -.11+C_ -.60+01 -,35+01 -.32-FO1 -.12+01 -,14-07 .96+00 .154,01 .18-1"01
,24+00 ,10+01 ,64+00 o18+01 ,15.-I.01 ,13+01 ,20.+01 ,16+01 ,15-M_1 ,14+01 ,11+01 ,10+01
.924-01 .92-1-01 .18-1-02 .9"2'+,01 .114"02 .13-1.C_ ,89+01 .10-1.,0_ ,10-1,0_ .11,,.0"2 .67+01 ,94"1'01 .38+01
-.90+01 -,83-_01 -o14+0e -,56-1_D1 -.56.1.01 -.42_O1 -.12-1-01 -.16-07 .12+01 .28+01 .20+01 .37+01 .18+01
.21_0 .62-M30 .18-1-01 .12-K)1 .16-K)1 ,21-1-01 ,14+01 o17+01 .16+01 .18+01 .10+O1 ,14+01 .564"00
._1 .13+02 .11-1_ ,13-K)2 o89+01 .12-1-0_ .81+01 .92+01 .78_1 .71+01 .91+00
-.514"01 -.47+01 -.17-K)1 -.20-07 .12+01 ,32+01 .30+01 .41+01 .39-1-01 ,40+01 .58-1-00
.12+01 ,21+01 .18+01 .22+01 ,14+01 .20+01 .12+01 .13+01 .11+01 .97+00 .11+00
.23+01 .13+02 .11-1,0_ .13+0_ .88"1"01 .IO-N_ .77+01 .85+01 .814K)1 .40+01
-.47.1-00 -.20-07 ,17+01 .42+01 .35+01 .54+01 .43+01 .53+01 .54+01 .29+01
.37+00 . _?.-I.01 .18+01 .21+01 .13+01 .15+01 .10.1_1 .11"1"01 .10+01 .46+00
.23+01 .13-K_ .11+0_ .11+02 .87+01 .12+Q2 .89+01 .73+O1 .66+01
.47+00 .47+01 .58+01 .60+01 .55-101 .84+01 .65+01 .56+01 .53+01
.37+00 .21+01 .16+01 .15+01 .11+01 .14+01 .10-101 .79+00 .64+00
.92+01 o92+01 .15-102 .88 K)I .84+01 .11-1C_ .81-M)1 .85+01 .91+0C
.51+01 .56+01 .11t-02 .65101 .68+01 .9'._-01 .68+01 .75+01 .82+0C
.121-01 .121-01 .18+01 .<38+00 .83+O0 .10+01 .72+00 .67+00 .66-01
.18-_ .68+01 .13+0_ .12+0_ .77+01 .83+01 .6b+01 .29+01
.14+02 .57,,I,01 .11..1-02 .11-1.02 .70+01 .76+01 .61+01 .27,,I,01
.18+01 .64+00 .11-1-01 .9_-I-00 ._9+00 .b3+00 ,37+00 .16-K)(
.92+01 .18-1.02 .13+0_ .43-1-01 .10+(_ .10-K_ .86-1,01 .40+01
.83+01 ,17+C_ .12-1-0_ .41+01 .97+01 .10-fO_ .84+01 .39-fO1
.62+00 .10-1-01 .69+00 .19+00 .43+,00 .43+00 o30-1.00 .13-K)(
.9"2.K) 1 ,13+0_ .90+01 .10+0_ .10-1-O2 ,72+01 .86+01 .40+0'
.90-101 .13+02 .89.,t.01 .10+02 .10+(_ .72+O1 .86+01 .40+0
.21,,I.00 .244,00 .181_0 .16-1.00 .15.t00 .84-01 .10+00 .46-0'
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TABLE 6




• 72"1'01 .10+(_ .83-1.01 .67+01 .32.t01 .l_tQ1
-.72+01 -.104.02 -.76+01 -.56.01 -.24.t01 -.114,01
• 84-01 .43.t00 ._+00 .594.00 .34+00 •194.00
.1_ .1C)._ .7"/+01 •11_4_ .89+01 •85"1'01 •49+01 .1_1.01
-• 10'1'02 -• 97.1,01 -.70+01 .. 9,54,01 -. 654-01 -• 53+01 -•2,5"4'01 -.65-1_0
.1_ •43+00 ._?tO0 •10-1'01 .104.01 •11+01 •704._ •24.+00
.E.2-K)I .41+01 •12-K_ .77+01 .92,t.01 .67+01 .16.tO1
o. 5_1_1 -.3,._1 - • 84.O1 - .43+01 -.41-C_1 -.20't01 - .33-tO0
.4_00 .40+00 •14+01 .10+01 .13.',01 .104.01 .26+00
• 62-1.01 •81+01 • 11-1.(_ . 85+01 •16+01
-.33.t01 -.30+01 -•28-1.01 -•9_1.00 -•23-08
• 88"1,00 •12.4.01 .18401 .14401 •264,,00
.20+01 . 1_ • 934.01 .85'tO1 . 16"t'01
-.57.t.00 -.12.t.01 -.14-07 •96.#00 .33.t00
.334Q0 .16"t'_1 .1_01 .1_1 .26.t,00
• _:_.4,01 •10+02 .11-;,,0e .67.;_1 .16"4QI
-.31-08 .12.1,01 .28-1.01 •20+01 .65400
• 34-100 .16+01 • 18+01 .10+01 .24-1.00
.201.01 .81+01 ._-I.01 ,49'101
.57-1,(XI .30+01 .41,1.01 .2_i01
.33.K)0 .12-101 .13.1_01 .704QO
._.t,01 .7'T..I..01 .854'01 .16"#,01
.33+01 .434-01 .5._1_1 .11-l_1
.88.KX:) .1_-01 .11_1 .19tO0
.12"1'02 .89.(.01 .324.01
• 84+01 .65'K)1 .24't'01
.14.t01 .10.0.01 .34-.I.00
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TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION FOR "), = 0, 0o = 30 °, AND sin aL = 0.8
.37+01 .37._31 .374_31 .37+01 .18_I .90+00
-.37._I -.37_I -.3LI-I_31 -.3L4<)I -.16-I_I -._I+00
.27-01 .82-01 .13+00 .I_+00 .11+00 .64-01
.41+01 .41+01 o51+01 .30-K)I •48+01 • 37+0"i .18+01
-°414_)I -.40+01 -.4!i+01 -,28+01 -.43+01 -.32+01 -. I _+01
•35o01 .10+00 •23+00 .18+00 .36+00 .31+00 .17+00
•20+01 .20+01 •51+01 .39+01 .38+01
-. 19+01 -. 18+01 -.41+01 -.30+01 -.27+01
.14+00 .174_D0 .50+00 • 4249D0 •44+00
. I0+01 .99+00 .29+01
-.74+00 -.64+00 -• 17+01
• 12+00 .12+00 .38+00
, I0+01 ,99@ .29+01
-.74+00 -.64+00 -.17+01
-. 12+00 -. 12+00 - .38+00
.20401 .20+01 .51+01 .39+01 .38+01
- • 19+01 -. 18+01 -.41+01 -.30+01 -.27+01
- • 14+00 - . 17+00 -. 50+00 -. 42+00 - .44+00
.41+01 .41+01 .t I+01 .30+01 .48+01 .37+01 ,18+01
-.41+01 -.40+01 -.49+01 -.28+01 -.43+01 -.32+01 -.Ib+01
-.31-01 -. 10+00 - .23+00 -. 18+00 - .36+00 -.31+00 -. 17+00
.37+01 .37+01 .37+01 .37+01 .18+01 .90+00
-.37+01 -.37+01 -.36+01 -.3%+01 -.16+01 -.81+00
-.27-01 - . 82-01 - ° 134_30 - ° 18+00 -. 11 +00 - • 64-01
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TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION FOR T = 0, #o = 0 0°, AND sin tt L = 0
.14101 .19401 .10+01
-.10+01 .26400 .79lO0
• 17-01 -. 10-01 -.24-01
.97.K)1 .111_e .11i_2 .13#02 .121_e .11,1_2 .78.K)1
-.g0401 ..8644)1 -.40¢01 .9eeO0 .4_°.tO1 °584101 .56401
.23100 .69¢00 .57+00 .51100 .26.01 -.33_ -.46+00
.1_ o11,4.02 .134G2 .11#_ .13tQ2 .1_ .164_12
-.121_2 -°98401 -.81401 -.35tO1 -.96.KX) .18401 .57401
.29l(X) .66400 .13,1OI .12.+01 .124<)1 .86400 .29400
.111.02 .15402 .12,1_ .15402 .14.il_ .144Q2 .1_
-.11.102 -.12t_ -°77401 -.58401 -.37KX) .16401 .48,101
.304Q0 .12+01 .13401 .17+01 .17+01 .14.+01 .11+01
.15402 .151_2 .181Ce .15.+02 .1_ .18.(.02 .16102
-.14._2 -.12+0_ -.92.+01 ..39_1 .91.+00 .52+01 .66+01
.49+(X) .13401 .22+01 .20t.O1 .23401 .204OI .13401
.19402 .21,1_e .22+02 .214,0e .20.1,(_ .21+Q2 .20.K_
-.18,JQ2 -.151C_ -.83401 .51.+00 .41+01 .91+01 .111_
.75100 .21.101 .31401 .31+01 .24.+01 .21+01 .14401
.24+02 .27.t4_ .30.H_ .29+Q2 .304_2 .27+02 .18.t02
-._+02 o.ITK_t2 -.58+01 .68+01 .1_ .1_ .12_
.10.101 .32+01 .444QI .40+01 .33"+01 .19K)! .574Q0
.44.iK_ .4244_ .49.K)2 .43-1K_ .32.1_2 .24.1_2 .19.H]2
-.40+Q2 -.16402 .104.02 ._ .204<)2 .17_12 .11.1_2
.25+01 .60+01 .72+01 .43+01 .1T+01 ._ o.18+00
.71¢_2 .11_ ._ .26.K)2 .22.0C_2 .16.t_2 .1_
-.43+02 .211'02 .35K)2 .16¢CR .10402 .6T+01 .39+01
.51+01 .1_,K)2 .394,DI -.444(X) -.87400 ..801_0 -.62.100
.19103 .2_ .15.102 .1_ .13+02 .1_ .134Q2
-.111_0 -.88_01 -.41401 -.33.1OI -.15+01 -.83¢00 -.98-OI
.;_102 ._ -.15.101 -.81¢(X) -.83400 -.77¢00 -.55400
.19t_1_ .i11<32 .12102 .12¢O2 .1044_R .111,0_ .11.1K_
- • 16.,4,(33 -. 97+01 -. 904Q1 - .564OI - .43¢O1 -._1 -.23401







.1_ .17t_ .234G_ .15.1_ .15401
.48401 .T5,101 .11102 .62+01 ._
.434Q0 -.27+00 -.20+01 -.21_)1 -.23+00
.174.Ce .15.K)2 .1_ .194_12 .25+02 .32+01
.95401 .56401 .67.101 .62+01 .61+01 .38400
.g3400 .21.1OO -.34+00 -.14.101 -.34+01 -.51.KX)
.15+02 .201,02 .161_2 ;15tee .184Q2 .25.iK]2 .24.tOI
.73+01 .11402 .76-K}1 .30+01 .33401 -.gTIK)O -.59.H)0
.61¢O0 .26+00 -.31+00 -_.734(X)-.17+01 -.36401 -.39¢O0
.1_ .18,1.02 .15_ .15_ .1T+02 .19_ .23¢02
• 69.,I,O1 o10,1,O2 .69+01 .34.101 .20+01 -.11401 -.T0+01
• 52+00 -. 2,?.K)O o. 52+00 .. _:_K_O.. 11+01 - .20+01 - .32.101
.18102 .16+02 .14.K)2 .1_ .13.102 .16+0R .2_ .11.1_
.98+01 ..53+01 .48101 .20101 -.24+00 -.51#O0 -.83.+01 -.65401
-.39.100 -.45.1.00 ..63.KX::, .._-._ -.13401 -.28'101 -.14.+01
.14402 .12+QI2 .12_02 .14_12 .1444_ .124_i2 .18-i1_2 .214_E
.43.101 .26+01 .10+01 .75400 .43.100 -.33401 -.05.+01 -.14402
-.T3.1_O -.59+00 -.41.1OO -.69+00 -.93+00 -.534Q0 -.12+01 -.21+01
.12.1_2 .13.t_e .11.K_ .11.1;_ .13.K_ .1444_ .154<_ .28.1412
-.38.1_0 .20_O .33,',00 -.124<)1 -.21+01 -.42+01 -.73+01 -.22.1_i2
-.374_O ..56.1OO -.59.100 -.3L_I_ " -.39*00 -.36.4.00 -.57*00 -.15.+01
.13-+02 .12+02 .12-1_ .10_ .12.H]2 .13402 .14-1.02 .294G2
-.23_Q1 -.lr_o1 -.1.5401 -.15401 -.25.i_1 -.39.101 -.70+01 -.24..i.02
-.21.1_0 -.37-01 -.40,00 -.49-01 ,.73-01 -.59.H)0 ..30_0 -.56.1KX)
-.18.1_3 -.32+01 .15-+01





















-. 11_ -, 12K)2 -.T7+01
-.30.IO0 -.12+01 -.13401
.12H]2 .!1¢02 .1_






-. 104_11 .26.t00 .79400
-.17,01 .10-01 .24,01
-.35401 .34400 -.15401 ..18401
.27 KX) -. 17+01 -. 114-01 -. 14401
-.17.+01 -.1_+01 -.17+01 -.18+01
-.26+01 -.39_1 -.38_1 -.354,01
-.63_K)1 -.53-K)I -.60.1,01 -,59+01
-. 18+01 -. 194"01 - .20"1"01 - .204.01
-.18H)2 -.12.1K_ -.85+01 ..554_1
-.P..3.i_2 -.19.+02 ..13.i_12 ..11._2
-.104<)1 -.18.+01 -.16+01 -.1T+01
-.33-K)2 -.21.K_2 -.1",'+_ -.11.1_12
-.334.02 -.29.1._ -.23.102 ..18.K)2
o37+01 .10.1.01 -.18_O0 ..90.K)O
-.22402 ..22.1<)2 -.16.102 .o124.O2 -.65+01
-.124'Q2 -.:_'_4.0R -°24-K_ -.iB'l'_e -.17.1_i_
.38"101 .29'+01 .12+01 .20,_X) -.29+0G
-.96401 -.12.K)_ -.1_ -.1_ -.76.t01
-.59-_)1 ..11402 -.154_2 -.16+02 -.14-1_i_
.194.01 .2_+01 .1844)1 .11+01 .344.00
.15.11_2 .13.44)2 .334,01 .11+01 -.2_+01
-.39+01 ..r_4Qo -.43401 -.57_Q1 -.88.+01
-.20401 -.164_)1 -.77-01 .1G.I_G .3_.c_:)
.1_ .14-t02 .14+Q2 .15+02 .154C_
-.58,101 -.3744_0 .16401 .484.O1 .48+01
-.17+01 -.17+01 -.14.101 -.11+01 -.43400
• 11G .134,02 .13102 .16402 .214.Q2
-.3_1 -.g64(X) .18¢01 .57+01 .11102
-.12+01 -.12+01 -.88400 ..29400 .10+01
• 13(_ .12_ .11402 .T8+01 .54KX)
.g81,00 .42+01 .584Q1 .56_1 .50+00
..514Q0 -.26-01 ._ .4644:)0 .36-01
-.97H_0 .10-01 -.21+01 -.TT-01 -.11H)0 -.32+01 -.!1+01 .701Q0
-.18i.01 -.19+01 -.15+O1 -.13¢01 -.15401 -.51400 ..96,100-.23.K)1
-.21+01 -.201_1 -.21+01 -.17,+01 -.20401 -.21+01 -.21+01 -.22+01
-.18-+01 ..32+01 -.34_)1 -.13101 -.144_I -.47100 -.51400 .64-10!
-.5,2+01 -.55.101 -.46101 ..42+01 -._1 ..491K)1 -._1 -.I0'1_
- o 18'1'O1 - .20101 -. 1B¢O1 - . 184<)1 - .21+01 - .20+01 - .2GIQ1 - . 14-1,O1
-.62+01 -.44401 -.25+01 -.38#01 -.49101 -.66KX) -.10K)1 .82+01
-.10.102 -.83(.01 -.01+O1 -.81+01 -.77+01 -.62+01 -.051Q1 -.97+01
-.17+01 -.164.O1 -.16+01 -.18401 -.20¢O1 -.15¢01 -.20401 .13400
-.104.C2 -.60¢O1 -.61+01 -.41+01 -.20.1OI -.51+01 .11+01 .94.+01
-.16.+0;2 -.13.(432 -.114Q2 ..104_ -.99¢01 -.99401 -.11102 -.60.i01
-.11+01 -.14.101 -.13.101 -.14401 -.14+01 -.18101 -.10101 .11401
-.114Q2 -.76401 ..46+01 -.4T+01 -.T2.1K)0 .19¢G2
-.18.K_ -.14-1_e -.i4..,_ -._.4V_ _.!!K_ -.934_1
-.704.(}0 -.95.t4:@ ..10+01 -.12+01 -.83.1_) .26"1'01
-.11.i1_2 -.78¢01 -.37+01 .40_1 .23,',,012 .24.1_1
-._ -.1_ -.14tCQ -.80401 -.P-34_1 ..594_10
-.27-01 -.42.+00 -.56¢00 .23-+00 .34-_1 .39'K_
.47+01 .76-101 .15.102 .254C_ .32+01
-.51+01 -.16+O1 .22+01 .61+01 .38+00
.68-O1 .251.O0 .12+01 .34+01 .51.+00
.17,1_:)2 .2_ .15102 .15¢O1
.7,_1 .11+_ .£2+01 .56KX)






DISTRIBUTION FOR 3" = 0, 00 = 60 °, AND sin aL = 0.2
.71,t,01 .g3,#,01 .86-0,OI .11+O2 .12+O2 .11+O2 .78+01 .,_4,,t_30
-.G9,#,O1 -.75+01 -.44,,1,_1 -.384,00 .42,1,01 .58-P01 .5G+01 .._:)+00
.96-01 .49.00 .36+00 .51"1<)0 .26-01 -.33+00 -.46+00 -.36-01
,124_0e .11+02 ,13+02 .11+02 ,13-l_ ,13+Ce .16_e ,21.1.(]e .16_ .33+01
-.12.t_e -,98-I.01 -.81.l_I -.35-K) I -.96+00 .184<)I .57"I'01 .11+02 .10-1-Oe .14+01
.29+00 .66.K)0 .134<)1 .124.01 .12-t.01 .88-l.00 .29"1"00 -.10+01 -.14+01 -.44-¢-00
.11+02 .15-1_32 .12.I.Q2 .15+O2 .14+O2 -.14-l.02 .1.%t._<2 .15.1._2 .17+O2 .23+02 .16.t.02 .1_..01
-.11+02 -.12+02 -.774a31 -.58+01 -.37+00 .16"I'01 .48-1"01 .48+01 .75+01 .11+Ce .62+01 .56-KX)
.304"00 .12,,t.01 .13+01 ,17',t,01 .17,i.O1 .14.1,O1 .11+01 .43+00 -.27-I-00 -.20"1-01 -.21,,_01 -.23+00
.384<)1 ._.1a31 .16_ .1b-K;12 .18+Ce .18+02 .15+(_ .17+0_ .15.i.(_ .16+02 .19+02 .25-K_ .32+01
-.384_11 -.784.01 -.83+01 -o39-_01 .91+00 .52-1,01 .66,1_1 .95+01 .56-I,01 ,67+01 .62-K) 1 .61+01 .38+00
.96-0e .61,1,00 .194-01 .20,¢,01 .23-1"01 .20'4"01 .13-K)1 ,93_0 ,214_0 -.34+00 -.14+01 -.34+01 -.51-1-00
.40+01 .40+01 .90,,}_1 .19-K_ .20+02 .21'J,_ .20-1,02 .15-,_02 .20+,_2 .16-t, O2 .1,_C_ .18+02 .2,_1,,0_ .24-1-01
-.40+01 -._1 -.49-1K)1 .32+00 .41+01 .91-I'01 .11.1-0_ .73+01 .114.C_ .76+01 o304<)1 .33+01 -.97+00 -.59-P00
.19-01 .56-01 .914_0 .28,01 .24+01 .21+01 .14-1<)1 .61-1.00 °26+00 -.31+00 -.73+00 -.17+01 -.36+01 -.39-1.00
,41,_1 .41,,I, O1 .41+01 .41'101 .30',{*_ .27,,C,_2 .18,4-O2 .18,,1_ .18+0_ .I,_-I,.02 .15-1,_ .1'7+02 ,19+02 .23+02
-.41,.K) 1 -.41,+O1 -,4_},01 -.23-1,01 .14.4,,_ .14,,I,_ .12,J,_2 .69+O1 .10-K)2 ,69+01 .34+01 .20-1-01 -.11+01 -.70+@1
.2-/-01 .02-01 ,134_0 .28+00 .33.01 .19+01 .574"00 .52.00 -.22+00 -._2+00 -,58-1_0 -,11+01 -,20-1.01 -,32+01
.40,,1.01 o40+01 .30-1"O1 .51,}'O1 .28,.t, O2 .24-t,0_ ,19¢,02 .18-}_ .16.,t,_ .14+C_ .13..K_2 .13-1,O2 .16-t,0_ .24-i,_ .11+C_
-,40+01 -,40,1,O1 -.29-},O1 -,48,,},O1 .16-t, O2 .1-/-t,_2 ,11+Cc2 ,98,1,01 ,_._3+,01 .48+01 .20+01 -.24+00 -.51+00 -.83+01 -.65-1-01
• 35-01 .10'4'00 .12.1.00 .28,(X) .14-1"01 .33+00 -.18-H:X) -.39+00 -.45-t.00 -.63+00 -.66+00 -.58-P00 -.13"P01 -o28-1.01 -.14+01
.39.#O1 .39401 .40¢01 .68+01 .224_E: .16¢C_ .16+G_ .14-1-02 .12.K_ .12.K)12 .14+G2 .14+02 .12-1._2 .18+02 .21-I.02
-.394_1 -.38+01 -.38-1,,01 -.15-1,01 .10+G_ .67+01 .39+01 .43.K)1 .26"1"01 .10-1-01 .75+00 .43-K)0 -.33+01 -.85-1-01 -.14-1.02
.42-01 .13+00 .22.4_0 -.81-C0 -.87+00 -.80-1.00 -.62+00 -.73+00 -.59.K)0 -.41-1.00 -o69+00 -o93+00 -o_._3-1-00 -.12+01 -.21-I_1
.45-1.01 .824.01 .10+02 .14+02 .13-H3_ .13.1._ .13-1"02 .12+02 .13+02 .11-H_2 .11+02 .13+O2 .14-K)2 .15+02 .28¢_2
-.44-1"01 -.T2-1.Oi -.484.01 -.33.1.01 -.15-1K)1 -.83-100 -.98-01 -.38+00 .20-1-00 .33-1.00 -.12+01 -.21+01 -.42+01 -.73+01 -.22.1-02
• 77-01 .72-01 -.T4-1._ -.81-1_0 -.83+00 -.7?.t_30 -.65-1.00 -.37+00 -.56-K)0 -.59"1"00 -.32+00 -.39-K}0 -.36-1"O0 -.57+00 -.15+01
,10¢O2 .11+02 .12+O2 .12,.1_2 .10,¢O2 .11+02 ,11+02 .13"1"02 ,12_-C_ .12+02 o10,,t,,02 .12_ .13+O2 .14-I,O2 .29,¢_2
-, 10.4,O2 -, 9'7+01 -, 904,01 -,66+01 -,43+01 - .36+01 - .23+01 -,23+01 -. 16+01 -, 15+O1 - o 16+01 -.25+O1 - .3_,'O1 - , 70.4.@I -.24+02
-,64-01 -o404,O0 -.3,/-01 -.66+00 -.'71-01 -.34-_,O0 -.364,00 -o21,¢O0 -.3'/-01 -.40+00 -.49-01 -o'73-01 -°59+00 -.30¢,00 -,56,,c, O0
-,IO4.01 -.32+01 .16401 -,35-1'O1 ,34.,I,00 -.15-1,O1 -.18+01 -.97,¢O0
.98400 .234'O1 -.24-K)1 ,2,/4,O0 -.17+01 -.11-101 -.14¢OI -.18+01
.,29,4,00 -,_ -,12,101 -.17,4,@1 o,lt:-t,01 -.17+O1 -,18,,I, O1 -.21+01
.4b.l_l ,48.4_1 -.2,_@1 -.26-_1 -.3_¢@1 -.38+01 -,3,_'@1 -.184"01
-.44.4.01 -. _+01 -,20'1'01 -. 634'01 -. F:_,K)I - .60,,1,O1 -. 59.¢,01 -. 52+01
-.77-01 -, _ -. 124,OI - . 18-1,OI - . 19,_1 -, 204,01 -,20,_O1 - . 18,'1<)1
.394.01 .39"101 .40"101 .12101 -,12+C2 -.85-K)1 -.5b-K)1 -.62+01
-.39,K)1 -.38.,,01 -.38.K)1 -,57"101 -. I_ -. 13+02 -. 111_2 -. 10.i_2
-.42-01 -.13,1,00 -.P.2+00 -.60.K)0 -.184<)1 -,16+01 -,17+01 -.17+01
.40'1'01 .404,01 .30t GI .51"101 -.1,/.1'Q2 -.1T4Q2 -.ll-t.Q_ -.10+C_
..401_1 -.40401 -,29._1 -.48-101 -.26,.t_ -.23._ -.18._ -.16_
-.3,5,-01 -.101'00 -.12,HX) -.28.KX) .'/5.1,00 -.18K)0 -,90+00 -.11.1.01
.41"101 .41+01 .41,1,01 ,20+01 -._1_2 -.16-1Q2 -.12_)2 -.65101
-.41.K)1 -,41+01 -,40t_1 -.34401 -.22.1Q2 -,24+02 -.18-t,02 -.171_2
-.27-01 -.8_-01 -.13.K)0 .35-01 ,29+01 .121@1 .20"100 -.29¢00
,40'1'01 ,404.01 .90.1K)1 -.TG-K)I -.121Q2 -.131_2 -.13-102 -.,/6-1,01
-,40.K)1 -,40,K)1 -.491.01 -.5,/+01 -.111,02 -.16K_ -.18-1'O2 -.14K)2
-.19-01 -,56-01 -.91.KX) .16C_1 .22+01 .18+01 .11+01 .34-1G0
.38,H)1 .92,1,01 .15,H2_ .15402 .13402 .33401 .11+01 -.22,K)1
-.381.01 -,,/8.1_1 -.83.t.01 -.39¢G1 -.62',G0 -.43"101 -.56-101 -.88.K)1
-.96-02 -,51+00 -,1_K)1 -.20+01 -.16+01 -.,/'/-01 .16.HX) .32,1K)0
.11+0_ ,15.t02 .12.1Q2 .15K_ .14.t._2 ,14+02 .15.¢Q2 .1_2
-.11¢Q2 -.12.K_2 -.'/7"1'01 -,58+01 -.3'/_ ,16+01 .48'101 .48"1,01
-.30KX) -. 12+01 -. 13,.1<)1 -, 1"/+01 -. 1,/.I.01 -. 144.01 -. 11+01 -._
.12.K_ .11.t.Q2 .13.I.Q2 ,11+0i2 .131_2 .1_ .16402 .21+Q2
-.12+0_ -.98,1.01 -.81+01 -.3b.K)l -.96-KX) .18401 .5"/+01 .11,i._
-.29,1,O0 -.66-1430 -.13101 -.12+01 -.124,01 -.88,100 -.29._KX) .101'01
.TI.K)I ._0.OI .86"1'01 .11+012 .12+0_ .11¢Q2 .'/8+01 .54-KX)
-.69¢01 -.TSeOI -.44,1.01 -.38-t GO .42+01 .58"101 .56tOI .50.100
-.96-01 -.49+00 -.36,00 -.51.1_0 -.26-01 .33.KX) .46.1K)O .36-01
.10-01 -.21+01 -.77-01 ..114.O0 -.32+01 ..11-1,01 ,,/O4,00
-.19,+O1 -.15-101 -.13+O1 ..15-1,O1 -.51-t,00 ..%-H)O -.23+01
-.20+01 -.21"1OI -,1,/+01 ..204,01 -,21+01 -,21'+O1 .,22+01
-.32+01 -.34-101 ..13-1.01 -.14-K)1 -.47+00 .ob1400 .64'1'01
-.5,5-_01 -.46-K) 1 -.42+01 -.46-101 -.49-K) 1 -.46-101 ..10402
-.204.01 -.18+01 -.18401 -.21+01 -.204_1 -.20-K) 1 -.14+01
-.44-K)1 -°25-1_1 -.38+01 -.494"01 -.664<)0 ..10-101 .82+01
-.83401 -.81+01 -.81+01 -.77+01 -.62+01 -.8.5.1'01 -.9,/+01
-.16+01 -.16-1<)1 -.10+01 -.20+01 -.15+01 -.20,O1 .134.00
-.604<)1 -.61.101 -.41+01 -.20_O1 -.51+01 .11401 .94+01
..134.0e -.11-1.CI2 -.104_e -.99-1_1 -.99.01 -.11-1_2 -.604'01
-.14-t-01 -.13+01 -.14+01 -.14+01 .,18,4,O1 -.10,4<)1 .11+01
-.11+_ -.,/_-K)I -.46._1 -.474.O1 -.'/2,4,0@ .1_12
-.18'4'O2 ..14,4-_ ..14-_12 -.1_ -.11"1'(_ -.83"4'O1
-.704'00 -.9,_'_ -.10'1"01 -.12+01 -,834'00 .26.1-O1
-.114._ -,78+01 -.3,/+@1 .40-IOI .23,K_ .24._1
- .20,,_,_2 -. 16-1"O2 -. 1_ - .804,O1 - .23.,i<)1 -. 59,t,00




































- .40._1 -. 40._1
.35-01 . li34,_K3
• 39.l_I .39e01
-.3 ge01 - .38-I.01
.42.-01 .13+00
.46,C.01 .6,_t01






DISTRIBUTION FOR 3' = 0, 0o = 60% AND sin "L = 0.4
.21.t,O1 .15.1,O1 .15,tOI .15eO1 .49,i,OO
,p•204,,01 -•1,4-K)1 -•10,,H)l -.834,O0 -.,,54-Q_
-.il,DO0 -:11-1K)0 -•lT.lO0 -.20+00 -.82-01
.42e01 .33,+01 .39.101 .43e01 .69.1.01
-.42.1.01 -•3_.H)1 -.37+01 -.36e01 -.17+01
-.89-01 -.13+00 -.21-K)0 -.36e00 -.4_tO0
.34+01 .50.t.01 •_._1 •394'01 .77.i_1
-.34-101 -. 50401 -.32._01 -.39401 -. 6_0
.40-0? -.25-01 -.42-01 -.85.-01 .25-ir00
.38+01 .38+01 .36+01 .36+01 •3_-01
o.3_)1 -•37+01 -.3_'_1 -.3_P01 -.35+01
.48-01 .66-01 .42-01 ._-01 •29-01
.40-I.01 .30e01 .39+01 .3_4,01 .38-I_,I
-.40.t01 -.29"t01 -.38e01 -.35+01 -.37.'_01
o94o01 •92-01 .12e00 .154KX) .14+00
.41+01 .30.1.01 .41+01 .51.1,01 .30-1,01
-.40e01 -.29+01 -.39.1.01 -•4"/+01 -.28.1,01
• 13+00 .12-I.00 .20.1_0 .324'00 .18e430
.304.01 .51e01 .51+01 .31e01 .41+01
-.29.1.01 -.48-I_1 -.4./+01 -o2./4.01 -.354.01
• 12+00 •2_tC)O .36.100 .2_C_
.404.01 .40.t.01 .51+01 .41.K)1 .92,1.01
-.384.01 - .36.+01 -•4_.t.01 -•33_01 -. i 1+01
°22+00 .29,1,00 .4./,,I.{X) .41400 .10,1K)O
,38-1,O1 o,584,O1 .494,01 ../84,O1 ,13.4,O2
- .34.101 -. 48+01 - .34..I.01 -.30401 -. 98-01
o26e00 .53-K)0 .5./+00 .16+00 -.65+00
.77e01 ../0e01 .98e01 .114_1_ .11_C1_
-._3.K)1 -o4_,*01 -.41,1,01 -.36e01 -.23e01




,15+02 .17',t.Q2 .23,,1_i2 .16.1,Q2 .15,I,O1
.4_H, O1 .T'5,4,_1 .114,CI2 .62_01 .56.1,00
.43e00 -.2./+00 -•20_01 -.21+01 -.P-3+O0
.1./+0e .154Ce .16,i.Q2 .19+O2 .2S.I,C_ .32,1.O1
,95,1431 ,55+01 .6./+01 ,62,4,01 .61-1'O1 .38.t,,00
,93+00 .21',1_O -.34,,1,OO -,144,01 -.34..,I,Oi -.51,,1_K)
.12+0e .2D.I.OE .16-I_ .1_,[_ .184,_ .25.1_ .24-t.01
.51+01 ,11_1_ ../6+01 •30+01 .33e01 -._-t-O0 -°59e00
o50_00 .26,1,00 -.31e00 -../3_._0 -.1./+01 -.36-1_1 -.39-KX)
,14-K_ .1S.K_ .15K_ .15.K_ .17t_ .lg+_ .23.C_
o_>4-t01 .10+_ .69+01 .34,,01 .204"01 -.11.t01 -.70'1.01
.30.tO0 ..22+00 -. _.t.O0 .. 58+00 -. 11+01 - .20._1 -._>+01
.16+Q2 .1EPI,Q2 .14+(}2 .13.,,P02 .13,1,_ .lro-1_2 .2_ .11,,1_
../8.1,01 ..%%1_)1 .48+01 .20.101 -•24+00 -.51e00 -.83+01 -.65eO1
.35+00 -°29+00 ..4_O0 -.63+00 -.6E400 -.56KX) -.13-t,01 -.28e01 -.14-t01
o14-1,O2 .12,,i_ .12+O2 .14,+_2 .144,(}12 .12.,K)2 °18,1.Q2 .214,_
.43,1,O1 .26.,I,01 .10+O1 .75,4,00 .43_ -.33.,tOI -.8S,1.O1 -.14-10_
-,./3-1,OO o.59,1,00 -.41.1,00 -.69,tOO o.93,,I,OO -,,,,_3eO0 -.12+01 -.21+01
.12.,1_Q2 .13,I,Ce .11,,I.02 .11,t,_2 .1_ ,14,,1,Q2 ,1_ .28,,I, O2
..38.t00 .20+00 .33-I00 -.12+01 -.21+0'_ -Jk,?.+01 -../3+01 -.22.1,_
-.37e00 .. 5_fO0 -. 59+00 - .324.00 -.39e_0 - ,36+00 -. 5./eO0 - o15.K)1
.13.M_ .12+02 .12.K_ .104._ .12+0_ .13-1._ .14.t4_ .29.K_
-.23"I'01 -. 16,,101 -. 15+01 -. lr:_01 o .25.1.01 -.39-101 -.70.i.01 -.24-,i_2
-.21+00 -.3./-01 -.40eO0 -.49-01 ../3-01 -.59.t00 -°30+00 -.5_i,00
.40,1,01 .40,1,O1
-. 40+_1 - .3'/+01
-. 10,1.OO - .26._0
.45,e01 •65.e01
-. 44,,1.OI -. 62+O1
- .././-01 -. 30-I_0
.39.1_I .39,,R)I
- .39,_)I - .38e01
-. 42-01 -. 13.1.00
.40+01 .40+01
- .40e01 . .40+01














-. 42eO1 -. 42eO1
.19-01 .54-O1
.20-_1 .21.C.01
- .20+OI - .20e01
• _3-01 .69-01
.60,,I, O1 .19+01 .11+01 -.15+01 -.18+01 -.97+00 .10-01 -.21+01 -../7-01 -.11eO0 -.3,?.+01 -.11+01 .TO,I, OO
-,51+01 -.1-/+01 °.19,1,O1 -.11+01 ..144-O1 -,lt_l,Di -,lg.,l_D1 -.15401 -.13.),01 -.1',',54_1 -.51.1,0Q -.96.e00 -.23,t,01
-../2.,KX) -.8./,,t,O0 -,14.,,1,O1 -.I./+01 ..18401 -.21+01 -.20,,I,O1 -.214,O1 -.17401 *.20,t.O1 -.21+01 ..214.01 -.22-I,O1
°38',_31 ,58,,_1 .49,,I.01 .23.t,01 ..35+01 -.18+01 -°3P--I,01 -.34-1,01 °.13,1,O1 ..14,,I,O1 -.4./4,,(X) -.51,,I,OO .644,01
- .34.,I,O1 °. 48+01 -.344'OI - .3./+01 -. 59,1,01 - ° 52,1.01 -, 554"01 -.464,01 -, 42+01 * ,46+01 °. 49"}O1 -. 4r_1,01 -. 1O4,,Q2
-.26.t,00 -.53+00 -.57,,I,00 -•10401 -.20,1<)1 .,19.,I, OI -.204,O1 -o184,O1 -.18+01 -.21-1"O1 ..20,t,O1 -.20,tO1 -.144.01
.404"01 .40,,I,01 .51+01 .41',M31 .12+01 -.r_2+01 -.444,01 -.2,_+01 -o384,01 -°49,101 -.6_,100 -.10401 .B2,,I,01
-,38.1.oi -.36.1,01 -,4,?.,,P01 -.33.,H31 -,66+01 ~.10+02 -.834,01 -.81+01 -.81401 -.T"/+01 -.62,.I,O1 ..85,1,O1 -.9"7+01
-,22,,li, O0 -,29,,I,O0 -.4./.t, OO -.41.,H30 -.10+01 -.1./+01 -.16,4,O1 -.16,tO1 -.18.,1,O1 ..20,I, O1 -,15.t,O1 -,20,,I, O1 .13+00
,30,,K)1 •51+01 .51,,I,01 ,31+01 .41,,I,01 -../8,4,O1 -.60+O1 -,61+01 -.41,,t,01 -.20,,I, O1 -.51+01 .11+01 ,94.,I, O1
- .29,4.01 -, 48+01 -. 4./+01 -,2"/+01 - .35,.1.01 -. 14-t,_2 -. 13+(]2 -. 11,1,_e -, 10+02 -- 994-01 -, 99,#Oi -. 11,.1.Q2 -. 604,01
-.12,.i.OO -.28-1,00 -.36e00 -.25,,K)0 -.35+00 -.10,I,01 -.14-1,O1 -.13401 -.144,01 -.14,4,O1 -,18-1,O1 -.10,+O1 ,11+01
.41+01 .30.tO1 .41+01 .51+01 ,30,,IO1 ..19,tO1 -.11..K312 -,./6.tO1 -.464,01 -.4./,H:)i .,./2,1,.00 .19,,I, CI2
- ,40.1.O1 - .29,1,O1 - •39401 - .4./+01 - .28+O1 .. 13.,I,O2 -. 18+(12 °. 14+02 -. 14+02 - • 14-t,Ce -. 11,,t_)_ -.83.,I,O1
-.1J-K}O -.12.1.00 ..20.1.00 -.32-1.00 -.181.00 .._3,tO0 -../0,t,00 -.9_00 ..1[H01 -o12,1_i .•E_IC_ .26-t_i
.40e01 .30+01 .39401 .39+01 .38.to1 -.53+01 -.11+02 -.78.101 -.3T+01 .40e01 .23.K_ .24e01
- .40.1,01 - .29+01 - .38401 - o38+01 - .3./+01 -. 12.1._ - .20tQ2 -. 1_ - • 14+CI2 - • 80+01 - o23+01 o. 59e00
-.94-01 -.92-01 -.12+00 ..15.1KX) -.14-K)0 .23.100 -.2./°01 -.42.100 ..56+00 .P_3+00 .34-tO1 .39.K)0
.38e01 .38.1.01 .36.t01 .36+01 .3S-K)1 -.22+01 .4./+01 .76+01 .19,_ .25,102 .3_+01
o.38+01 -.3"/+01 -.36e01 -.36-H31 ..35e01 ..88e01 -.51+01 -.18+01 .22+01 .61+0 s .38400
o.48-01 -.66-01 ..42o01 -.52-01 -.29-01 .3_2.1.00 .68-01 .25+00 .12+01 .34+01 .51eO0
.3_101 .=JO,H)I .32,,I, O1 .39,+01 .././+01 .15+02 .1T,+02 .2_ .16+02 .15+Oi
-.34,1,OI -.504-01 -.3_+01 -.39e01 -.68,,t,00 .46+01 .'/5,,I,O1 .11,,14_12 .62.1,O1 .,56+00
-.40-0./ .25-01 .42-01 .85--01 ..2_00 °.43-t00 .2./.100 .20_1 .21+01 .23.1.O0
.42+01 .33-1_I .39.1,01 .43e01 .69¢.01 .184_2 .16.1_ .33K)1
..42+01 --.32+01 -.3./+01 -.3_01 -.1./+01 .89+01 .10+02 .14+01
.89-01 .13+00 .21.tO0 .3r_oo .49._x) .91-Kx) .14t01 .44.d)0
.21+01 .15e01 .1.54,01 .15-101 .49.100
-.20.1.01 -.14+01 -.10+01 °.83,100 -.54.03
























-. 42.l.01 -. 4,?..K)1
-.54-01 -.89-01
.34,,lQ I .34-1,01





















DISTRIBUTION FOR "7"= 0, 0o = 60 °, AND sin aL = 0.6
.27.1_1 .27.K11 .204.01 .13_1 .654_0
-.26.$01 -.26401 -.19_OI -.12._01 -.454.00
-. 99-01 -. 124.00 .. 11.KX) -. 10.KX) - .76-01
.50<.01 .32401 .39.K11 .38$O1 .514.01 .4_.01 .35_,01 .35+01 .IS+0!
-.50_1 -.32.K11 -.39.C.01 -.37.K11 -.47-1'O1 -.41+01 -.24+01 -.114_1 .56+00
-.25--01 -.42-01 -.65-01 -.12+00 -.31+00 -.44.NX) -.41.1.00 ..54+00 ..23+00
.3810! .36.tO1 .36-_1 .35.(._f .34,_I .49,K11 .48+01 .10K12 .2,5+CI2 .32.K11
-.374.O1 -.36.101 -.36.K11 -.35101 -.34-#01 -.49,1_1 -.46-1.01 ..204.01 .61,1,01 .364.00
.66-01 .42-01 .52-01 .29-01 .83.06 -.99-01 -.191_0 -.96-1"00 ..34-tO1 ..51400
.30+01 .394.01 .39_1 .38.101 .37+01 .46,_1 .444,01 .12.1._ .181_ °25+02 .24,1,01
-.29'('01 -.384Q1 -.3_,1_1 -.37-101 -.36,t,01 -.45.t01 -.43-1.01 -.71-01 .334.01 ..974.00 ..594.O0
._2-01 .12+00 .15400 .14400 .131.00 .14400 .54-01 ..55100 ..17401 ..364.01 ..39*00
.30e01 .41+01 .51+01 .30+01 .60,+01 .39+01 .38+01 .12._12 .17K_ .19102 .P.3-1_
-.29.1.01 -.39.101 -.47.1.01 -.284.01 -.54,01 -.36-t01 ..35.1.01 .3._,00 .20._1 ..11401 -.70+01
.12400 .204.00 .32.1,00 .18+00 .414,00 .23.100 .21-100 ..36-100 ..11._01 ..204.01 ..32._1
o51.1.01 .51+01 .31,H_1 .41+01 .41.N)1 .51+01 .40+01 .13+Q2 .13.K12 .16.1_ .24._2 .11,1Q2
-.4_O1 -.47.K11 -.27._O1 -.35-K11 -.334'01 -.41,K11 -.33+01 .204.O1 ..24-1.00 -.514,00 ..83.#O1 -.6,5_1
.28400 .36-100 .25,t(X) .354,00 .404.00 .48,K)0 .36+00 -.66-KX) ..5_K)O -.134.01 ..28,tOI ..14,1,01
.404.01 .51._D1 ,41._01 ._..I.01 .414,01 .41+01 ,10.1.C_ .14-1.02 .14-K_ .12._2 .18_ .21._12
-.364.O1 ..42+01 -.33+01 -.384.O1 -.29c.01 -.28+01 ..49+00 .?5-K)O .43.KX) ..33401 ..85.V01 -.14"4'02
.29.100 .47-H30 .41+00 .57+00 .49-1-00 .51+00 -.14+00 -.69+00 ..9_.00 ..53400 -.12H_1 -.214.01
.58,4_O1 .49.1.01 .50401 .51+01 .52-101 .63e01 .11-1_2 .11-K12 .13.1_2 .144.02 .15.K_ .28.K_
-.48+01 -.34._1 -.34-K11 ..30.K11 -.28401 -.24+01 .33-KX) -.12.K11 -.21+01 ..42.1.01 -.73-1.01 ..22+02
.53.100 .57+00 .62.1_0 .69.KX) .73.100 .58.1.(X) -.59.1.00 ..3_+00 ..39_00 ..36.1.00 -.57.1_0 ..15.1_1
.19_1 .30401 .11+_2 .12+,012 .12.1._ .10.K12 .12.1._ .13.t_ .14.K12 .29.1._
-.10401 -.124.01 -.25-101 -.16+01 -.154.01 -.16+01 ..25+01 ..39+01 ..70.101 -.24+_









































































.58-101 .49.V31 .50.IO1 .51+01 .52+01
-.48.t01 -.34401 -.34401 -.30+01 -.28+01
-.53.K)0 -.57.100 ..62+00 -.69._X) -.73-KX)
.40_1 .51._1 .41.101 .52t_1 .41.1_1
-.36_1 -.42.K11 -.33-K11 -.38-101 -.29+01
-.294.00 -.474.00 -.41.1.00 -.574Q0 -.49.t00
.51.101 .51.1_1 .31+01 .41.101 .41+01
-.48-_1 -.4T.K)I -.27._1 -.35.101 ..33+01
..2_v00 -.36.KX) -.25_0 ..35.1_0 ..4(_,00
.30.1.01 .41.101 .51.1_1 .30.101 .60.101
-.29101 -.39.1K11 -.47-1.01 -.28+01 -.54-1.01
-.12.1_0 -.20+00 -.32-100 -.18+00 -.41.K)0
.30'1'01 .39.K11 .39+01 .38+01 .37+01
-.29.K11 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.37.101 -.36-K11
-.92-01 ..12400 ..1.5_0 -.14400 -.13.KX:)
.38.1_1 .36-101 .36.1_1 .35-101 .34-1.01
-.37401 -.3r_1.01 -.36-1.01 -.35-101 -.34+01
-.66-01 -.42-01 -.52-01 -.29-01 -.83-06
.50<.01 .32+01 .39"101 .38+01 .514.01
-.50_I -.32+01 ..39_01 -.37+01 -.47+01
.25-01 .42.01 .85-01 .12+00 .314.00
.27+01 .27+01 .20_1 .13-1.01 .65.K_
-.264.01 -.26+01 .. 19+01 -. 12+01 -.4_
.99-01 .12.1.00 .11.1_0 .IO.K)0 .76-01
.10-01 ..21+01 -.77-01 -.11.1_0 ..32+01 -.11+01 .7Ot00
-.19+01 -.1.%"01 -.13+01 -.15.K11 -.51.1_0 -.96+00 ..23+01
..20+01 -.21+01 -.17+01 -.20,01 -.21+01 -.21+01 -.22+01
.42+01 -.344.01 -.13-K11 -.14-11_1 -.47.1.00 -.51-100 .64-101
-.28._1 -.4_.01 -.42+01 -.46.1.01 -.49.101 -.46401 -.10.I.a2
.._1_0 -.184.01 ..18.101 -.21.101 -.20.K11 -.20.1.01 -.14-1.01
.41.1Q1 -.3.r>KX) -.38+01 -.49.1.01 -.66-100 -.10.1.01 .A2+01
-.28+01 -.66+01 -.81.1.01 -.77+01 -.62+01 -.8_.01 -.97+01
-.51.NX) -.13+01 -.18.tO1 -.2C_.01 -.15.101 -.204.01 .13-100
.51+01 .40_01 -.41+01 -.20K11 -.51+01 .11+01 .94-K11
-.41+01 ..33+01 -.10+02 -.99-1.01 -.99.K11 ..11.1._ ..60101
..4e+O0 ..36+00 ..14..101 -.14-1.01 -.18+01 -.104.01 .11.1.01
.39.101 .38.1.01 -.11+01 -.47101 -.72.1.00 .19.102
-.36"1'01 -.35-1.01 -.11-1_ ..14+CI2 -.11.1._2 -.63.101
..23.1.00 -.21+00 -.84-100 -.124.01 ..83.K)0 .26-1<11
.4r_I.01 .44-101 -.4e4Q0 .404'01 .P..3.K_ .24.1.01
-.4_:11 -.43401 -.11-1_ -.80.101 -.P..3.K)I -.594.00
-.14-K)0 -.54-01 -.37+00 .P..3+00 .34-1.01 .39.1_0
.49+01 .4e.+01 .10+02 .25.K12 .32+01
-.49.K11 -.46<.01 ..20.K11 .61+01 .38-KX)
.99-01 .19J00 .96+00 .34+01 .514,00
.49401 .35.v01 .35.1,01 .1F..101
..41-101 -.24401 -.11+01 .564,00
.44+(X) .414.00 ._k4,00 .23+00
358
TABLE 20
DISTRIBUTION FOR '7 = 0, 00 = 60°, AND sin aL ---- 0.8
.34+01 .34¢01 .34+01 .34+01 .16+01 .16+01
-.34+01 -.34-K)1 -.34-1-01 -.34+01 -. 15+01 -. 16+01
.46-05 .91-08 .40-07 .10-06 -.13-01 -.13-01
.38+01 .381-01 .38+01 .38+01 .36+01 .36+01
-.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.37+01 -.36+O1 -.36+01
. 96-02 .28-01 .48-01 . 66-01 .42-01 . 52-01
.40+31 .40+01 . aO+01 .30+01 .3.c+01 .3._-01
-.40+31 -.40+01 -.40+01 -.29+01 -.3_+01 -.3_+01
.19-01 .56-01 .94-01 .92-01 .124_S0 .15+00
.41-_91 .41+01 .41+01 .33+01 .41+'01 . _'_+01
-.41+01 -.41+01 -.40-_31 ..29+01 -.39+O1 -.47+01
.27-01 ._2-01 .13+03 .12-K)0 .20+00 .32+00
.2C*O1 .20+01 .20-#)1 .51-M31 ._1+01 .31"I-01
-.234-01 -.20+01 -.204x21 -.48+01 -.47+01 -.27+01







.35+01 .34+01 .25+01 .16-1-01 .80.K)O
-.35+01 -.34+01 -.2_r_'.-01 --.15+01 --.77400
.29-01 .83-06 -.I0-01 -.21-01 -.35-01
.3E+01 .37+01 .46+01 .44+01 . _9+01
-. 37+91 -. 33+01 -. ,_5+01 -. 43..I-01 -. 58.+01
.14+")0 .13+00 .14+90 .54-01 -.87-01
.30+01 .50+01 .3 _,-01 .38+01 .55"I"01
-.28+01 -. 54_<)I -.36+01 -.35+01 -.53+01
.18+00 .41.',490 .23+00 .21+00 .24+00
.41+01 ,41+01 ._1+01 .40-1-01 .49+01
-.3:_'_01 -.33+01 -.41+01 -.33+01 -.42+01
.35+00 .40+00 .48+00 .36+00 .41+00
.52+01 .41-I.01 .41+01 .$I+01 .50+01
-.38+01 -.29+01 -.2E+01 -.35-101 -.36+01
.57+00 .494K)0 ,S1+00 .62+00 .58+00
.21+01 .42+01 .42+01 .52+01
-. 12+01 -.22+01 -.21+01 -.27+01








-. 60+01 -. 57+01 -.2 _K)I
.92-01 -.Ib+O0 -.24+00
.57+01 .54+01 .11+0_ .11-I-02
-.51+01 -.52+01 -.82+01 -.65-I-01
.41.1.00 .22+00 -.72+00 -.14-MD1
.49+01 .78+01 . 16-I-02 .21+02
-.36+01 -.4=._D1 -.89+01 -.14+(_
._0 .15+00 -.9444)0 -.21_01
.61@01 .1344)2 .I_ .28-I-012
-.34+01 -.44"101 -.734-01 -.224_12
.85+00 -.19+00 °.5?+00 -.I=-_I
.I0_ .13+02 .144_312 .29-I'02
-.26+01 -.39+01 -.70+01 -.24+02




.20+01 .20+01 .20+01 .51-1"01 .51+01 .31+01
-.20+01 -.20_01 -.20_I -.48+01 -.47+01 -.27+01
-. 16-01 -. 50-01 -. 83-01 -. 28+00 -.36+00 -. 25+00
.41+01 .41+01 .41-I01 .30-101 .41+01 .51+01
-.41.101 -.41,101 -.40+01 -.29+01 -.39101 -.47+01
-.27-01 -. 82-01 -. 13,.I,00 -. 12.,+00 -.20+00 -.32+00
.40+01 .40+01 .40.1-01 .30-101 .39+01 .39+01
-.401-01 -.40+01 -.40+01 -.29+01 -.38+01 -.38+01
-. 19-01 -. 56-01 -. 94-01 -. _-01 -. 12+00 -. 1S+00
.38+01 .38+01 .38+01 .38+01 .36+01 .36-101
-.38-1_1 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.37+01 -.36.1,01 -.36+01
-.96-C_ -.28-01 -.48-01 -.66-01 -.42-01 -.52-01
.34-V01 .34+01 .34-tO1 .34+01 . 16+01 . 16+01
- .34+01 -.34101 -. 34-1-01 -. 34:.01 -. 16.,I,01 -. 16+01




.21+01 .42+01 .42+01 .'_+01
-.12+01 -.22+01 -.21+01 -.27+01
-.28+00 -.59+00 -.60+00 -.74+00
._+01 .414K)I .41+01 .51+01 .50401
-.38+01 -.2C_-01 -.28+01 -.3S_-01 -.36-1,01
-. 57_00 -.49+00 -. $1+00 -.62+00 -.98-1.00
.41+01 . 4 I-I.01 . 51+01 . 40+01 .49+01
-.3_1-01 -.33+01 -.41-1.01 -.33+01 -.42-1"01
-.3,_¢_)0 -.40+00 -.48+00 -.35+00 -.41+00
.30+01 .60+01 .39+01 .38+01 .55+01
-.28+01 -.54+01 -.36+01 -.35-1-01 -.53+01
-.18+00 -.41+00 -.23+00 -.21+00 -.24+00
.38+01 .37+01 .46+01 .44+01 . 59+01
-.37+01 -.36+01 -.4_-I.01 -.43+01 -.58+01
-.14+00 -.13+00 -.14+00 -.54.01 .87-01
.35+01 .34+01 .2 [_,-01 .16+01 .80-1-00
-.35+01 -.34+01 -.25+01 -.16-1.01 -.77+00




.2C_D1 -.3"2+01 -.11+01 .70+00
-. 1 _+01 -. 51+00 -. 96-1<)0 -.23+01
-. 17+01 -.21+01 -.21+01 -.22+01
.61+01 .60+00 -.51-M30 .64-1.01
- . 34"1"01 -. 46+31 -. 46.,I.01 - . 10-1'02
-. 8._,.00 -. 19+01 -.20+01 -. 14-1-01
. 49+01 .36+01 o10+01 . 82+01
-.36+01 -. 51+01 -. 81+01 -. 97+01
-.56+00 -.84+00 -.16+01 .13+00
•57+01 •54+01 .t6+01 . 94+01
-.51+01 -.52+01 -.81-101 -.60+01
-.41-1<K) -.22..1430 -.22+00 .11+01
.61+01 .59+01 .33+01





• 26.K)1 •40+01 .62+01 •59+01
-. 14+01 .12+01 •38+01 •52.+01
-•15-01 .11W0 -•33-01 -o57-01
.12-l._2 .16+02 .18_e .20*02
.•11+02 -.91+01 -•17+01 .55-101
.51KX) .13.K11 .18+01 .12-101
.17+Oe .19+Q2 .24+02 .31.02
-.16+0_ -.11,l.02 -.471-01 .51-1.01
.75+00 .19-K)1 .31+01 .36+01
.34+02 .42K_ .77102 .10+03
-.27-102 .. 92-1.O1 .22+0e .54+02
.18-14)1 .42-101 .88+01 •10-1"O2
.59-1.0_ .10-1.03 • 82-1(_ .87"4"01
-.49K_ -•19+02 .97-1"01 -.52+01
.41"101 .15;'02 .11l<_ -.83100
.13+03 .84+012 .84+01 .10-10e
-. 90+02 -•24-tQ2 -.78+01 -.84+01
.13102 •11102 -.37+00 -•67K)0
.18+03 •74+0; .83K)1 o84+01
-. 13K13 -.74.',01 -°81101 -.79401
.17K_ -.76-01 -.18+00 -.25+00
.191_3 °77-K)1 o77.1.01 .77K)1
-.1710,3 -.76+01 -.76-101 -.75-101
.1_ -•25-01 -.42-01 -.58-01
..14.1.03 .18-(-00 •17+00 .16+00
• 12,+03 - .20-K)0 -.23+00 - °26.+00
• 89+01 -. 13-1.00 -.23+00 -.32+00
-°63102 .54KX) -.32+00 -.41-K)0
.32K_ -.60+00 .97-01 -.25-01
• 94+01 -. 13..I.00 -.28+00 - .39+00
.82.K)0 -.52K_ -.55100 -.21-101
-.;244X_ .83+01 -.58-0} .58+OO
.16+01 .79+O1 -.37+00 -.67+00
-.28+01 -.21-t'02 -.58+0_ -.12+01
-. 12+00 -. 9,54-01 -. 16-1"02 -•21+01
.34+00 .32+01 .83+01 -.70+00
.17+02 .12-102 -.68+01 -.62+0e
-. 19"102 - .20",'02 - .24-10_ -. 49-1-O2
-.98"M30 -.26+01 -.14+01 .55+01
.17+(_ .19-I02 .241.0_ .311Ce
-.16_4X2 -.11+02 -.47+01 .51+01
-.754_0 -.1944)1 -.31+0_ -.36+01
.12-K_ .16+0e .18-M)_ .20+02
-.114'02 -.91+01 -.17+01 .55+01
-,514_0 -.13+01 -.18+01 -.12+01
.26+01 .40'+01 .62+01 .59+01
-. 14+01 . 12+01 .38t_31 . 52+01
.15-01 -.11+00 .33-01 .57-01
TABLE 21































-. 91+00 -.27+00 -.44+OO
-.74_)0 -. 17+0] -.20+01
-.60+OO -. 59+00 -.55-I,_O







.72 K)I -. 17K_ -.23102









-. 14"1"O1 - .21 (,.01 -, 16+01
.42-K_ .47-1-0_ .44+0_ .47_3e .33+0_
.32+02 .35-1"O2 .32+02 .30+02 .17.02
-.48-_30 -.23+01 -.38+01 -.!'3+01 -o4t+01
.23+0e .20-1.02 .23*02 .241-Ce .32K_ .43+0"2 .62+01
.IO_ .86+01 .70+01 .77+01 .77+O1 .89+O1 .35+O0
-.21+01 -.22+01 -.28+01 -.32+01 -.47+01 -.68+O1 -.10+01
.12+C_ .15+02 .11"I'02 .174<)2 .17+02 .25+02 .40+0_ .20_01
-.30+01 -.24+01 -.17+01 -.40+01 -.16+01 -.06+01 -.83+01 -.83+00
-.I'o+01 -.19+01 -.154431 -.23+01 -.24+01 -.37+01 -.65+01 -.30+00
.12.K_ .10+0_ .10-102 .12+C_ .15-10_ .17-102 .24+02 .26.14X_
-.68+01 -.6::_,.01 -.59+01 -.7%-101 -.70+01 -.891-01 -.13-t0_ -.15-102
-.13+01 -.10101 -.10101 -.121-01 -.18+01 -.20+01 -.31+01 -.341-01
.78+0; .98+O! .10+02 .10+02 .14-K_ .13K_ .20-K_ .35+C_
-.63+01 -.79+01 -.81+O1 -.79+01 -.10+O2 -.99+01 -.1%+02 -.29-K_
-.50+00 -.53+00 -.73+00 -.56+00 -.11+01 -.97+00 -.16+01 -.31+O1
.99+01 .10+0_ .90+01 .ll+0e .12+Ce .13-M]e .18-1'02 .37+9e
-.90+01 -.87+01 -.76+01 -.95+01 -.10-1-02 -•11-I_X_ -.16+0_ -.36+C_
-.17-1.00 -.67-01 -.14+(X) -.20+00 -.25.1-00 -.14+00 -.29+(M9 -.35-1.O0 -.53+00 -.12+01
.60-01 .45-01 -.99+00 .98+00 -.67-01 -•10+01 -.15+00 -.15+00
-.461-00 -.68+00 .23+00 -.16+01 -.85+00 .42-01 -.11+01 -.91+00
-.68+00 -.77+00 -.77+O0 -.90+O0 -.9_+OO -.I0+01 -.11+01 -.95+00
-.18+01 °I0-HDO -.984-00 -.79-01 -._2+01 -.12+O1 -.47-1-00 .151-O1
.41-1.,00 -,19+01 -.17-H31 -.19"P01 -.14+01 -.1T-I.01 -.35+01 -.41+01
-.63-K)0 -.75-1_0 -.93+00 -.78+00 -.11+01 -.97+00 -.11+01 -.62+00
-.43+01 -.92-1-00 -.10-K)1 -.12+01 -.35-1<)1 -.37+01 -.85+00 .56+01
-. 91+00 -.29-1-0| -°36+01 -.39+01 -.37+0; -.35+01 -. 534-01 -. 54+0;
-.12101 -.79+.00 -.86-100 -.98100 -.12+01 -.12+01 -.83100 .45+00
-.33+01 -.58+01 -.42+01 -.29.101 -.61+01 -.25+01 .71+01 .20+01
-.56+01 -.60+01 -.49+01 -.8'_1-01 -.68+01 -.89+01 -.69+01 -.83+00
-.10-1-01 -o13+01 -.104431 -.10+01 -.12+01 -.87+00 .g2+00 .30+00
-.13_ -.11+0_ -.99+01 -.I_ -.6g+01 .15-M3{_ .40+01
-.18_ -,I_ -.15+02 -.14+0{_ -.14_43{_ -.18_01 .52-01
-.11+01 -.12+01 -.11+01 -.11+01 -.69+00 .25-K)1 .67+00
-.22_2 -.18+02 .17+01 .20+0_ .24+02
-.31+02 -.28+02 -.68+01 .77+01 .10+02
.11+01 .54+00 .10-t0; .29+01 .35+01









.3:_1 .49t01 .44+01 .20+02 .30_2 .37_ .40_ .41.1_ .35.tQ2
-.34.101 -.42+01 -.31+01 .53"('01 .16+Q2 .26+C_ .33.1.02 .34+02 .30._X_
-.83-01 -,31+00 -.49¢00 .11"101 .12-101 .51+00 -.29¢00 -.14t01 -.21-101
.42+01 .42+01 .42.(.01 .23(.02 .38+012 .57102 .52_ .42+(_ .47+_
-.41"(01 -.41+01 -.40+01 .32K)1 .16-t_2 .41-102 ,424"02 .32.1_2 .35,10¢>
-.44-01 -.13.100 -.21+(X) .24.i01 .38-i_1 .43+01 .1_01 -.48-tO0 -.23+01
.33.K)1 .33+01 .48+01 .1_,.Q2 .74-K_ .39.,.-02 .26.K_ .23+O2 .20.1.(_
-.33+01 -.33-1"01 -.33-t.01 .4B.4_1 ._,1_2 .2_12 .1_ .10+Q2 .86+01
-.19-01 -.56-01 -.32+00 -.52-1_O .44._1 -.76+00 -.19,K)1 -.21+01 -.22+01
.84+01 .78+01 .93+01 .87+01 .11_ .10+(_ .12-(_2 .12,1_2 .1_t2
-.83+01 -.69",01 -.69+O1 -.524<)1 -.49+01 -.40+01 -.2%'.01 -.30.C.@1 -.24+01
-. 17+00 .. 44+00 - . 79+00 -. 83-K_ -. 13+01 -. 12+01 -. 14+01 -. 1_.01 -. 19+01
.821-01 .I(_2 .84"1<)1 .10+_ .87+01 .81+01 .83+01 .12.O2 .10+02
-.82+01 -.10+(_ -.71-1.01 -.84_1 -.'/1+01 -.61+01 -.58+01 -.68+O1 -.6_.01
-.65-01 -.334.00 -.37+00 -.674.00 -.60-K_ -.5_O0 -.6_,.{X) -.13+01 -.10+01
.74+O1 .74+01 .i3lO1 .84K)1 .7_K)1 .85+01 .lOire .71101 .90+01
-.74+01 -.74+01 -.81+01 -.7_t01 -.6_1-01 -.73+01 -.|6+01 -o63+01 -.79+01
-.2,_.01 -.76-01 -.18,t.00 -.2_C,00 -.24.OO -.39+(X) -.63+00 -.._.tOO -.53+00
.77+01 .77-1.O1 .77+01 .77+01 .87+01 .88-K)1 .59+01 .99K)1 .10+(O
-. 77,,t,O1 -, 76+01 -. 76+01 -. 75.,,I,01 -. 82+01 -. 80+01 *. 54-4,4)1 .. 90+,01 .. 87-1.O1




.44+(_2 . 47,I,C_ .33_
.32.102 .3(_12 .17 IQ2
-.31_1 -._1 -.45_1
.23-1Q2 .24+_2 .32+02 ._ .62+01
.70+01 .77+01 .77+01 .I9K)1 .35_K)0
-.21+01 -.32"1"01 -.47+01 -.611-1_1 -.10"_1
.11+(_ .17+(_ .17+_ .2_._ .40.K_ .20+01
-.17,1.01 -.40+01 -.16101 -.56,K)1 -.13-101 -.83.¢O0
-.1_)1 -.23-_1 -.24-_1 -.37.t.O1 -.6_1 -._
.IO4._i2 .12+02 .1,_t_2 .17+(_ .24+(_ .26.K_
-.59"101 -.7_K)1 -.70.101 -.19,1-01 -.13,102 -.1_102
-.101f'01 -.12-K)1 -.11401 -,20401 -.311.01 -.34101
.10,C-(_ .10.V_ .14¢02 .13.t_2 .20.K_ .3,5-K_
-.81+01 -.79iO1 -.lOire -.99+01 -.15,1K)2 -.29102
-.73+(X) -,56+00 -.11+01 -.97+00 -,16,iK)1 -.31101
.90.1.01 .11+02 .12.1._ .13"(_ .16"_ .37.K_
-.76+01 -.9_.1_1 -.IO.K_ -.11"K)2 -.16.V(_ -.36.C_2
-.2,5-1'00 -.14.K_ -.29+00 -.3,5"100 -.53.1_0 -.12+01
.18-1.{X) .18+00 .17._0 .16+00 -.71-K)0 -.84-K)0 .42-01 .60-01 .45-01
-.19-1_0 -.20-t_0 -.23+00 -.26+00 ._2-K)O .46+00 -.22-1_0 -.46-1_0 -.68+00
-.46-01 -.13-1_) -.23+00 -.32+00 -.48+00 -.57+00 -.40-K)O -.68+00 -.77-(-00
.56_X) .54+00 -.32+00 -.41+(_ .43+00 -.51+00 -.2_c_1 -.18c01 .lO-f-00
-.56+00 -.60-KX) .97-01 -.25-01 -.10"4"01 -.58*00 .74+00 .41+00 -.19+01
-.45-01 -.13<-O0 -.28+00 -.3_..O0 -.41+00 -.60-{.00 -.87+00 -.63-K_ -.7_-KX)
-. 4.2-t.00 -.26-_1 -. 55+00 -.21-1.O1 -. 91+O{) -.27+00 -.44.1-00 -.43+01 -. _+00
.40+00 .23+01 -.58-01 .58+00 -.74+00 -.17+01 -.20+01 -.91+O0 -.29+01
-.65-01 -.33-I.(}O -.37+00 -.67+00 -.6(_-O0 -.59+00 -.6_+_) -.12+01 -.7_-00
-. 101"O1 -. 44-K_ -. 19.+O1 -. 12+01 -. 39+01 - .30+01 -. 44+01 - • 33+01 - • 58+01
.86+0@ -.47+00 -.45.4-00 -.21-_01 -.24+01 -.33+01 -.44+01 -.564_)1 -.60+01
-. I_ -.38-1_) -. 69.1.00 -. 7(_-00 -. 11 +01 -. 10-I_1 -. 12+01 -. 10+01 -. 13+01
.33-t.01 .33+01 .19+01 -.88+01 -._2.f-Q2 -.2_'-_ -.164.02 -.13.1_2 -.11+(_
-.33+01 -.33+01 -.33+01 -. 11-K)2 -. 56-K)2 ..35-1-02 -._2-_2 -. 18+02 -. 1
.19-01 .56-01 -.13+00 -.26,t00 .41+01 -.75-01 -.11+01 -.11+01 -.12+01
.42+01 .42+01 .42+01 .23C,_2 .2_K3e -.10+0e -.15-1Ce -.PPc02 -.18-102
-.41+01 -.41+01 -.40K)! .32+01 .72+01 -,17-102 -.23.10_ -,31_ -,28,1Q2
.44-01 .13-100 .21+00 -.24+01 -.PPIO1 .12+01 .11+01 ,11+01 .54+00
.3_K)1 .49+O1 .44+01 .20.K_ .30+(_ .37-t_2 .404-(_ .41.1,(_ .3_-_12
-.34+01 -.42+O1 -.31+01 .53"1'01 .16+02 .26"1'O2 .33+02 .34.f_2 .30+(_




-.99+00 .98+00 -.67-01 -.104Q1 -.1F:_O0 -.15.100
.23-(.00 -.16+01 -.85-_0 .42-01 -.11+01 -.91+00
-.77-100 -.90+00 -.92100 -.10¢01 -.11+01 -.95'4'00
-.98+00 -.79-01 -.22+01 -.12+01 -.47-KX) .15"_1
-. 17+01 -. 19-1,O1 -. 144,01 -. 17+01 -.35101 -. 41+01
-.93+00 -,78+O0 -.11+01 -.97400 -.11+01 -.62.K)0
-.10+01 -,12+01 -.35iO1 -.3T+01 -.85+00 .56-101
-,3£_K)1 -.39-1.O1 -,37+01 -.35101 -.53+01 -.54+01
-.86+(X) -.98+00 -.12+01 -.12+01 -.83.KX) .4_.00
-.42+01 -.29_1 -.61+01 -.25+01 .71+01 .204.O1
-.49+01 -.8_'.01 -.68+01 -.8_1 -.69+01 -.83-KX)
-.10+01 -.10+01 -.12+01 -.8?4.00 ._,l_) .30"_0
-.9_,01 -.I(_K_ -.69+01 .1_1._ .40+01
-.15-1•_e -.14+02 -.141,02 -.18+01 ._2-01
-.11+01 -.11+01 -.69.KX) .2_'.01 .6T.l_)


















































DISTRIBUTION FOR "y = 0, 0o = 80% AND sin
• 17401 .17-1,01 .30+01 .37.1-01 •60+01 .38-1.02 .35+0_ .19+O2
-•15-101 -•12+01 -.15+01 -,94+00 •16+01 .31-10'2 ,304-02 ,16+O2
-,14+QO -,21+00 -•42-I-O0 -,59-1-00 -.894-00 -.lb+01 -•21-l-O1 -•16+01
,42+01 .50-101 •81+01 •44+01 .51+01 .33+02 •47+02 .44-102
-.40-I.01 -.44+01 -.43+O1 -.30+01 -.27-101 .23+02 .35+02 .32+02
-,21+00 -.36+00 -•46+00 -.50+00 -.71+00 -.76+O0 -.23+01 -.38+01
.34+01 .34101 .34+01 .50101 .11+0_ •22+02 ,20+02 •23+02
-•33+01 -•33+01 -•32+01 -•46+01 -.67+00 .92+01 •86+01 .704-O1
-. 94-01 -, 13+00 -. 16+00 -,34+00 -. 11+01 - •20+01 -,22+01 -.28+01
.37+01 ,44+01 •73'+01 ,98+01 .12+02 .12+02 .15+02 .11+02
-.37+01 -•40+01 -. 51+01 -.42+01 -.29+01 -•30,.t,01 -•24+01 -. 17"1-01
-,48-01 -.16+00 -.64+00 -.11+01 -.14+01 -.15+01 -•18+01 -.15+01
• 84'+01 ,10+02 .87+01 •81+01 ,83+01 .12+02 .10+02 .10+02
-•78+01 -.84+01 -•71+01 -•81+01 -.58+O1 -.68+01 -.65+01 -.59+01
-.37+00 -.67+00 -.80+00 -.59+00 -.6.5+OO -.13+01 -.10+01 -,104-O1
• 83+,01 .84+01 .7b+01 .85+01 .10K72 .78+01 .98+01 .10+02
-,81+01 -.79+01 -•59+01 -,73+01 -•86+01 -,53+01 -.79+01 -,81+01
-, 18+00 -,25+00 - •24+00 -. 39+00 -, 63+00 -, 50+00 -, 53+00 -, 73+00
• 77+01 ,77+01 .87+01 •88..,01 .59+01 ,99+01 .10+02 •90+01
-,76+01 -,7b+01 -.82+0'1 -,80+01 -,54+01 -,90+01 -,87+01 -.78,01





.24+02 ,32+0_ ,43+02 •62+01
• 77+01 ,77+01 ,891-01 ,3b+00
-.32+01 -•47+01 -•68+01 -.10401
• 17+02 ,17+02 .25+02 ,40+02 •20+01
-.40+01 -,18+01 -,56+01 -.83+01 -,83+00
-,23+01 -,24+01 -•37+01 -.65+01 -,30470_ 0
• 12..I.0"2 ,15+02 ,17+02 .24+02 .26K_
-•75+01 -,70+01 -.89+01 -•13+02 -,15+02
-,12+01 -,18+01 -,20+01 -,31+01 -,34+01
.14+02 ,13+02 •20+02 •35+02
o10+02
-.79+01 .,10+02 -,99+01 -•1b+02 -,29+02
-,[6+00 .,11+01 -•97+00 -•16+01 -,31+01
.12+02 ,13+02 .18+0"2 ,37+02
.11+02
-•95+01 -.10+02 -•11+02 -.16+02 -,36+02











































.17-,,O0 .16+00 -,78+00 -.84+00 .42-01 .60-01 •45-01 -.99+00
-.23+00 -.26*00 ,52+00 •46+00 -.22+00 -.46+00 -.88+00 ,231-00
-,23+00 -,32+00 -,48+00 -.b7+00 -,40+00 -.68+00 -.77+00 -,77+00
-.32+00 -.41+00 .43+00 -,E1+00 -.25+01 -.18+01 .10+00 -.98-100
.97-01 -,2'.-01 -.I0+01 -,t/£+00 ,74+00 .41+00 -.19+01 -.17+01
-,28+00 -,39+00 -,41+00 -,60+00 -.87+00 -,83+00 -,75+00 -,93+00
-,55+00 -.21+01 -.91+00 -.27+00 -,441-00 -,43+01 -,92+00 -,10-101
-.58-01 .58+00 -,74+00 -,17+01 -,20+01 -,91+00 -,29+01 -.36+01
-, 37 +00 -, 67+00 -, 60+00 -, 59+00 -, 65..I.00 -, 12+0 1 -, 79+00 -, 86+00
,37+01 ,30+01 .83-01 -.23+01 -,44-1-01 -,33+01 -,58+01 -,42+01
-.37+01 -.33+01 -.23+01 -.31+01 -.44+01 -.56+01 -.60+01 -.49+01
,48-01 -.30-01 -,47+00 -. 89+00 -. 12+01 -. 10+01 -. 13+01 -. 10-I,01
,34+01 .34+01 .34+01 .50-1.01 -.81+00 -.121-02 -.11+02 -,99+01
-.33+01 -,33+01 -, 32+01 -. 46+01 -. 834-01 -. 174-02 -. 1 ':+02 -. 15+02
.94-01 ,13+00 .16+00 .34+00 -.33+00 -.11+01 -.12+01 -.11+01
,42+01 .504,01 .51+01 ,44+01 .51+01 -.13+02 -.18+02 ,17+01
-.40+01 -,44+01 -.43+01 -.30+01 -,27+O1 -.22+02 -.28+02 -.58+01
.21+O0 ,36+O0 .46+00 .50-I-00 .71+00 .82+00 ,54+00 ,10+01
,17+01 ,17+01 ,30+01 ,37+01 .80+01 .38+02 .35+02 ,19+02
-.15+01 -.12+01 -.15+01 -.94+00 ,16+01 .31+02 .30..1432 ,15+02
.14+00 .21+00 ,42+00 .59+00 ,89+00 .15+01 .21401 .16+01
.984430 -,67-01 -.I0401 -,1_+00 -. I_-00
-.16+01 -.85+00 .42-01 -.11+01 -.91+00
-.90+00 ..92+00 -.I0+01 -,11+01 -.95+00
-.79-01 -,22+01 -,12+01 -,47+00 .15+01
-,19+01 -,14+01 -,17+01 -,35+01 -,41+01
-,78+00 -,11+01 -,97+00 -,11+01 -.62+00
-,12+01 --,35+01 -,37+01 -,85+00 ,56+01
-,39+01 --,37+01 - ,3_-01 -, 53+01 -. 54+01
-.98+00 --.12+01 -.12+01 -.83+00 .45+00
-.29+01 -.61+01 -,25+01 .71+01 .20+O1
-.85+01 --.68+01 -.89+01 -,59+01 -.83+00
-,10401 -.12+01 -.87+00 ,92+00 ,30+00
-,10+02 --,69+01 .15+02 .40+01
-,14+02 --,14+02 -,18+01 ,b2-01










































DISTRIBUTION FOR 3, = 0, #o = 80 °, AND sin aL -- 0.6
.2_101 .30_1
- .28.l.01 - .27+01
-.1_ -. 184,(X)
.34401 .34-1_D1
- .33-101 - .33-lO1













.37.1,01 .E3,4,01 .30_I .39,q.01 .._1 .93..I,01 .38,_ .33_
-.32+01 -.18+01 -.18+01 -.21+01 -.19,4,01 .56._ .2,_ .17.._
-.31+00 -._.._X) -.39,_ -.54-H30 -.87+00 -.15+01 -.46.+01
.34+01 .50,4_1 .51+01 .51+01 .43+01 .12,e,Q2 .24+02
-.32+01 -.46.,M_1 -.44+01 -.42+01 -.::_1 -.14.,I,_I .7T+01
-.16+00 -.34+00 -.39.100 -.46.K)0 -.47t.00 -.1_P01 -.32+01
.37+01 .37+01 .37+01 .46-K)1 °10+_ .11+Q2 .17+Q2
- .37+01 -. 36+01 -. 36+01 -. 43+01 -. 40+01 -. 174.O1 -. 40+01
-.85-01 -.10t_0 -.12.K)0 -.23+(X) -.12+01 -.1%'O1 -.23101
.64-K)1 .56-1.01 .65-1.01 .12+CI2 .1.04,02 .10,I.C{2 .12+02
-.57+01 -.49+01 -.52+01 -.58+01 -.6._1.01 -.59+01 -.T5-1.01
-.28+00 - .224.00 - .38,100 -. 134-01 -. 10.4-01 -. 10+,01 -. 12+01
.75-1-01 .8_-I.01 .10+02 o78+01 .98+01 .10+0_ .10-1_2
-.69+01 -.73-1-01 -o86+01 -.63-1_1 -.79+01 -.81-(-01 -.79+01
-.24+00 -.39+00 -.63t00 -. 50+00 -. %3+00 -.73+00 -. 56.,I.00
.87+01 .88+01 .59't01 o99-1,01 .10.I.Q2 .9(H.01 •11-102
-. 82+01 -. 80"101 -. 54+01 -. 90.1_1 -. 87+01 -. T6+01 -. 9_1.01





.17-1.02 .2_-Q2 .40._12 .20+01
-.16,tO1 -.56.1.01 -.83+01 -.83-1,00
-.24-K)1 -.37+01 -.65.K)1 -.30,sK)0
.1_Q2 .17+02 .24.1.02 .26.1.(}2
-.70-(-01 -.89-1_1 -.13.1_12 -.15.K_
-.18+01 -.20,_1 -.31+01 -.34-1_1
.14'tQ2 •13+CI2 *20+Q2 o3_1_12
-.10"t_e -.99+01 -°154_12 -.294_e
-.11+01 -.97-1'00 -.16+01 -.31+01
.12_ .1_ .18-1Q2 .37-1<_
-.10-_2 -.11+02 -.16-1_e -.36-1_32









































































-.84+00 .42-01 .60.-01 .4_-01 -.99+00 .98_00
.46-t_0 -.22-K)0 -.46t00 -.68KX) .234.00 -.16+01
-.57tO0 -.40+00 -.68+00 -.77+00 -.77+(X) -.901-00
-.51.100 -.2_K)1 -.18+01 .10.K)O -.98+00 -.79-01
-.58+00 .74+00 .41+00 -.19+01 -.17+01 -.19+01
-.60+00 -.87-1.00 -.63-1.00 -.75+00 -._1,00 -.78+00
.22+01 .12+01 -.43+01 -.9_+00 -.101.01 -.12+01
-.28-1_1 -.26+01 -.91-1.00 -.29K)1 -.36+01 -.39+01
-.22.1.00 -.38-1.00 -.12+01 -.79+00 -.86,1.00 -.98'_0
.37+01 .37+01 .46+01 -.10+01 -.42+01 -.29"1'01
-.3r_f01 -.3r:_01 -.43+01 -.44+01 -.49+01 -.8_.1-01
.10+00 .12-(-00 .23+00 -.6_.00 -.10.1_)1 -.10+01
.50.K)1 .51+01 .51+01 .43+01 .17+01 ..10.102
-.46f.01 -.44+01 -.42+01 -.32-1"01 -.73,H:)1 -. 14-1,,_
.34+00 .39.1_0 .46-K)0 .47.1_0 .lr_l.(X) -.11+01
.23 H)I .30+01 .39-('O1 . 5FO-I.01 . S_1()1 .20,t_2
-.18K)1 -.18<01 -.21+01 -.19+01 ._E+00 .83+01
.2,?.1_00 .39.t00 .54+00 .87+00 .1_,_'1 .29+01
-.67-01 -.10,IO1 -.154'00 -.1_
-.8_00 .42-01 -.11+01 -.91.tO0
-.92.1.00 -.10401 -.11+01 -.95K)0
-.22+01 -.12+01 -.47+00 .15-i,01
-. 14'K)1 -. 17+01 -.35t01 -.414"01
-.11-1"01 -.97.1.00 -.11+01 -.62.100
-.35+01 -.37+01 -.8_.(X) .56401
-.37.'..01 -.3_K)1 -._+01 -.54"1'01
-.12-I.01 -.12+01 -.83+00 .45400
-.61+01 -.2._01 .71+01 .20+01
-.68+01 -.89+01 -.69+01 -.83+00









DISTRIBUTION FOR 7 = 0, 0o = 80 °, AND sin aL = 0.8
.17.101 .17101 .17401 .1"/IO1 •1"/<.01 .17+01 .17+01 .26+01 .17+01 .26+01 .18+01 .3&_01 .88+01 .62+01
-.17e01 -,17+01 -.17+01 -.17+01 -,17+01 -.16+01 -.16+01 -•_*-_+01 -.14+01 -.20+01 -.11e01 ..19+01 -,12+01 ,3._tO0
-.83-02 -.25-01 -.41-01 -.57-01 -.73-01 -.88-01 -. 10('00 -.21KX) -. 17+0(3 -.28-_00 -.22e00".51_00 ..14+01 -. I0+01
.37+01 .37+01 .37+01 •37+01 .37-1.O1 .37"M)1 •37+01 .46+01 .46',01 .37+01 .74+01 •55+01 .19-K]2 .40-K_ .20-M)1
-.37+01 -.371.01 -.37e01 -•3T-K)I -.3T+01 -.36e01 -.36_1 -.43+01 -.42+01 -.33+01 -•62e01 -.42+01 -.6_#01 -.83+01 -.83+00
.. 96-0232 - .28-01 -. 48-01 - • 66-01 -. 85-01 -, 1_ -. 12,+00 -.;_3._ -.28_ -.25+00 -. 63-1.00 "• 60+00 -.28+01 -. 65+01 . •30+(X)
.39.101 .3_I .39,01 .39101 •39"1'01 .39-t_I •39+01 .38+01 .48+01 .48+01 •88+01 .13+02 .17+Q2 .24K_ .26+Q2
..39.4,01 -.39,4.01 -.39e01 -.39+01 -.39e01 -.39.1.01 -.39,1,01 -.38"I_I -.47+01 -.48+01 -.68+01 -.68-101 -.89+01 -o13-I.Q2 -.15K]2
.21-10 o19-08 .91-08 .24-07 •50=07 .88-07 .13-06 -.35-01 ..I04.00 -.99-01 -.61+00 -.14_I'01 :.20+01 -.31+01 -.341.,01
.4Oe01 .40.K)1 .40eO1 .40+01 •40.1.01 .40+O1 .59-_1 .59-K)1 .69+01 .1(k'4_ .10+(_ .144.012 •13.1.O2 .20+O2 •35+(_
..40+01 -.4(_01 -.40.101 -.39e01 -.39e01 -•39+01 -._1 -.51+01 -•62+01 -,81+01 -.79+01 ..ICh_0_ -•99t01 -.151_2 -.29102
.96-02 .28-01 .48-01 .66-01 .85-01 •10+(O -.69-01 -.25.100 -.13+00 -.73+00 -.,_00"11+01 -.9TeO0 -.16+01 -.31+0I
.,_H01 •58+01 .58-101 •58+01 •87.t_1 .88+01 .591.01 .99H31 .10+02 .90+01 •11+C_ .12K_ .13.1_ .18+02 .37"1_2
-. 58+01 -. 58"1'01 - • 58+01 -. 57+01 -. 82+01 - • 80.1<)1 -. 54-t01 - • 90+01 -. 87+01 - •'76+01 -. 95+01 " * 1_ -. 111_ -. 16-1"02 - .36K_
.61-0E .18-01 .30-01 .43-01 -.14+00 -•17.1'O0 -.67-01 -.14+00 -•20-_0 -.25.HX) -.14+00 _'.29"1"O0 -.35+00 -.53+00 -.12+01
.L:'O,M)I •204'O1 .20e01 .20+01 -.78-H30 -.84+00 .42-01 .60-01 .45-01 -.99.1.O0 .98+00 ,.67-01 -•10+O1 -.15+00 -.15+00
-.20._1 -.20+01 -.20',01 -.20+01 .52+O0 •46-H30 -.22-1.00 -.46+00 -.68+(X) .23.1-00 -.16+O1 ,.85.',O0 .42.01 -.11+01 -.91._0
-.31-01 -•95-01 -.15e00 -.21+00 -.48+(X) -.57+00 -.40+00 -.68+00 -.?7+(X) -.77+00 -.90+00 _.._+00 -.10+01 -.11+01 -.9,%'-00
.40.101 .40,K)1 .40.101 .40+01 .40K)1 •40+01 .2OTO1 .79-01 .30-H31 -.98'_Q -.79-01 b.22+01 -.12+01 -.47e_0 •15"('01
°.40+01 -.40_1 -.40+01 -.39'_1 -.3_+01 -.39+01 -.24+01 -.80+00 -.36+01 -.17+01 -.19+01 ..14-1'O1 -.17.1.01 -.35"1'01 -.41+01
-.96-02 -.28-01 -.48-01 -•66-01 -.85-01 -.1OeO0 -.31-M30 -,38-M)O -.344.00 -.$8+O0 -.78+OO i..11+01 -•97+00 -.11+01 -.62e(X)
.391_I .39,K)I .39<.01 .39+01 •394.01 •39-1.01 .39K)I .38+01 .48+01 .48+01 .27+01 *..15-K)I -.37+01 -.85-I00 .56+01
-.39-1.O1 -.39e01 -.39+O1 -•39e01 -.39+01 -•39,M31 -,39+01 -.3B+01 -.47M) I -.48+01 -.45+01 p.40-1_1 -.35+O1 -•5,3+01 -.54+01
°.21-10 -.19-08 -.91-08 -.24-07 -.50-07 -.88-07 -.13-06 .35-01 .1_ .99-01 -.32+00 ..86100 -.12+01 -.83+00 .451.00
• 3T+01 .37+01 .37+01 .37+01 .37+01 .37+01 ,37+O1 ,46+O1 .46+01 .37+01 .74+O1 .55_I .28+01 .'/1+01 .20+01
-.3"/-.1.01 -.37+01 -.37+01 -.37+01 -.37+01 -.36+01 -.36+01 -.43+01 -•42+01 -.33+01 -.62+O1 _.42+01 -.76+01 -.69+01 -.83"K)0
.96-0;2 •28-01 •48-01 .66-01 .85-01 .10-1.OO .12+00 .23-1.00 .28+00 .25+00 .63+OO .60-1-00 .32,(;2 ._.H30 .30+00
.17-101 .17+01 .17+01 .17+01 .17+01 .17+01 .17+01 .26+01 •17+01 .26+01 .18+01 .36+01 .88+01 .40+01
°.1T+01 -.17+01 -.171.01 -.17+01 -.17+01 -°16+01 -.16+01 -.22+01 *.14+01 -.2G*01 -.11+01 ..19_01 -.12+01 .52-01
.83-02 ,25-01 ,41-01 .57-01 .73-01 .88-01 .10+00 .21+OO .17+00 .28+00 .P-2._OO ,51-,,O0 .14+01 ,67+O0
TABLE 26
DISTRIBUTION FOR 3, = 0, 0o = 90 °, AND sin _L = 0
• 24+Q2 .33.1Q2 .50-I-(_ .68_-0_ .11+03 .12+03 .I0-I-03 .9_2+0"2 .87+(_ .66+(_ .43+02 .11-K_
-.18.(_ .36-01 .20+(_ .43+0_ .871,0_ .10-N13 .97+0_ .84+Q2 .79+(_ .56+0_ .34+0_ .80+01
•91+00 .24+01 .33+01 .40+01 .73+01 .49+01 .21+00 -.24+01 -.46+01 -.54+01 -.45+01 -.12+01
.47+O2 .62+Q2 •11+03 .95-I-0_ .35-H32 .14+02 .15-I02 .21+0_ •22+0_ .26+02 .33+0_ .61+02 .47-I,0_ .8'_,01
-,41+0_ -,26102 .11eC_ ,30.H_ .60+01 -.58+01 -,34+0! -,16+01 ,T8+00 .42+01 .93+01 .22+_2 ,11+02 ,99+00
,26+01 .69+01 ,14+0_ .10+0_ ,87+00 -.21+01 -,24+01 -.34+01 -,36+01 -.41+01 -,52+01 -,911-01 -.75+01 -,14+01
.64K_ ,11H33 .494.(_ .81+01 ,83+01 ,67+O1 .86+Q1 ,88+01 ,90+01 ,11+C_ ,11+0_ .15.1(_ •22+02 ,37+02
-. 54+0_ -.25+02 -. 48+00 -. 73+01 -.7 I+01 -. 53+01 -. 60+01 -. 57+01 -. 49+01 -. 53+01 -. 45+01 -. 50-1-01 -. 51+01 -. 68+01
.48+01 .17+02 .67+01 -.56-I_0 -.71+00 -.69+00 -.10+01 -.11+01 -.12+01 -.16+01 -.17+01 -.24-101 -.36+01 -.61+01
,14+O3 .6414_ .71H91 ,72+01 ,72101 .91+01 .73+01 .93+01 ,94+01 .95+01 ,11+(_ ,13+02 .l[.'e0_ ,26+0_
-.97+0_ -.21+Q2 -.70+01 -.69+01 -.68+01 -.82+01 -.64+01 -.79+01 -,74+01 -.73+01 -.82+01 -.88+01 -.96+01 -°14+0_
,14+Q2 .90+01 -.23+00 -.32+00 -.40+00 -.64+00 -.59+00 -.82o,00 -.96+00 -.10+01 -.13+01 -.17+01 "-.21+01 -.36+01
• 16+03 .76+01 .76+01 .77+01 .77t,01 .77+01 .77+01 .97+01 °97+01 .78+01 .11.1,02 .11t-0_ .1':>I-02 .18t02
°.12H_3 -.76+01 -.76+01 -.76+0! -.75+01 -.7_._,-01 -.74+01 -.91+01 -.91+01 -.71+01 -.I0+02 -.IO-P0_ -.13+02 -.14+0_
• 15+O2 -,86-01 -. 14.t.00 -. 19+00 -.25+,00 -.30+00 -.35+00 -. 53+00 -, 56+00 -. 51+00 -.8b-IO0 -. 93+00 -, 13+01 -, 16"t-01
.20+03 .79+0! .79+01 .79+0T .7_4",01 .79+01 .79+01 .79+01 .99+01 .99+01 .11+02 .11_ .11,t,,_'2 .20,-t..0_
-. 18+03 -.79+01 -.79+01 -.79+01 -.79-101 -.79+01 -.79+01 -.79t-01 -. 98+01 -. 98+01 -. 111(32 -. 11+02 -. 11+02 -. 19-1(_













o. 10.1.00 -. 36.1,00
.97+01 .13,K}e




o. 63-01 -. 18.100
.71"1'01 .71+01
-.71+01 -.T 1+01





-. 7 S_,'01 -.7 _01





















3" = O, Oo = 90 °, AND sin aL = 0.2
.37-102 ,11"1'03 .124_3 .10+_ ._+02
.23t_ .87+_ .10H_ .97+_ .84+02
.81.4'00 ,73.101 ,49+01 .21+00 o.24+01
.21-1_ .35K_ .14+_ .15.1_ .21.102
-.40+01 .60.K)1 -.58+01 -.34-001 -.164.01
-.47"1'00 .87.100 -.21+01 -.24+01 °.34.+01
.81"1'01 .B3-1F01 .67-1.01 .86.1_1 .8B+01
-.73-1.01 -.71-K)1 -.53-1.01 -.60.1.01 -,57+01
-.56.K)0 -.71+00 -.GgeO0 -.10+01 -.11+01
.72+01 .72+01 .91+01 .73+01 .93+01
- .69-t-01 -.68+01 -.82+01 -. 64+01 - .'/94'01
-. 32+00 - o40+00 -. 64+00 - . 59+00 - . 82+00
.77-K)1 .77+01 .77-K)1 .77+01 . 97-1-01
-.76_01 -.T5+01 -.754'01 -.'/4+01 *.91+01
-.19K)0 -.2._,.00 -.30+00 -.3_t00 -.53+00
.79-1,01 .79+O1 .79+01 .79.1.01 .79+01
-.79e01 -.7SW01 -.79.1,.01 -.79.+01 -.79+01
-.G7-01 -.85-.01 -.101,00 -.12.100 -.13+00
.87.1_2 .G6.102 .43+02 .114'_
.79+02 .56.1_ .34+02 .80+01
.. 4&tO1 .. 54-,K)1 - .45+01 - • 12.1,01
.P-2-t_2 .264.02 .33+02 .61.t_2 .47-_12 .85+01
.78+00 .42+01 .93+01 .2_+02 .11+0_ .99-K)0
-.36-1-01 -.41.1-01 -.52.1401 -.91.101 -.75e01 -.14.K)1
.90-t01 .11.l-Ce .114"0_ .15"1_ .22"K_ .37_O2
-.49-1"01 -.53,101 -.45-1,01 -.50"K)1 -.51+01 -.68"1"01
-.12101 -.16+01 -.171-01 -.24+01 -.36"101 -.61K)1
.94-1"01 .95-1-01 .11+0_ .13"1-02 .15+_ .26+0_ .24+02
-.7,_'-01 -.73401 -.82+01 -.88_1 -.9@4.01 -.14.t02 -.13.t02
-.96+00 -.10+01 -.13+01 -.17+01 -.21+01 -.36+01 -.34+01
.97eO1 .78+01 .11+02 .11.10_ .15-K_ .18+0_ .38e_2
-.91-1-01 -.71+01 -.10-t-0_ -.10+0e -.134.Ce -.14+O2 -.31+Ce
-.56-f.(X) -.51.1-00 -.85-1430 -.93+00 -.13+01 -.18-M31 ..36-1N3|
.99+01 .99.1-01 .11+02 .11+0_ .11"1"0.?. .20-f02 o40+(_
-.98-1-01 -.98+01 -.11+O2 -.11-K)2 -.11+C{2 -.19+0_ -o39e0_
































DISTRIBUTION FOR T = 0, _o = 90 °, AND sin ttL = 0.4
• 94.1.01 .954.01
















-.22+00 -. 15.t.01 -.27+01
.12,1,0_ .14+C_ .15-14_ .214<_
-.66+01 o. _8.101 -.34401 -. 16+01
-.17+01 -.21+01 -.24+01 -.34+01
.83+01 .57+01 .86+01 .88+01
-.71+01 -. $3-K)1 -.60+01 -. 57-1.01
-.71+00 -.69-*00 -. 10+01 -. 11-I.(31
.72401 .91401 .73+01 .93401
-.68+01 -.82+01 -.64+01 -.7_,.01
-.40+00 -.64+00 -.59+00 -.82+00
.77+01 .77-1-01 .77+01 . 97+01
-.7_+01 -.7b-_01 -.Y4+01 -.91+01
-.2"-I00 -.30+00 -.3L+00 -. t3+00
.79+01 .7 9+01 .7 94<)I .79+01
-.T._101 -.79+01 -.79+01 -.79+01
-.85-01 -. 10+00 -. 12+00 -. 13+00
.87.1,0_ .G6-10e .434_, .11.K_
.79+O2 .%+Ce .34+02 .80.01
-.46+01 -.54+01 -.45K)1 -. 12-1.01
._2.+0_ .26+0_ .33+02 .61e0_ .47-t'02 .8_1431
.78..I.00 .42+01 .93+01 .?-2-t(_ .11402 .994X30
-.36+01 -.41+01 -. 2401 -.91+01 -.7E+01 -.14+01
.90+01 .11+02 .11+02 .154432 .22+02 .37+02
-.49+01 -.5;3+01 -.454431 -.'J3,01 -.51+QI -.66+01
-.12+01 -.16+01 -.17+01 -.244"01 -.35+07 -.61_-01
.94+01 .95+01 .11_ .13+0_ .15-t02 .26+02 .2440_
-.74+O1 -.73+01 -._2+01 -._84431 -.?_+01 -.144432 -.134"02
-.95-P00 -.10-P01 -.134-01 -.174-01 -.21+01 -.36+01 -.34-t-01
.97+01 .78+01 .17+0"2 .114-02 .1!;4-02 .184-Q2 .38+02
-.91+01 -.71+01 -.19+02 -.10+02 -.13+Q(2 -.144-0_ -.314-Q2
-. T,5+O0 -. ! 14-00 -. _ =_.-00 -. 93+00 -. 13+01 -. 16+01 -. 36+01
.99+01 .92+01 .11+02 .114432 .11+02 .2C>+02 .40+02
-.964-01 -._EKql -.11+$2 -.11+02 -.11+O2 -.19-M32 -.39+Q2



























- • 31 .*O0 - .56.1.00
.714_31 .72+01
-.701.01 -.69101
-. 23+00 -. 32,+00
.76eOl .77+01
-. 76_K) 1 -.76+01





DISTRIBUTION FOR 3, = 0, 0o = 90 °, AND sin ttL = 0.6
• 31+01 .32+01 .84.tO1
-.19+01 -.16.t,01 -.26+01
-.42.1.00 -.46_00 -.13t01
. 83+01 . 67+01 . 86_01 .88+01
o.71-H31 -.53+01 -.60+01 -.57+01
-.71+00 -.69+00 -.10+01 -.11+01
• 72+01 .91+01 .73+01 .93-t01
-. 684-01 -. 82+01 -. 64+01 -. 7 9,01
-J,o+o0 -.54+00 -.59+00 -.82+00
.77.1.01 .77+01 .77+.01 .97+01
-.75+01 -.75+01 -.74+01 -. 914.01
- .2b..t.O0 -.30.K)O - .35+00 -. _3+00
. 7 _.-01 .7 9+01 .79+O1 .79+01
-.79+01 -.79_1 -.791.01 -.79-,,01
-.85-01 -.10+<:X) -.12,,00 -.13t00
.20.1-01 .37+Q2 .11"t.Q2
• 13+01 .28"t_ .80",.01
-.25+00 -.4G401 -.12"K)1
.12.M32 .22+02 .33+Q2 .614.C_ .47+G2 ,85"1"01
-.16+01 .26+01 .93+01 .22-I.Q2 .11._e ,994,00
-.20.,1"01 -.3r_e01 -.5._C4 -.91+01 -.754_1 -.'14-101
.90+01 .11,1.0e .11+<_ .15'1(3_ .22+Ce o37,1W3_
-.49+01 -.53+01 -.45+01 -.50_I -.51.K)1 -.68-101
-.12+01 -.16+01 -.1"_-I.O1 -.24@01 -.36_1 ..61+01
.94,1"01 .95+01 .II+02 .13+02 .Ib-_ o26+0_ .24-g3e
-.74+01 -.73+01 -.82+01 -.B8+01 -.96e01 -.14-I.G2 -.13_
-.96+00 -.10+01 -.13+01 -.17+01 -.21+01 -.36+01 -.34+01
,97+01 .78+01 .11+_ .11+Ge ,1L-,t02 .18+02 .38_
-.91+01 -.71+01 -.10+O2 -.10.+Ce -.13M_ -.14+(_ -.31+Ce
-.56+00 -.51+00 -.8_:+00 -.93-1C'0 -,13_DI -.16e01 -.36+01
.99+01 .99+01 .11+Q2 .11"1"02 .11+0_ .2C)_ .40_
-.984431 -.98+01 -.11+Ce -.114432 -o11-K_ -.1.9-K_ -.39-K}_
-.21_00 -.19+00 -.29+00 -.32+00 -.34.1,,00 -.62+00 -.13+01
365
TABLE 30




• 18,1.01 .57+01 .|l'_'L_ .22+Q2 .37+012
-.10+01 o.28+01 ..40.1H31 -.51+01 -.68+01
-.26*00 -.83+00 -,18.101 -.36+01 -.61'1'01
.36"1'01 .36'_O1 .36._1 .36"t.01 .37+01 .73401 .73,KI1 .93,K)1 .g4-K)I .95.1.01 .11+(32 .13+02 .15+02 ,26"K_ ,24-_;2
-.36"_1 -.36401 -.36.V01 -.35+01 -.35,1,01 -.66+01 -.64+01 -.79,K)1 -.74+01 -.73-101 -.82"14)1 -.88+01 -._6"K)1 -.14+(212 -.13,1_2
-,21-01 -.63-01 -,IO, K)0 -.14"1,00 -.18"KX) -.51t,00 -.591_0 -.82,1,00 -.96+00 -.10+01 -.13-K)1 -.17,1K)1 -.21+01 -.36.101 -,34.K)1
o76+01 .764'O1 .76"_! .77"_01 .77"_I .77._01 .77_01 .97,101 .97.K)1 ,78+01 .11+02 o11+02 .I,5+02 .18-102 .38"1_2
-,76.101 -.76"H_1 -,76-1.O1 -,76+01 -,75.1_1 -.75.1_01 -.74+01 -,91'_01 -,91"1_1 -.71+O1 -,IO.K_ -ol0+(]2 -,13+02 -.14.1_2 -,31,Q2
-.28-01 -,86-01 -.14+00 -.19.KX) -.25,1,00 -.30+00 -.35K_ -.53,_00 -.56.H30 -.51+00 -.85-KX) -.93.KX) -.134_31 -.16.101 -.36"K)1
.79+01 .79+0! .79._1 .79_! .79+01 .79'_I .79'K)1 .79+01 .99+O1 .99+01 .11+02 .114.02 .11.102 .20K_2 .40102
-o79,1K)1 *.79+01 -.79'101 -.79"K)1 -.79+01 -.79-1,01 -.79"1.01 -,79't,01 -,98.1.01 -.98.O1 -.11+CI2 -.11.102 -,11.K_ -.19+02 -.394._
-. g'/-0e -.29-01 -.48-01 -.67-01 -.85-01 -. 10'100 -. 12"K)0 -. 13'_00 -.21.1<X) -. 1_ -.29,100 -.32.K)0 -.34.t00 -. 62.KX) -. 13.101
TABLE 31
DISTRIBUTION FOR 3' = 1,5, 0o = 0 °, AND sin ttL = 0
.39-K)1 .39+01 .31_1 .18.1,,01 .91,100
-.38+01 -.38-101 -.29+01 -.16+01 -.14.14)0
.45-01 .13+00 .17+00 .13+00 o87-01
.82.01 .82+01 .56+01 .69-K)1 .50-1.01 .39.01 .18+01 .89-01
-.82+01 -.80+01 -.52.1.01 -.61+01 -.411.01 -.28+01 o.11+01 -.47-01
.96-01 .28+00 .32+00 .54+00 .50+00 .451430 .23+00 .12-01
.93+01 .14+Q2 .93+01 .90+01 .72+01 .73-K)1 .55+01 .39+01 .91+00
-. 93.,',.01 -. 13,+432 -. 86+,01 -.76+01 -. 554-01 -.49-t.01 -.31+01 -. 18+,01 -.33+00
.10+00 .b6+00 .60+00 .80+00 .77+00 .90+00 .76+00 .57+00 .14+00
.18+92 .16-143_2 .11+C_ .16+02 .11+02 .10+0_ .82+01 .83+01 .L_OI01 .18+01
-.18+0_ -.1b+0£ -.10+02 -.13K_ -.83+01 -.63+01 -.42+01 -.33+01 -.14.K)1 -.33.KX)
.25+00 .69+00 .764.00 .15+01 .12-'_01 .13+01 .11+01 .12-t01 .81+00 .29+00
.22+02 .84+01 .23-1-02 .15+02 .19-K_ .11+0e .12+0_ .76+01 .68+01 .47+01 .32+01
-.22,1432 -.80+01 -.21,K_ -. 12+02 -. 13K_ -.621.01 -. 55.+01 -.23+01 -. 14+01 -.49+00 -.48-08
.33+00 .38+00 .17+01 .154.01 .23+01 .15.K)1 o18.1.01 .12+01 .11+01 .78+00 .53+00
.21402 .31-K_ .31K_ .18K_ .17.K_ .19+.02 .13H_ .15+02 .10.+4_ .68+01 .47+01 .18+01
-.21K)2 -.29+02 -.27+02 -.13KY2 -.11+0_ -.99+01 -.49+01 -.40+01 -.11+01 -.10-07 .49+00 .33+00
.43-_430 .18+01 .28+01 .20+01 .22+01 .27+01 .20-1-01 .25+01 .16+01 .11+01 .78+00 .29+00
.41+Q2 .55+02 .19K_ .41.K_ .26+02 .18+0_ .25+0_ .16,K_ .12+02 .10+02 .68+01 .b0-K)l .91+00
..40-102 -.51-102 -.18+(_ -.29+02 -.14-1.02 -.78+01 -.63+01 -.21+01 -.19-07 .11+01 .14+01 .14+01 .33+00
.71+00 .31+01 .17+01 .48+01 .37+01 .28-1.01 .40+01 .27+01 .21+01 .1,5+01 .11+01 .81KX) .14+00
.811432 .33.K)2 .82+0_ .29,1.0_ .33+02 .35+02 .20+0_ .21+0_ .16+02 .15+0_ .78+01 .83+01 .39+01 .89-01
-.51+02 -.30+0_ -.49+012 -.17-KY2 -.18+0_ -.10+02 -.28+01 -.31-07 .21+01 .40+01 .23+01 .33+01 .18+01 .47-01
.12+01 .22+01 .84+01 .38+01 .47+01 .55+01 .33+01 .35,+01 .27+01 .25+01 .12+01 .12+01 . b7+00 .12-01
.52+0_ .91+02 .88.1432 .61+02 .48+02 .341.02 .38+02 .20+02 .2b-K)2 .13+0_ .12+02 .82+01 .55+01 .18+01
-.51+02 -.82+02 -.51+(_ -.33-K_ -.16-1-02 -.52+01 -.54-07 .28+01 .83+01 .49+01 .5b+01 .42+01 .31+01 .11+01
.13+01 .54+01 .75+01 .85+01 .73+01 .57+01 .60-1-01 .33+01 .40-1-01 .20-K) 1 .18+01 .11+01 .78+00 .23+00
.12+03 .12+03 .92+(Y2 .75-K)2 .88+02 .49+(_ .34+02 .35+02 .18+0_ .19+(3_ .11+02 .10-1Q2 .731431 .39+01
-.12+03 ..11+0.3 -.b94432 -.31.K_2 -.13+02 -.72-07 ._+01 .10+G_ .76+01 .994-01 .62+01 .63+01 .49+01 .28+01
.37+01 .I0+02 .11+Q_2 .11+_ .I0-I-02 .81+01 .57+01 .55+01 .28+01 .2"/+01 .1L4431 .13+01 .90+00 .4S+00
.21+03 .15+03 .14-K).3 .11-1,03 .99+02 .88+02 .48+02 .33-1432 .26-14_ .17+0_ .19+02 .11+02 .72+01 .50+01 .91+00
..20-103 -.12+03 -.80+0_ -.29-K)2 -.14-08 .13+02 .18+02 .18+02 .14-1_2 .11-tG_ .13+02 .53+01 .h5+01 .41+01 .74+00
.80+01 .1b+'32 .19K_ .18+0_ .18+02 .10,+02 .73+01 .47+01 .37+01 .22+01 .23+01 .12+01 .77+00 .'.,0-P00 .87-01
.36+03 .29+O3 .24+03 .11K)3 .11+03 .75+02 .81+02 .29+02 .41+0_ .18+0_ .1 +0_ .18K_ .90+01 .89+01 .18+01
-.33+03 -.20+03 -.75+0_ -.17-08 .29+02 .31+O2 .33,K_ .17+02 .29+02 .13+Q2 .12K32 .13+02 .76+01 .81+01 .16+01
.17+Q2 .3'.,K_ .37+0_ .19+02 .18+Q2 .11+02 .8'+01 .38+01 .48+01 .20+01 .1!,+01 o1'._-01 .80K)O .L4,,.O0 .13+00
.80+03 .60.+03 .37+03 .24+03 .14+03 .92+02 .b8+02 .82+O2 .19+02 .31K_ .23+0_ .11+0_ .93+01 .b8+01 .31+01
-.73+Q3 -.28+0.3 -.Oh-08 .76-P0_ .80+02 .59+02 .b1+02 .49+0_ .l'J+0_ .27+Q2 .21+02 .10+0_ .86+01 .b2+01 .29+01
.44-K)2 .871'02 .82+02 .37+0_ .19+02 .11+02 .7'.,+01 .84.P01 .17+01 .26+01 .17+01 .76P00 .80+O0 .32+00 .17+00
.28+04 .11+04 .804-03 .29+03 .1'+03 .12+03 .91+02 .33+02 .5543_ .31+0_ .84+01 .164432 .14K_ .82+01 .39+01
-.19+04 -.18-0b .28+03 .20+03 .12+03 .11+03 .82+02 .30+(_ .b1+02 .29+02 .80+01 .15+0_2 .134-02 .80+01 .38+01
.25-P03 .18+03 .87.PQ2 .3b-K)2 .15-K_ o10+02 .64+01 .22+01 .31+01 .16+01 .38+00 .85N00 .b6+O0 .28+00 .13-P00
.98+06 .26+04 .80+03 .36+03 .21¢-03 .12+03 .b2+02 .81+02 .41+02 .21KY2 .22.K_ .16P02 .93+01 .82+01 .39+01
..54-02 .19+04 .73K)3 .33+03 .20+03 .12_433 .51+02 .61+02 .40+02 .21443_ .22K_2 .16"4"02 .93+01 .82+01 .38+01
.10+06 .2b-P03 .44+Q2 °17K_ .80+01 .37+01 .13+01 .12+01 .71+00 .43+00 .33+00 .2_ .10+00 .96-01 .45--01
366
TABLE 32
DISTRIBUTION FOR 3' = 1.5, 00 = 0 °, AND sin eL --- 0.2
.37-101 .37+01 .294_1 .164.01 .73.iO0
-.37.t.01 -.36"_01 ..::'7.1.01 -.14.i.01 -.60.1_0
.43-01 .12"K)0 .16+(30 .12-l.00 .70.-01
.82-t.01 .8,?..i,01 .56.l.01 .69.101 .50_1 .37.1_1 .164,01
-.82+01 -.80+01 -.524.01 -.614'01 -.41.1_1 -.26+01 °.10+01
.96-01 .28+00 .32+O0 .54-K)O .50+OO .43"1,00 .21+O0
. E3+O1 . 14+(_ . 93._1 . 90+01 . 72+O1 o73+O1 . 55-1_1 .38,_11 . 73-K)O
- o93.1,01 - . 13-(-O2 - ° 86"1'O1 -. 76+01 - ° 55-1_31 - . 49+01 - .31"I'O1 -. 18+01 - .25+O0
.10-_O .56.K)0 .60-I_) .80+00 .77+00 .90+00 .TE+OO .564.00 .11+00
.16-1_e .16_e .11+(_ .16,1_12 .11+G{_ .104_e .82+01 .83+01 .50+O1 .16.1.O1
-. 16_12 -. 1 _ -. 10_3e -. 13+02 -. 83+O1 -. 63+01 -. 42+01 -. 33+01 -. 14+01 - .304.00
°2_l-00 .69+00 .76-tOO .15+01 .12+01 .13_31 .11+01 .12+01 .80+OO °26+00
.22-l.012 .84+01 .P-,3-1.02 .15._ .19.K_ .11+Ce .12-i_12 .76-l.01 .68"1"01 .47+01 .29.l.01
- ._-I._e -.80.K) I -.:>1+02 -. 12.1_e -. 13.1_ -.62+01 -. 5.5+01 -.23+01 -. 14+01 -. 49,1.00 -.43-06
.33.._00 .38,.;,00 .17+01 .1_'_1 .23.,_01 .15.1-01 .18+01 .12.1,_1 .11+01 .7_,;.,C_ .4_.(X)
.21-l.02 .31._12 .314_12 .18+(_ .17-l.02 .19-l-02 .13+Ce .15;-t_e .10+_ .68+01 .47+01 .16+01
-.21-i,02 -.29lee -.27-i._ -.134._e -.11+02 -.99401 -.49.101 -.40+01 -.11+01 -.10-07 .49.1.(30 .30.100
.43+00 .16,,I,01 .26+01 .20.,I,01 .2J_.+01 .27+01 .20+01 .2,_1,01 .16..01 .11+01 .78,,I,00 .26.,I,00
.41"I_ .55.K_ .19-1.0e .414"_2 .26_.,(_ .18_4)2 .25+(_ .16+(_ .12-I-02 .10.1_ .684'01 .504.01 .734_O
-.40-1.02 -.51,,1._e -.1._,l,_e -.29,4,,Ce -.14+02 -.76+01 -.63-1,01 -.21+01 -.19-07 ,11-1-01 .144,01 .14,+01 .2_1,00
$71"K)0 .31+0t .17+O1 .48+O1 .37-1-01 .28+01 .40_O1 .27+01 .21+01 .16+O1 .11+01 .80_E)O .11.1_O
• 61_e .33-K_ .62_._12 .29+O2 .33_,02 .35-1-CI2 .20+Ce .21._ .15+_ .1_CI2 .76.1_1 .83-_1 .38+01
-.61_0_ -.30-1"02 -.49'4.02 -.17+0_ -.16-kC_ -.10-f(_ -.28+01 -.31-07 .21+01 .40+O1 .23-H31 .33-1"O1 .18+01
.12-K)1 ._+01 .644"01 .38+01 .47+01 .55+01 .33+01 .35+01 .27+01 .25-1-01 .12+01 .12+01 .56-1-00
._2+02 .91-1_3e .68+O2 .61+C_ .46+O2 .34+3e .36+02 .20+0_ .2_,-C_ .13-1_e .12+(32 .82+01 .5.54.O1 .16+01
-.51+CI2 -.82-K_ -°51+02 -.33.1_12 -.16.1.O2 -.52-1.01 -.54-07 .28+01 .63+01 .4_-01 .55.1_1 .42+O1 .31+01 .10-K)1
.13+01 .64-v01 .75+O1 .8_D1 .73+01 .57+O1 .60+01 .33+01 .40.K)1 .20+O1 .18+01 .11+O1 .76.1,00 .21-K)O
.12+O3 .12+O3 ._J_+O2 .75-1<_ .E6+0_ .49+02 .34+0_ .3_ .184,3e .19-1.02 .11_3_ .10+(]e .73+01 .37+01
-o12+O3 -.11+O3 -.594.02 -.31-_-02 -.13+(_ -.72-07 .52+O1 .10-1_ .76-1-O1 .99+O1 .62.O1 .63-1_1 .49+01 .26-_31
.37-1.01 .10-I_e .11.1_ .11+0_ .10-K_ .81.(.O1 .57+01 .5_1 .28+01 .27+01 .1-=_.01 .13"1"01 .90-I_O .43+OO
.92+Ci2 .10+O3 .14+03 .11+E3 .99+02 .56-1-02 .46+02 .33+0_ .26+CI2 .17+Ce .19-1-Ce .11+0e .72+01 .50-I-01 .734-00
-.90.I.(_ -.84+_3e -.B0+02 -.29+C1_ -.14-06 .13+0e .16+CI2 .16+C_ .14+CI2 .11+02 .13-I.Ce .83+01 ._5-_1 .41-1.01 .60.1.00
.31+01 .lO+Ce .1_'<_ .18+Ce .15-K_ .10-1.O2 .73+01 .47-K)1 .37+01 .22+01 .23+01 .12+01 .77+00 ._O+00 .70-O1
.61-K_ .11+O3 .11+O3 .7_-(_ .61+0_ .29.K_ .41+O2 .18+Ce .15+Ce .16+Ce .90+01 .69+O1 .164.01
-.19+O2 -.17-06 .29+O2 .31+C_ .33+(_ .17+02 .29-K_ .13+C_ .12.K_ .13+O2 .76+O1 .61+01 .14+01
• 97+01 .19+0e .184-O2 .11_1_12 .8_01 .38+01 .48+O1 .20-I_1 .15+O1 .1_'-01 .80+00 .54+OO .12-1,00
.61+C_ .14-K_3 .92+0_ .68+0_ .62.1_ .19+0e .31,1_12 .23.t.0_ .11+0_ .93-I.01 .56+01 .29+01
.19+C2 .8C_.CI2 .59+Ce .51-1-(_ .49+02 .15+O2 .27+(_ .21E .10-I.C_ .86+O1 .52+O1 .27+01
.97.1_1 .19-1-02 .11+O2 .7_01 .64+O1 .17+01 .26+01 .17+01 .76+00 .60+00 .32+00 o16+OO
.10+03 .12+O3 .91+CI2 .33+0_ .5_12 .31+O2 .84+01 .16-K_ .14-1"O2 .82+01 .37+O1
.84+0_ .11+03 .82-1_32 .30-t-(_ .51-I.02 .29+C_ .80._1 .15+O2 .13+Ce .80+01 .36+01
.10+O2 .10+02 .64+O1 .P_+01 .31+01 .16+01 .38+OO .69+00 .56+OO .28+00 .12.K)O
.SI2-10_ .12+03 .52+02 .61+02 .41+0e .21+_ .P-2-10_ .164'02 .93+01 .82+01 .37+01
.90+O2 .12+03 .51+C_ .61+OI2 .40+Ce .21+02 .PP.I_2 .16_ .93+01 .82+01 .37401
.31+01 .37+01 .13_O1 .12+01 .71-1.OO .43+O0 .33.K)0 .25_'.OO .10+O0 .96-01 .43-01
367
TABLE 33
DISTRIBUTION FOR 3' = 1.5, 0o = 0% AND sin aL = 0.4
26t01 .26+01 .18.,101 .54".1430
-.26-101 -.25+01 -.17-1'01 -.48+00
30-01 o91-01 .10400 .39-01
824,01 .82.K)1 .56+01 .G_{.01 .47401 .26401 .54400
-.82.t01 -.80.1.01 -.52+01 -.61-_01 -.38+01 -.1_,._1 -.344.00
_16-01 .28+00 .32+00 .54KX) .46400 .30+00 .69-01
eJ3401 .144'(_ .e_'k01 .90-l'01 .72+01 .73+01 .55"_1 .244'01
..qJ_3401 -.13+C_ -.86+01 -.76-1"01 -.5,_31 -.49-1-01 -.31+01 -.11+01
10+00 .56+00 .60,100 .80+00 .77+00 .90-100 .76+00 .35+00
,16.1_12 .16+(_2 .11+02 .164C2 .11+C_ .10+(_ .82+01 .83+01 .44-t,01 54-400
-.16-K_ -.1,_G2 -.10+Q2 -.13+02 -.83401 -.63+01 -.42+01 -.33+01 ..12+01 -.11+00
2,5-1.00 .69-1-00 .76.KX) .15-101 .12+01 .13+01 .11.101 .12+01 .71+00 88-01
.22._2 .84-K)1 .P-.3_2 .1,_'_ .19+Q2 .11+02 .12-1.O2 .76+01 .68+01 47+01 .13401
..22+02 -.80.K)1 -.214._2 -.12.H32 ..13.t_2 -.62+01 -.5,_.-01 -.23.K)1 -.14,1,01 -.49+00 -.19-08
.33+00 .38.KX) ".17+01 .1,_.-01 .23+01 .15-1,01 .18-1_1 .12+01 .11+01 78+00 .22+00
.21+02 .31K)2 .31+02 .18+Q2 .17H32 .19-K)2 .13+02 .15,H3_ .10H32 681.01 .47+01 .54+00
-.21+02 -.2_02 -.27.tQ2 -.13.K_ ..11-V32 -.9_.01 -.4_'01 -.40+01 -.114,01 -.10-07 .49+00 .11+00
.43+00 .16+01 .26+01 .20401 .22+01 .27+01 .20+01 .25+01 .16+01 11+01 ,78+00 .88-01
.41402 .55+02 .19+02 .41-t.02 .26+02 .18+0_ .25+02 .16+02 .124,02 10-1.O2 .68+01 .44+01
..40.H32 -.51.1C_ -.15-I02 -.29-1(_ -.14K)2 -.76+01 -.63+01 -.21+01 -.19-07 11.1-01 .14+01 .124,01
.71+00 .31V31 .17_1 .48+01 .371_1 .28+01 .40+01 .27K)1 .21+01 .16+01 .11+01 .71K)0
.33,H32 .33+02 .62+O2 .29+02 .33+02 .35-K)2 .20.H_ .21+02 .16+02 .15K_ .76+01 .83+01 .24+01
..32.1,02 -.30+C_ -.49t02 -.17+02 o.16-K_ -.IO-H_ -.28+01 -.31-07 .21.P01 o40+01 .23+01 .33+01 .11+01
.77+00 .22+01 .64-K)1 .38+01 .47.K)1 .55+01 .33+01 .35+01 .27.101 .25+01 .12+01 .12+01 .35+C0
.33+02 .46+C_ .34-1C_ .36+02 .20-K_ .25-t.0_2 .13+C_ .12-K_ .82+01 .55+01 .54+00
-.18+02 -.16+02 -.52+01 -.b4-07 .28+01 .63+01 .49+01 o55+01 .42+01 .31+01 .34+00
.45+01 .73+01 .57+01 .60+01 .33+01 .40dK)l .20+01 .18+01 .11+01 .76+00 .69-01
.83+01 .49K_ .34+02 .35+02 ,18-K)2 ,19+02 .11+02
-.17+01 -.72-07 .52+01 .10K_ .76+01 .99-P01 ._2+01
. 13.K)1 .81+01 .b7+01 . bS-I.01 .28+01 .27+01 . 1'_-01
.83+01 .46+02 .33+0"2 .26K_ .17+02 .19K)2
.17+01 .16.+.(_ .16,.i..02 .14..I-0_ .11-I.,0_ .13+02
.13+01 .73+01 .47+01 .37+01 .22+01 .23+01
.33+02 .29+02 .41+02 .18+0"2 .1_02
.18+0_ .17+_2 .29+02 .13+.C2 .121_
. 4_,01 .38+01 .48+01 .20K) 1 . I_._01
.62+02 .19+_ .31+02 .23+02
.49-K)2 .15-t0_ .27+C_ .21-K_
.64+01 .17+01 .26+01 .17+01
.33102 .55-t02 .31+02 .84+01
. 15"K_ . 13+G2 . 8CH_1 .25401
.30-I.(_ .51+C_ .2t_0_ .80101
.22+01 .31+01 .16+01 .3GIO0 .69+00 .56+00 .28+00 .91-01
.33+02 .41+0_ .21+0_ .22.O2 .16-P0_ .93+01 .82+01 .26+01
.32.',02 .40+02 .21+O2 .22K_ .16K)2 .93+01 .82+01 .26+01
.77_00 .71_)O .4_+00 .334_O .25-KX) .10+00 .96-01 .30-01
.10-1.02 .'/3+01 .26+01
.63+01 .49-P01 .19+01




.16+02 . _0+01 .69+01 .54.1,00
.13+02 .76+01 .61+01 .48400
.15.1-01 .80+00 .54-100 .39-01
.11+02 .93+01 .56+01 .18+01
.10+02 .86+01 .52+01 .17+01
°76+00 .60-t00 .32100 .10+00
.16+0e .14-K_ .82+01 .26+01
368
TABLE 34




.'833.401 .14._3e .9_401 .76401 .34401 .17101
- . eJ_401 - . 131432 - . 86+01 -.65_1 - .26-1_01 -. 11401
.10400 .56.4,00 .60_ .67+00 .36400 .201.00
.16._02 .164(_ .11.1,(_ .16._2 .11,1,(32 .10._2 .55401 .174.01
-.16+02 -.1_,_2 -.10.1Q2 -.134_32 -.83*01 -.6,3*01 -.28.*01 -.6g*_0
.25.1.00 .60_.1,00 .TriO0 .15101 .12.$01 .13.101 .7_lkO0 .26+00
.lO.K)e .71.101 .19_ .!1_0e .121_ .TG.J01 .17.101
-.9_I.01 -.58.J.01 -.13_e -.69+01 -.55-101 -.234.01 -.35400
.78._0 .?04,(X) .23._)1 .15._01 .18401 .1244)1 .28._0
.1_ .13-K_ .154_2 .10*.C_ .17".101
-.57-1"01 -.49_1 -.40+01 °.11"1'01 -.2_-08
.15_D1 .::'0401 .2_.01 .16._.01 .28,,I.00
.35-I,01 .16',l.C12 .12.1.02 .I0+(_ .17.,l,01
..9_.I,00 -.21.,I.01 -.19-07 .11*01 .35+00
• 5"(+00 .27.101 .21-t.01 . 16-4.01 .28+00
.35-J01 .16.H_ .1._12 ."/61'01 .17.01
-.54-08 .21.K)1 .40._01 .?.3+01 .69-_00
.5_4)0 .27+01 .25+01 .12+01 .26-1.(X)
.35,,K)1 .13+0e .12-f02 .55-I'01
.9_J.O0 .4g+01 .55-lQ1 .28";O1
.57-1"00 .20.(.01 .184.01 .7_+00
.10+0_ .11._2 .JO._.Q2 .17-_)1
• b--r-_.01 .62.1.01 .63+01 .11+01
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TABLE 39
DISTRIBUTION FOR 3' = 1.5, 80 = 30 °, AND sin aL = 0.8
.40._1 .40_01 .40+01 .40401 .18401 ._4_0
..40._1 ..40.l.01 -.39+01 -.38+01 -.1T+01 -.83.1_0
.29-01 .89-01 .14+O0 .20+00 .11_ .65--01
._LO+Ol ._:''K)I .6_01 .36+01 .56'K)1 .39'1_1 .194OI
--. 52'4'01 ". 51+01 --* 63+01 ".34+01 .. 50+01 " .34+01 --. 16"0'OI
,44-01 .1344X) .2_ °22400 ,41400 .33.t00 .18taO0
.27401 °27401 .64401 .464.01 .43401
-.24+01 -.23401 -._401 -.3_+01 -.30401








I .27+01 .27+01 .644.01 .46+01 .43.1_1
.5_'_01 -.24401 -.23+01 -.5_._1 -.35+01 -.304-01
-.16400 ..23.1a_ -°6_ -.50+00 -.50_,_0
.52401 .55._1 .3644)1 .56.;.01 .394.01 .19.1_1
-.,5_Q1 -.51_1 -.63"+01 -.34._1 -.504_1 -.34+01 -.16.l_1
-o44-01 -.134.00 ,.294_X) -.22.1_Q -.41-_0 -.334.00 °.16.1_0
.40+01 .40._1 .40._1 .40._1 .18401 .9_-I00
-.404_I -.40401 o.3944)1 -.384Q1 -.174.01 -.83.K)0
-.Z9-01 -.89-01 -.144430 -.204_Q -.114Q0 -.55-01
378
TABLE 40




.1Q.1_12 .13+02 .1_ .12,t(_ .11_._ .l(_e .71.t-01 ._
-.lO.iK_ -.9_1_)1 -.344_1 .11-t_1 .474'01 .624_1 .54+01 .45.l_0
.324<)0 .11+01 .964.00 .11-K)1 .48-1"00 .61-_ -.31-1_0 -.33-01
.28"_(_ .23.K_ .28.1K_ .24.t.02 .244.O2 .234-C_ .22+02 .24+02 .18+O2 .324.O1
-.27,,i, O2 -.19,,iCe -.13"!O2 -.36.(,O1 .33.t,01 .87+01 .13..t, O2 .16+_ .12+(_ .15,,K)!
.90,it.O0 .20.1.01 .36.101 .34+01 .32-101 .23.l,01 .12.101 -.58,_ -.13+01 -.41+00
.43.1,_2 .5_ .44+0e .51+0e .4.5,1_e .38+02 .36.t02 .29.l.02 .27-I.C2 .28.,i.ee .17+02 .15+01
-.42.1ce -.454,02 -.224,(]e -.83.101 .81.1_I .15-1C_ .21.1,02 .18-l-oe .19.1.0_ .17,i.ce .78.1_1 .57.(<)0
.15.,I01 .60.101 .61-1,01 .77.1,01 .68-1,01 .48_,_1 .35+01 .154<)1 .11,1,00 -.20+01 -.22+01 -.23.,11,_0
.91._O2 .g7+02 .10.t.03 .81+_ .8%_ .73+_ ._,-(-_ .47+(_ .31+_ .27+02 .2_ .27-(.G2 .334_1
-.87.K_ -o71+(_ -.41.K_ -.4,_Q1 .22-tO_ .38+02 .36-t_2 .37+Q2 .22+02 .19+(_ .14+O2 ._4<)1 .464_0
.37_'_1 .10+(_ .1_:_<_ .13+02 .12.14_ .94-1.O1 o_2_()1 .29+01 .71-1.00 o.4_LX) -.18+01 -.374QI ..52.ir_O
.1_3 .21,1_3 .20+03 .17,t_33 .12-1.O3 .114_3 .81+02 .4_2 .51+02 ,32+Q2 .234_ .24-1_2 .264<_ .244_1
-.18-_3 -.144_3 -._ .28+02 .5_(_ .74+(_ .64+Q2 .37+(_ .42,_C_ .24+(_ .11+_ ._4_1 .81-t_Q -._i4QO
.8g,_01 .2_ .32_ .28-_4_ .17-1_2 .12,tQ2 .62+01 .1_<)1 .51-t_0 -.79+00 -.13+01 -.234_I -.384.01 -.3_
.40+03 .41_(_3 ._ .33+03 .24-_3 .13-t_3 .73+C_ .54<-02 .48+02 .31+(_ .2_2 .24-4_ .23.t_ .23-t_2
-.37_0 -.27+03 -.33-t_2 .114_3 .1_3 .114_3 .6r_Q2 .41-m_ .40.1.02 .21-_ .13.1<_ .86-_)1 .19.01 -.60+01
.21102 .6_ .7_ .50.1(_ .28102 .1010_ .201.01 .g4+o0 -.11"1"01 -.15t01 -.14101 -.191.01 -.26.101 -.33401
.16104 .13404 .98.1C0 .44103 .19103 .11_ .675-K_ ..504-02 .35+02 .27-K)2 .22-10_ .18.10e ._01,(_ .251_e .1_
-.144.04 -._ °25+(33 .3C,1_3 .17.03 .10"1.03 .54+02 .38+02 .20+_e .1,5.1.02 .78-1_1 .32,i_01 .19_D1 -.TO-I_l -.60.Q1
.10103 .19103 .151¢(3 .4_ .114_e .12"K)1 -.15-f01 -.20+01 -.19+01 -.18-101 -.16101 -.12-1_1 -.20401 -.31101 -.13101
.50+04 .41,1_4 .70-1_ .12+(_ .T7+02 .47-t<_ .37+02 .314-(_ .24-K_ .21+C_ o21+02 .21_C_ .14-_ .204_2 .20_
-.374Q4 .g3+C_ .42+03 .10+03 .55-_ .294.(_ .17_ .1F_C_ .91-1-01 .52-t_1 .4(_01 .264_I -.27_01 -.78-_01 -.13,t_
.4_ .654,(_ .7/I.0e -.11+01 -.414,01 -.33-1,01 -.261.01 -.25.101 -.18+01 -.131.01 -.16-1_1 -.1"/.IOI -.9_.100 -.16101 -.20101
.334Q5 .54-1_3 .32._(_ .294<_ .28-_ .27+02 .2_ .22-K_ .23-t_2 .19+0_ .17+02 .1B4_2 .17.iK_ .16_C_ .27-t_
-.21,1_5 .34-_1 -.5,%'O1 -.27-(.O1 -.21"1<)0 .14-'.._1 .244.01 .13.,'.01 .21-t.01 .17+01 -.87+00 -.20,}OI -.44+01 -.74-t.01 -.21._2
.36+04 .83.it_2 -.39+01 -.2_t_1 -.2._1 -.23._1 -.19+01 -.13-t.O1 -.15"1"01 -.13+01 o.82_0 -.85+00 -.70400 -.Tg.t._Q -.15._01
.344Q9 .20_*(_ .2C_Q2 .22,i_2 .l_.t_ .19+(_ .20"$02 .21+(_ .19+02 .lg+02 .15+_2 .164<_ .164<_ .16,14)e .2"t4_
- .34._9 -. 17+02 -. 1 _ -. 114_2 -.7,_01 -. 59+01 - .37"_1 -.3-5+01 - .22.K)1 - .214.01 - .21+01 -.32+01 - .46"1'01 - .75"1'01 - .23.1_
.23.10"/ -.034Q0 -.22tO0 -.14._1 -.33.p00 -.82.K)0 .._ -.57.t00 -.27.1_0 -.79_0 -.1B_0 -.L:_t4X) -.804_0 -.384,(X) -.564,00
-.344_9 -.704_1 .14,i_1 -.79.1_01 -.77+00 -.424_1 -.4_01
.34-_Q9 .514Q1 -.31_1 .13-1_1 -.26+01 -.1_1 -.21+01
.23-_7 -.17+01 -.22+01 o.31"_1 -.284.01 -.30+01 ..32,_1
-.33+05 -._2+03 -.21"_ -.12"_ -.13-t.<_ -.13,_2 -.11+_
.21._Q5 o.21+_ -.444_1 -.11-_2 -.104-02 -.11,i_ -.10+O2
.36.t_4 .824.(_ -.47+01 -.41._I ..42+01 -.41,1_1 ..39.01
-.504.04 -.41+04 -. 69+(_ -. 11+03 -.63.t_ - .3_ -.244"{_
.37"(,04 -. 10+03 -. _ -. 111_3 -. 67,i_2 - .3?t_2 -.27"t_2
.48-IO3 .65+03 .771_ -.19"101 -.54.4.01 -.44.401 -.41-101
..12+04 -.13+04 -.97103 -.43,1_3 -.18,1E3 -.10103
.1_04 .42.1K_ -.2_13 -.31+03 -.184_3 -.1(>1_3
.8_ .19.t_3 .1._(3 .484.(_ .10.1_i2 .60_
.40"t_3 -.1_1.03 -.42+03 -.3,2"t_3 -.234'00 -.12"t_3
-.3T'_3 .41.t_2 .23+_ -.12"i_3 -.1E4._3 -.12"t_3 -.72"t_2
-.21"t_2 .26"_. .6_',_ .49_ .2_ .96+01 .16+01
.19'_3 .21"_3 .8_'K_ -.12"t_3 -.114'_3 -.10<'_3 -.73+02
-.184'(_ -.14"0Q3 -.42_ -.31+(_ -.63.t'_2 -.81"_'(_ -.71"t_2
-.89"_1 -.26+_ -.13"t_ .1_._ .17+0_ .12+02 .59"_1
.91"K_ .gT"K_ .104._ .81+02 .57+02 -.314<)1 -.89'1"01
-.874'(_ -.71't_ -.41'K_ -.45'101 .12_ -.96+01 ..13-t_2
-.37+01 -.10+_ -.1,%_O2 -.13"102 -.8_t.O1 .,_2"t_0 .1(_1
.43.44_ .59_(_ .444.(_ .51,1_e .4,_4_ .38.10_ .3E-I.02
-.42_ -.4_02 -.22+02 -.83-_01 .814,01 .1_2 .21+02
-.15.K)1 -.60+01 -.61+01 -.77.01 -.68-1_1 -.4&*01 -.35+01
.26+_ .23,t<_ .28,t.C_ .24+(_ .24.1_2 .23+02 .22+_
-.27._2 -.1_ -.13+(_ -.3_t_1 .33+01 .87._.01 .13.1<_
-.904_0 -.20.O1 o.3_1 -.34+01 -.:_1 -.23-_)1 -.12,_O1
.10-_ .13-t.0_ .10.t-_ .12,t._2 .114.C_ .10._ .T1._1
-.10_ -.98+01 -.34_1 .11101 .47.t.01 .62101 .54+01




-.2g._1 ..13+01 -.44+01 -.82_O -.86-K)0 -.44-_1 -.16"t_1 .3(>_X)
-.27+01 -.28,t_1 -.21_O1 -.1_<)1 -.19-_1 -.46+_ -.8_,_0 -.Ig+01
-.3_+01 -.32+01 -,31-1"01 ..24+01 -.27-_1 -.2_,_1 -.23-t.01 -.21-t_1
-.77+01 -.9_01 -.83+01 -.43+01 -.41+01 -.24_1 -.lg'_1 .4_._1
- . 89.1,,01 - . 91+01 ..72.1.01 - . 57,,I,01 - . 57-1,O1 - . 53.1_1 - . 43._O1 -. 90,,O1
- .33+01 . .3_01 . .2_O1 . .2_-1_1 - .28+O1 - .25-_01 o .22+01 - . 1_O1
-.21+O2 -.14-_ -.9e-tO1 -.10_ -.101_ -.31+01 -.3._1 .6TH)I
-.22.10_ -. 16+C_ -. 13.10_ -.12K)_ -. 10-1,O2 -.6"/+01 -.79+01 -.854.01
-.3T+01 -.31+O1 -.28101 ..2g+01 -.29+01 -.19401 -.23-1.OI .24-01
-.56102 -.4_ -.?-3402 -.19402 ..12K_ -.75_1 -.1010_ -.191.O1 .87.101
-.631_ -.46102 -.30ICe -.22-1_ -.1610_ -.13.1(_ -.11.K_ -.1_ -.5_1
-.23101 -.29101 -.30+O1 -.264.O1 ..25+01 -.21+01 -.25tO1 -.134.01 .1CI01
-.6T_ -.411.02 -.4044:}_ -.23402 -.15+0_ -.134_ -.51+01 .181(_
- . 53-1-02 - . 47+(_ - .28+(_ - .23+O2 - . 1 _ - . 12_02 - • 7_01
.G9-01 -.1_t_1 -.lg4.01 ..lg-t_l -.21+01 -.13._1 .2_1
-.38402 -o431(_ -.2440_ -.13_'g_ .614.00 .234.02 .241Oi
-.44.10_ -.51+0_ ..32.1.O_ .._-1_2 -.94-1,01 -.11-1.01 ..54iK)0
.16401 .23-t00 -.90+00 ..11+01 -.44-01 .34.1"01 .38100
-.17-_2 .28+01 .83+01 .18+Q2 .27-t<_ .33+01
.._:_-_ -.5_.01 .20-i_0 .6_.01 ._+01 .4_+(_
.11_1 .30-01 .26-1-00 .14+01 .37+01 .524_10
.29+_ .27-1.02 .28+02 .17,1_2 .1_01
.18,10e .19102 .17-102 .78+01 .574.00

































































































-. 154.02 -. 11-K)2
-.22+00 -.14+01
.11_ .lO-I_e .71_)1 .50+(X)
.47+O1 .62e_1 .54_1 .45-1_O
.48+00 .61-(_ -.31+O0 -.33-01
.24-I_e .P.3.K_ .22+0_ .24+02 .18+O2 .32+01
.33+01 .87+O1 .13+02 .16eO2 .12+C_ .15-_1
.32+01 .23+01 .12+01 -.58.H30 -.13+01 -.41+00
.45.K_ .38-K)2 .36-1._2 .29+02 .27+.02 .28+02 .17+02 .1_1
.81+01 .15-K_ .21+C_ .18+.0_ .19+02 .17-eC_ .78+O1 .57.K)0
.68+01 .48+01 .35+01 .15+01 .11+00 -.20+01 -.22+01 ..23.K)0
.85_ .73+C_ .54-H32 .47-_ .31.K_2 .27-_ .26-P_ .27.1._2 .33+01
.2.2-1-0_ .38_ .36+0_ .37+0e .22+Q_ .19+0_ .14-H3_ .9_+OI .46+00
.12_32 .94+01 .52+01 .29+01 .71+00 ..45+00 -.18+01 -.37_1 .._T_,O0
.12+O3 .11+03 .81+_ .46+02 .51+02 .32,1_2 .23+C_ .24-_2 .26.1,02 .24+01
.55-1.0_ .74-K_ .64-_2 .37+02 .42+02 .24-_ .11-K)2 .92-_1 .81+00 -.54+00
.17+O_ .12+02 .62+01 .19+O1 .51+O0 -.79+00 -.13-H31 -.23+01 -.38+01 -.38+00
.24+03 .13+03 .73+O2 .54+O2 .48+0_ .31-1_2 .26-H_ .24+Ce .23.K_ .23-K_
.15+03 .11,K)3 .66_ .41+02 .40-_ .21-K_ .13+02 .86+01 .19-I.01 -.60+01
.28,_3_ .10-1-(_ .20-K)1 .94+00 -.11+01 -,15+01 -.14+01 -.19+01 -.26-t_1 -.33.K)1
.16+03 .11+03 .65-K_ .50+0_ .3_ .27._3_ .22.+0_ .18-1"C_ .204,02 .25+C_ .10-K_
.14,H33 .10-P03 .544_2 .38-H_ .201_ .1%_2 .78+01 .32+01 .19-H31 -.70.1.01 -.60+01
.93+01 .12-1-O1 -.15+01 -.20+01 -.19+01 -.18+01 -.16+01 -.12+01 -.20e01 -.31.O1 -.13+01
.77-1_2 .47+02 .37+02 .31+02 .24+O2 .21+02 .21+O2 .21+02 .14+02 .20.1_ .20+02
.55+O2 .29-1.0_ .17-1-(_ .15+0_ .91+O1 ._-K)I .40+01 .26e01 -.27101 -.78-_31 -.13-1-0_
-.41+01 -.33+01 -.26+01 -.25-K)I -.18+01 -.13+01 -.16+01 -.17+01 -.9_+00 -.16_)I -.20+01
. 28+0_ . 27-K_ .26.K_ . 22-K_ . 23-K_ . 19+(_ . 17-K_ . 18+02 . 17"K_ . 16+C_ .27"_
-.21"_30 .14+01 .24"_1 .13+01 .21+01 .17-K)1 -.87+00 -.20+01 -.44+01 -.74"K)1 ..21+02
-.25-K)I -.23+01 -. 19+01 -. 13+01 - . I _,_01 - . 13+01 -. 82+00 -. 8 E_*,00 -.70+00 -.79-K)0 -. 15+01
.19-K)2 .19-H_ .20-P_ .21+_2 .19+C_ .1<_-_'2 .1_2 .16+_2 .16+02 .16+(_ .27+02
-.75+01 -.59+01 -.37+01 -.35+01 -.29.+01 -.21+01 -.21+01 -.32+01 -.46+01 -.75-I01 -.23+02






















































































































































-.29+01 -.13-K)1 -.44+01 -.82-H30 -.86"1"00 -.44+01 -.16+01 .30+00
-.27+01 -.28+01 -.21+01 -.18+01 -.18+01 -.46eO0 -.85_00 -.19+01
-.35-I.01 -.32+01 -.31+01 -.24+01 -.27+01 -.25+01 ..23+01 -.21-I"01
-.77+01 -.95_01 -.83_Q1 -,43+0_ -.41+01 -.24_I -.19+01 .49+01
-.89+01 -.91+01 -.72+01 -.57+01 -.57-K)I -.53+01 -.43.K)I -.90+01
-.33e01 -.3,%K) 1 -o29+01 -.26+01 -.28+01 -.254_31 -.22-K)1 -. 15+01
-.21-1._ -.14-K_ -.98+01 ..10+C_ -.IO,,K)_ -.31+01 -.3_-01 .67+01
-.22.1,0_ -.16+(_ -.13+C_ -.12-I_2 -.10+0_ -.67+01 -.79+01 -.85+01
-.37-H31 -.31_)I -.28-_31 -.29+01 -.29+01 -.19+01 -.23+01 .24-01
-.40-K_ -.23¢-C_ -.19,,I,,(_ -.12+(_ -.75-r_.01 -.lO..a,_ ..19+01 .87,.i,01
-.46+_ -.30+0e -.22+Q2 -.16-1_E -.13-_ -.11K_ -.10-K_ -.55+01
-.29+01 -.304_I -.26+O1 -.25+01 -.21+01 -.25+01 -.13.01 .10-I_I
-.41+C_ -.40_ -.23+0_ -.15+C_ -.13+02 -.51+01 .18+0_
-. 53+Q2 -. 47-1_2 -.28+0_ -. 23-1,_ -" 1 _ -. 12"1"02 -.75+01
.69-01 -.15-_1 -.19-_01 -.19+01 -.21+01 -.13-K)I .25+01
-.38+02 -.43+02 -.24+O2 -.13.1_2 .61.K)0 .23-1,02 .24-H31
-.44+0_ -.51+(_ -.39.,+0_ -.22-1-0_ -.94+01 -.11+01 -,54-I_0
.16+01 .23+O0 -._O-K_) -.11+01 -.44-01 .34+01 .38+00
-.17+02 .28.1.01 .83+01 .18+02
-.22+02 -.58._01 .20+00 .69.1"01
.11+01 .30-01 .26e00 .14+01
.29-K)2 .27.,K_ .28.._2 .17+C_
.18+O2 .lg+0_ .17+(_ .78-I.01














DISTRIBUTION FOR _, = 1.5, 00 = 60", AND sin ttL = 0.4
.13@01 .14401 .14.;01 .10¢01 .lOtOl .10101 .35¢00
-.13401 -.13.101 -.13_1 -.96t00 ..72.#00 ..ST tQC -.38-03
-.15-01 -.46--01 -.77-01 -.80-01 ..11t00 -.14.t00 -.9-01
.33,i_1 .3_I .34-I01 .2544)1 .3_1 .32,*_1 .69,1,01
-.33#01 *.33.(.01 -.33.H)1 -.24-t01 ..28#01 -ed_7.lOi .22+00
-.14--01 -.42--01 -.70-01 -.10¢00 -.16-100 *o25_,00 -.21.Z00
.31"t01 .31401 .31._I .44.t01 .274_1 .33.t.01 .134_
-.31+01 -.31401 -.31.t01 -.44t01 -.27.#01 oo33+01 .50ii.01
.49-04 .14,-(_ .24-03 -.20-01 ..36-01 -471-01 °89¢00
.37@01 .37401 .374'01 .37401 .34"1@1 ,34@01 .32@01
-.37@01 -.37"101 -.37401 -.37@01 -.34401 -o33+01 -.32401
.95-0_ .28-01 .4"/-01 .65-01 .40-01 ,49-01 .20--01
.43.101 .42.01 .4,?@01 .31@01 .40401 .3_1 .38_I
..42.101 ..42_1 -.42@01 -.31@01 -.394_1 -.3tF401 -.37@01
._0-01 .50-:01 .10+00 .9/-01 .12.100 .15tO0 .14.#00
• 47@01 .47+01 .47@01 .3,4_! .45.1_1 °_.t_l .32+01
• .47@01 *.47,,1_1 -.46._1 -.3_1 ..43.,1_! -._-_@01 -.3@}.01
.32-01 .95-.01 .1_ .14¢00 ._¢00 °3@*,00 .19.00
.51@01 .51@01 .38401 .62@01 ._@01 .37@01 ._,8+01
-.51@01 -._1 -.31.t.01 *.59.iMD! -.._o-I01 -.32+01 -.40.101
o44-01 .13-t00 .1_ .344.00 .A34Q_ .31t00 .41400
._3.101 .53401 .53",01 .53401 .67+01 .53401 .17_
-.53.}01 -._.t01 -.50H_1 -.48401 ..56-t01 ..42+01 .2_1_1
.57-01 .17+00 .30.K)0 .39.100 .(_O0 ._-I_0 -._1_0
.67@01 .95+01 .55.01 .84-t01 .72@01 .12-1C_ .25-K_
-.67@01 -.91@01 -._1 -.60jr01 -.$14.01 -.41401 .24401
.il.t00 .44-100 .37+00 .78.400 .84-1.00 -.68-01 -.19'101
._C.01 .67¢01 .12.K_ .11+02 .17-1'02 .19+(_ .20.K_
• .65101 -.61@0| -.10t_2 -.75t01 -.71@01 -.59+01 -.37+01




.294.(]2 .27,1_12 .2tHai2 .17.w(_ .I.5t_1
.I_*02 .19.tC_ .174_ .76¢01 .571_00
.15.101 .11+00 -.20401 -._t01 -._3.H)O
.47+C_ .31-Z._ .27+02 .26.1,_ .27._2 .33.1K)I
.3?l_Z .22,_ .1SqQ2 .141Q2 .9_-I01 .46400
.2_.01 .71+00 -.45q_0 -.18401 -.37¢01 -._..1_0
.36-t_ .51-1_ .3_-I_ ._-t_2 .24-*_ .25.t_ .24-,01
.2_ .424-C_ .24.t02 .11.H_ .92_1 .B14_0 ..54.t00
.144.01 .51+00 ..79_t_0 -.13.1.01 -.23.101 -.384.01 -.38.1.00
.35.H_ .48+_ .311_ .26,H]2 .24+_2 .23.t_ ._,_C_
.22102 .46t02 .211_ .13¢Q2 .86_1 .19t01 -.GOt01
.35100 -. 11@01 -. 15.10! -. 14-1.01 -. 194.01 -.2@101 - .33.101
.43t_ .35+02 .27+02 .22.K]2 .18-1102 .2(_K]2 .25-t_2 .10.H)2
.31+C_ .20.102 .1_ .78401 .3_1 .lg-(01 -.7(_101 -o60+01
-.164_I -.lO_lQ1 -.11_101 -.1@t_1 -.12-t01 -.204.01 -.31@01 -.13-4t01
.31.1,02 .24,1_ .21+02 .21._2 .21+Q2 .14,4.O2 .20_2 o20+_
.15_C_ .91@01 .52@01 .401_| .26.1_1 -.27"K)1 -.78+01 .o13-1).02
-.25-101 -. 18-P01 .. 134,01 -. 16401 -. 17.K)1 -. 924,00 .. 16+01 -.20,1.01
._'_.,I,02 .23+G2 .19+_ .17'._ .18-1"02 .l"t'*_ .1_ .27.102
.13.V01 .21@01 .17t-01 -.87100 -.20461 -.44_31 -.744.01 -o214Q2
-.13+01 -.15¢01 -.13401 ..82.1_0 -.954.00 -.704_)0 ..79i.00 -.15401
.21+Q2 .19+_ .19_12 .1_,_2 .16,¢_ .16.H]2 .16.1_ °27+02
-.35.K)1 -.P-2@01 -.21+01 -.21¢01 -.32-t.O1 -.46+01 -.7_.01 ..23-H_
-.57400 -.27+00 -.79.t,_ -.le.4_0 -.20+O0 -.80+00 ..38.tO0 ..56-t_
.66K)1 .67@01 .g't.tOI .27-1_01 .B54,00 -.42-K)1 -.45+01
-.65401 -.61-101 -.83._1 -.26@01 -.30_1 ..16.¢O1 -.21@01
-.174.O0 ..44-KX) -.11.1OI -.14.K)1 -.25.(.O1 -.30.1,01 -.32@01 -.35+01
.67401 .95-1.01 .55,_01 .84.101 .72_)1 .14-t01 ..111_2 -.77+01
- . 674.01 - . 91@01 - . 50(.01 - . 6_.4_)1 - . 51..I.01 - . 5_1 - • 1 _ - . _94-01
-.114_0 -.44.1.00 -.37t(X) -.78.4.00 -.84_00 -.184"01 -.3_t.01 -.334_1
._3.101 .%_)1 ._I .53-101 .67@01 ._1 -.41@01 -.21+C_
-.53401 -._"-@01 ..50tC)1 -.4B t01 *._1 -.42@01 -.12.t_ -.22+C_
-.57-01 -.17H)0 -.30100 -.3_tO0 .._.q-tO0 -._3.4.00 -.1_..01 -.37}01
.51.#01 .51_}1 .38.401 .52@01 .E_)I .374'01 .48@01 -.33+Q_
-.51¢01 ..SQt01 -.37@01 -.59.101 -._o¢01 -.3_@01 -.40.101 -.394'(]2
• .44-01 *.134_ ..154_0 -.34-I_ -.43+00 -.314_ -.41+00 -.26+01
.47401 .47.t@1 .47-I.61 .3A-_I .45¢01 .57.t.01 .32-t,01 -._--t.Q_
-.47401 *.47@01 *.4@_1 -.33+01 -.43-101 -._401 -.30t01 -.34-t0_
-.32-01 *.95.-01 -.15.100 -.14100 -._'_ -.364.00 -.194.00 -.51.t00
.43¢01 .4_401 .42@01 .31@01 .40101 .391101 .38-14:)1 -.294.02
-.42@01 *.4_@01 -.42-101 -.31@01 -.39¢01 -.38+01 -.37.1.01 -.35+02
• .20..01 -.EO-01 ..10¢.00 -.97-01 -.121.00 -.15100 ..14-t00 .11@01
.374Q1 .37-C,01 .37@01 .37",01 .34_1 .34-1,01 .3_@01
-.37401 _.3TtOt -o37@01 -.37t01 -.34,01 -.33_1 -.32t.01
-.95-Q2 -.28-01 -.47-01 -.65-01 -.40-01 -.49-01 *.28-01
.31-}01 .31@01 .31@01 .44-_1 .27-t_1 .33@01 .13_2
-.31.t.01 -.31@01 -.31@01 *.44t01 -.:_7t01 *.33.401 .50+01
-.49-04 -.14,*03 -.24-_ .20--01 .36-01 .71-01 o.B_
.33401 .33401 .344.01 .2E,4.O1 .30+O1 .32@01 .69.t,01
-.33_1 -.33_1 ..33¢01 -.24-Z.01 -.28+01 -.27¢01 .22+00
.14-01 .47..-01 .70-01 .104"00 .1£PI.00 .26,.t,00 .21.,I, G0
.13.1,01 .14-(,01 .14401 .10.1.01 .10,t01 .10.1,01 .35.1,'00
-. 13,,I,O1 -. 13,tO1 - • 134,01 -. 96.1,00 -. 72.1,00 -. 57,,I,00 - .30.03
.15-01 .46-01 .77-01 .80-01 .11',1,00 .14-1,00 .58-01
-.29_1 -.13t01 *.44¢01 _._+00 -.8£_100 -.44-101 -.16+01 .30.100
-.27t01 ..28-101 -.21@01 o.t8.#01 -.18+01 -.46+00 -.8_ -.19-101
-.32+01 -.31+01 ..244.01 -.27+O1 -.25.101 -.23-1.01 -.21@01
..95.4.O1 -.83+01 ..43._1 -.414.O1 -.24401 -.1_<)I .49+01
-. 91 ,I,DI - .72-I-D'I o. 57,1.01 -. 57,I,01 I. ,53-1.01 -. _I -. 90,1.01
-.35-1.01 -.294-01 ..2@t.01 -.28.101 -.25-101 ..22+01 -.1_'O1
-.14-I.Q2 -.98+01 o.10¢02 o.10+02 -.31+01 -.3%"01 .67-K)1
-.16-10_ -.134.._2 ..12.1_2 ..lOt.Q2 -.67-t01 -.7_+01 -.8_101
-.31-K)1 -,28+01 ..29+01 -.29+01 -.19_1_1 -.23+01 .24-01
-.23+Q2 -.1_1_ ..12t_ -.75+01 ..10.C_ -.19V01 .87_1
-.304_ ..22.t_12 ..16+Q2 -o13+02 -.11,1_2 *.10_12 -.5_01
-.30-P01 -.2_01 ..254_1 -,21@01 -.2_t_1 *.1_i_1 .104_1
..40+_2 -.2_ ..15.1_ -.13.t.G_ -.51-*.01 .18-1_
-.47-K_ -.28'9'_ ..2._. -. I _ - . 12.FOP -.75.1.01
-.15+01 -.19+O1 ..19_1 -.21@01 -.13.101 .2E,,IK)I
*.43+(_ -.24.',-Q2 ..13+_ o61+00 .23+_ .24-K)1
-.511C_ -._ ..P'P-i_ -._01 -.11t01 -.54it00
.23.t00 -._0.1.00 ..11+01 -.44-01 .34-1.01 .36400
-.17.tC_ .28-101 .83-101 .18.102 .2740_ .33-1101
..22.t,,02 -.58+01 .20.t_O .69+01 .92,.I,01 .46.KX)
.11@01 .30-01 .26-1K)0 .14@01 .37@01 .52+00
.29+Ci2 .27-K_ .28-H_ .17+02 .15t.01
.18t_2 .19t._ .17-t._ .784.01 .b-7.tO0






DISTRIBUTION FOR 3' _ 1.5, 0o = 60 °, AND sin aL = 0.6
.33401 .33_I .34401 .21.101 .21.1_01 .16-101 .10.11_1 .50_0
-033.+01 -.33401 -.33.1.01 -.20.1.01 -.20,1,01 ..15+01 -.93.100 -.35.(.00
-.14-01 -.42-01 -.70.-01 -.76-01 -.98-01 -.92-01 -.79..01 -.59-01
.31.l_)1 .31+01 .31"_01 .44401 .27.I_1 .33.K)1 .32.1_1 .41401 .40._1 .281'01 .29.K)1 .15+01
-.31.101-.31_01-.31.1_1-.44401-.27i01-.33,K)1-.31.1_I-.36.l_1-.33._1-.19+01-.94-1_0 .57+00
.49-04 .14-(:_ .24.03 -.20--01 -.36-01 -.71-01 -.10.1.00 -.25.l.00 -.35+00 ..33+00 -.46.1.00,.23.1.00
.37.V01 .374.01 .374.01 .374.01 .34-1_1 .34-_1 .32.1.01 .31.1_1 .43+01 .41,1_1 .11+0_ .27402 .33401
-.37.l_31-.37_01 ..374.01-.37.101-.34+01-.33+01-.32+01-.31+01-.42+01-.39._31 .4?.IO0 .92+01 .46.11_0
.95-02 .28-01 .47-01 .65-01 .40-01 .49-01 .28-01 .61-03 -.84-01 ..16.100 -.10.1.01_.37+01 -.,_.l.00
.43._01 .42+01 .4_?.+01 .31+01 .40_)1 .39+01 .38+01 .36_01 .44401 .40._1 .17.1_2 .24._12 .26.1_ .24+01
..42+01 -.4.?+01 -.49.+01 -.31+01 -.39-K)I -.38+01 -.37+01 -.35401 -.43+01 -.40.1"01 .55+01 .92+01 .81+00 ..54-1-00
.20-01 .60-01 .10.V30 .97-01 .12+00 .154.(X) .14-100 .13.1_0 .14-1.00 .50-01 -.92.100,.23+01 ..38.1.01 -.38+00
.4"/+01 .47+01 .47+01 .341.01 .45,K)1 .57+01 .32+01 .63+01 .39+01 .37+01 .18.1_e .244_ .23,1_2 .23-1_2
-.47+01 -.47+01 -.46+01 -.33+01 -.43,1.01 -.52+01 -.304.01 -.58+01 -.36-1.01 -.35.1.01 .62+01 .86+01 .19.1.01 -.60.101
.3_-01 .95-01 .15100 .14-1.00 .22+00 .36-K)0 .19.KX) .43+00 .24+00 .21-1_30 -.97"I_0,.19.101 -.26+01 -.33"1'01
.51+01 .51+01 .38.1,01 .62+01 .62+01 .37+01 .484.01 .48+01 .56+01 .42+01 .22.t_12 .18.1._ .204.(_ .254_e .10.1_e
-.51+01 -.50.1.01 -.37+01 -.591.01 -.56+01 ..32+01 -.40.101 -.39+01 -.4E-I.01 -.35-1_1 .78+01 .32+01 .19.1.01 -.70.1.01 ..60+01
.44-01 .13.1_0 .15-1-00 .344.00 .434.00 .31.1_0 .41.1.00 .46,100 .54-1.00 .38-V00 -.16+01o.12+01 -.20.01 -.31+01 -.13.1'01
.53,1_31 .,_.3+01 .,_+01 ._+01 .6?+01 ._3,t,01 .6G+01 .52+01 .51+01 .174.02 .214L3_ .21.4_ .14-1_ .204_ .20._
-._1 -.52+01 -.50+01 -.48+01 .._G+01 ..42+01 ..49,_01 -.36.1_1 ..34101 .1_+01 ,40+01 .264_1 ..27+01 -.7_1.01 -.13t_
.57-01 .17+00 .304(30 .3_'QO .G3+00 .F:_4.00 .?3.t_O .614.00 .62.1_0 -.7_'_30 ..16t.01 -.17+01 .._*00 -.16+01 -.20+01
.27+01 .41+01 .64+01 .72+01 .71.t01 .72+01 .71+01 .88+01 .1_.(3_ .1?t-(_ .18_ .17t_2 .1G+02 .27_
-.264Q1 -.37+01 -.G_Q1 -.51+01 -.48,t,01 -.42+01 -.38+01 -.31+01 .17+01 -.87+00 ..204.01 -.44-t01 .,74t01 -.21.t_
.12+00 .28400 .78+00 .84+00 .87+00 .97+00 .10t.01 .6_(X_ -.13+01 -.82+00 -.85+0_ -.70+00 ..79+00 -.1_O1
.304_1 .4_t_1 .181.C_ .19K_ .1%_C_ .1Eq.C_ .16+(_ .161_ .1E+_2 .27t_
-.1£_101 -.191_1 -.3_01 -._I01 -.21+01 -.21+01 ..32+01 -.4_I.01 ..7_c@1 -.23+O2
.41,KX) .70+00 .45-01 -.27,+00 -.79._0 -.18,+O0 ..20.t.,00 ..80+00 ..38-_0 ..564,O0
.304.01 .4_t_31 .80_ ..13401 ..44+01 -.92+00 .,864'00 ..44401 ..16+01 .30400
-.16+01 -.1°_O1 -.23+01 -.28+01 -.21+01 -.18+01 ..18+01 ..46tO0 -.8_ot'0_ ..19.101
..41+00 -.70*+00 ..29+01 ..32+01 -.31+01 -.24+01 ..27+01 -.25.101 -.23+01 -.21+01
.27+01 .41+01 .84+01 .72+01 .714.O1 .72+01 .71+01 .50+O1 -.83+01 ..43+01 ..41+01 -.24+01 -.19-_1 .49+01
-.26401 -.37+01 -.6_..O1 -.51+01 -.48+01 -.42+01 -.38+01 -.384.O1 ..72.1_O1 -.57+01 ..57+01 ..53.101 ..43+01 -.90401
-. 12.4.00 -.28 K)0 -. 784.00 -. 84..I.00 -. 87.K_ -. 97-K)0 -. 10..I.O1 -. 134.OI -.2_,O1 - .26+01 ".28+01 - ,25._1 -.22+01 -. 15-K)1
.53+01 .53K_1 ._3+01 .E3+01 .67+01 .53+01 .66+01 .52+01 .51.101 -.4_+01 ..10+C_ ..10_ -.31+01 ..3E-IO1 .67+01
.._101 -._+01 -._1 -.48+01 -.5_+01 -.42+01 -.494.O1 -.36+01 -.34+01 -.10.K_ -.12K_ ..101_ ..67+01 ..7_OI -.8_01
-.57-01 -.17+00-.30+00 -.39+00-.63-1.00-._31_0-.73.K_-.61-1.O0 ..62,.-00-.22+01 -.29+01 ..29.K)1 ..1_.O1 -.23+01 .24-01
.51+01 .51+01 .38-1.O1 .62+01 .62+01 .374.01 .48+01 .48+01 .56+01 .42+01 -.12+02 ..7E-_01 -.IO.K_ ..19+01 .87+01
-.51+01 ..50.z*01 -.37+01 ..59401 -._+01 -.32+01 -.404.01 -.39#01 -.46+01 -.3E.4_1 -.16+02 -.13t_ -.11+_2 ..10K_ -.5_1
-.44-01 -.13.100 -.I._@0 ..34t.O0 ..43.100 -.31400 -.41+00 ..46100 -.54400 -.38t.C_ ..25+01 ..21+01 -.2_O1 ..13+01 .10101
.47+01 .47+01 .47t.01 .34401 .4.5'1'OI .57+01 .32+01 .£:3+01 .39+01 .37+01 *.81+01 ..13-1_2 -.51+01 .18K_
-.47+01 -.47+01 ..45.4.01 -.33+01 ..43+01 -.52+01 -.3(_C.01 -.58+01 -.36+01 ..35-K)1 -.16-K_ -.1_(_ -.12_ -.75+01
-.32-01 -.95-01 -.15+00 -.14-_0 -.22+00 ..35+00 -.19+00 ..43+00 ..24-1_) -.21+00 -.14-#.01 ..21+01 ..13+01 .2E._)1
.43101 .42+01 .4,?+01 .31+01 .40101 .39+O1 .38+01 .36+01 .44-t-01 .401.01 ..66+01 .61+00 .23K_ .24+01
..42.101 -.42+01 -.42+01 -.31+01 -.39.101 -.38+01 -.37401 ..35.1.O1 -.43+01 -.40101 ..1E-_02 ..94.101 -.11+01 ..54+0_
-.20-01 -.60-01 -.10100 -.97-01 -.12+00 -.1E.K_ -.1_ -.13+00 -.14.+00 -.50-01 -.78+00 ..44-01 .34-_01 .38.K)0
.37+01 .37+01 .37+01 .37+01 .34..I.01 .34+01 .3_+01 .31+01 .43+01 .41+01 .11.K_ .27+02 .33.1.01
-.37+01 -.37+01 -.37+01 -.37+01 -.34101 -.33+01 -.32+01 -.31+01 -.42+01 ..39+01 .47+00 .92+01 .46*00
..95-02 -.28-01 -.47-01 -.65-01 -.40-01 -.49-01 -.28-01 -.61-03 .84-01 .16+O0 .10+01 .37+01 .52+00
.31.1.01 .31+01 .31+01 .444OI .27+01 .33+01 .39.1.01 .41+01 .40+01 .28+01 .29+01 .15.K)1
-.31+01 -.31+01 -.31+01 -.44-101 -.27+01 -.33+01 -.31+01 -.38+01 -.334.01 -.19.101 ..94-100 .57-100
..49-04 -.14-03 -.24-03 .20-01 .36-01 .71-01 .10.1.00 .25-100 .35-100 .33.100 .46400 .23.1.00
.33401 .33+01 .34-1.01 .21+01 .21+01 .16+01 .104.01 .50.100
. .334.01 -.334.01 - .33+01 - .20.01 -.20.K)1 -. 15"1'01 -. _ - .35-1.00
.14-01 .4_-01 .70-01 .76-01 .96-01 .92-01 .79-01 .59...01
382
TABLE 44
DISTRIBUTION FOR 3" = 1.5, 6o = 00% AND sin =L ---- 0.8
.31.i_31 .31+01 .31.1Q1 .31+01 .14.01 .14401
-.311Qi -.31.;QI -.31iQ1 -.31.101 -.14.iQ1 -.14+01
.49-04 .14-03 .24-03 .33-03 ..94.c'_ -.11-01
.37401 .37iQ1 .37+01 .37+01 ._1 .34401
-.37.e_31 -.37+01 -.37+01 -.37+01 -.34401 -.33+01
.95--CI2 .28-01 .47-01 .65.01 .40-01 .49-01
.43.101 .42+01 .42.101 .31+01 .404431 .39.1.01
-.42+01 -.42-tQ1 -.42+01 -.31401 -.39_1 -.38401
.20-01 .60-01 .10+00 .97-01 .12._0 .1E.400
.474.01 .47.l.01 .47"1'01 .34-1'01 .45-lQ1 .57.1.01
-.47+01 -.47.,01 -.46-1_1 -.33+01 -.43-101 -.524.01
.32-01 .95-01 .15+00 .1_ .22+00 .3r:_o0
.25.lQ1 .2_01 .25+01 .62+01 .62,1_1 .37+01
-.254QI -o25,i01 -.24+01 -.59t01 -.5_101 -.32,101







.32+01 .31,_1 .22,101 .14+01 .694Q0
-.32+01 -.31+01 -.22+01 -.14.;01 -.664Q0
.28-01 .61-03 -.84-02 -.18-01 -.30-01
.38.I,01 .36.l.01 .44.1_1 .40+01 .5_-I.01 .28.i.01
-.37+01 -.35.1.01 -.43+01 -.40+01 -.51-1_1 -.2"/+01
.14+00 .13"1"00 .141'00 .50-01 -.74-01 -.11.l_X)
.32+01 .63+01 .39_1 .37.1_1 .52.101 .56.101
-.30+01 -.58+01 -.36.1-01 -.35+01 -.5(_.01 -.55+01
.1_100 .43-1-00 .24-1.00 .21.1_0 .23-1Q0 .87-01
.481.01 .404@1 .56-1.01 .4,?.-!.01 .504'01 .56-101
-.40'1'01 -.39.1-01 -.46.1.01 -.35.1(31 -.43-101 -.50+01
.41+00 .46..(X) .._...I._) .38.1.00 .42.KX) .414.00
• 66-1.01 .52+01 .51-1'01 .60401 .56-_1 .53.101
-.49'1'01 -.36.1.01 -.34-_1 -.41+01 -.40_1 -.39.K)1
.73.14_ .61.100 .62.1Q0 .?2,.tOO .64_0 .60+00
.0(_.31 .27+01 .55-1_i .53401 .63._1 .71.1'01
.(X).-31 -.16401 -.29_1 -.27+01 -.33_1 -.39101









.2144)0 - o76,4,00 -, 13401









.25.1.01 .25+01 .25.01 .6,?-I01 .62_1
-.25_1 -.2_.1101 -.24+01 -.59_1 -.56_1
-.20-01 -.61-01 -.10,100 -.34.1.00 -._
.47+01 .4./+01 .47+01 .3440! .4_1
-.47401 -.47+01 -.46"('01 -.33.4,01 -.4344)1
-.3_- 01 -. 95-01 -, 15'4'00 -. 14-100 - ._'-_ I00
.43.4.01 .42.101 .42+01 .31+01 .40.1_1
- .4.2+01 - .4,?.+01 - .42+01 - .31+01 - .39401
-.20-01 -.60-01 -.IO.I(X) -.97-01 -.12+00
.37+01 .37+01 .3"/+01 .3'/+01 .34"1'01
-.3'/+01 -.3"7+01 -.3'/+01 -.3"/-101 -.344431
-.95-02 -.28-01 -.47-01 -.65-01 -.40-01
.31+01 .31+01 .31+01 .31+01 .14401
-.31+01 -.31+01 -.31+01 -.31,_1 -.14+01
-.49-04 -.14-03 -.24.-_ -.33-03 .94-02
.28401 .55_1
-. 10+01 -. T7+01
-. 43+00 -. BB.lO0
.2./+01 .5._1 . _1 .63._1
-.16-_1 -.29.1.01 -.27+01 -.33.1_1
-.36,,t00 -.77.1K_ -.7./+00 -. 904.00
.26401 .66_Q1 .52+01 .51+01 .60.K)1 .56101
-.L_3_1 -.49401 -.36401 -.34_1 -.41+01 -.404_1
-.26KX3 -.73+00 -.61+(X3 -.62+00 -.72_Q0 ..644(X)
.3./,IQ1 .48.1_1 .404.01 .56.1,01 .42+01 .50_.01
-.3_+01 -.40_1 -.3_101 -.46._1 -.35_1 -.43.101
-.31.1Q0 -.41.1_10 -.46.1(X) -.544Q0 -.384.00 -.42.1.00
.57+01 .3_.1.01 .63401 .39401 .37".'01 ._+01
.. _2+01 - .30.101 .. b8101 - .36_1 -.35_! _. _1
-.36,.I.00 -. 194'00 . ._ . .24.K)0 -.21.K)0 - .23.1.00
.39+01 .38.t01 .36.1_1 .44.101 .40+01 ._+01
- .38"1_1 -.3./+01 - .35_1 -. 43+01 - .40401 -. 51+01
-.15+(_ -.14-1.00 -.134.00 -.14.100 -.50-01 ../4-01
.34.1_1 ._+01 .31+01 ._+01 .14401 .69100
-.33_1 -.32+01 -.31.1.01 -.22+01 ..144.01 -.66.tOO




.22+01 -.44,_01 -.16-K)1 .30400
-.18.101 -.46+O0 -.85+00 -.194Q1
-.21+01 -.25K)I -.P-3-_1 -.21+01
.'/1+01 -.86(,00 -.19_1 .49101
-.39101 -.50_1 -.43_1 -.90101
-. 98100 - .23 I01 -.22+01 -. 15401
.53-101 .29_1 -.88.1.(_ .6'/+01
-.39'_1 -.51+01 -.744.01 -.854Q1
-. 60.1,00 -. _)_00 -. 18401 .24-01
.56+01 ._:_0_01 .43._01 .8'/+01
-.50.101 -.404_1 -.72+01 -.55+01
-.41100 -.21+00 -.31+00 .10,1_1
.5_#01 ._2+01 .29.1_1






















































































.20+03 .24+03 .31+03 .21+03 .13+03
.70+0_ .14+03 .25+03 .19+03 .12+03
.30-1-Q2 .30KZ2 .28-t0_ .94+01 .87+00
.96+03 .44+03 .12+03 .57+0"2 .45+02
.49+03 .32+03 .I0+03 .41+0_ .29+0_
.13+03 .41+02 o16+01 -.36+01 -.39+01
.I0+0_ .14+0_ .13+0_ .15+02 .16+02
-. 55+01 -•51+01 - .38+01 -.22+01 -.22+01
-. 10+01 -. 17+01 -. 16+01 -.20401 -.21+01
.11+02 .98+01 .90+01 .93+01 .14+02
-.g2+01 -.76+01 -.65-K)1 -.62+01 -.75+01
-. 79+00 -. 72+00 -. 72+00 -. 82+00 -. 18+01
.90+01 .81+01 .9"2+01 .11+02 .84+01
-.84+01 -.73+01 -.79101 -.93+01 -.68+01
-.29+00 -.28+00 -.46+00 -.74+00 -.58+00
.82+01 .93+01 .94+01 .63+01 .104.O2
-.79+01 -.87+01 -.86+01 -.57+01 -.95-t01
-.67-01 -.16+00 -.19.1.00 -.77-01 -.16+00
.94.1-0e .98+0_ .93+02 .71+0_ .35+(_
.75.t.02 .87+02 .84-K)2 .64+02 .29+0e
.52+01 .22+01 -.10-t01 -.33+01 -.28+01
.12+03 .92-K)2 .81+02 .51+0_
.I0+03 .75+02 .57+0_ .28+0_
-.40-1431 -.68+01 -.87+01 -.69+01
.37+0_ .39+02 .39+0_ .47+02 .58+0_ .78+01
.21 +_Y2 .18+02 .17+02 .15+02 .13+0_ .48+00
-.39+01 -. 47+01 -. 50+01 -. 87+01 -. 92+01 -. 13+01
.20K_ .154432 .22+0_ .22+C_ .30-1432 .48+02 .22+01
-. 12+01 -. 864-00 -.28+01 -.40+00 -. 52+01 -. 91+01 -. 92+00
-.27+01 -.21+01 -.30-101 -.33+01 -.45+01 -.77+01 -.33+00
.11-1432 .121-0_ .14+(32 .17+0_ .19+02 .26+02 .27-1-02
-.89+01 -.62+01 -.78+01 -.73+01 -.93+01 -.13+0"2 -.16+02
-. 12+01 -. 13+01 -. 15+01 -.22+01 -.24+01 - .34+01 -.36+01
.10+02 .11t02 .10+02 .15+0e .13+02 .21.1'0_ .36',.02
-.83+01 -.86+01 -.83+01 ..10+Q2 -.10+(_ -.16+02 -.30+0a
-.63+00 -.87+00 -.65+00 -. 13+01 -. 10+01 -. 17+01 -.32+01
.101-Q2 .96+01 .11+02 .12-10_ .13+02 .18+02 .37+_e
-.92+01 -.81+01 -.99101 -.10-K_ -.11+Q2 -.16t02 -.35+02

























.81-01 .68-01 .49-01 -. 10+01
-.10-1-00 -.12+00 -.15+00 .71+00
-.14+00 -.24+00 -.34+00 -.51+00
.254-00 -.Tb+O0 -.87+00 .32-01
-.31+00 .49+00 .37+00 -.69+00
-. 14+00 -.30+00 -.43+00 -.46+00
-.27+04 -. 12+01 - .33+01 -•19+01
.37+03 .58-I"00 .14+01 -.86-01
.44+03 -.43+00 -.79+00 -.72+00
-.14+03 -.11+04 -.28+01 -.68+01
" .32_ 1.30"1433 --. 16+01 "" 19+01
.33+02 .18'1433 --.93+00 --.15+01
.34+03 .171"03 --.53+03 --.39103
--. 19"1"03 --. 10+03 ".35+03 --.31+03
--.50"lOe --.38+0_ .64+0e .36+O2
.11"M)3 .16+03 .20+03 .14+03
-. 59+0_ -. 91+01 .70+(32 .73+02
-. 15+<)2 - .26+02 -.30+02 -. 18..I-02
.39-102 .50-_ .52+(3_ .84-M3_
-.19+02 .28+00 .20+0_ .53+02
-.49+01 -.73+01 -.61+01 -.79+01
.32+01 .64+01 .70+01 .55+01
.96+00 .40+01 .62+01 .52+01
-.18.1.00 -.16.100 -.29-01 .58-01
-.10+01 -.43-01 -.13-1-00
.65+00 -.16+00 -.31+00
-. 62+00 -. 42+00 -. 72.1430
-. 11+01 - .34+01 -.24+01
-. 15+00 .13+01 .86+00
- .67+00 -. 99+00 -.70+00
-. 12+01 -. 15+01 1.8_1
-.11101 -.15+01 -.13+00
-. 72+00 -. 82+00 -. 15.4431
-.59+01 -.85+01 -.74.,.-01
-.32+01 -.48+01 -.62+01




-. 86+02 -. 81"I"02 -. 97+0_





-.21+00 -.12+01 .77+00 -.36+00 -.13+01 -.51,F00 -.43+00
-.50+00 .43+00 -.14+01 -.63+00 .26+00 -.85+00 -.64+00
-. 82+00 -. 82+00 -. 95+00 -. 97+00 -. 104-01 -. 11+0 1 -. 96+00
-°64+00 -.19+01 -.77+00 -.35+01 -.22+01 -.16+01 .80+00
-.15_-01 -.11+01 -.15+01 -.79+00 -.12+01 -.28+01 -.36+01
- .8b+O0 -. 10-t-01 -. 87+00 -. 13+01 - . 10-1-0] - . 12+01 -.71+00
-.25+01 -.28+01 -.31+01 -.61+01 -.60+01 -.29+01 .54+01
-.24+01 -.31+01 -.34+01 -.32+01 -.29+01 -.47+01 -.53+01
-.I0+01 -,11+01 -.12+01 -.16+01 -.16+01 -.II+01 .40+00
-.11+02 o.82+01 -.79+01 -.114_D_ -.72+01 .b8+01 .22+01
-. 70+01 -. 56+01 -. 95+01 -. 80+01 -. 97+01 -. 75+01 -. 92+00
-.22+01 -.16+01 -.18+01 -.21+01 -.16+01 .69+00 .33+00
-.28+0_ -.2_0_ -.24-1-0_ -.18+02 .16+Q2 .b0+01
-.27+0_ -.26+02 -.24+0_ ..22+02 -.26+01 .78-01
-.30+.01 -.29+01 -.29101 -.22+01 .28+01 .84.1.00
-.68+<_ -.10+<)2 .24402 .34-1Q2
-.77+02 -.19-1-02 .92.t-01 .16+G2












































































.8444)2 .944C2 .96,K2 .9_ICE .714CR .354_R
.534C2 .75402 .87,t_£_ .84tCR .6444_ .294CR
.T}lO1 .5L_O1 .22,tO1 -.10(.O1 -.33_1 -.28tO1
.24_0 .314'03 .21.K)3 .134r03 .12_0 .92_
.144CO .25.003 .19463 .12K_3 .10t4_ .75tO2
.3044_ .284CI2 .944'01 .87400 -.40.IO1 -.68401
.4444_ .12.1C0 .5"FiK_ .454Ce .37402 .39+02
.3_¢4_ .1_ .41_ .2944_ .21.1_e .18,K)12
.411_e .1644)1 -o3644)1 -.39.iiO1 -.39401 -.47'1_)1
.14t4_ .13.t4_ .15c_2 .16.K_ .20,1_2 .154(_
-.51401 -.36401 -.224.O1 -._401 -.12.101 -.86+00
-.17.K)I -.16_O1 -.2OTO1 -.214"O1 -.27401 -.21.K)1
.96401 .gGtO1 .gO tO1 .14.1(_ .11.1_ .124_i2
-.76401 -.65101 -.62"101 -.754'O1 -.694,01 -.6,?-IOI
-._ ..'t'_4X) -.8_K)O -. 16401 -. 12401 -. 13401
.81101 .9_O1 .11t4_ .84401 .101C_ .11.1_
-.734.O! -.794'O1 -.g3401 -.58401 -.83,K)1 -.86eO1
-.28400 *.4644X) -.74400 -.58,H)0 -.83,t00 -.87.t,00
._gOIO1 .94.K)1 .63_1 .104C_ .I0.t_2 .96.tO1
-.87401 -.86401 -.ST.eOI -.9_t01 -.92401 -.81401




.394C2 .4T_ ._K)2 .76,iiO1
.174.CI2 .15_02 .1344)2 .4844)0
-.50401 -.67tO1 -.92"1'01 -.13401
.22._C2 .3_C2 .3OK_ .4844)2 .32',4)I
-.28401 -.40eO0 -._,101 -.91.i101 -.g_llO0
-.30401 -.33#01 -.4_1 -.TT't01 -.33.100
.14K_ .1TG .194_ _ ._:r/.t_02
o.78.1.01 -.73401 -._0401 -.1344_ -.1644)2
-.154Qi o_401 -.244K)1 -.34401 -.36401
.1_ .154K)_ .13_K_ .21.C_ .36,K_
-.83.1Q1 -.1_ -.10_O2 -.16eC_ -.304_
-.654Q0 -.13,101 -.10401 -.17401 -.3_,101
.11K)2 .1_C_ .13443_ .184_ .37G
-. 99,,I,01 -. 1_ o. 1144_ -. 1_ -.35402
































































-. 10,1,01 -.43-01 -.13HX) -_..1100 -. 12.K)1
.6544)0 -o164Q0 -.31'e_)0 -.50eO0 .43400
-.62_ -.4_ -.7"_ -.11_ -.8_
-. 11101 -.3444)I -.24401 -.644Q0 .. 19401
-o15H)0 .13101 .864(X) -.15.001 -.11401
-.6T400 -.994_0 -.704.00 -.8T_t_O -.10401
-.12.101 -.15401 -.65401 -.25.001 -.28401
-.11,1,01 -.15401 -.1344X) -.24401 -.31,i)01
-.t24Q0 -.8_400 -.15401 -.10401 -.11401
-.59401 -.85401 -.T4401 -o11G -.11_01
-.3_401 -.41H01 -.6,244)i -.TOt01 -.564,01
-ol4401 -.18401 -.17401 -.2_,i101 -.16.101
-. 11'1_0 -.47443_ -.3_ -.2H -.251_
-.11403 -.50e432 -.37G -._:_/,1_ -.264,02
.22401 -.2844)1 -.3OK)1 -.30401 -.29.101
-.86-14_ -.81"K_ -.gTt02 -.H -.1H
-.891_0 -.88,K)2 -.1044)0 -.TT_ -.19H)e
.584,01 .25401 .19401 -,834K)0 .334KX)
.9444_ .90_C_ .g_4)2 .71_ .351_2
.75tC2 .lIT.P02 .8444)2 .64.K_ .2944_
-o51_01 -.22401 .10e01 .33401 .28401
.?'/._QO -.36_)0 -. 13_01 -.51400 ..43400
-.14.K)! -.534Q0 .26,100 -.85.1(X) -.64100
-.95_X) -.97KX) -.10_Q1 -.11401 -.96t00
-.T?._0 -.35401 -.22401 -.16t01 .60400
-. 154,01 -.T94Q0 -. 12,4,01 -.28401 -.364H_1
-.874_0 -.13401 -.10401 -.12401 -.714Q0
-.31401 -.61401 -.60401 -.29,1.01 .544,01
..34.K)1 -.3_K)1 -.2g tO1 -.47tO1 -.T_O1
-.12,1OI -.16401 -.16tO1 -.11tOI .4OtOO
-.794OI -.1144_ -.72401 .58tO1 .22401
-.9S401 -.80401 -.9"/4OI -.75401 -.g_K)O
o.18tO1 ..21401 *.164.O1 .6_00 .33400
.,24_ -.16_ .15,K)2 .._K)I
-.24K_ -.221C2 -._:_oeO1 .78-O1






DISTRIBUTION FOR 3' = 1.5, #o = 80 °, AND sin aL = 0.4
.92.100 .94+00 .14+01 .15.101 .27+O1 .36.[.01 .68.101 .83.1_
..91.100 -.89400 -.12+01 -.10+01 -.13+01 -.87+(X) ,21+01 .74"_
-.15-01 -.45-01 ..124_0 -.18+00 -.38+00 -.56100 -.97+00 -.15+01
.37"_1 .37+01 .37+01 .44+01 .47+01 .41+01 .49+01 .98H_
o.36+01 -.36+01 -.36+01 -.40+01 -.39+01 -.28.1-01 -.26+01 .88-_2
-.39-01 -. 11"K)0 -. 19400 -.32+00 -.42+00 -.47+00 -.68<.00 -.29+00
.31"101 .31+01 .31+01 .32+01 .32+01 .47+01 .16+a2 .43.1._
-.31+01 -.31+01 -.31+01 -.31+01 -.30401 -.43+01 .32+01 .26.H_2
-. i "/-01 -; 52-01 -. 87-01 -. 12+00 -. 15"K)0 - .32-1.00 -. 17+01 - .38+01
.354'01 .35._1 .35.1'01 .44+01 .82+01 .121.O2 .15-l._ .16-K_
-.35-K)1 -.35+01 -.3,_,.01 -.39.K)1 -.53+01 -.42+01 -.22+01 -.22+01
-. 92-(_2 -.27-01 -. 46-01 -. 18+00 -. 804,00 -. 14+0 1 -.20-1-01 -.21 +01
.884'O1 .11.1._2 .90+01 .11+02 .96+01 .90+01 .93+01 .14+02
-.87+01 -.11-1_2 -.83+01 -.92,1,01 -.76+01 -.65-t,01 -.62+01 -.75+01
-.73-01 -.38+00 -.43+00 -.79+00 -.72.100 -.72+00 -.82+00 -.16+01
.78+01 .7g,4.01 .8_,-01 .90.101 .81+01 ._+01 .11-_ .84+01
-.78+01 -.78+01 -.86+01 -.84+01 -.73+01 -.79+01 -.93+01 -.68+01
-.29-01 -.87-01 -.21-K)0 -.29+00 -.28+00 -.46+00 -.74_<)O -.58tO0
.81+01 .81+01 .82+01 .82+01 .93+01 .94+01 .63+01 .10+_
-.81+01 -.81+01 -.80,1.01 -.79+01 -.87+01 -.86+01 -.57+01 -.95+01




.12+03 .92+02 .81+_ .51.K_2
.10+03 .75,+(_ .5T.l-ee .28-K_
-.40-K)1 -.68+01 -.87+01 -.69+01
.37-1"_ ,39-H_ .39-1,Ce .47"1"02 .58-1.Ce .78+01
.21+02 .18+0_ .17+(_ .15+C_ .13+02 .48,+00
-.39+01 -.47+01 -.50+01 -.67+01 -._+01 -.13+01
.20.K_ .1_ .22+02 .22+02 .30K_ .48+Ce .22+01
-.12+01 -.86+00 -.28+01 ..40+00 -..52+01 -.91+01 -._.1.00
-.27+01 -,21+01 -.30.1.01 -.33+01 -.45.K)1 -.77.1_31 -.33+00
.11-H3_ .12+02 .14+Q2 .17+02 .19+02 .26+(_ .27+02
-.69,101 -.62+01 -.78+01 -.73+01 -.93+01 -.13-K_ -.16+02
-.12+01 -.13+01 -.15+01 -o22+01 -.24+01 -.34+01 -.36+01
.10+02 .11+Ce .10+(_ .15-1-02 .13+02 .21+02 .36+Q2
-.83+01 -.86+01 -.83+01 -.10-1-(_ -.10+02 -.16+012 -.30-H_
-.63+00 -.87+00 -.65+(X) -.13+01 -.10+01 -.17+01 -.32+01
.10-1.0_ .96+01 .11-K)2 .12+C2 .13+02 .18.1.(_ .3T-H32
-.S_+01 -.81+01 -,99't'01 ..10+02 -,11+(_ -.16+C2 -.3_2
-.23+00 -.29400 -.164.00 ..32.H_0 -.39+00 -.56+00 -.12+01
o88-01 .81-01 .68-01 .49-01 -.10_1 -.10+01 -.43-01
..90-01 -.1G_O0 -.12_0 -.15+00 .71+00 .65+00 -.16+00
-.49-01 ..144.00 ..24+00 -.34H_0 -.51_ -.62+00 -.42t00
.27.1,00 .2_ -.75-K)0 -.87+00 .32-01 -.11+01 -,34+01
-.27+00 -.31-1_0 .49+00 .37-1.00 -.69-1-00 -.1%_00 .13+01
-.48-01 ..14+00 ..30,+00 -,43,K)0 -.46+00 ..67+00 -.99+00
-, 10+01 -.36+01 -. 12+01 -,33+01 -. 19+01 -. 12+01 -. 15+01
,104"O1 ,32+01 .584'00 .14+01 -.86-01 -.11+01 -.15+01
-.73-01 -.38+00 -.43.1,00 -.79+00 -.72+00 ..72+00 -.82-1"00
.35_1 .3_31 .35+01 .2T+01 -.10+01 -.48+01 -.85+01
-.35-101 -.35-K)1 -.35+01 -.31+01 -.17+01 -.29+01 -.48+01
.92- rO .27-01 .46-01 -.5"/-01 -.63+00 -.12+01 -.18+01
.31+01 ,314'O1 .31+01 .32+01 .32+01 .47+01 -.65+01
-.31+01 -.31+01 -.31+01 -.31+01 -.30-_1 -.43+01 -. 11+02
017-01 .=°-01 .87-01 .12.100 .15+00 .32+00 -.99+00
.37+01 .37+01 .37+01 .44+01 .47+01 .41+01 .49-K) 1
-.36+01 -.36+01 -.36+01 -.40-1.01 -.39+01 -.28+01 -.26+01
.39-01 .114_0 .19+00 .32+00 .42+00 .47+00 .68+00
.92.H30 .94-K)0 ,14+01 .15-1_1 .27+01 ,36+01 .68+01
..91-100 -.891,O0 -.12+01 -.10+01 -.13+01 -,87+00 .21+01
.15-01 .45-01 .12_0 .18"K)0 .38+00 .56.100 .97+00
-.13,H_ ..21+00 -.12+01 .77+00 -.36+00 -.13-K)1 -.51+00 -.43.KX)
..31tO0 -.5G+00 .43+00 -.14+01 ..63+00 .26+00 -.8%_00 -.64-H30
-.'t2+O0 ..82+00 -. 824-00 .. 9,5,4..00 -. 97+00 -. 10+01 -. 11+01 -. 96-1.O0
-,24+01 ..64-I_0 -,19+01 -.77-KX) ..35+01 -.22+01 -.16+01 .80+00
.86+00 -.15+01 -.11+01 -.15.K)1 ..79+00 -,12+01 -.28+01 -.364.01
-.70.K)0 ..85-K)0 -.10+01 -.87+00 -.13+01 -.10-101 -,12+01 -.71+00
-.65+01 -.25+01 -.28+01 -.31+01 -.61+01 -.60+01 -.29+01 .54+01
-.13+00 -.24+01 -.31+01 -.34+01 -.32+01 -.29+01 -.47+01 -.53+01
-.15,H31 -.10.t01 -.11+01 -.12+01 -.16+01 -.16+01 -.11+01 .40-100
-,74+01 -.11+C2 -.82+01 .,79+01 -.11.tC_ -.72+01 .58+01 .22+01
-.62+01 -.70+01 -.56+01 -.9_-01 -.80+01 -.97+01 -.7_:_01 -.92+00
-.1T+01 -.22+01 -.16+01 -.18+01 -.21+01 -.16+01 .69-K)0 °33+00
-.33+_2 ..28.1-02 -.2E-1-02 -.24+_e -.18-1_2 .16-I_2 .50.t.01
-.3._(_2 -.27+C2 -.26+02 -.24+_ -.22+02 -.26+01 .78-01
-.29+01 ..30+01 -.29+01 ..29+01 -.22+01 .28+01 .84t_0
-.61+02 -.68+02 ..10+02 .24.t_ .34+G2
-.69+_ -.771._ -.19+Ce .°_+01 .16-1C_






DISTRIBUTION FOR '7 = 1.5, 0o _= 80% AND sin aL = 0.6
•_1 .26"tO1 .26'101 .27+01 .34.l.01 .21101 .29M)1 .38'101 .56101 .ll0_ .63+02 .51W22
-.26"101 -.25.K)1 o.25.1,01 ..25101 -.30.1.01 -.17W)1 -.17.1,01 -.21,101 -.19,101 .86400 .41.102 .28,14R
-.24-01 -.73-01 -.12.100 -.17+00 -.28-100 -.21400 -.37.100 -._.tO0 -.89._O0 -.17,K)1 -.73.i01 -.69+01
.31.101 .31-1.01 .31..O1 .32-101 .32,101 .47+01 .48.K)1 .49')O1 .42-1L.01 .164'(_ .39.102 .47,102 .584,_ .76"iO1
-.31"101 -.31-101 -.31"1,01 -.31.1.O1 -.30.IO1 ..43.101 -.42.1,01 -.41+01 -.31401 .86100 .17.1_2 .15_12 .1_ .48<00
-.17--01 -.52'-01 -.87-01 -.12,1_0 ..15100 ..32-100 -.3?+00 -.44+00 -.46-1.00 -.21.1'01 -.50',.O1 -.67+01 o._,(.O1 -.13.101
.35'K)1 .35401 .3.5-101 .35.(.01 .36401 .36.K)1 .36-101 .44.1.01 .12.1_2 .154,Q2 .22.1,_ .22.#02 .30.M]2 .48.1<)2 .22"101
-.35.1.01 -.35-101 -.35-1,01 -.35+01 -.35.101 -.35_01 -.35.(.01 -.42+01 -.38-z.01 -.86+00 -.28+01 -.40_0 -.52-1_1 -.91.K)I -.c_.KX)
-._.-Q2 -.27-01 -.46-01 -.64-01 -.82-01 -.99-01 -.11..00 -.22+00 -.16_O1 -.21+01 -.30,1.01 -.33.K)1 -.454.01 -.77.101 -.33KX)
.38-1,01 .38-101 .38+01 .38.1.01 .68-101 .591'01 .'71+01 .14M_2 .11+02 .121'02 .14_ .17-102 .19_ .26-1,02 .27.11_
-.361OI -.36-1.01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.60.'.01 -.51+01 -.54-',01 -.7_1 -.69101 -.62+01 -.78+01 -.73-1.01 -.93+01 -.131'(32 -.161<]2
.16-04 .49-04 .81-04 .11-03 ..34100 -.27-14:)0 -.47100 -.161,01 -.12+01 -.131101 -.15.,,,01 -._'_01 -.24101 -.34101 -.36-101
,78"401 .';'9_1 .sg, Io1 .90.1.01 .61.O1 .C_,tO1 .11"t._ .B4_1 .10+02 .11402 .10+02 .15_K)2 .13-t(_ .21_,_e .36.1_.
-o78-1.01 -.78+01 -.86+01 ..84+01 -,73-1"01 -.79._O1 -.CJ3+01 -.68+01 -.83+01 -.864'01 -.83+01 -.IO.IK_ -.I0+Q2 -.1G.M_ -.30,/X)2
-.29-01 -.87-01 -.214.00 -.29.H)0 -,28,KX) -.46-1.00 -.74+00 -.S&{.O0 -.63+00 -.87+00 -.65-KX) -.13.#O1 -.10+01 -.17.K)1 -.32.101
o81+01 .81"101 ,82-101 .82+01 o93+01 .94+01 .63.101 .10-1.O2 .104_2 .96+01 .11.1,_ .12-1<_ .13"K_ .18"1_2 .37.1_2
-.81"101 -.81.1.01 -.80101 ..79.101 -o87+01 -.86,.I,01 -.57.101 -. 95K)1 -. _12-101 -.81+01 -.99,,I,01 -. I0t432 -. 11.1_ -. 16-1.02 -.35.102
-.99-02 -.29-01 -.49-01 -.67-01 -.16-100 ..19.1K)0 -.77-01 -.16v,.00 -.234.00 -.29+00 -.16.H_ ..32v,.00 -.39.MX) -.56.100 -.12401
°68-01 .81-01 .66-01 .49-01 -.10.1R1 ..104.01 -.43-01 -.13.tO0 -.21.1_10 -o12+01 .77.11,00 -.36+00 -.13-_01 -.51+00 -.43+00
-.90-01 -.104.00 ..12+00 -.1._..00 .71400 .65.K)0 -.16"1'00 ..31.*00 -._<_00 .43+00 -.14.1,01 -.63<.00 .26+00 -.85-1K)0 -.64-100
-.49-01 -. 14-,IO0 ..24+00 ..34-1_0 -. 514.00 -.62+(X) -.42-K)0 -.72.1<X) ..62<.00 ..82.KX) .. 9_t00 -.97+00 -. 104.01 -. 11"#OI -. 96-1.00
.27100 .25"100 -.75-1_0 ..87400 .32-01 -.11+01 -.34.t01 -.24+01 -.64v,.00 -.19+01 -.77+00 -.35+01 -.22+01 -.16.101 .80tO0
-.27-_00 -.31"100 .49.t_0 .37,K)0 -.69.K)0 -.15-t00 .13-t01 .86+00 -.15+01 -.11+01 -.1E_.OI -.79.1.00 -.12+01 -.28+01 -.3r_K)l
-.48-01 -.14.1.00 -.30400 ..43+00 -.46-t00 -.67.100 ..99400 -.704.00 -.8,5.1_0 -.!0Z01 -.87"_0 -.13+01 -.10.1_1 -.12+01 -.71"100
.38.(.01 .38+01 .38+01 .38+01 .93-1.00 .18t01 .62-100 -.65-('01 -.25-101 -.28401 -.31401 -.61+01 -.60)01 -.29+01 .54+01
-.38-101 -.38+01 -.38-101 ..38401 -.17+01 -.25+01 ..23-101 -.13+00 ..24-,,_1 -.31+01 -.34+01 -.32+01 -.29401 -.47+01 -.53<.01
-.16-04 -.49-04 -.81-04 -.11-63 ..34400 ..27+00 -.47"1'00 -.15.101 -.10+01 -.11+01 -.12._01 -.16'1'01 -.16.K)1 -.11+01 .40+00
.35+01 .35401 .3E.tO1 .35+01 .36+01 .364.01 .36.1_1 .44-K)1 -.35+01 -.82+01 -.79+01 -.11.1.(_ -.72+01 .58+01 .22+01
- .354.01 - .354,01 - .3E,_O1 -.3_,.01 . .354,01 . o35.4.01 - .3._O1 - .42+01 - .44-101 -. 56'1'01 - . 95+01 -. 80.1_1 -. 9"/+01 - .75+01 - . 92.1)00
._2-02 .27-01 .46-01 .64-01 .82-01 o99-01 .11-1.00 .22.HX) -.10._1 -.16+01 -.18+01 -.21+01 -.16._01 .69.K)0 .33-t00
.31+01 .31+01 .31+01 .3_+01 .3a+01 o47+01 .48.1,01 .49_X)I .42+01 -.22.1.01 -.24_ -.18-102 .16_ .50+01
-.31+01 -.31+01 -.3H01 -.31101 -.30.101 -o43'.01 ..42+01 -.41+01 -.31+01 ..96-101 ..24.1_2 -.221.02 -.2614)1 .78-01
.17-01 .52-01 .87-01 .12+00 .15K)0 .32-(00 .37-KX) .44KX) .46+00 -.37+00 -.29_)1 -.22+01 .2B_.1 .64,,4)0
.26+01 .26K)1 .26+01 .27+01 .34+01 .21+01 .29.(.01 .38_01 .58+01 .10'K_ .27_2 .34+_
-.26'+01 -.25.101 -.25-101 -.25+01 -.30.)01 -.1'7+01 -.17+01 -.21+01 ..19._O1 .86.K)0 .11+02 .16-_2
.24-01 .73-01 .12.100 .17.100 .28400 .21.1,00 .37.K)0 .53,100 .89_00 .1"/+01 .3S4_1 .50Q_1
TABLE 49
DISTRIBUTION FOR "7 = 1.5, 0o = 80 °, AND szn o_/., = 0.8
.16+01 .16+01 .161.O1 .16+01 .16+01 o16,K)1 .17+01 .25+01 .17+01 .26,,01 .18+01 .38.101 .10._e .78+01
-o16+01 -.15+01 -.16+01 -.16+01 -.15+01 -o16_01 ..15+01 -.22+01 ..13.,,,01 -.201-01 -.11601 ..20+01 -.14+01 .48+00
-.78-02 -.23-01 -.39-01 -. _-01 -.69-01 -.84-01 -. 98-01-.20+00 -. 1_+00-.27,,00 ..22+00 -- _ -- 16+01-. ;3+01
.35+01 .35+01 .3%,01 .3_,01 .36+01 .36+01 .36+01 .44+01 .44+01 .3_,01 .73+01 .5_01 .23,,_ .48+_ .22+01
-i3_"_1 -.3_,-01 -.35-._0! -.3E_'_1 -.35-tO1 -.3_._-01 -o35+01 -.42+01 -.41+01 -.32+01 -.61+01 -.42+01 -.70+01 -.91+01 -.92+00
-.92-C_ -.27-01 -.46-01 -.64-01 -.82-01 -.99-(J1 -o11_)C -.22+00 -.27-zO0 -.2_',-00 -.62+00 -°60+00 -.33+01 -.77+01 -.3,3.t.O0
.38+01 .38+01 .384.01 .38+01 .38+01 .38.K)1 .38+01 .38+01 .47+01 .4"/'+01 .93+01 o14+Q2 .19+02 .26+C_ .ECT,H._2
-.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.46+01 -.47+01 -.70.K)1 -.70401 -.93+01 -.13+02 -.16.H)2
.16-04 .49-04 .81-04 .11-O3 .14-03 .16-03 .18-03 -.34-01 ..10+00 -.97-01 ..704.00 -.17+01 -.24+01 -.344.01 -.36-_1
.40+01 .40+01 .40+01 o40+01 .40.1-01 .40+01 .62+01 .62+01 .72+01 .11+Q2 .104.02 .1._K]2 .13+Q2 .21+_2 .36-I.Q2
-.40+01 -.40+01 -.40+01 -.40+01 -.40+01 ..40+01 -.57+01 -.54+01 -.64+01 -.86+01 ..8.3+01 -.10+02 -.10+02 -.16+CZ2 -.30,z.Q2
.98-02 .29-01 .4B-01 .6B-01 .B7-01 .IC,.t.C,O-°BB-01 -.30,t-00 -.16,.t-00 ..B_+O0 ..654,00 -.13+01 -.I0+01 -.17+01 -.3_+01
.61+01 .61+01 .61+01 .62+01 .E3+01 .94+01 .63+01 .10-1_2 .t0-K_ .96+01 .11+C1_ .12+Ce .13+C_ .1B+G_ .37+(}_
-.61+01 -.61+01 -.61+01 -.60-1-01 -.87+01 -.864-01 -.57+01 -.9_.01 ..92+01 -.81+01 -.99+01 ..10+C_ -.11_ -.16-K_ -.354.02
.62-(_ .I8-01 .30-01 .43-01 .,16-1K)O -.19-K)0 -,77-01 -.16-K)0 -°23+00 -.29+00 -.16_,_0 ..32.._00 -.39+00 ..56-K)0 -.12+01
.20-101 .20.K) 1 .20+01 .20+01 -.t0+01 ..10._1 -.43-01 -.134.00 -.21+00 -.12+01 .77+00 ..3P..O0 -.13+01 -.51-1_0 -.43<.00
20+01 -.20-1.01 -.20+01 -.20+01 .71+00 .65+00 -.164.00 -.31+00 ..50+00 .43+00 ..14+01 -.63.1_0 .26+00 -.85-100 -.64-K)0
-.33-01 -.1_ -.16+00 -.23+00 -.51.t.00 ..62400 -.42400 -.72.1.00 -.82+00 __.82100 ..95100 -.97+00 -.I0401 -.11+01 ..9_I,00
.4C_01 .40+01 .40.K)1 .40+01 .40+01 .40-K)1 .19+01 -.26+00 .27+01 -.19+01 ..77+00 -.3_01 -.22+01 -.16+01 .80+00
..40401 -,40401 -.40+01 ..404-01 -.40+01 -,401,01 -.22+01 -._5,K)O -,34K) 1 -.11+01 ..1F_'_1 .,79100 -.12401 -.28+01 -.36+01
-.98-02 -.29-01 -.46-01 1.68-01 -.87-01 -.10<.00 -.33+00 .,42+00 -.38+00 ..10+01 -.87+00 -.13+01 -.10.01 -.12+01 -.714.00
.38+01 .38+01 .38+01 .38+01 .38+01 .38+01 .38+01 .38+01 .47+01 .47-1"01 .201.01 -.35.101 -.60.K)1 -.29+01 .54.4,01
-.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.38+01 -.46+O1 ..47+01 -.42+01 ..3_01 -.2944)1 -.47+01 -.53_1
-.16-04 ..49-04 ..81-04 -.11-03 ..14-03 ,.16-03 ..18-03 .34-01 .10+00 .97-01 -.42+00 -.11+01 -.16+01 -.11+01 .40+00
.35+01 .35"+01 .35+01 .35+01 .36+01 .36"t-01 .36-1.01 .44+01 .44+01 .36+01 .73+01 .55"+01 .42+00 .58+01 .22-t'01
-.3_,,01 -.35+01 -.35e01 -.3_=_0-! ..35101 ..35-101 -.3=-,401 -.42+01 ..41+01 -.32+01 -.61+01 -.42+01 ..79._01 -.75+01 ..92-t00
.92.(]2 .27-01 .46-01 .64-01 .82-01 .99-01 .iI+C_ .:_F30.- ,27+00 .25+00 .6,?+00 .60+00 ..41<00 .69+00 .33+00
.16+01 ,16+01 ,16+01 .16+01 .16+01 .16t_1 .17+01 .2%'-01 o17+01 .26+01 .18+01 .38"101 .104'_ .504,0i
-.16-1'01 -.16101 -.1Gt_l -.16-101 -.16+01 -.16+01 ..15-101 .._t01 -.13+01 .,20t01 -,11+01 ..20401 -.14.101 .78-01
.78-02 .23-01 .39-01 .54-01 .69-01 .84-01 .98-01 .204_00 .16+00 .274_0 .22+00 .53+00 .16.101 .84,100
TABLE 50





































.15+03 .26"1'03 .57.1._ .52_3 .35.1.03 .2%'.03 .21+03 .14.'1"03
.58.K]2 .16+03 .4_..K_ .45+03 .33.1.03 .24+03 .19+_ .12.1<_
.184,02 .27_ ,5_ .35.K)2 .87-101 -.27-101 -.95.K)1 -.111_e
.13404 .97.1_3 .21+03 .161(]2 .17162 .25._ .28-1Q2 .344'02
.28463 °43+03 .11+03 -.62t01 -.37+01 -.15+01 .14-1.01 .634.01
.21.i_ .14403 .24_ -.24401 -.28+01 -.41+01 -.46-1OI -.55+01
.10+04 .814.01 .85101 .70401 .90+01 .94401 .98101 .12+02
• I_ -.74.101 -.72tO1 -. 54+01 -.63101 -. 61"1'01 -. 53.+01 -. 58.1,01
. 17_ -.574,00 -°?3+00 -.72+00 -. 10.1,01 -. 11+01 -. 13+01 -. 18.+01
.72,1'01 .72+01 .73+01 .92.101 .75.101 .96.101 .98-101 .1GI(_
-.704,01 -.69+01 -.68+01 -.83+01 -.66101 -.81t01 -.77+01 -.76+01
-.23400 -.32-100 °.41.1_0 -.65+00 -.60+00 -.85.100 -.10+01 -.10101
.77+01 .77+01 .77+01 .77+01 .78+01 ,98+01 .99+01 .79101
-.76,101 -.76101 -.75.101 -.75,101 -.75-1.01 -. _+01 -. _+01 -.73+01
-.14+00 -o19+00 -.25-1_) -.30_0 -.36-1.00 -.54+00 -.57.1_0 ..52+00
.79t01 o79.1,01 °79.101 .79+01 .79+01 .79+01 o99+01 .99101
-.79.101 -.79+01 -.79'1'O1 -.79.101 -.79.101 -.79+01 -.98+01 -.99_1




.471Q2 .9_ .66.1_ .11102
.14_ .34_ .161.0e .13+01
-.73+01 ..131.(]2 -.10_ -.18.1OI
.13-1_ .18,1_ .26+G2 .4_i_
-. 51+01 - • 57+01 - • 60+01 -. 81 +01
-.19+01 --.28+01 -.42+01 -.74401
.121Ge .14+02 .17t_12 .29_ .27.1_
-.86+01 ..95+01 -.10t,C_ -.1_ -.14-+02
-.14-tO1 ,-.18+01 -.22+01 -.40.101 -.38.101
.12+_ .12.K)2 .16_i2 .18-1_2 .39.1K_
-.10+G2 ,..10+O2 -.14-1_2 ..15.102 -.32+G2
°.86+00 ..95+00 -.13+01 -.17+01 -.37+01
.12.14_ .12-K)2 .12+02 .2@1.02 .40.H_
-.11+CI2 ...11.1._e ..114C12 -.19,1412 -.3g-I.C_
°.29,1_0 w.32.tO0 -.3_ -.62.tO0 -.13.1.01
TABLE 51





































,60+01 .13+03 ,57+03 .52+03 .35+03 .2b+03 ,21+03 ,14+03
-,20+01 ,85+02 .42+03 .4b+03 ,33103 ,24+03 ,19t03 .12+03
-.91400 .11+0_ .55+02 .3b+02 .874431 -.27+01 -.9_"Q1 -.11+0_
.11+02 .86-H_ .21+03 .16+0_ .17+02 .25-t0_ .28+02 .34+02
-.96+01 .33+02 .11+C0 -.62+01 -.37-1-01 -.15+01 .14+01 .63+01
-.10._01 .84+01 .24+_ -,24.01 -.28+01 -.41.1-01 -.46-K)1 o.55+01
,64+01 ,81<<DI .85-tO1 .70"+01 .90+O1 . 94+01 ,98+01 .12+C_
-.61+01 -.74+01 -.72+01 1.54+01 -.63+01 -.61+01 -.53+01 -.58+01
-.31K)0 -.57+00 -.73+00 -.72.t00 -.10+01 -.11+01 -.13+01 -.18,01
.72.01 .72+01 .73+01 .92+91 .75+01 .96-K) 1 .98+01 .10-1-0_
-.70+01 -.69+01 -.68+01 -.83+01 1.6G'l'01 -.81+01 -.77+01 -.76+01
-.23_00 -.32+00 -.41+00 -.6b'K)0 -.60+00 -.8_t_O -.I0+01 -.10+01
.77+01 .77+01 .77+01 .77+01 .78+01 .98+01 .99+01 .79+01
-.76+01 -.76+01 -.7_-01 -.7b+01 -.TL_t_l -._+O1 -.92+01 -.73+01
-. 14-1.00 -. 19+00 - .25+00 - .30-t-00 - .36+00 -. 54-1-0_ -. 57+00 -. _2-1-00
.79+01 .79+O1 .79-K) I .79+01 .79+01 .79+01 .99+01 .99+01
-.79-_I -.79+01 -.79+01 -.79+01 -.79+01 -.79+01 -.98+01 -.99+01




.47+Ce .90+02 ,661_2 .11+0_
.14+O_ .34.t.0_ .16+0_ .13+01
-.73+01 .. 13.+02 -. 10-1.02 -. 18+01
.13+02 .18+02 .26+02 .45+O2
-.51+01 -.57+01 -.60+01 -.81+01
-.19+01 -.28+01 -.42+01 -.74_I
.12-1_2 .14+02 .17+02 .29+02 .27402
-.86+01 -.95+01 -.10+02 -.I_02 -.14+_
-.14+01 -.18+01 -.22+01 -.40+01 -.38+01
,12102 .12+02 .16-1.C_ ,18402 .39+0_
..10+0_ -.10+02 -,14+02 -.15+02 .,32+02
-.86+00 -.9'._-00 -.13+01 -.17+01 -.37+01
.12+0_ .12+02 .12+02 .20-K)2 .40-I.0_
-.11+02 -.11t'02 -.11+0_ ..19+02 ..39+02
-.29+(_ -.3,?..1_0 ..34,1_0 ..62.t_X) ..13,K)1
388
TABLE 52




°_%.01 .77+01 .94-o01 .g TO01 .13.tC_ .16402
*._1 -.73+01 -.81+01 -.70.1OI -.'/0.K)I -.62.101
-.75-01 -.40+00 -.77.}00 -.10K)1 -olB.tO1 -.24.101
.63.101 .63-K)1 .64-_1 .81-101 .85t01 .70.t.01
°.63+01 -.62+01 -.61,t.01 -.74.=_1 -.72+01 -.54_1
-.62.01 -. i_ - .31 i)O0 -. 57+00 - .73+00 - .72+00
.71401 .71.it.01 .72.t.01 .72+01 .73+01 .92,(01
-.71401 -.Tl.t.Ol -.70,4.01 -.69401 -.58+01 -.83,_1
-.46-01 -.14400 -o;_144)0 -.3_+00 -.41+00 -.65.t.00
.76401 .764.01 .77+01 .7714)I .77+01 .77+01
-.76_01 -.76K)i -.76.101 -.76401 -.754.01 -.754_1
-.28-01 -.86-01 -.14-t00 -.19.t00 -.25t00 -.30+(O
.79,101 .79t.01 .79401 .79,101 .79101 .79K)1
-.79+01 -.79+01 -.79+01 -.79.01 -.79+01 -.79+01
-. 9"/-Ci2 - .29-01 - o48-01 - .67-01 -. 86-01 - • 10100
.18,_ .21403 .21.e_ .14403 .84_ .20t02
.11._ .191.(;_ .19+03 .12,103 .66-102 .144,02
-.23K)1 -. 42..I;)1 -. 95.1,01 -. !1 _ -. 864.01 -.23.101
.17.t<_ .254.02 .28+G2 .34-1_ .47+O2 ._,_12
-.374_01 -.15.t.01 .14+01 .63+01 .1_ .34.H_
-.28401 -.414OI -.46+01 -.554'O1 -.73+01 -.13-tO2
.90._i .944'01 .98,1.01 .12+02 .13+Ce .18-t_12
- o63K)1 -. 61+01 -. 53.1,01 -. 58+01 -. 51+01 -. 57+01
-.10+01 -.11+01 -.13-)01 -.18+01 -.19101 -.28401
.75101 .96f01 .98+01 .104C_ .12K32 .14+02
-.664.01 -.81+01 -,??+01 -.76.4.O1 -.864.01 -.95401
-,604,00 -.8_>100 -. 10,K}I -. 10+01 -. 14-1,01 -. 18,4.01
.78K)1 .98',01 .99+01 .79+01 .12+C_ .124,O2
-.7,5401 -.92+01 -.92+01 -,73401 -.104,_ -.104G_
-.36-I,00 -.54,4,00 -.57+00 -.._+00 -.86.400 -.95,.K)0
.79101 .79tO1 .99+O1 .99+01 .12t,02 .12402
-.794.01 -.Tg,o01 -, 984.01 -. 99,4,01 -. 11402 -. 114,02
-o 12.1,00 -, 13K)0 - .21_00 -. 194,00 * .29KX) - .3,?.100
.664_ .11.1K_
.16H_ . 13401













DISTRIBUTION FOR "1' = 1.5, 0o = 90 °,
.33.tO1 .35-t.01 .96-K)1 .14.+G2
-.20+01 -.18+01 -.30+01 -.18+01
-.44+(X) -.50.t.,00 -.1._401 -.24+01
.63+01 .63+01 .64+01 .81+01 .8_1 .70+01 .90tO1 .94.401 .98.;.01
-.63-101 -.62+01 -.61+01 -.74+01 -.T2+01 -.54.101 -.63.101 -.61+01 -.53+01
-.6,2-01 -.18+00 -.31t00 -.ST K)O -.73+00 -.72+00 -.10.K)1 -.11+01 -.13+01
.71+01 .T1+01 .72+01 .72+01 .73+01 .92+01 .75_01 .96+01
-.71+01 -.71+01 -.70+01 -,69+01 -.68+01 -.83,101 -.66+01 -.81+01
-.46-01 -.144,00 -,234,00 -._400 -.41,1,00 -.65,100 -,60,it00 -.8,_+00
.76101 .?E-t01 .T'/+01 o77'4,,01 .77+01 .77+01 .78.101 .98401
-.76_O1 -.76+01 -.76-tO1 -.76401 -.7_1 -.75-iK)1 -.75-i01 -.92+01
-.28-01 -.86-01 -.14_O0 -.19-tO0 -.2%'.00 -.30,K_ -.36._00 -._l-l.00
.79t01 .79+01 .79+01 .79101 .79.101 .79401 .79101 .79+01
-.79.)01 -.79.(.01 -.79.(.01 -.79.1.01 -.79tOi -.79401 -.79401 -.79+01
-.97-(_ -.29-01 -.48-01 -.67-01 o.86-01 -.10.1_0 -.12t00 -.13.t,_




.29.1_ .47._2 .90+02 .66_R .11-1<)2
.40101 .14-K)2 .34_ .16c, O2 .13101
-.4T+01 -.73,101_r.13.t, O2 ..lO,it,(_ -.18.101
.12+C_ .13,_2 .18+02 .2_2 .4_,._
-.58+01 -.51._01 _.57+01 -.60+01 -.81+01
-.18+01 -.194.01 t.20<GI -.42+01 -.T4+01
.98401 .I0+O2 .12+(_ .14402 .17402 .29+(_ .27402
-.77+01 -.7E,t.01 -.86+01 _.95._1 -.104.02 -.15"K_ -.14-_2
-.10+01 -.10.1.01 ..14+01 ..18+01 -.22+01 -.40+01 -.38+01
.99.1'01 .79+O1 .12tQ2 .12+02 .16.t_02 .18.K_ .39(.02
-.92+01 -.73+01 -.10.O2 -.10+02 -.14+(_ -.1_ -.32.K)2
-. 57+00 -. 52+00 -. 86+00 =. 9%_O0 -. 13401 -. 17+01 -.37+01
.99"1"01 .99+01 .12+_ .12+02 .12+02 .20.K_ .404.02
-.98._1 -.99+01 -.11402 -.i1+(_ -.11.1K_ -.19.1.(:_ -.39.H_
-.21+00 -. 1 _ ..294.00 ...32+00 -.34-(.00 -.62400 -. 13,4.O1
TABLE 54
DISTRIBUTION FOR 7 = 1.5, Oo = 90 °, AND s_l aL = 0.8
• 36+01 .36t01 .36K)1 .37+01 .37+01 .74+01 .75401 .96t01 .98-K)1
-.36+01 -.36.1OI -.36,t01 -.35+01 -.35.1,01 -.67+01 -.664.01 -.81+01 -.77+01
-.21-01 -.63-01 -.10.1.00 -.14+00 -.18+00 -.524.00 -.60.KX) -.8,%_00 -.10.;.01
• 76+01 .76+01 .77+01 .77"11"01 .'/7+01 .77+01 .78401 .98+01 .99+01
-.76_1 -.76+01 -.76401 -.76+01 -.75'101 -.754.01 -.75+01 -._+01 -.92+01
-.28-01 -.86-01 -.14-K)0 -.19+00 -.2.%'.00 -.30+00 -.36.t00 -._:_1.00 -.57.(.00
.79.tOI .79+01 .79+01 .79_1 .79._I .79_1 .79._1 .79+O1 .99+01
-.79+01 -.79+01 -.79+01 -.79+01 -.79+01 -.79401 -.79_1 -.79-101 -.98401









-. 52._00 -.86 t_O
• 99..I,01 .12+(_








-. 95,1,01 -. 104G_
-.184.01 -. _'--_+0 I
.12.1_2 .16.i_
-.10_ -.!_
-, 95400 - • 134,01
.12_2 .12,,t_2












-. 17+01 - .37+01
.20+_ .40.V_
-. 19_K_ - .39+(]2
-.62+00 -.13401
389
